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Dancing scene showing the lute and the harp-visited opposite 50
A new inscription of Entemena 263
THE MEANING OF THE HINDU-JAVANESE candi

WILLEM STUTTERHEIM
SOERAKARTA, JAVA

It is known to but few that the so-called “Hindu temples” on the isle of Java are not temples nor were they built by Hindus. The close resemblance in style between some of them and certain temples in India, together with the fact that among the buildings of the modern Javanese there are no specimens of such skilled workmanship and artistic significance as could rival in beauty and refinement the work of their ancestors, originally confirmed the theory that Hindus must have been the builders of the candis.¹ Several considerations, however, lead to the conclusion that the Javanese people themselves have built their monuments and that at most the Hindus were their teachers in preceding times. In spite of the close affinity of the old Javanese and the Hindu styles, there are some facts which contradict the theory that the Hindu was the source of the Javanese. The case is similar to that in Europe, where buildings of Gothic style in England and Germany were not necessarily the work of French artisans from the Ile de France.

Regarding the assertion that these so-called Hindu temples are for the greater part not temples at all, it is true that, viewed from the outside and inside, they bear all the characteristics of a temple; there are statues of gods, altars, reliefs with the holy stories of Viṣṇu’s avatāras, and other elements. Yet, closer examination has revealed that the statues are not merely representations of gods. They show several deviations from the canonical rules, which clearly indicate that they are images of deceased kings in the shape of gods. Further, we must consider the stone caskets containing various magic stones and metals mixed with human ashes and buried in a deep shaft beneath the statues. It is highly probable that these ashes were remains of the burned corpses of deceased kings and that the precious stones and metals, attributed to a certain god, served

¹ This view was held by Raffles and other explorers at the beginning of the 19th century and is still prevalent among the general public. The term “Hindu antiquities” (instead of “Javanese antiquities”) is so well accepted that one can find it even on the signposts of the Archaeological Survey in the Netherlands Indies.
as magic points of attraction for the particular god in whom the king’s soul was absorbed after death and of whom the king was an incarnation during his life.

Each king or other high personage was “candi-ed” in this way, as we can gather from several loci in old Javanese literature. The terminus technicus for this was cinâdî, to be put in a candî. Candî therefore means a special kind of monument, wherein the ashes of the burned corpse of a king were placed; the word is derived from one of the names of the death-goddess Durgâ. The whole matter seems clear enough and is in no need of further explanation.

However, there are two questions to be answered. First, if the majority of the so-called temples are to be considered as mausolea, where are the real temples? And secondly, why did the Javanese choose exactly the Hindu temple as a model?

The first question can be answered easily. A visit to Bali, where the old tradition of temple building is still preserved, will show that the old Javanese temples were merely a series of enclosures, furnished with wooden (seldom stone) structures, each containing only one chamber and covered with an odd number of pyramidal superimposed roofs. These wooden buildings naturally disappeared in Java during the Muhammadan period and the temple walls were demolished. Only the stone candis, which were built within these enclosures, lasted longer, although their stone served at last with equal success for building sugarmills and railway stations.

The second question, however, puzzles us more. Why did the Javanese choose the Hindu temple as a model in building mausolea for their deceased kings?

To answer this question we first should realize what the shape of a Hindu temple means, that is to say, a Hindu temple of the type that was introduced into Java by the Hindus before 700 A.D. Elsewhere I have discussed the matter at length, and I will speak of it only briefly now. Study of the development of the stûpa in the shape appearing in the monument of Barabudur on Java discloses that its prototype was the Gandhâra stûpa, composed of the old Indian stûpa and the adapted Babylonian zigurat, a combination in which is also the origin of the Chinese pagoda and the

---

*Candi* may be an abbreviation of Sanskrit candîgrha, house of Durgâ. The Balinese call the temple of Durgâ pura dalem.

*See* Chandi Barabudur, Name, Form and Significance, Weltevreden (Java), Kolff & Co., 1931.
Javanese Buddhist temple. The principle is quite clear; the top of a terraced pyramid was the adequate place for such a divine object as a reliquary of the Buddha's ashes. Did not a terraced pyramid bear the grave of Cyrus, and was not its summit in still older times the place to which the gods descended from heaven? The traces of those strong influences which came from Central Asia to Gandhāra and brought a mixture of Persian, Assyrian, Greek, and other elements to the valley of the Indus and the Ganges, remove our doubts as to the probability of the combination of an Indian stūpa and a Babylonian ziggurat.

This combination, moreover, developed in three directions and took the following forms. In the commonest, the terraced pyramid is enlarged to a base for a comparatively small stūpa; a result of this development, for example, is the Barabar. In the second the pyramid is raised till it becomes a tower crowned with a minute stūpa, as the Chinese pagoda shows. In the third formation the lowest terrace is furnished with niches, which in time grew deeper and deeper until each took on the shape of a cella. For this purpose the walls of the terrace were built increasingly higher, while the other terraces together with the stūpa got the appearance of a stūpa-crowned roof. In this way the prototype of the caṇḍi was born and, as every archaeologist knows, such temples are understood best when they are considered as a rock, shaped like a terraced pyramid, the base of which is heightened and the interior dug out into a cella.

It is regrettable that only a few prototypes of this caṇḍi exist in India. Monuments of just that period in which the Indian art was brought to Java are very rare. But with the help of old Tibetan architectural forms and through analysis of the later Indian and Indonesian temples one can get an idea of the development.

What, however, did this combination of stūpa and ziggurat, developed into a caṇḍi, symbolize?

The ziggurat, as known, is the representation of heaven and its top is supposed to have been the temporary dwelling place of the gods. The placing of the divine reliquary of the Buddha's ashes on its summit (enclosed in the stūpa) shows us that this conception was not wholly forgotten among the neighbors of the homeland of the ziggurat, even in the Gandhāran period. So, when we encounter on Bali wooden buildings shaped thus (where the terraces
are replaced by thatched roofs and the crowning stūpa by an upturned glass gin-bottle) and we are informed that they are known as Meru (mountain of heaven), we may understand that this symbolical meaning is still alive and that the prototype was considered a replica of the heavenly mountain, the abode of the gods.  

This conception of the caṇḍi-form is very clearly indicated in the monuments of Prambanan on Java and especially in the caṇḍi Lara Jonggrang near that place. From a base decorated with trees of heaven and figures of singing celestial birds rises the body of the temple surrounded by a balustrade with celestial dancers and musicians. Guardian gods, each patronizing one of the directions of the universe, surround the realm of the higher gods, who appear in the deep niches of the temple body. Minor gods have their own shallow niches distributed over the surface, but the great Śiva Mahādeva stands in the lofty cella, hidden from the sight of people, like a king in his palace. Stylized long undulating lotus stalks and strings of jewels creep or hang over the whole temple surface imitating the supposed decorations of mount Meru.

In Eastern Java and in Bali the turtle, which in some cases bears the whole building on its back, just as Viṣṇu in the shape of a turtle in the kūrmāvatāra bore the mountain of heaven, and the cloud-ornament that surrounds the temple body again provide a confirmation of the same idea.

It seems now that herewith the answer to the question is given. Indeed, if the king after his death is absorbed in the god whose incarnation he was during life, the representation of this king in the shape of that very god and the placing of his image in a temple, which can be understood as a replica of the dwelling place of the gods in heaven, must be correct and evident.

There are, however, some details in the history of Javanese art that point in another direction.

In the first place I must remind the reader of the fact that in India there has never been found any statue of a deceased king in the guise of a god which was worshipped in the way described above.  

4 See also the study of Robert Heine-Geldern in *Wiener Beiträge zur Kunst und Kultur Asiens*, Band IV, pp. 28 ff. (Krystall Verlag, Vienna, 1930).

5 However, “having become a god” (or a goddess) is in Indian literature
In the second place I must point out that the history of Javanese art shows an ever increasing difference between the style of these statues and that of the representation of real gods, for instance on the reliefs. This difference is marked by the fact that the statues show more and more the features of a dead person, now and then even of a mummy. The legs are placed close together, the eyes are closed, and the whole appearance is that of a corpse in full pontificals. But the real gods, as depicted in the reliefs, are evidently living beings just like those of the shadow play, the wayang. There only the highest god, Bhaṭāra Guru, i. e. Śiva Mahādeva, is depicted in the above mentioned way; but this is not surprising, since he is the king of the gods and his representation might have been influenced by the old traditional manner of making a king’s statue.

Some other details prove that no real god’s image was intended; the attributes, held in the various hands, are not quite the same as are found in the traditional statues of gods. For instance, Viṣṇu’s śāṅkha sometimes has a snail leaving its shell, just as the soul leaves its temporal dwelling, the body. Further indications may be seen in the puzzling objects that are found in the god’s hands (when they are joined in front of his lap in the manner known in Buddhist iconography as dhyānamudrā). Sometimes they look like lotus-buds, sometimes like offerings made of flowers. But they always point to the fact that the statue is to be interpreted as that of a dead king.

But the most important feature of these statues is the increasing frontality in the style, which lends to them the appearance of a mummy. This at once excludes the possibility that they are por-

(e. g. devabhuyaṁ gate narendra, in Harṣacarita, 215) a regular periphrastic expression for “having died”, just as we say “gone to heaven” in the same sense. In the Pratimā Nāṭaka it is explicitly stated that Bharata cannot tell whether the figures worshipped in the devakula are those of gods or human beings. There is also the well-known custom of erecting a lingam on the samadh of a deceased saint or teacher “as though to proclaim to the world that the body buried below has attained to the sacred form of Śiva-linga” (A. S. I., A. R., Southern Circle, 1915-16, p. 34). The Gaṅga king Rājāditya caused to be built a temple to Īśvara (Śiva) on the spot where his father had been buried” (ib., where also other cases of a connection between temples and burying grounds are cited). [A. K. C.]
traits of living kings or living gods. Here, in my opinion, begins the way leading to the right understanding of the caṇḍi.

As is well known, the Indonesian people, as far as they have changed their pre-animistic conception of life into an animistic one, attach great importance to the cult of their ancestors. Establishing contact between the soul of the deceased and his family at important occasions is the most striking feature of this cult. Sometimes it is done in a shamanistic way by receiving the soul in the body of a shaman. Sometimes pieces of the dead man’s skull or the whole skull are used as a receptacle for his soul. Well known, although strictly speaking not Indonesian, are the wooden figures with a thin body and a large head, containing a skull and called korwar. Another form of this receptacle is that of a wooden figure without portions of the corpse, like those used by the Dayaks of Borneo and by other Indonesians.

Schadee tells us that the Landak Dayaks and the Tayan Dayaks make figures of their deceased chiefs and champions. They are called pantak and are placed close to the roads, but are later removed and erected in a kind of graveyard (padagei) after one of the dead man’s offspring has decapitated a foe. This yard is consecrated to the god of illness and decapitation, named Kėmang Trio. The pantaks can be divided into three kinds: one for the pañcalang (chiefs of villages and military chiefs), one for the pangalango (champions), and one for the tuwa bidi (a kind of augurers). The latter are represented dancing, just like the wooden figures of gods and heroes on Bali (tögög). When the pantak is ready, the soul of the deceased is summoned by the priests and invited to occupy it. A ceremony is performed, the pantak is set upright,

---

* For instance, the adus of the inhabitants of Nias (east of Sumatra) in which is kept the so-called moko-moko, a spider, considered to be the incarnation of the dead man’s soul. On the Aru islands grains of rice are strewn over and in front of little figures of the deceased. Through this ceremony the soul is supposed to enter the figure. Among the inhabitants of the Kei islands a figure is made only of the founder of the village, not of common people. It is superfluous to enumerate all the peoples of the Archipelago that make figures of their ancestors in order to worship them. From the Philippines to Sumatra it is a widespread custom.

sprinkled with rice and fed like a child by putting little bits of rice in his mouth. Then the pantak is taken out of the house and planted in the ground in the neighbourhood of the big village building; this ceremony takes place amid a great uproar. Finally, a roof on four poles is placed above the pantak. This happens among the Pade Dayaks on the seventh day after death.

The Dayaks believe that at the moment the pantak is brought to the padagei, the soul of the deceased is absorbed by the above mentioned Kemang Trio and returns to its origin; that is to say, only the soul of a chief or a priest, as this would be an impossibility for the soul of a common man.

Also the Ulu Air Dayaks have such a ceremony, described in 1922 by Ten Cate and in 1924 by Bouman. Only they use other names; the figure is called temadu. They also use a pole from six to seven meters in height called pantar. Figure and pole serve as stake for torturing the buffaloes to death at the time of the big funeral festival (tiwah); these poles prove that the ceremony actually took place.

Agerbeek does not mention these figures, but he, too, speaks of long pantar poles crowned with a bird (Pimuh). Mallinckrodt mentions so-called pajahan in Kualakapuas, which are perhaps the same as pantak and temadu; they are flat figures cut out of boards. This author, however, also speaks of sapundus, erected on the seventh day after death for tying up the buffaloes. These sapundus, rather than the pajahans, might be the counterpart of the pantaks. The passage, however, is not very clear. After the erection of the sapundus the Ngaju Dayaks have a ceremony for conducting the souls to heaven, which is done by a shaman, who describes the adventures of his journey in a litany. This ceremony is called magah liau.

Before continuing my argument I wish to draw the reader's attention to the fact that the instances given above are taken from a people not influenced by the Hindus and their religion. Now we shall proceed and consider the funeral ceremonies of the Balinese, which were already hinduized in the first millennium of our era.

---

10 Bijdragen etc., 1925 (Vol. LXXXI), p. 263 ff.
We can eliminate at once the cremation ceremonies, as they are for the greater part Hinduistic in origin, although they show many traces of Indonesian beliefs. The ceremony, however, which is most important for our purpose is the so-called mumukur ceremony, held on an undefined day after the cremation and having the same aim as the above mentioned ceremonies of the Dayaks—the deliverance of the soul from all earthly bonds.\(^{11}\) At this ceremony the priests make little puppets of flowers and other herbaceous materials, which serve as temporary receptacles for the souls of the burned. When the puppets are ready, the soul of the deceased is summoned by the priests and invited to enter the puppets, called puspaśarīra, “body of flowers.” Then the puppets are fed with rice. On Java, in the mountainous district of the Tenggêr, where Islâm is not yet accepted, the puppets, called pitra (from Sanskrit pitr?), are carried like helpless children in a slendang, just like the pantaks of the Dayaks in Borneo.\(^{12}\) Still more striking is the fact that the pitras are brought to the kabuyutan after it is supposed that the souls of the ancestors, which temporarily dwelt in these puppets, have gone to heaven. The kabuyutan is a holy dwelling-place for the ancestors, which may be compared with the padagei of the Dayaks, as both are said to be the abode of the god of death and illness (Kêmang Trio of the Dayaks, Kala of the Tenggêrese).

Indeed, the similarity of the treatment the animistic Dayaks accord their ancestor-figures and the Hinduistic Balinese and Tenggêrese accord their puspaśarīras and pitras is very striking; only in the names and some other unimportant details is the great difference in religion made manifest. This is rather surprising, for the ceremonies of the Balinese all bear a pronounced Hinduistic character, while those of the Dayaks must be considered purely Indonesian, as already stated. But the matter grows more and more interesting when we consider the old Javanese way of treating the soul of a deceased king after his cremation, and compare it with the above described ceremonies.

\(^{11}\) See Paul Wirz, Der Totenkult auf Bali, Stuttgart, 1928, p. 117 ff., and K. Crueq, Bijdrage tot de kennis van het Balisch doodenritueel, Santpoort, 1928, p. 82 ff.

Unfortunately only little is known of the old Javanese funeral ceremonies. Apart from some data taken from the monuments and inscriptions and referring to the fact that the ashes were put in a caṇḍi, we have only some information from the poem of Prapaṇca called Nāgarakṛttāgama and written in 1365 A. D. in honor of His Majesty the King of Majapahit, Ayam Wuruk.\textsuperscript{13} There we find a description of the śrāddha ceremony, held in 1362, for the soul of H. M. the Queen Grandmother Gāyatrī, the so-called rājapati.\textsuperscript{14} As we touch here the nucleus of the main question I will give parts of the text with translation.

Cantos 63-67 deal with the description of the ceremony but only some loci are of special importance. The poet begins by telling how the regent, Gajah Mada, is admitted to an audience with the king and how he reminds him of his duty to hold the śrāddha ceremony for the Queen Grandmother, who died twelve years ago. This ceremony should take place on the fourth of the month of Bhādra and the following days. A conference is held and the costs are fixed. Painters, sculptors, and goldsmiths are busy decorating the palace and preparing everything necessary for the ceremony. At the propitious moment all the inhabitants of the king’s palace are gathered together. The king and the queen are seated on the side to the west, the higher officials and their wives to the north and the east, and the lower ones to the south. The text also seems to mention the presence of an image:

\textit{nghāne madhya witāna sōbhita rinēnga lwir prisaḍyāruhur}

(in the translation of Kern), “In the midst of the open festive hall shone a high prisaḍi-image.” But I am inclined to translate: “There was a madhya-tower, adorned, colored, high like a prisaḍi.” In fact the meaning of the word prisaḍi is not quite clear,\textsuperscript{15} but that of madhya, translated by Kern “in the midst of,” may be the same as the Balinese madya, an adorned pyramidal tower, serving as receptacle of the puspaśarīra (see above).\textsuperscript{16} If this is correct,

\textsuperscript{13} Ed. by Dr. H. Kern and Dr. N. J. Krom, 'Gravenhage, 1919.
\textsuperscript{14} Dr. F. D. K. Bosch first drew attention to the identity of mumukur and śrāddha in Oudheidkundig Verslag, 1916, p. 115. See also Dr. P. V. van Stein Callenfels, ibidem, 1919, p. 105 ff.
\textsuperscript{15} It seems to indicate a high tower of offerings and should be read pusadi.
\textsuperscript{16} The word madya is perhaps preserved in the Javanese word mader-ēnga, a kind of trifold throne, used on special occasions in the palace of the Susuhunan of Surakarta.
the poet speaks of the ceremony called in Bali mumukur or ngém-adya, which corresponds perfectly with the further description and meaning of the śrāddha ceremony.

Then follows the description of the priests who attend to the festival, their mudrās (gestures of the hands), spells, prayers, etc., and of the ceremony itself:

tanggal ping rwa wélas maniñjém irika svah sātrapatiñevó /
muwang homärccana len pariśrama samāpte prāpta ning svah muwah /
sang hyang puṣpa yinoga ring věngi linakwan supraṭiṣṭha kriyā /
pōh ning ḍhyāna samādi siddhi kinēnakėn de mahāsthāpaka // 5 //

"On the twelfth of the month the canonical text for summoning (the souls) to heaven was read; further offerings (were made) and ceremonies (held), upon the completion of which heaven was reached. The holy puṣpa was animated by means of yoga at night.\(^{17}\) The ceremony of correct erection was held. The effect of ḍhyāna, samādhi, and siddhi was assured by the mahāsthāpaka." A description of the next day's festival follows, consisting of the presentation of differently shaped offerings and alms. The offerings were probably made of fruits and foods and were afterwards divided between the personages present. Finally various dances were held.

In canto 67, where the end of the ceremony is described, another important passage is found. It runs as follows:

prajñāpāramitā tōmah nira n-umantuk ring mahābuddhaloka /
sang hyang puṣpaśarīra śīghra linarut sāmpun mulik sopākāra /

"The incarnation of Prajñāpāramitā (= the Queen Grandmother) returned into the great Buddha-heaven. The holy puṣpaśarīra soon drifted away. The offerings were already returned."\(^{18}\) Here-with the ceremony was finished.

---

\(^{17}\) Kern translates: "The holy Puṣpa was summoned by yoga." I think that yinoga means "animated by means of yoga." Kern's translation must be incorrect as the puṣpa is a puppet, made by the priest—a fact, however, Kern did not know. Later on in Canto 67.2.3 it is called puṣpaśarīra and it is said to drift away (in the water). I connect věngi with the first part of the verse because on Bali the ceremony of the animation of the puṣpa-
śarīra is held at night.

\(^{18}\) Kern translates: "The divine Puṣpaśarīra, soon sent away, already turned back with homage." But linarut (passive form of larut), is always used for drifting in water. This may be also intended here, since the puṣ-
śarīra on Bali is in fact thrown into the water after being burned. Sopa-
The Meaning of the Hindu-Javanese candi

It cannot be denied that the ceremony described by Prapañca must be a Buddhist version of the Balinese mumukur or ngemadya. The mention of madhya, puspaśarīra, and other striking features cannot be misunderstood. The poet, however, does not stop with the end of the ceremony, but immediately tells us that the king ordered the repair of the sanctuary of Kamal Paṇḍak, officially called Prajñāpāramitāpurī. For it was the intention to make it the candi of the Queen Grandmother. The ceremony of consecrating the image of the goddess Prajñāpāramitā, which would be the point of contact with the deceased royal personage, was conducted by the priest Śri Jñānawidhi (prajñāpāramitākriyenaḥahakēn śrī-
jñānawidhya-pratīṣṭha) and the sanctuary, situated in the still existing village Bhayālangō (now called Bayalangu), was newly named Wisesapura. There the Queen Grandmother was worshipped every month of Bhādra (mid-August till mid-September) on the anniversary of the day on which she reached heaven. This sanctuary, too, still exists; it must have been very simple and contained a statue of Prajñāpāramitā placed on a stone terrace under a wooden roof on four poles. The head of this statue has disappeared; hence we cannot know the features of the royal grandmother. But the whole, together with the description in the poem, is most important material for us in reconstructing the old Javanese entombment procedure.

Looking over the facts given by our poet and combining them with what is known about the Balinese mumukur, we are able to give the following outline.

The ceremony of deliverance from all earthly bonds was held in the palace in almost the same way as to-day on Bali. A madhya was made, a puspaśarīra used and afterwards thrown into the water,

kāra should perhaps be translated “offerings” (see Van der Tuuk, Kawi-
Balinesisch-Nederlandsch woordenboek, sub voce). After each ceremony the offerings on Bali are still taken home by the offerers. Sopakāra might have meant a special kind of offerings, for in the next verse of this strophe the poet speaks about the distribution of other offerings (caru etc.) among the servants.

I believe that in Canto 69 only one sanctuary is meant, and not two, as assumed by my colleagues. Only it was consecrated two times and received another name on the second occasion. The very old priest Jñānawidhi (is this the 83 year-old mahāsthāpaka of Canto 64.4.11) is said to have presided at the consecration both times.
and several offerings, which are still known on Bali in the same shape, presented. Immediately after this, however, was held another ceremony, which no longer takes place on Bali, perhaps because there are now no independent ruling kings. It was the consecration of an image of the deceased in a candi; the shape of this statue was that of the god or goddess of whom the deceased royal personage was considered to be an incarnation. Every year on the anniversary of the first ceremony (the deliverance of the soul from all earthly bonds) this statue was worshipped.

Meanwhile it has become clear that the entombing of old Javanese kings was not a Hinduistic practice grown in course of time more and more Indonesian, but a thoroughly Indonesian ceremony, which on Java and Bali took a Hinduistic form and should be considered as a higher form of the analogous ceremonies of the Dayaks and other Indonesian peoples not influenced by the Hindus. Yet even from a Hinduistic point of view everything was right. There was an image of a god of whom the deceased king was an incarnation. Although the Hindus never made an image for this special occasion, they could hardly have objected to it, for the statue could be considered a real image of the god, serving at the same time as a memorial statue. But for the Indonesian people it meant more, as it is almost certain that the image worshipped was in fact the same thing as the puspaśarītra, but only in a more permanent form. And that the puspaśarītra, must be considered as a Balinese counterpart of the panīlak of Borneo, is to be deduced from the comparison already given above. So we can conclude that the old Indonesian practice of summoning the souls of the chiefs by means of skulls or wooden figures acquired a higher and more cultivated expression through accepting the Hinduistic dogma of the avatāra, the incarnation of gods in human beings.

Nevertheless, the question put at the beginning of my article is not yet wholly answered, as it remains to be made acceptable that just the Hindu temple was the right spot for establishing contact with the ancestors. The answer, however, can be given quickly.

It may be well known to the reader that among the Indonesian peoples a tendency is found to place the land of the souls in an

20 Is it perhaps probable that the custom of leading a bull round the madya at the mumukur ceremony on Bali is a survival of the bull-slaughter at the corresponding tsvah festival on Borneo?
uninhabited and inaccessible country. For the inhabitants of small islands it is situated in the feared and unknown neighbor islands. On islands without mountains it lies in barren and uninhabited plains. On mountainous islands, however, it is placed on the mountains. It must have been so before, and is still partly so in Java and Bali. Even now in the Muhammadan period graves are dug on mountaintops and most of the holy men of Java are buried on hills.

Is it astonishing then to see the Hindu temple, which is a replica of the "mountain of mountains," regarded as the proper dwelling-place for the king's soul in case he is summoned to sojourn a few hours among his relatives? I think it is not.

The relation between the old Indonesian land of souls and the old Javanese *candi* will be still clearer when we introduce the *wayang kulit*, the Javanese shadow play, that encyclopedia for Javanese thought. As the reader already knows, the performance of this play takes place on a white cloth screen, on which is thrown the shadow of various flat leather puppets. Offerings, put near the performer, tell us that the play has some magical significance and the study of the repertoire, the puppets, the names, and other features has already shown clearly that the whole performance originally must have been the summoning of ancestors for magical purposes. But in course of time it has grown into the mere entertainment which it is now.

Thus the puppets are to be considered as the ancestors of the kings now living and the whole scene as the land of souls. A special indication of this is the appearance of a remarkable piece of finely carved leatherwork in front of the screen at the beginning and at the end of each part of the performance. This piece is called *gunungan* (mountain-piece) or *kêkayon* (tree-piece). It has the shape of a leaf and is decorated with the design of a big tree, populated by birds and other animals, which emerges from behind a closed and well-guarded gateway. Between the gateway and the tree is a pond with fish. Tree, pond, and gateway stand on mountains.

Elsewhere I have already pointed to the fact that this *gunungan* has to be understood as a representation of the "mountain of mountains," Meru, and therefore is to be considered as the two-dimensional expression of the same idea that is expressed by the
caṇḍi in a three-dimensional way.\(^{21}\) This is true only if seen in the light of Hinduistic culture. For our purpose, however, it is necessary to lay particular stress on the Indonesian part, and for this purpose we must examine once more our non-Hinduistic sources.

There we find the statement that on top of a mountain, where the Dayaks locate the land of their ancestors, the tree of life (ba-tang garing) grows, and water of life (danum kakiringan) is found. The rivers of that land are crammed full of fish and the forests are alive with animals (see the fish in the pond of the gunungan and the tree with the animals on it). Most interesting, however, is the fact that the pond with the water of life is found there, because in a certain period of the Hindu-Javanese culture the building of caṇḍis for entombing the ashes of the kings was replaced by the constructing of watertanks fed by a small mountain-stream. These basins were adorned with reliefs and images and under their surface was hidden the stone casket with the ashes, magic stones, and metals. Therefore, the water of such a pond was holy and could be called water of life.\(^{22}\)

In fact, the whole description of the land of souls could be replaced by that of the gunungan or the caṇḍi. Even the guarded gateway is to be found in the Dayak conception of heaven. There is a stone gateway called batu balawang, affording entrance to the Tiong kandang, the mountain of souls of the Landak Dayak. The walls of this gateway are said to collapse if an impure soul tries to enter; perhaps the same idea may be the origin of what is told about the gateway of caṇḍi Sukuh, situated near Surakarta on Java. If an impure woman should try to pass, her skirt would be torn.

Thus the gunungan may be considered the connecting link between the Hinduistic caṇḍi, the mountain of the gods, on one side, and the Indonesian land of souls, mountainous and populated with almost heavenly beings, on the other side.


\(^{22}\) For instance, the tomb-tanks of Erlangga and of Udayana on the mountain Pēnanggunungan. See *Pictorial History of Civilization in Java*, Weltevreden, Kolff and Co., 1926, Figs. 78 and 76. The vivifying quality of the water spouting from such tomb-tanks, is indicated by the gargoyles. Sometimes the water spouts from the breasts of a goddess, sometimes from the amṛta-jars and often the whole scene is decorated with representations from the story of Garuḍa and the amṛta. [Cf. my discussion of the divinities of sacred springs, to appear in *Yakṣas*, Part. II. A. K. C.]
I hope that herewith the meaning of the Hindu Javanese candi has been demonstrated, judged not merely by its outward shape, but also by its inner values. It is neither a Hindu temple nor a truly Hinduistic building, though its shape and ornaments are Hindu in origin. It is a thoroughly Indonesian monument, based on purely Indonesian conceptions. And on the whole it is a brilliant example of the way Hindu influences were accepted and digested by the Indonesians.
A NEW CHINESE BRONZE IN THE UNIVERSITY MUSEUM, PHILADELPHIA

HELEN E. FERNALD
UNIVERSITY MUSEUM, PHILADELPHIA

When in China during the summer of 1929 I purchased for the University Museum, Philadelphia, a bronze wine jar, or tsun, which was said to have been recently excavated (Plate I). It exhibits a number of exceedingly interesting features.

In general it is typical of the so-called Shang bronzes, having a wide band of rich decoration in relief around the middle of the body while the high beaker mouth and spreading base are plain. Inside on the bottom is the typical Shang inscription.

But it is unusual both on account of its squat shape and its spotty patina. This patina is in gray green patches over large areas of a brown madder color, while here and there are areas which appeared to have traces of gilding but are in reality only the polished metal itself. The squat shape is surprising, the tsun nearly fits into a square, being seven and one-eighth inches high and the lip seven inches in diameter.

Several tsun of this type in the National Museum in Peking are assigned to the Shang Dynasty by the experts who have just published the catalogue. They are all taller and more slender and graceful. In the matter of the design, called an ogre face, or t'ao-t'ieh, ours is almost identical with one of these as well as with a number of other well-known very early bronzes. I have grouped together here (Plate II) outline drawings of several to show the striking similarities of these with the mask from our bronze. All are alike in being close to the original naturalistic design, for each part has real meaning. Conventionality has set in, but the original significance of each feature and the relationship of each to the whole has not yet been lost. Even the upper lips draw back from the nostrils in a real snarl. This is one of the first features to lose its significance. The eyebrow is another. Compare with these an ogre mask from a Han bronze in the Sumitomo Collection (Plate

1 Pao wen lou i ch'i t'u lu, by Ma Heng and others, referred to as "Peking Catalogue".  
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III, Fig. 1). The deterioration of the design is evident, the
different features have lost their meaning and all are disjointed.
The little scroll shape floating off by itself from the nostril is all
that is left of the snarling upper lip; the eyebrow seems to have
fallen between the eye and the ear; the significance of the unit on
each side of the horn is not apparent at all. It is an example of
the artistic decadence of a design which originally was strong and
full of meaning. I intend to show, in another paper, how a classi-
fication of bronzes along this line may aid eventually in estab-
lishing a criterion for dating within the limits of the two widely
separated periods illustrated here.

That the mask on our bronze belongs artistically to the early
days of the design is obvious when we look at it again (Plate IV,
Fig. 1). This photograph also shows to some extent the beauty
of the modelling which is in three planes; that of the low, but crisp
and delicate, scroll work over the background, that of the face
between the features, and that of the high relief of horns, eyebrows,
eyes, etc. The workmanship is very fine. The little head between
the horns is a triumph in itself; its eyes and nostrils are in very
high relief and stick out like buttons, being actually somewhat
undercut. I think this has been done with a chisel but it is almost
the only place where the use of a tool can be detected. Another
mask design decorates the back of the vessel and on each side stand
two birds facing each other (Plate IV, Fig. 2). The bird repre-
sented is certainly the phoenix showing the crest, the "snake-like"
neck, and the "fish" tail in a very simple and archaic manner.
The drawing shows this more distinctly (Plate V, Fig. 1). The
directness of this design also seems to me to place it earlier than
some other similar ones known to us, for instance, that of Plate V,
Fig. 3, in which the artist has become more conscious of his flow-
ing lines than of the bird form, and Fig. 2 of the same plate, which
shows many of the same characteristics of deterioration. Mr.
Yetts places the bronze of Fig. 2 tentatively in Chou while the
other, Fig. 3, is doubtful but bears a Shang inscription, and so
claims to be early. It seems to me very self-conscious in its design,
quite unlike the first beautifully modelled but childlike conception,
or even the bird of Plate V, Fig. 4, which comes from one of the
Yu of the Tuan Fang altar set. Parts of this set may be Shang.
This Yu is, at the latest, of late Chou dynasty and already the signs
of decadence are present. We cannot but feel that the bird of Fig.
1 is the earliest design of them all.

This tsun appears to have been cast by the method Mr. Yetts
describes as the second lost-wax process, the one in which the wax
model was made by means of a mould. The slight inaccuracy of
adjustment between two sections of the mould may be observed
along the line between the two birds (Plate IV, Fig. 2). One
joint of the mould evidently ran vertically here—one can trace it
out even through the string courses—another such joint can be
traced down through the middle of the mask. The mould was con-
sequently in at least four sections for the outside. Inside, the neck
comes down to a sort of edge at about the level of the string courses
and overhangs the larger bulbous interior. One can make out
inside traces of three plugs on the bottom which mark the places
where pins were put through the wax model to hold the final firing
mould of the core in place—or if the jar was cast upside down, as
was probably the case, to hold up the core of the hollow base.
Moulds for casting bronze vessels have been found at the Yin site of
Chang-té and are of burnt brick. The mark of one of the plugs
may be seen (Plate VI, Fig. 1) between the two lines of inscrip-
tion; the other two are on either side and do not show on this
rubbing.

The inscription (Plate VI, Fig. 1) is beautifully fashioned and
is of the typical so-called Shang type. The edges are very clear
and are smooth as satin. The characters are of uniform depth.
They are to all appearances cast with the bronze and I can nowhere
see the least trace of a tool. The inscription may be read shou tso
fu keng pao tsun i kung, "Shou made Father Kêng a precious
wine-jar sacrificial-vessel," then follows the sign of a bow.

This inscription is closely similar to that on the Shang Dynasty
Yu in the Peking Museum already mentioned, which has a mask
design so like the one on our tsun (Plate VI, Fig. 2). Here we
can compare the two inscriptions. The name of the maker is not
the same; this is dedicated to Father Hsin instead of Father Kêng
and the coat of arms, as it appears to be, at the end is different;
for it seems to me likely that these pictorial signs, especially those
in a ya, as this framework is called, were used much as coats of
arms or trade marks are used. A bow or arrow or some such
symbol of the hunt seems to have been a favorite for this purpose
and we find many examples given in Juan Yüan's book.
In regard to the character (i) I was struck, in looking through Juan Yüan's work and the Chin shih so, by the pictorial nature of this symbol (Plate III, Fig. 2, a-h) and could not believe it was the same as that described by Chalfant (who quoted the Shuo Wên) as representing a pig's snout, millet, the silk symbol, and the hands (Fig. 2. k). It represented rather a twig held in hands with something hanging to the top, almost like a tall flower stem with the symbol for ch'ang, "spirit or ghost," alighting on it. But some of the forms seemed clearly bird forms.

Yang I-sun, Wu Ta-ch'eng, Lo Chên-yü, Hopkins (JRAS 1925, p. 451), and Yetts (Chinese Bronzes, p. 24) subscribe to the bird interpretation. The fact that I arrived at the same conclusion quite independently, before I knew that others had believed the same thing, tends to convince me that the theory is correct. In fact the scores of examples do, as Hopkins says, "make it plain what the intention of the designers of the primitive character was."

Yetts says (Catalogue of the Bronzes . . . in the Eumorfopoulos Collection, Vol. I, p. 24) that Lo Chên-yü notes two examples from the Honan bones as, "Two hands holding a cock, agreeing with ancient forms on bronzes; but what the significance of this is we cannot tell". Yetts does not attempt to explain it further, nor does Hopkins.

Since (i) still means not only "vessel" but "sacrificial vessel", it seems clear that "hands holding up a cock" was the early sign for sacrifice—most appropriately, as the cock was doubtless the commonest animal for offerings.

Yetts in describing the pictogram says, "a bird, held by two hands, and grains of rice dropping from its beak". Is it not likely that the "grains of rice" are simply two marks to indicate that there are two birds being offered, one in each hand? It is true that in some examples the marks — are shown almost in the birds' open beaks. And sometimes there are three marks. But they might be simply indications of the plural as in the familiar "sons and grandsons" (Plate III, Fig. 2, m.).

The modern form of (i) is derived obviously from the Seal Character form as published in the Shuo wên about 100 A.D. How did the change come about? There may have been two original signs

---

1. Chi ku chai chung ting i chi kuan shih.
2. JRAS, 1925, p. 457.
for i, of which the one in bird form was dropped while the pig snout
form persisted and descends to us in the modern character. It may
also be that there were not two separate origins for the word i,
but that carelessness in making the character or loss of significance
resulting from copying and recopying through a long period of
time led to the misunderstanding concerning its significance. That
the transformation from a bird to the snout of a pig, millet, and
silk might have occurred thus by accident is demonstrated in an
example taken from the Po-ku-t'u-lu (Plate III, Fig. 2, i-j). On
the body of the vessel, supposedly of Chou period, the designer did
not seem very certain of what he was writing—he was probably
just copying lines—and when he came to the character on the cover
he got it even further away from the original bird. It is possible
to understand how such a character might be mistaken for the
set of articles mentioned in the Shuo wên from which has descended
the modern form. I do not say that it did happen thus, but the
possibility should be borne in mind.

The patination, as I have stated, is very spotty. This is fully
explained by the analysis of the bronze made from a piece which
had been broken out of the foot when the vessel was excavated.
The analysis and the micro-photography were carried out by Dr.
Graham of the University of Pennsylvania, who has been doing
similar work with the Ur material. Mr. Yetts, for reasons too
lengthy to state here, is of the opinion that no conclusive evidence
can be gotten out of analysis of the metal of Chinese bronzes. I
agree that certainly it will not be a quick easy method for proving
the genuineness of a bronze or establishing its age. But any scien-
tific study must include data of every kind, for the value of such
data cannot always be foreseen, and one cannot state that it is use-
less until it has been done. Who knows what results one could
get from the accumulated data were all Chinese bronzes analysed?
No one analysis will prove anything, but with a great mass of
material there may appear some unexpected correlation between
composition of metal, design, and inscription.

Dr. Graham reports that the metal of this bronze is very brittle,
porous, and quite ununiform, indicating rather crude methods of
smelting and casting.

The analysis showed the following percentages:
Copper .... 82.39%  
Tin .... 15.42  
Lead .... .45  
Gold .... .38  
Iron .... .09  
Sulphur .... .15  
Residue .... 1.20  

The total shows an error of 0.8 of a per cent., a slight inaccuracy unavoidable in such an analysis as this. It should be deducted from the copper and tin percentages. It will be seen that the copper and tin are in the relative proportion of 5½ to 1. (It is interesting incidentally to note that this is true to ancient tradition as laid down in the Chou li.) The lead, gold and iron are common impurities in certain copper ores.

The high percentage of sulphur was a great surprise. Dr. Graham states that it could have come from a sulphur ore which had not been completely treated to remove the sulphur, or it could have come from sulphur in the fuel used in smelting. It would be sufficient in itself, in an alloy of this nature, to produce a very porous structure and together with the large amount of insoluble material, or residue, shows the high impurity of the alloy. Dr. Graham is of the opinion that all except the copper and tin were in this alloy unintentionally, as a consequence of either carelessness or lack of technical knowledge. In view of the evident care taken with the design, its delicacy and beauty of workmanship, it would seem likely that the bronze workers did not know of the presence of the impurities, or at least did not know how to get rid of them.

Dr. Graham has made also a metallographic examination which proves conclusively that the metal was crudely refined. The photograph reproduced in Plate VII, Fig. 1, shows the porous structure of the unetched polished metal, a porosity due to dissolved gases in the metal when cast and the high sulphur percentage.

Fig. 2 of the same plate shows a section of the etched metal. It reveals the typical structure of cast metal, the grains at different angles staining, or etching, differently. The network throughout, seen very clearly in the central grain, is chiefly copper sulphide impurity. It is this, with the porosity, that makes the bronze so brittle. There is a great deal of slag on the surface—see the dark mass
on the upper edge—and it is this, largely, which contributes to the unusual spotty appearance of the patina. The presence of gold is not apparent in the pictures and it was probably not known to the metal workers. It is a natural impurity in copper ore. I mention this gold particularly because it is said by the Chinese that the gold in the alloy comes to the surface and gives the bronze that golden glint which they call fei ch’ing and which I at first took to be gilding. Dr. Graham states emphatically that the gold does no such thing and there is not enough of it anyway to cause such an effect. The golden glint, he thinks, might be due to the impurities present.

The vessel weighs exactly four pounds, or 1.81 kilograms.

Further work at Chang-té Fu is likely to help us in establishing a more definite date for these early bronzes. In the meantime, we can do much toward increasing our knowledge in grouping them. This example appears to belong to the group generally known as the Shang type and may eventually be located somewhere between the twelfth and the tenth century B.C.
Chinese Bronze Tsun in the University Museum, Philadelphia.
Fig. 1. Tsou in University Museum. Fig. 2. Tsou, Peking Museum, Peking Cat., Vol. II, p. 99.
Fig. 3. Tsou, Peking Museum, Peking Cat., Vol. I, p. 32.
Fig. 4. Tsou, Peking Museum, Peking Cat., Vol. I, p. 98.
Fig. 1. Mask design from a Hu in the Sumitomo Collection, "Collection of Chinese Bronze Antiques", portfolio, Plate 46.

Fig. 2. Early Forms of the Character "I".

a–h, Bird forms on Shang and Chou Bronzes; i–j, An example of careless or ignorant copying; k, l, Seal form of 100 A.D.; m, The common symbols for "sons and grandsons".
Fig. 1. Low relief depicting ogre mask, or T'ao-t'ieh.

Fig. 2. Low Relief depicting two phoenix birds.
Fig. 1. Tuan, University Museum. Fig. 2. Yuen, Ennoropulos Collection, Yelts, A 27.
Fig. 3. Cihh, Ennoropulos Collection, Yelts, A 8.
Fig. 4. Yuen Fang "Altar Set," Metropolitan Museum.
Fig. 1. Rubbing of the Inscription on the Shang Tsun in the University Museum.

Fig. 2. Rubbing of the Inscription on the Shang Yu in the Peking Museum.
Fig. 1. Micro-photograph of the surface of the unetched polished metal showing porous structure. Magnification about 50.

Fig. 2. Micro-photograph of a section of the etched metal showing mass of impurity at the edge, near the top, and a network of impurity through the grains. Magnification about 100.
CONFUCIUS AND HSÜN-TZÜ *

HERRLEE GLESSNER CREEL

HARVARD UNIVERSITY

A controversy some two thousand years old is continued by Dr. Homer H. Dubs in a recent article entitled "Nature" in the Teaching of Confucius.¹ In the course of his discussion Dr. Dubs disagrees, on a number of points, with positions stated by the writer in a recently published study.²

Dr. Dubs reiterates the stand which he took in the companion volume to his translation of Hsün-tzu,³ and brings additional evidence to support his thesis that "Hsün-tze developed more carefully than Mencius the true meaning of Confucius, and consequently had really a greater influence than Mencius in determining the inner nature of the later Confucian development."⁴ Specifically he insists that "with respect to his doctrine of human nature, Hsün-tze must be regarded as quite as orthodox as Mencius."⁵ The celebrated statement of Hsün-tzu that "The nature of man is evil"⁶ does not, according to Dr. Dubs, constitute a break with Confucius, since "Confucius did not make any statement about the nature of human nature."⁷ The writer's position, on the other hand, has been that Mencius, in holding human nature to be good, was in essential agreement both with the explicit statement and with the entire philosophy of Confucius. More fundamentally he has held that the total philosophical orientation of Hsün-tzu stands in marked contrast to that of Confucius.⁸

* The writer is indebted to Professor K. T. Mei, of Harvard University, for valuable suggestions and for his kindness in reading and criticizing this manuscript.

¹ JAOS, 50. 233-7.
³ Hsün-tze, the Moulder of Ancient Confucianism (London: Arthur Probsthain, 1927), pp. 78, 291, etc.
⁴ JAOS, 50. 237.
⁵ Ibid., p. 235.
⁷ JAOS, 50. 235.
⁸ One criticism made by Dr. Dubs would seem to be merely the result of
Dr. Dubs says, "Hsüntze does not however mean by the evil of human nature that it is vicious, nor did he show any Augustinian contempt of human nature, as Dr. Creel says." Perhaps it is so, but in Dr. Dubs' own translation of Hsün-tzü (from which doubtful passages have been carefully expunged) we find that he said: "But man today is without good teachers and laws; so he is selfish, vicious, and unrighteous. He is without the rules of proper conduct (Li) and justice (Yi), so there is rebellion, disorder, and no good government. In ancient times the Sage-Kings knew that man's nature was evil, selfish, vicious, unrighteous, rebellious, and of itself did not bring about good government." Consultation of the text does not indicate that Dr. Dubs has translated this passage other than correctly.

Dr. Dubs is right in his insistence on Hsün-tzü's optimism with regard to the "infinite improvability" of human nature. Unquestionably he has here pointed out an omission in the writer's treatment of Hsün-tzü; this is without doubt only one of many points on which the writer should have to defer to Dr. Dubs' superior knowledge, as a specialist, of Hsün-tzü.

On the other hand, further study makes Dr. Dubs' opinion of the place of Hsün-tzü in Chinese philosophy, and particularly of his relation to Confucius, less acceptable than ever. The main points which he raises in his article are two. The first of these has to do with the translation and interpretation of two passages in the Analects, VI, 17, and XVII, 2.

Since the interpretation to which he objects is attributed by Dr. Dubs to Chu Hsi, the writer has consulted, on these passages,

an oversight. He says, "Dr. Creel is forced by his view to the reductio ad absurdum that this philosopher, the clearest thinker Confucianism ever produced, was both 'the least traditionally-minded of his fellows' and 'the most rigid authoritarian'" (ibid., pp. 236-237). Consultation of Dr. Dubs' reference shows, however, that the complete sentence, of which he quoted only part, was: "As he was, in his opinions, the least traditionally-minded of his fellows, he was, in his theory of education, the most rigid authoritarian." (Sinism, p. 90).

JAOS. 50. 236. The writer did not once mention Augustine on the pages to which Dr. Dubs refers (Sinism, pp. 90, 87), nor in his entire treatment of Hsün-tzü, nor, in so far as he can determine, in the entire book.


JAOS. 50. 235.
the thirty-nine pre-Sung commentaries on the Analects contained in the 玉函山房輯佚書, as well as those in the 皇侃義疏 and in the 論語集解 of 何晏. Together these include, it is believed, the bulk if not the whole of commentary on the Analects written prior to the Sung dynasty and now current.

Analects XVII, 2, is translated by Legge: "The Master said, 'By nature, men are nearly alike; by practice, they get to be wide apart.'" It is certainly true that this statement, by itself, does not say whether human nature is good or evil. Only if taken in connection with VI, 17, does it add strength to the argument that Confucius thought well of original human nature. Not only, however, is the passage itself inconclusive in this respect, but the few remarks on it which we find in the pre-Sung commentaries are likewise. We may, then, follow Dr. Dubs' lead in laying aside this passage, to have its significance determined on the basis of our decision, on other grounds, as to Confucius' view of human nature.

The passage which Dr. Dubs rightly calls "crucial" is VI, 17. Legge translates it: "The Master said, 'Man is born for uprightness. If a man lose his uprightness, and yet live, his escape from death is the effect of mere good fortune.'" Not accepting this, Dr. Dubs says: "We venture a translation: 'A man's life is usually upright; but, if entangled (in evil), that man is fortunate to escape (calamity)'. This passage therefore says nothing about original human nature without unjustifiable pressing."

The writer does not accept this translation but it seems inescapable to him that, even as Dr. Dubs renders the passage, it defeats his own purpose. The writer's position, to which Dr. Dubs takes exception, was stated by him as follows: "Dr. Creel has found Confucius to have taught explicitly that all things, including

12 Collected c. 1874, edited by 馬國翰.
13 Yü Han Shan Fang Chi I Shu: vol. 42, Lun Yü K'ung Shih Hsün Chieh, chüan 9, p. 1b; vol. 44, Lun Yü Shih I, p. 8b; vol. 45, Lun Yü Pan Shih Chu, p. 11a. Huang K'an I Shu, in Ku Ching Chieh Hui Han, vol. 32, chüan 9, pp. 2b-3b. To be sure, the Shih I speaks of man's nature, in one column, as 非正; but the meaning of this whole passage is obscure, and the strongest Taoist influence is evident, even being remarked by the Yü Han editor.
14 Taking 人 to mean 平人 (Dubs' note).
15 JAOS. 50. 235.
human nature, are ‘properly and naturally . . . good, and it was only by perversion that they became evil’.”

Dr. Dubs says: “A man’s life is usually upright,” which comes dangerously near to naturally. Further, he says “if entangled (in evil), that man is fortunate to escape (calamity)”. But if Confucius, like Hsün-tzū, believed that all men were evil by nature, this speaking of their becoming entangled in evil is meaningless. Such a statement logically presupposes a non-evil condition of human nature as its point of departure.

Finally, according to Dr. Dubs’ translation, Confucius said “if entangled (in evil), that man is fortunate to escape (calamity)”. Both “fortune” and “calamity” are distinctly abnormal and unnatural phenomena. They are associated, in this passage, with the evil man. We may therefore logically suppose that their opposites go together, and that goodness is the normal and natural state of human nature. It follows from Dr. Dubs’ translation that Confucius taught that human nature is good.

Convincing, on this point, as Dr. Dubs’ translation is, it is not so much so as is the generally accepted interpretation of the passage. Every Chinese commentator, ancient and modern, examined by the writer, and also Soothill, Zottoli, Couvreur, and Ku Hung Ming (while differing on minor points) agree essentially with Legge’s translation, to which Dr. Dubs takes exception.

Dr. Dubs says that this passage includes “two precisely parallel phrases,” making clear what he means by his arrangement of the characters in footnote 8, p. 234, as follows:

人之生也直, 
罔之生也幸而免.

Within the limits of the writer’s knowledge, this is a complete innovation. Certainly none of a considerable number of Chinese commentators nor any of the European translators mentioned above has understood this passage to involve parallel phrases, in Dr.

19 JAS. 50. 233.

Be it noted that this statement does not entrap the writer in the fallacy of saying that “mis-fortune,” as the opposite of “fortune,” is the portion of the good man. The opposite of “fortune,” as here used, is that prosperity which comes as the reward of merit. The Chinese commentators have noted this fact; cf. 論語李氏集注 on VI, 17.
Dubs' sense. To be sure, at first glance it may appear to do so, but that is often the case in Chinese where there is no real parallelism.

Further, the position involves well-nigh insuperable difficulties. If these phrases are "precisely parallel", then the characters of each pair must correspond, that is, 人 and 之 must both be nouns, 之 and 之 must both be possessive particles, and 生 and 生 must both mean, as Dr. Dubs says, "life". What sort of translation does this give us for the passage? Something like the following: "Man's life is upright; losing's 18 life is lucky to escape". It does not seem very felicitous, yet some such translation is the inevitable result of Dr. Dubs' insistence on parallelism.

It seems apparent, however, that some, at least, of the Chinese commentators realized that still another considerable difficulty inheres in taking even the character 生 to have the same meaning in the two phrases. No one knows better than did Confucius that it is, and was, not true that "Man's life is upright". The 生 of the first phrase was therefore interpreted to mean (as it often does) "birth", and the phrase to mean "Man's birth is upright", or, more freely, "Man at birth is upright". 19

Of this passage, Dr. Dubs says, "Examination of the original text and of the Chinese commentaries shows that Legge, in his translation, has followed the interpretation of Chu Hsi, who, more than any other person, brought the Chinese world to regard Hsüntze as unorthodox, and who would consequently be likely to interpret Confucius as teaching the Mencian doctrine that nature is naturally good. In order to get that interpretation, Chu Hsi has to give the character 生 two radically different meanings in two precisely parallel phrases. But the same character in the same position in parallel clauses must be taken with the same meaning, otherwise the parallelism of the clauses is defeated. In the second clause, Chu Hsi has given 生 the meaning 'life'; whereas in the first clause he makes it refer to 'birth'." 20

18 Any of the other translations for 之 may be substituted, as "lack", "injure", "ensnare", etc; but in any case we must make a verbal noun and put it into the genitive; substitution of any of these others does not help matters much.
19 Legge's translation, "Man is born for uprightness", is still freer, but preserves the same idea of the normal goodness of human nature.
20 JAOS. 50, 234-235.
This explanation might stand, were it not for the fact that such an interpretation of this passage was given by 郵元 of the Later Han dynasty, approximately a thousand years before Chu Hsi was born. He says 始生之性皆正直, "at the beginning of life all (human) nature is correct and upright".  

So much for 生. There is pre-Sung authority, however, for taking it, in the first case, to mean "life". But in no Chinese commentary or translation which the writer has examined is a single character of the three in the second phrase, 岂之生, given the meaning which Dr. Dubs' parallelism would give it. 隬 is interpreted, not as a noun corresponding to 生, but as a verb meaning "lose", "lack", or "injure". 之 is taken, not as a possessive particle corresponding to the 之 of the first phrase, but as a pronoun, "it", with 直 as its antecedent. And 生 is interpreted, not as a noun corresponding to "birth" or "life", but as a verb, "to live".

By making the second 生 a noun instead of a verb, Dr. Dubs avoids an interpretation fatal to his theory. But every pre-Sung comment on this passage which the writer knows,22 and Sung and post-Sung commentators, insist that this passage means, not merely "that man is fortunate to escape (calamity)", but "his escape from premature death is only the result of good fortune". If Confucius said that the evil man is able even to remain alive only as the result of good fortune, we may certainly conclude that he believed goodness to be the normal and natural state of human nature.

Should we be justified, then, in saying that a careful study of this passage and its commentary provides a sufficient basis on which to erect a theory of the Confucian doctrine of human nature? Certainly not. Few single passages can carry such a burden. The

---

21 Lun Yu Cheng Shih Chu, in Yu Han, vol. 43, chuan 3, p. 4b. This commentary is well authenticated, since it is mentioned by Ho Yen (preface, p. 4b) and, according to the Yu Han editor, by the literary indices of Sui and T'ang dynasties. The Yu Han citation is from still another source.

22 Yu Han: vol. 42, Lun Yu Pao Shih Chang Chü, chuan J, p. 11a-b; vol. 45, Lun Yu Chi Shih Chi Chu, chuan J, p. 5b.
Lun Yu Chi Chieh (Ma Yung), III, p. 16a.
Huang K’an I Shu, chuan 3, p. 26a-b.
Analects was collected perhaps two generations after Confucius; slightly variant texts, for some passages, are still extant; \(^{23}\) some of its passages are mutually contradictory, others are historically difficult. If Analects VI, 17, were conspicuously out of harmony with the total philosophy of Confucius, the writer would have no hesitation in calling its authenticity an open question. If, however, it seem in harmony with that total philosophy, the passage gives added emphasis to the proposition that Confucius, like Mencius and unlike Hsün-tzŭ, held human nature as such to be good. This latter proposition the writer believes to be profoundly true. He has set forth his reasons for so interpreting Confucius, as well as he was able, at a previous time. He hopes to do so more adequately in the future, but the scope of the present paper does not admit of their inclusion.

Dr. Dubs’ appraisal of Mencius seems somewhat incomplete. He says: “Now Mencius taught that man’s nature was naturally good; if so, what need would there be for the education and training so highly emphasized in the Confucian schools? If human nature is naturally good, let each individual develop his own nature without imposing any training upon it, and all will be well!” \(^{24}\) He does not refer us to those parts of the text which might support these inferences, nor does he quote the statement of Mencius concerning men that “if they are well fed and warmly clad, and live in idleness, without being taught, they become almost like the birds and beasts.” \(^{25}\) On the other hand, Dr. Dubs is not alone in pointing out that Mencius did, in some respects, show a tendency to diverge from the point of view of Confucius; the writer has dwelt on the same point in detail.\(^{26}\)

The second major point which Dr. Dubs raises has to do with the esteem in which the philosophy of Hsün-tzŭ was held by Confucian scholars prior to Chu Hsi. He says: “As a matter of historic fact, the teaching of Hsün-tzŭ continued to be regarded as orthodox by the Chinese for more than a millenium. In the ninth century, Han Yu, although he criticized Hsün-tzŭ as not having

\(^{23}\) The text for the first part of VI, 17, is 子曰人也直. This does not seem to make any important difference. (Cf. Yü Han, chüan 41, p. 11a).

\(^{24}\) JAOs. 50, 236.

\(^{25}\) Mencius, III (1), 4, 8.

\(^{26}\) Cf. Sinism, pp. 82-83.
transmitted perfectly the Confucian teaching, nevertheless said of his writings that they were ‘mostly pure, with only small flaws’. It was not until the time of Chu Hsi, three centuries later, that Hsün-tzü was definitely declared to be unorthodox, and Mencius to be the correct interpreter of Confucius.”

This reads as if there had been a Confucian pope, capable of hurling bans of excommunication. If Chu Hsi was such a figure, there was not such another before his time. Yet there was a kind of canonization, which may serve us as a criterion of the respective prestige of Mencius and Hsün-tzü. They were, it is true, admitted to the Confucian temple in the same year, c. 1084. But here the resemblance ends. Mencius (as the memorial asking his admittance shows) had previously had a temple of his own, and at this time he was given the most honored place that could have been accorded him. His image was placed above those of all, save one, of the immediate disciples of the Master, and he was caused to share the choicest offerings in company only with Confucius himself and with Yen Yüan, the chief of his personal disciples—he at whose death Confucius cried, “Heaven is destroying me!”

At the same time, Mencius was given the title of 公 (duke) of 鄫國. Hsün-tzü’s image, however, was placed, with that of two others, “among the twenty-two worthies, of the class of Tso Ch’iu Ming.” Hsün-tzü was given the title of 伯 (earl) of 蘭陵, a rank two degrees lower than that conferred on Mencius.

It should be noted that this signal preferment of Mencius above Hsün-tzü could not possibly have been due to the influence of Chu Hsi, since it happened some forty-five years before his birth.

The number of commentaries is significant. Before the Sung dynasty (and probably until the nineteenth century) only one complete commentary on the book of Hsün-tzü had been written.

---

27 *JAOS.* 50, 235.
28 文獻通考, chüan 44.
29 *Analects*, XI, 8.
30 文獻通考, chüan 44. Also, *Sung Shih*, chüan 105. The writer is indebted to Dr. John K. Shryock, of the University of Pennsylvania, for bringing these references to his attention.
31 Hsün-tzü was removed from the Confucian temple, c. 1530, and has had no place there in recent centuries. Cf. *Ming Shih*, chüan 50.
32 Cf. 梁啓超: 要籍解題及其讀法, p. 93, and 漢文大系第十五卷, 荀子集解卷首, 序, p. 2.
and this not until the T'ang dynasty, so little, apparently, was the scholarly interest which it attracted. On Mencius, on the other hand, the Yu Han collection alone lists and quotes from nine pre-Sung commentaries, five from the Later Han dynasty, one from the Chin dynasty, and three from the T'ang dynasty.

Finally, we have direct evidence from the T'ang period concerning the esteem in which Hsün-tzü was held in that day, and what had been the attitude of previous centuries. It comes from no less unimpeachable a source than Yang Liang, the first and the only early commentator on Hsün-tzü. Since he gave a considerable portion of his life to this book, and since his preface is devoted chiefly to a plea for greater popularity for Hsün-tzü, we may well suppose that he would have given as favorable an account of that philosopher's reputation as the facts could warrant. In the preface to his commentary, written c. 819, he said:

"Mencius has the commentary of Chao-shih (i.e., Chao ch'i), and in the Han dynasty a state professorship was established, devoted to this book. It is handed down and studied in unbroken continuity. Therefore many of the scholars of the present day are fond of this book. Only Hsün-tzü has as yet no commentary. Again and again sections of the book are lost, and errors are introduced in copying. Although the curious do occasionally look over the work, when they find that the style is not clear they frequently close the book. When reasoning is lucid, the mind is pleased, but when the style is confused it offends the understanding. Those who do not realize this call it heterodox and do not read it. Those who examine it do not finish it, because of the omissions and errors. This is why, for a thousand years, Hsün-shih's book has not been well known.”

This seems conclusive. And may we not go even further, and conjecture that that neglect of Hsün-tzü which the scholarly enthusiasm of Yang Liang and Dr. Dubs causes them to attribute to textual corruption and to Chu Hsi, respectively, really had its source in the fact that the scholars of the time saw very well the fundamental difference of Hsün-tzü's world-view from that of Confucius?

---

23 Chüan 47 and 48.

24 漢文大系, chüan 15: 荀子集解卷首, pp. 74, 75; also 荀子增注卷首, p. 6.
Dr. Dubs has done a great service in focusing attention upon an original and vigorous thinker, who is in some ways the most "modern" figure that ancient China presents. But until further evidence is brought forward, the following propositions remain tenable, as hypotheses: That Hsün-tzǔ, in teaching that human nature was evil, parted company with Confucius, who, like Mencius, held the opposite position; that the importance of Hsün-tzǔ, and his influence on later Confucianism, while considerable, are not so great as Dr. Dubs, led by his scholarly interest, would have us believe.
CONFUSION IN PRAKRIT BETWEEN THE SANSKRIT PREPOSITIONS prati AND pari

M. B. EMENEAU
YALE UNIVERSITY

SANSKRIT prati is represented in Prakrit normally by padi (P 218)\(^1\) or occasionally by pai (P 220). pari generally remains unchanged, but in Māgadhī and other Prakrits which come under this head (P 23-25) often becomes pali (P 256-257). In this paper I shall collect a number of cases from the published literature in which Sanskrit pari is represented by Prakrit padi and suggest a reason for the equivalence. Pischel knew several such cases but he emended, and evidently in his material there were so few cases that the matter escaped his otherwise meticulous attention. In § 564 of his grammar he says: ‘padiuttha (R 4, 50), wofür nach C zu lesen sein wird pariuttha’, and in § 302: ‘parisakkaï (H. R. [Text falsch padi\(^2\)])’. Both these words I shall have occasion to treat later. Siegfried Goldschmidt in the index to his edition of the Rāvaṇavāha, p. 168, says that padi (prati) is often found for pari, and in note 2 to that page expands this statement as follows:

\(^{1}\) The following abbreviations have been used:


\textit{Meyer} = John Jacob Meyer, Hindu Tales, London, 1909. (Transl. of \textit{Erz}.)

\textit{H} = Hāla, Saptaśatakam. Ed. A. Weber, Leipzig, 1881. (\textit{AKM} vii. 4.)


\textit{Mroch} = Mrochakatikā. Ed. Stenzler, Bonn, 1847. Ed. Nārāyaṇa Bāla-

krishṇa Godābole, Bombay, 1896.


(\textit{Abh. d. Bayerischen Ak. d. Wiss., Ph.-hist. Kl., xxix. 4}.)

\textit{K} = Kālakācāryakathānakam. Ed. H. Jacobi, Leipzig, 1880. (\textit{ZDMG} 34, 247-318.)

\textit{A} = Aupapāṭika Sūtra. Ed. Ernst Leumann, Leipzig, 1883. (\textit{AKM} vii. 2.)

\textit{P} = Pischel, Grammatik der Prakrit-Sprachen, Strassburg, 1900.


I must express my thanks to Professors Edgerton and Brown for the helpful suggestions that they kindly made while this paper was in preparation.
zwischen diesen zwei Präfixen ist im Pkt. eine viel weiter gehende Confusion eingetreten als Hemacandra 1. 38 annimmt.' This sūtra of Hemacandra's grammar reads: niśprati ot pari mālyaṣṭhor vā, and means that optionally nis can be interchanged with o when the word mālya follows, i. e., in combination, and prati can be interchanged with pari when the verbal root sthā follows in combination. As Goldschmidt indicated, the confusion is more widespread than this.

A number of cases have been collected by means of indexes to editions of Prakrit works in which paḍi undoubtedly stands for pari. More instances will probably be found as the publication of new texts proceeds and probably others could be found by reading through such unindexed texts as, e. g., those contained in the Gaekwad of Baroda's Oriental Series. A few texts, I regret, have not been available in the libraries to which I have had access and consequently I have been unable to use a few references, which could, however, only have added confirmatory material. The equivalence in these cases is grounded on a consideration of the meaning of the two affixes. In Sanskrit, and in Prakrit also, they are kept rigidly apart, prati in the meaning 'to, towards, against', pari in the meanings (1) 'round, about', and (2) 'very, excessively'. Where secondary meanings are involved, the Sanskrit usage as given in the lexicons has been taken as sufficient ground for considering the equivalence certain.

The instances follow:

paḍituṭṭha = parituṣṭa, ppl., 'pleased'. Mrčch, Stenzler, p. 39, line 18, reads parituṭṭha; Goḍabole, p. 116, paḍi⁰. All MSS. paḍi⁰. paḍituṭṭhā gaḍā sahaiajūdiari, 'the gambling-master and the gambler have gone away well pleased'.

paḍivatta = parivarta, noun, 'change'. Mrčch, Stenzler, p. 168, line 5, and Goḍabole, p. 455, both read palivatta, though all the MSS. have paḍi⁰. pali⁰ is correct since the passage is in Cāṇḍāli (P 24), but the MSS. evidence is valuable as showing the tendency of the standard Prakrit. Kadābi lāa-palivatte bhodi, 'perhaps there might be a change of king'.

paḍivuda = parivṛta, ppl., 'surrounded'. Mrčch, Stenzler, p. 106, line 1, reads parivuda; Goḍabole, p. 301, paḍi⁰. All MSS. paḍi⁰. The word which precedes this is corrupt, but this word is free from suspicion.
paṭisanta = pariśrānta, ppl., ‘tired’. R 6. 61. paṭisanta-kaṇṇa-
ālām hatthi-ulān, ‘the herd of elephants, the flapping of whose
ears has ceased through fatigue’. All MSS. paḍi°.

Mṛcch, Stenzler, p. 169, line 11, Goḍabole, p. 460, have paliśśanta,
though all MSS. read paḍi°. Here again, as in the case of paṭivatta,
since the speech is in Māgadhī, the text reading is correct while
the MSS. give evidence for standard Prakrit. aṭṭhāṇa-paliśśantaṁ
śamaśśāśa, ‘comforting her when she was untimely wearied’.
The same word is found with the same readings in Mṛcch, Stenzler,
p. 97, line 20, Goḍabole, p. 278. This passage also is in Māgadhī;
adhavā cakkapalivatṭide paliśśantaśa bhālike pavahane paṭibhāṣedi,
‘I suppose the cart seems heavy, because I got tired turning the
wheel’.

In the last passage quoted palivatṭi = parivṛtti, noun, ‘turning’,
also appears in the MSS. as paḍi°.

Another word is undoubtedly an instance of the equivalence.
padīpellana, noun, ‘force’, which occurs in two passages of R, has
no direct Sanskrit equivalent. The adj. paripreraka, ‘exciting,
causing’, is found, and the equivalent of our word would be
*pariprerana. In each passage one MS. reads pali°. R 2. 24, sasi-
maūha-padīpellana-pakkhubbhantaaṁ, ‘agituated by the force of the
moon’s rays’. R 6. 32, pavaa-bhua-nolliaṇia-mahihara-padīpellana-
naūṇnaa-visamā, ‘(the earth’s surface) rough since it moved up
and down with the agitation, when the mountain was pushed and
pulled this way and that by the arms of the monkeys’.

Erz. 1. 5. tam padīyariya tao taddesāṇāe padibuddha pavajjam
padivajjiya. Meyer translates: ‘While ministering to him, they
suffered a spiritual awakening from his religious discourse and
embraced the life of religious mendicants’. Erz. 31. 31. tattha
padīlaggo Devadattāe padīyario. Meyer: ‘While he stayed there
he was waited upon by Devadatta’. Jacobi derives padīyariya
from pari + car and translates ‘bedienen, pflegen’. Three of the
instances of pariyariya in Erz., namely 2. 12, 84. 33, and 85. 6,
have the same meaning, while the interpretation of the fourth
instance, 80. 3, is doubtful (see Meyer 269, n. 3), but has no
bearing on the present problem. On 31. 31 Meyer has a note (108,
n. 2) which quotes the dipikā: daivāt tasyā tiṣāraroṣa utpannah.
kubjaya dasya pratirittaḥ, ‘through fate he became ill with
dysentery, and was cared for(?) by the hunchback slave-woman,
i.e. Devadattā’. Jacobi accordingly took *padilaggo* to mean ‘sick’, but without sufficient reason. Here, as in the other passage in *Erz.* where the word occurs, 27.29, the etymological meaning must be correct. (*Saṅk. 1.32.14* has *padilagga* as the variant reading of one MS., noted by Pischel as a good one, for *parilagga* of the text. *kurusaasāhīparilaggaśī ca me vakkalām, ‘my darkness has been caught on the branch of a kuruvaka-tree’.* ) *prati-caritaḥ*, the commentator’s equivalent for *padiyario*, is an impossible word in this passage. A derivative of *prati + kr* could be used in Sanskrit in the meaning ‘treat or cure a disease’ and was probably intended by the Dipikā. *PSM* p. 634, under *padiar* (*prati + kr*) gives this meaning but without express reference to this place. If the Prakrit text alone is considered at 31.31, it is probable that *padiyario* is derived from *pari + car* as Jacobi took it. Likewise at 1.5, although Muniścanda is suffering from hunger and thirst, the general word *pari + car, ‘to minister to’, seems more in place in the context.

The word *padiṭṭhira* is uncertain. *R 2.4*, *guppanta-padiṭṭhira salīla-kallole, ‘the billows of the sea, now agitated, then still’*. *pariśṭhira* does not occur, but is probable, as expressing a high degree of *sthira*, ‘fixed, firm’. It is possible, however, that our word represents a contamination of *sthira* and *prātiṣṭhita* (Prakrit *padiṭṭhia*) which is synonymous with *sthira*.

*R 4.50*, *jattha mahaṁ padiṭṭhito vasihi anānassa kaha tahīṁ cia roso, ‘on whom my anger has dwelt, how will another’s anger dwell on him?’* Here *padiṭṭhito* is read by all MSS. except three which read *uṣitaḥ, pariuddho, and pariuvṛddhah* respectively. The Chāyās read *paryuṣitaḥ*. In the case of this word, either *pari* or *prati* can be combined with the root *vas* to give the required meaning.

Similarly with the word *padikamma* which is found in *A 30.1* in the meaning ‘care of the body, cleansing’. Both *parikarmaṇa* and *pratikarmaṇa* occur in Sanskrit with this meaning. In this passage the word is found in two compounds, *sapiō* and *appapiō*. The doubling of the initial consonant in *appapiō* does not necessarily indicate that the Sanskrit equivalent is *pratiō*, since in *sapiō* the same Sanskrit simplex is necessary and doubling does not occur. *P 196* shows that in compounds whether the second member begins with a single or a double consonant is not determined by the fact that the Sanskrit original began with a single
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or a double consonant but is quite independent of the Sanskrit facts and inconsistent within Prakrit itself. Here then the word may be either parikarman or pratikarman.

The adj. 'full' is usually in Sanskrit paripūrṇa, in Prakrit paripunna. In Sanskrit, however, pratipūrṇa is found and likewise in Prakrit padipunna, e. g. R 5. 19; Erz 30. 31, 62. 5; A 16; K 275. 2, 3.

It is clear from these words that Prakrit padī does sometimes represent Sanskrit pari. Since, however, in the vast majority of cases the normal equivalence is found, even in these words, there can be no question of a phonetic change. Such a phonetic development would be easy, since the sound r is classed by the Hindu grammarians as a lingual and exerts a lingualizing influence in phonetic processes (Whitney, Sanskrit Grammar, § 52). This phonetic character may have helped to make possible the equivalence. The real explanation must be looked for elsewhere. It may be found in the last three words, i. e., padīuttha, padikama, and padipunna. In these and similar words there were two possibilities. padī, while it represented a Sanskrit prati, could also be taken by the speakers or the writers as representing pari, since in the last two cases at least pari was more normal. From such cases a process of infection may have started, assisted, in spite of the fact that the semantic spheres of the two prepositions are usually kept distinct in both languages, by the fact that in some words such as padippellana a secondary meaning is the usual or only one and the etymological force of the preposition is obscured for the users of the language.

PSM lists a number of other padī words with pari as the Sanskrit equivalent. Three such cases are certainly textual corruptions:

padittāna = paritrāna, noun, 'rescue'. Sak 1. 22. 2. Two of the MSS. read padīo, the editor following the rest with pari° and noting that those two MSS. are corrupt.

padivādi = paripati, noun, 'row'. H vs. 531. tuha padimā-parivādiṃ vakai va saalam disācakkan, 'the whole heaven contains as it were a row of pictures of you'. The following are the MS. readings: padivādiṃ ψ, padivādi S, parivādiṃ γRT; pari-patiṃ, the Chāyās. The same word occurs also in vs. 571: kiṃ na pecchasi jāti vahumulammī addhaaṃdāna parivādiṃ, 'do you not see a row of half-moons on your wife's shoulder?' Here the
readings are: *paññādīn* ṣå, *parivādīn* S, *paripādīn* T; *paripāṭīn*, the Chāyās. In both these cases ṣ may be due to preceding or following ṣ.

*pañisaḍaṇa*. K, p. 268, line 22. Jacobi’s text reads: *nirāṁṭara-pañisaḍaṇa-sīlāṇi* u āūdalāṇi. Professor Brown has informed me that on the basis of six MSS., of which the former editor used one only, the correct reading is: *nirāṁṭara-parisaḍaṇa-sīlāṇi* āūyadalāṇi, ‘the leaves of life are by nature subject to immediate withering’. In Āśvalāyana Śrautasūtra 2.6.6, *parisanna* means ‘fallen away or by the side’ and is to be referred to √ṣad, ‘to fall’. Our word may reasonably be connected with this. However P 222 prefers the root ṣaṭ as against Hemacandra’s √ṣad and Vararuci’s and Kramadīśvara’s √ṣad. Three of the MSS. for this passage read pari°, and pari° of the others may well be caused by the following ṣ.

There are other more doubtful cases:

*pañjattana* = *parivartana*, adj., ‘alternate’. R 5.69. One MS. pari°; the Chāyās pari°. bāṇukkhita-pañjattana-nisumbhantā lajuppīḍa, ‘die Wassermassen, von dem Pfeil emporgetrieben und bei der Umkehr wieder abwärts geführt’.

*pañjumbana* = *paricumbana*, noun, ‘embrace’. R 2.27. Two MSS. pari°; the Chāyās pari°. nāī-sahassa-pañjumbana-nāa-rasāṁ taam, ‘dessen Wasser erkennbar bleibt bei der Umarmung von tausend Flüssen, den ausgedehnten’.

*pañimāsa* = *parimarsa*, noun, ‘touch’. R 11.91. One MS. pari°. One Chāyā reads pratimarsa, which Goldschmidt rightly says should be pari° since no such meaning is possible in Sanskrit for pratim°. In four other passages the text reads parimāsa. miaṅka-kīrṇa-pañimāsa-māūlia-kamalam, ‘with lotuses closed because of the touch of the moon’s rays’.


Only in the last of these words is there any possible reason for the corruption, namely, the presence of ṣ in the same word. But, since here as in the other three, the preponderance of MS. authority is for pari°, I am inclined in these cases also to regard Goldschmidt’s readings as correct and to see pari as a substitute for pari. It is noteworthy that all four words are substantives where
secondary meanings might lead to the obscuring of the etymological force of the words and so assist the process of infection.

The word \textit{pa\`disakka\`i} presents difficulties of derivation. There are frequent occurrences of \textit{pari\`sakka\`i}, represented in Sanskrit by \textit{pari+kram}, ‘to walk around’ or by \textit{pari+vrt}, ‘to wander here and there’. The Prakrit root is referred to Sanskrit \textit{\`sva\`sk}, but Goldschmidt \textit{R}, p. 188, n. 1, thinks that the Prakrit root is a de-nominative from Sanskrit \textit{saka\`ta}. In his \textit{Pr\`ak\`r\`tica} (Strassburg, 1879), p. 3, he first proposed this derivation. It cannot be considered certain, however, and since \textit{\`sva\`sk} is a Dhatup\`atha root in Sanskrit, the correct preposition is uncertain. But as the root is almost certainly one denoting motion, we may safely take \textit{pari} as the right one in cases where \textit{pari\`sak} means ‘to wander or walk about’. In two passages \textit{pa\`disak} is found. \textit{B 35.6}, \textit{pa\`disakka\`i mag\`g\`e pa\`dis\`ur\`e\`in}, ‘he returns by the opposite road or in the opposite direction’. \textit{R 7.20}, \textit{pa\`disakk\`anti pava\`m\`ga\`a}, ‘the apes go back’, with MS. variants \textit{parisapp\`anti} and \textit{parisa\`nkr\`am\`anti}. In both these cases Pischel would emend to \textit{pari\`}, as was noticed above, while Goldschmidt in \textit{R} considers \textit{pa\`di} correct and equivalent to \textit{pari}. The meaning requires \textit{pa\`di = prati} if \textit{sak} is merely a verb of motion, and Pischel’s emendation can hardly be considered necessary.

One last instance is \textit{pa\` dibhami\`ya = paribhram\`ya}, ger., ‘wandering about’. \textit{B 244.10}. \textit{pa\` dibhami\`ya su\`ha\`\`a sisai dal\`anti}, ‘wandering about the warriors crush their heads’. This is from an Apabhram\`sa text and can hardly be taken as evidence in our present state of knowledge of that dialect. The same must also be said of the first case of \textit{pa\`disakka\`i} given above.

The evidence then leads to the conclusion that there are some certain cases of the equivalence Prakrit \textit{pa\`di = Sanskrit pari}, and that, since in three words at least both \textit{prati} and \textit{pari} are possible in Sanskrit with \textit{pari} the more usual, from these words \textit{pa\`di} spread to others, especially to substantives where the etymological meaning was not clearly present in the user’s consciousness.
TS'UNG SHU

ARTHUR W. HUMMEL

LIBRARY OF CONGRESS

There is no suitable English word to designate what in China is known as a ts'ung shu (叢書). The word *collectanea* comes nearest to the meaning of the Chinese expression, and it is possible that continued usage may ultimately fill it with the content which the Chinese has. The words "anthology" and "thesaurus" have been suggested, but these are yet too restricted in their connotations to include all that a ts'ung shu is. The same is true of Alexander Wylie's designation, "collection of reprints"; for a ts'ung shu is by no means restricted to articles already printed; it may, and often does contain original articles.

A ts'ung shu is, or should be, a collection of reprints on several subjects by several authors. Until seven hundred years ago the Chinese had no ts'ung shu. There were so-called "general collections" (總集) of which the Chao ming wen hsüan (昭明文選), a collection of poems of the 6th century A.D., is the first representative. But this is not a ts'ung shu because the work, although the product of many authors, relates only to a single subject, namely literature.

The first use of the words ts'ung shu to designate a collection of writings is in the title of a work of the T'ang dynasty known as the Li tse ts'ung shu (笠澤叢書) by Lu Kuei-ming (died about 878 A.D.). This collection is still in existence, and although it bears the name ts'ung shu, it does not properly fall within that class, for the reason that it represents the collected writings of only one author. While it was in the T'ang dynasty that the Chinese first created great encyclopedias and similar works of reference, it was in the Sung dynasty that they first had ts'ung shu.

Before going into these earliest ts'ung shu of the Sung period let us digress for a moment to speak of the purpose and the uses of ts'ung shu. When the ts'ung shu originated there was, of course, a total absence in China, as in the West, of anything corresponding

---

1 For valuable suggestions on ts'ung shu, and criticisms of this paper, the author is indebted to Mr. Wen-san Wong and to Dr. Kiang K'ang-hu of the Library of Congress.
to our modern periodical literature in which authors could print short articles, papers, or monographs which in the West now find their way into magazines before they are finally deposited in book form. The ts'ung shu was the only medium in which such literature could be preserved. It is true that under this arrangement some things were transmitted which in modern times would never have survived more than one printing, and that other monographs were so hopelessly buried in a mass of miscellaneous titles that they escaped for centuries the notice of ordinary scholars. But this is due, not to a defect in the concept of the ts'ung shu, but to other causes.

Another reason for the rise of ts'ung shu is the tremendous loss of literature, especially of monographs too small to circulate independently, in periods of political turmoil and social upheaval. The Sung and Yüan period in which ts'ung shu arose was an age in which particularly heavy losses occurred. There are many ancient works whose titles are known but of which, since the Yüan dynasty, the texts have been wholly or partly lost. The ts'ung shu offered a sound medium for the preservation of such material.

Finally ts'ung shu provided a medium in which collectors and owners of great private libraries could get their rarities published, some dealing perhaps with one particular field of knowledge, but more commonly on a great variety of subjects. It was convenient to give designations to such ts'ung shu by prefacing the title with the name of the library where the originals were deposited, or with the owner's studio or fancy name. Such is the Ching tai mi shu (津逮微書) issued by Mao Chin (1598-1650), the owner of the great Chi Ku Ko Library. Mao Chin initiated the practice of libraries publishing ts'ung shu, a practice which was followed in the Chih pu tsu chai ts'ung shu (知不足齋編) of the eighteenth century, the Wen hsüan lou ts'ung shu (文選樓編) published by Jüan

---

2 For example, the historical investigations of T'sui Shu (1740-1816) were practically lost to China for a century, but could easily have been found, in part at least, in the 綏輔編書.

3 Containing 197 works, in 240 volumes.

4 Containing 148 works, in 800 volumes.

5 Containing 53 works, in 112 volumes, of which the originals are now deposited in the Seikado library, Tokyo.
Yüan, and the Shi\(h\) wan ch\(i\)\(u\)n lou ts'ung shu (十萬卷樓叢書) of the last century.

While some of the reasons for the rise of ts'ung shu are no longer valid, their popularity has in no way diminished. They are still being produced in increasing numbers by retired scholars like Lo Chen-yü, and others who have the time and the means to devote to it. Lou Chin of Tientsin published in 1923 the Hu pei hsien cheng i shu (湖北先正遺書)\(^6\) at a cost of $40,000 Chinese currency. The ts'ung shu has come to be a miniature library—a Chinese “five foot shelf” of well-selected works—serving as a means to a liberal education. Such, for example, is the Wan yu wen k'\(u\) (萬有文庫),\(^7\) published by the Commercial Press in 1928. Already five thousand sets of this “Home University Library” have been sold, mostly to district officials as the nucleus of public libraries. It is intended to expand this collection to ten thousand volumes to include most of the great eighteenth-century manuscript library known as the Ssu k'\(u\) ch'\(u\)an shu.

Nor has the ts'ung shu lost its original characteristic as a depository of rare materials. A ts'ung shu like the Ssu pu ts'ung k'\(a\)n (四部叢刊),\(^8\) published by the Commercial Press in 1922, reproduces photographically reprints of rare Sung, Yüan, and Ming editions for the use of scholars who have no access to, and cannot themselves afford to collect, the best recensions of ancient texts. Lo Chen-yü's Hsüeh t'ang ts'ung k'\(a\)n (雪堂叢刻) is a good modern example of a ts'ung shu designed to preserve newly recovered fragments of ancient writings. In this field the great eighteenth century historical critics led the way. Good examples of their industry are Sun Hsing-yen's P'\(e\)ng ching kuan ts'ung shu (平津館叢書) and Ma Kuo-han's Yü han shan fang chi shih shu (玉函山房輯佚書), the latter containing 632 reprints of rediscovered works.

Ts'ung shu which relate to one class of subjects such as geography, history, philosophy, etc., have become very popular in recent years. These serve the needs of the specialist who desires selected readings on a particular subject. And in the absence of adequate library facilities they serve the function of a subject bibliography,

---

* Containing 75 works, in 180 volumes.
* Now comprising 1110 works, in 2100 volumes.
* Containing 323 works, in 2100 volumes.
or, as in the case of such a geographical work as the Chi fu ts’ung shu (畿輔叢書), a regional bibliography of no small importance.

Until a few years ago the Po ch’üan hsüeh hai (百川學海), compiled by Tso Kuei in 1273 A.D., was commonly regarded as the ancestor of all Chinese ts'ung shu. But since the publication in 1924 of T'ao Hsiang's edition of the Ju hsüeh ching wu (儒學警悟), it is evident that this latter work, compiled by Yü Ching, in 1201 (seventy-two years earlier than the Po chüan hsüeh hai), is the true ancestor of Chinese ts'ung shu. It was lost to the world as an independent collection until in 1892 a complete Ming manuscript copy, discovered in Shansi province, fell into the hands of Miao Ch'üan-sun, the noted bibliophile and member of the Historiographical Board. It is true that all but one of the seven monographs which this ts'ung shu contains had been copied into the Imperial Library,* but the existence of the first item in the collection—the Shih lin yen yü pien (右林燕語辨), by Wang Ying-chen of the twelfth century—was actually not known to exist until the ts'ung shu itself had been recovered. Thus a monograph that was lost to the world for seven centuries was recovered in a lone Ming copy, an example of the kind of recovery of ancient documents that was so common in the eighteenth century, and is now so characteristic a feature of the present cultural renaissance.

Two other works of the Sung period may be mentioned as approaching very near to ts'ung shu, the Kan chu chi (甘珠集), compiled by Chu Sheng-fei shortly after 1100 A.D., and the Lei shuo (類說), compiled by Tseng Tsao in 1146 A.D. The former is a collection of stories drawn from one hundred and thirty-seven different works arranged for purposes of literary composition; the latter is a collection of six hundred and twenty episodes also drawn from ancient literature. But neither of these works reprint in full (including prefaces and postfaces) the materials from which they draw, and for that reason fall short of being true ts'ung shu.

The second oldest ts'ung shu, the Po chüan hsüeh hai, comprising, as the title indicates, one hundred different monographs, has recently been reproduced in facsimile from the thirteenth century original recovered from various private libraries. No complete

* Ssu k'u chüan shu (四庫全書).
Sung edition is still in existence, but all except nine of the hundred items were found in an original Sung edition recovered from the imperial country seat at P’an Shan near the Eastern Tombs outside of Peking. Another eight items were found in a facsimile reprint made from a Sung original in 1501; and the hundredth or last item necessary to complete the whole series was copied from the library of Li Chiao-wei of Te-hua, Fukien. The result is that this second oldest ts’ung shu compiled in 1273, can now be had with all the original one hundred monographs, in a facsimile reprint of the original edition of nearly seven hundred years ago.

If we accept as ts’ung shu all works which, by their titles claim to be such we can divide them into the following five classes:

I. Works Arranged from the Standpoint of Authorship.

(a) Works by one author; as, for example, the Collected Writings of Liang Chi’-ch’ao, Yin ping shih wen chi (飲冰室文集).

(b) Works by One Family such as the Collected Writings of the Family of Su Tung-p’o, San su ch’üan chi (三蘇全集).

(c) Works by Several Authors on One Subject, e. g., the Collected Writings of certain T’ang and Sung Poets, T’ang sung pa ta chia wen ch’ao (唐宋八大家文錦).

(d) Works by Several Authors on Several Subjects, that is to say, genuine ts’ung shu such as the Po ch’üan hsüeh hai mentioned above.

II. Works Arranged from the Standpoint of Contents.

(a) Classics, Huang ch’ing ching chieh (皇清經解).

(b) History (Twenty-four Dynastic Histories).

(c) Geography, Hsiao fang hu chai yü ti ts’ung ch’ao (小方輿會纂地誌).

(d) Fiction, e. g., the Shu fu (說郛); a fourteenth century ts’ung shu incorporating 1681 short stories, bound in 160 volumes.

III. Works Arranged from the Standpoint of Locality.

Like the Chi fu ts’ung shu (鎭輔叢書), containing works written by natives of Chihli province from ancient to mod-
ern times. There are similar works for Kiangsi, Hupei, Chekiang, Hunan, Kuangtung, Yünnan and other provinces.

IV. Works Arranged According to Periods of Time.

Like the Han wei ts'ung shu (漢魏叢書) and the T'ang sung ts'ung shu (唐宋叢書), both of the Ming period, and both incorporating only the rare works of certain dynasties.

V. Ts'ung Shu Issued by Schools or Societies.

E.g., Peking University Ts'ung Shu, South-Eastern University Ts'ung Shu, Chinese Library Association Ts'ung Shu, etc.

But for library classification not all works which are called ts'ung shu can be placed in that class; it is necessary to set up a criterion that will enable the librarian to differentiate between true ts'ung shu and quasi-ts'ung shu. The collected works of one author, such as the writings of Liang Ch'i-ch'ao, even though they are on many different subjects, cannot properly be called ts'ung shu. Such works must be classed under chi, that is to say, complete works of individual authors. In the same way, works on one subject, or works limited to a particular field of knowledge like the Hsiao fang hu chai yü ti ts'ung ch'ao, even though it contains the writings of hundreds of authors, should be classed as a work on geography rather than a ts'ung shu. If we wish to retain the name ts'ung shu to cover such works, they should be called "class ts'ung shu" or "subject ts'ung shu"; the words ts'ung shu being retained to cover only general collections on different subjects by several authors. Such are the Chü chen pan ts'ung shu (聚珍版叢書), comprising 148 rare works copied from the Palace Library in 1773 and published in 800 volumes; and the Kuang ya ts'ung shu (廣雅叢書), comprising 167 works in 560 volumes.

While the Hsiao fang hu chai yü ti ts'ung ch'ao is really a class ts'ung shu (being a work devoted exclusively to geography), it is a noteworthy example of the manner in which not a few ts'ung shu have come to be. Wang Hsi-ch'i, the compiler, believing, as he states in his preface, that much of the weakness which China exhibited at the close of the last century was due to an inadequate
knowledge of both Chinese and world geography, set to work to compile a geographical ts'ung shu to remedy this situation. The original preface is dated 1877, which is the time he began collecting travel diaries and geographical treatises of every kind, but the first edition did not appear until 1891, and even then the expense of printing burdened him with a debt which impoverished him for the rest of his life. Not deterred, however, he published, with the help of friends, an extensive supplement in 1894, and another in 1897. He continued in these efforts up to the time of his death, but was reduced to such poverty that in the end he had to depend solely on the bounty of relatives and friends. It is not too much to say that he literally saved to posterity hundreds of valuable monographs which but for his enthusiasm would certainly have perished. The magnitude of his labor can be imagined when we reflect that the Hsiao fang hu chai yü ti ts'ung ch'ao actually contains 1413 different works, an imperishable collection of selected readings in the field of Chinese geography.
BRIEF NOTE.

The Old Indian vīnā

When preparing my notes on the "Parts of a vīnā" (JAOS 50. 244-253), I had not seen Canon Gilpin's learned discussion of Sumerian harps in *Music and Letters* for April, 1929. In the course of this article it is pointed out that in "nearly all oriental harps there is no front pillar," and that one of the Sumerian harps found by Mr. Woolley at Ur was a bow-shaped harp of this kind. This Sumerian harp had nails or pins on the arm which served as "guides for the strings which were wound round them and the neck to the tension required." The Burmese harp (*sauñ*) has no such guides, but its tuning "is dependent solely on hand tension or on the raising of the string on the sloping neck." It is to be inferred that the old Indian harp *vīnā* was similarly tuned by adjustment of the strings on the neck; and perhaps the word *āṅgulinigrāha* should be understood as referring to pins on the neck similar to those of the old Sumerian harp.

Canon Gilpin then laments the current neglect of the comparative historical and ethnographical study of musical instruments and himself outlines the distribution of the bow-shaped and other kinds of harp. In discussing the Indian form he falls into numerous errors. "The bow-shaped harp," he says, "is not a musical instrument or India" (I am not quite sure what this is intended to mean); "Hindustani music has no knowledge of it and it is stated that even Sanskrit treatises have no description of it" (but what else is referred to in the *Nāṭya Śāstra*?) "if they had, it would probably be classed, like other foreign (?) instruments, as a *Vīna*, which it certainly is not."

Canon Gilpin is however aware that bow-shaped harps are represented at Sāñcī (where he antedates the reliefs by 150 years) and at Amravati (*sic*) "but here sculptures are not in the style and art of India," and mainly because Hsüan Tsang in the seventh century a. d. speaks of "them" (actually, he did not visit Sāñcī, and it is not certain that he saw Amarāvatī) as "ornamented with all the art of the palaces of Bactria," he calls the Indian bow-shaped harp "the Bactrian harp" without more ado. Students of the
history of musical instruments who are not Indianists should be warned against the adoption of this term.

In the first place, we know practically nothing about Bactrian art in the third century B.C. (as remarked by Rostovtzeff, "we know so little of Bactrian art that it is mistake to explain ignotum per ignotius"), and certainly have no representations of bow-shaped harps which could be adduced as possible prototypes of the Indian forms: moreover, the Sàsàñian harp, which presumably preserves an older Irànian type, is not bow-shaped but has a post. No evidence is brought forward for the implied view that the vînà constantly referred to in Vedic, Sanskrit, and Pali literature is anything but the bow-shaped harp of the monuments. Again, the art of Bharhut, Sâncî, and Amaràvatî is in fact essentially Indian—no one, for example, would suggest a foreign source for the architectural forms or the costumes, and it is a gratuitous complication to make a special case of the harp. What the reliefs show is not the imposition of a new culture on a clean slate, but simply a traditional culture pictorially recorded for the first time in permanent materials. Archaeological evidence, too, is every day establishing more and more clearly the continuity of pre-Maurya and post-Maurya civilization. The fact of Indo-Sumerian relationships established by the Sind valley excavations is quite familiar; and the occurrence of the bow-shaped harp in early Sumerian and surviving in Sûniga Indian merely adds one more to the long list of cognate forms and types which equally in India and Mesopotamia derive from a common cultural source. Any theory of borrowing of particular forms at a later period has to be supported by individual and specific proofs. I therefore still maintain that the Indian bow-shaped harp is the vînà of the early literature, and see no reason to suppose that it was introduced into India precisely in the first quarter of the second century B.C.

There is nothing mysterious about the presence of a bow-shaped harp in India. A more interesting and more difficult problem is presented by the fact that some time not long after the Gupta period a vînà of the modern type with a gourd or gourds replaced the earlier harp. What was the source of the modern form? Why was it preferred? How far do the Sanskrit treatises on music have in view the earlier, and how far the later kind of vînà?

It may be added that a very clear representation of a woman (yâkusî) playing the harp-vînà is reproduced on Pl. VI of T. N.
Ramachandran, Buddhist sculptures from a stupa nr. Goli Village, Guntur District, Madras, 1929. Here the strings are struck by the fingers of the left hand only, without a plectrum. The rings on the neck of the viṇā seem to indicate something more than a mere attachment of the strings, and perhaps some kind of tuning device is intended; at any rate, the forefinger is very definitely pressed down at one of the attachment points, as if to control the tone.

In Jātaka IV, 470, a girl plays on a viṇā with her fingernails (aggenakhehi) and sings, confirming the evidence of some of the reliefs, where no plectrum is shown.

I have received some valuable comments from Mr. J. Kunst, the well known scholar of Indonesian music, who has just been appointed to take charge of musical archaeological researches in Java. In this author’s Hindoe-javaansche Muziek-instrumenten, 1927, p. 15, it is pointed out that the old Egyptian bow-harp was called bjnt or bin, which becomes vini in Koptic; and that the evident connection with Sanskrit viṇā indicates either a common source (as would appear to me likely) or a later borrowing from Egypt (surely improbable inasmuch as the word viṇā is already current in Vedic texts). Mr. Kunst here assumes also that as in Java, so also in India proper, the word viṇā actually denoted a bow harp. In either case, we have to do with a non-Aryan loan word in Sanskrit. For other data I quote Mr. Kunst’s letter to me, dated November 28, 1930:

"The oldest illustration, I know, of the modern vina, you will find on one of the reliefs of the Bayon-temple of Angkor Thom, viz. on one of the interior galleries, East front, North wing (see Dufour, Le Bayon d’Angkor Thom, pl. 120).

"The ‘mandolin’—better lute—you have found on the Amara-vati-reliefs, appears, as you know, in many specimens and varieties on Barabudur. Further one specimen on the Shiva-temple at Prambanan (first basement, balustrade, South No. a), one in the hands of a bronze statuette of Sarasvati (Heine-Geldern, Altjavannische Bronzen, Tafel 14), and in those of two terracotta statuettes, found among the ruins of Majapahit. (The latter two are slightly different and probably have undergone respectively younger North Chinese and Arabian influences.)

"The old Indian harp may have died in India proper rather early, but it has survived on Java, at least till the eleventh century."
Brief Note

It occurs three times on Barabudur (resp. on relief Ia 1, Ia 52, and II 1), once on the Djalatunda-reliefs from A. d. 977, and once among the Ngandjoek-statuettes (in the hands of Sarasvati again, tenth century). On the continent it survived at least till the twelfth century, as it appears on the Angkor Thom relief, already mentioned.

"Today not only in Burma this small 'boogharp' is to be found but also in Siam, where it is still called p'hin.

"The word danda occurs also in the old Javanese redaction (from A. d. 996) of the Wirarapawwa (53), where it is combined with the word pangupit (something, that 'pinches').

"The use of a plectrum is also shown on Barabudur—at least for the playing of the lute. See, for instance, reliefs O 102 and Ia 52.

"There are three different methods of tuning and tuning the strings of those 'boogharpjes.' The first—and most primitive—is that of the harps from India proper, Turkestan, Further India and of two of the three Barabudur harps. It is done by means of chords.

"The second method is that by means of 'plugs,' wooden pins, to which the strings are fastened. This was the method of the old Egyptian and probably that of the other Barabudur, the Djalatunda, and the Ngandjoek harps.

"Those plugs make it possible to count the number of strings. The Djalatunda-harp has four, the Ngandjoek specimen seven (like the old Indian harps), and that of Barabudur ten strings.

"The third method, by means of real screws, is the most efficient. It is applied to some of the modern Negro harps (Uganda, Bakuba, Ubangi [Azandé, Mangbetu], Mandingo, Togo, Fan).

"The old Burmese lutes had three strings (see Courant, Essai historique sur la musique des Chinois, p. 177), so had most of the Barabudur lutes (for instance, reliefs O 125, II 1, and II 128), and the one of Prambanan. The rest of the Barabudur lutes have—seldom—two strings (relief O 102) or four strings (relief O 151). Instruments with five strings I do not know from Java."

The accompanying reproduction of the Pawâyâ dancing scene shows both the lute and the harp-vînâ very clearly.

Ananda K. Coomaraswamy.

Museum of Fine Arts, Boston.
Dancing scene showing the lute and the harp-vīnā.

From an architrave at Pawāyā, Gwalior.

(Photograph by the Archaeological Department, Gwalior State.)
REVIEWS OF BOOKS


Āryabhaṭa's work, which was composed in 499 A.D., as dated in (III, 10) is probably the oldest preserved text from the third or scientific period of Indian astronomy, and is the earliest preserved Indian mathematical text.

Professor Clark publishes his material modestly as a first study of the complete text of four sections in 126 stanzas. It is a descriptive summary rather than a full working manual as in later texts. Ten of the first 13 stanzas give in a very condensed form the numerical elements similar to ours of Āryabhaṭa's epicyclic astronomy. The other stanzas are introductory, explanatory of the notation and finally a colophon evincing knowledge of place value. The second section of 33 stanzas on mathematics had been previously translated by Rodet (1879) and Kaye (1908). A third section of 25 stanzas deals with the reckoning of time, and the last 50 stanzas are called the sphere. The translation by Prabodh Chandra Sengupta, reprinted from the Calcutta University's Journal of the Department of Letters, appeared as Clark went to press.

In (I. 1) the number of the revolutions of the moon is expressed by a word the syllables of which give in reverse order the digits of 57,753,336, and Clark says it is hard to believe that such a notation was not based on place value. Kaye gives a somewhat similar notation for 4,320,000 the number of revolutions of the sun. It is to be noted that this number is one-third of 60⁴ shown by H. V. Hilprecht, Vol. XX, to be at the basis of Babylonian calculations, and it is to be remembered that E. Hineks, in 1854, found tablets of date some thousands of years before Āryabhaṭa showing a place system; also, the American Mayas used local value and a true zero in the first century A.D. (Cajori, A History of Mathematical Notation, 1928.) Archimedes had periods of eight figures for the tremendous numbers in the "sand reckoner" and the "cattle problem."
(T. L. Heath, *Archimedes.*) English merchants were reckoning on the line at about the time of the American Revolution and it took more than two centuries after the Hindu Arabic numerals were well known in Europe to displace the Roman system, cumbersome but still possible to one who could count to five. Charles Dickens made a striking remark when he said in *Bleak House,* "a certain man was to his wife what zero is to 9 and 90." The place system of the Babylonians was probably communicated to other peoples but fell on fertile soil only among the Hindus. (See also J. Gow, *History of Greek Mathematics.*)

Clark has been the principal defender outside of India against the debunking argument of the late G. R. Kaye, Carra de Vaux, and Nicol Bubnov in favor of the Neo-Platonists. None of these authors seems to recognize that algebra, which is distinctly Hindu, in contrast to the geometric Greek mind, uses the principle of local value. Compare $3x^2 + 6x + 5$, and 365, and note Kaye and Clark were nearer together than they realized, in the curious square and cube root processes of Āryabhaṭa.

Most interesting and surprising are (IV, 9) "as a man in a boat going forward sees a stationary object moving backward, just so at Lānka a man sees the stationary asterisms moving backward," and also in (IV, 12) last sentence, "the gods and dwellers in hell both think constantly that the others are beneath them." This appreciation of relativity reconciles Āryabhaṭa's position on the stationary earth for which he has been criticized by other Hindu writers. Also he gave $\pi = 3.1416$, a closer approximation than he used. The errors of the volume of the pyramid and sphere are probably due to a copyist. Possibly the latter should read

$$\left(\frac{16}{9} R\right)^2 \sqrt{\frac{16}{9} R} = \frac{4}{3} R$$

times the area of a circle. The problems in indeterminate linear equations $ax \pm by = c$, etc. quite likely use Euclid's highest common factor algorithm known as the pulverizer but the algebra is much more general than any Greek influence gives, in fact it finally leads up to contributions to Number Theory which have often been said to be more important than any before LaGrange.

Mr. Clark's comments on the Hindu astronomy, its tables and formulas, are adequate and the conception of right ascension in early Hindu astronomy seems to be new.

University of Pennsylvania.  

M. J. BABB.

Less consideration has been given to the Mīmāṁsā by western scholars than to any other of the six classical systems of Indian philosophy. The Mīmāṁsā does pay some attention to the problem of knowledge, to God (although its position in general is atheistic), the soul, the world, and salvation, but its main interest is with the sacrifice, and its whole doctrine of salvation is dependent upon the performance of ritual acts rather than upon knowledge, devotion, or the formation of personal character. Moreover, the texts are difficult, diffuse, abstruse, technical, and lacking in literary grace. Further, the system is based upon a civilization which is now only of historical interest. The main part of its doctrine can never be revived and made to play an important role in the present or future. The old Vedic sacrificial system belongs to an extinct civilization, even though in small groups its study and partial practice may have continued down to the present. The system makes less religious and philosophical appeal to the needs of the present than any of the other systems.

As Edgerton emphasizes repeatedly it contains much that is interesting from the point of view of linguistics. Its firm conviction that the word (the Veda) is eternal and that man's duty is absolutely dependent upon Vedic injunctions led inevitably to an elaborate analysis of sentences, words, and sounds, and the forces behind them or engendered by them.

The Āpadevi is not one of the old classical commentaries on the Mīmāṁsā Sūtras themselves. These are very diffuse and unwieldy and chaotic in their elaboration of arguments and counter-arguments. In a sense, as being a brief, well-knit summary, it bears the same relation to the old commentaries that the Sūtras do to the Brāhmaṇas of the Veda. It is a condensed summary made in the seventeenth century and has been widely used in India since that date as an introduction to the principles of the system.

A correct text is given in transliteration, based on the Nirṇaya-sāgara and Chowkambah editions with some reference to an ed-
tion printed in the Pandit. The text has been divided into short paragraphs which are numbered. Headings have been inserted to indicate the topics under which groups of paragraphs fall.

The translation is an admirable one. The notes are brief, but of great value for the understanding of difficult points in the text.

The introduction, in addition to dealing with the author and discussing his sources (with an identification of most of the quotations from Vedic texts), gives a careful summary of the text which will serve as a general introduction to the essentials of Mimamsa.

Appended is a very useful glossarial index of technical Sanskrit words, an index of quotations, and an English index which refers the words back to the Sanskrit index.

It is a difficult text. The reviewer does not possess such technical knowledge of the system as would warrant criticism of abstruse details of translation and interpretation, but so far as he can judge the translation is remarkably clear and faithful.

The book is a good introduction to Mimamsa style and thought, and a convenient book of reference for the understanding of Mimamsa technical terms which are constantly met with in other texts. The elaborate rules of ritual interpretation developed by the Mimamsa around its exegesis of the Vedic ritualistic texts, and the principles implied by them, have been widely extended, especially into the domain of law. Its technical terms are widely employed outside the system itself. It is of great importance for the proper understanding of the whole civilization of ancient India before the elaborate ritual of Brahmanism had been replaced by the temple worship and pujâ of Hinduism.

WALTER EUGENE CLARK.

Harvard University.


A complete knowledge of the sculpture of the Mathurâ (modern Muttra) school of sculpture, from the Suîga to the Gupta period inclusive, a span of some seven hundred and fifty years, would by itself suffice to establish the history of Indian art and iconography on a firm basis. Unfortunately, the earlier excavations were con-
ducted in a fashion little calculated to preserve scientific data, much of the material still lies buried and inaccessible beneath modern structures; the great collections in the Mathurā museum are crowded and chaotically arranged; many important examples are to be found in other Indian museums, especially Lucknow and Calcutta, and some are in Europe and America (three now in Boston are now illustrated); and Dr. Vogel's own invaluable, though insufficiently illustrated, catalogue of the Mathurā museum is out of print. The present highly meritorious and very welcome volume, while it illustrates on an adequate scale a majority of the most remarkable pieces and thus for the most part ones already well known, is rather a general introduction to the subject than an exhaustive treatment of it. What we really need in addition to this is an actual corpus of Mathurā sculpture, illustrating almost every known fragment; and though this would require perhaps ten volumes of the present size, one can hardly doubt that such a corpus will one day be compiled, or that further and more systematic excavation will be undertaken.

The group of sculptures selected for illustration shows perhaps a greater qualitative variation than has been generally recognized; but the abundance of dated inscriptions is of great assistance (most of these have reference to years past since the accession of the greatest of the Kuśāna kings, Kaniṣka, and there is a difference of opinion amongst scholars as to whether this took place in A. D. 78, or in A. D. 129). It does not seem necessary to have renounced altogether the recognition of stylistic sequence; Bachhofer, in his Early Indian Sculpture very clearly and profitably established such a sequence in the case of the Buddha figures; ultimately it will be possible to arrive at fairly close datings by a combination of epigraphic and aesthetic evidence with that to be derived from an exact study of the costumes, such as no one has yet undertaken. This study of costume, particularly of the headdresses and jewellery will at the same time go far to clarify the true relationships between the Kuśāna and Graeco-Buddhist schools; it will be found, for example, that none of the Gandhāran Bodhisattvas wears a turban antedating the fully developed Kuśāna type.

Dr. Vogel, in his Preface, also renounces aesthetic judgments, as being too much affected by subjective and preconceived ideas. Still, he does not hesitate to speak of the mediocrity of the majority
of works of the Kuṣāna period, or to call the earliest Mathurā Buddha types such as Friar Bala’s monumental “Bodhisattva” (Pl. XXVIII, a) heavy and coarse, and impressive only by their bulk! It is quite true that sharp differences of opinion are met with on a point like this; but it is not impossible to recognize and allow for the causes of these differences, and it is my belief that sound aesthetic judgments can and must be made by the historian of art or museum curator. But such judgments should affect the selection of one’s material, rather than bulk largely in the description of it. Hence I am very far from regretting the fact that Dr. Vogel’s book is primarily an iconography of Mathurā sculpture, and not an “appreciation” of it. As iconography it deals very largely with material already published by the author elsewhere, and brings together very conveniently what has not hitherto been readily accessible; it provides at the same time fresh evidence of the author’s great learning and competence. Perhaps the most interesting novelty is a strange image of Indra surrounded by Nāgas (Pl. XXXIX), evidently a counterpart of the already well-known but still enigmatic “Queen of the Nāgas” (Pl. XL). There is an original and valuable discussion of the type of vase-bearing pedestals, which include the so-called Bacchanalian groups (really Yakṣa groups) of earlier authors; Dr. Vogel is clearly right in emphasizing their Buddhist application, but I should be much more inclined to see in them ācāmana-kumbhis (water vessels for the use of visitors to a shrine) than pīṇḍa-pātras (votive begging bowls for the reception of offerings). In the section dealing with Jātaka scenes it is overlooked that the lunette scene of J 2 in the Mathurā museum (Pl. XVII, b) has been recognized as a scene from the Mahābodhi Jātaka; while the reference to the Kacchapa Jātaka at Bodh-Gayā is incorrect to the extent that the representation occurs not on one of the pillars of the “vielle balustrade” dateable about 100 B. C., but on one of the late Gupta pillars dateable about the sixth century A. D. In connection with the account of Garuḍas, attention may be called to the discussion in the Catalogue of the Indian Collections, Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, Pt. VI, p. 91; and it may be added that Dhammaṇḍa Atthakathā I. 164 proves that the strange type of the roc able to carry off and devour five elephants was already known at a comparatively early date. I cannot agree with Dr. Vogel as to the nature of the motif
of the garland borne by Yakṣas (pp. 79-81); this garland is really a lotus rhizome; this has already been pointed out, and the full evidence will appear in my Yakṣas, Pt. II, now in the press; and it is quite possible that the motif as found at Alexandria, for example, is really of Indian origin, and not vice-versa. As to the kinnara (p. 76) it is quite true that the name is almost always restricted to a creature half-human, half-bird; still, in the Kādambari, 241, they are plainly described as "monsters with horses' heads," and such monsters in later paintings are sometimes represented as musicians, which suggests that they are meant to be kinnaras. More usually the creature with a human body and horse head (Pali assamukhi, etc.) is a Yakṣī The identification of the Jātaka of Pl. XVI, a, is welcome, but a reference on p. 63 to the Chinese source would be in place. On Pl. XXVI, c, the worshipping figure to the right is Indra. On p. 36 it does not seem to me justifiable to use the term uṣṇīṣa for the spiral lock on Buddha heads of the Indian type. As to Avalokiteśvara (p. 43), B 82 in the Lucknow Museum, fig. 78 of my History of Indian and Indonesian Art, shows a seated Buddha in the headdress, and an amṛta flask in the hand, combining features usually characteristic respectively of Avalokiteśvara and of Mātreyā. It is pertinent to the problem of crowned Buddhas (cf. the recent able discussion by M. Mus, BÊFEO, 28) that in Indra's visit scenes of type of Pl. LI, b, the Buddha's turban (the replacement of turban by crown as royal headdress belongs to a later time) which was translated to the heaven of Indra, is always placed directly and significantly immediately above the Buddha's head, and this probably leads to the later Gandhāran and Gupta (at Kārli) coronation types. It might be legitimate to identify the Yakṣas of Pl. XLV, d and e, as Moggarapâni. It is hard to see why the structure surrounding a Bodhi-tree, seen on Pl. XIV, a, is not described as a bodhi-ghara, but only called a "curious little building." It seems to me that the subject of the Yakṣas might have been treated at somewhat greater length; their history certainly began long before the data available in Buddhist literature; and it cannot be doubted that many, if not most, of the śālabhaṃjikā (we have to thank Dr. Vogel for the correct identification of this architectural term) are really Yakṣīs, and not mere women. In the present selection one would like to have seen included the fine early Buddha relief of the
Ethnographische Museum, Leiden, recently published by Scherman; and the well preserved Šuniga fragments, I 15 and I 18 in the Mathurā Museum, for which however, Bachhofer’s *Early Indian sculpture*, Pls. 71 and 82 may be consulted. The foregoing minor criticisms in no way detract from the consistent excellence of the whole work; the press-work and reproductions are admirable, and misprints have not been detected.


This study of stylistic development will be valuable, and indeed indispensable, to students of Indian archaeology, equally on account of the text and of the fine illustrations; if the latter bring forward very little that is new, they nevertheless render accessible a great mass of essential documents now available only in rare and out of print works. The author not only discusses with great care the dating and aesthetic relations of the principal monuments, but more than once contributes passages of fine aesthetic appreciation, particularly when he discusses the art of the “golden age”; this is, in his view, from 50 B. C. to 70 A. D., though I cannot understand his depreciation of the art of Amarāvati, ca. 200 A. D.

Neglect of the pre-Maurya period, for which indeed our data are scanty but definite conclusions certainly warranted, leads to a too great emphasis on contemporary Persian influence in the time of Aśoka; what we ought actually to recognize in early Indian art forms are not contemporary borrowings from, but the Indian cognates of Western Persian types. The “bell capital”, for example, is altogether too much unlike the Persepolitan form to be a direct loan, while on the other hand the morphology is clearly and readily explainable from Indian Vedic sources (cable moulding = stamens, abacus = pericarp, the whole bell capital = *padma-pītha*, “the lotus means the waters”—SBr., vii. 4. 1. 8).1

The term *ṛūpa-bheda* (for which we have authority actually only

---

1 See my note on this subject in the *Indian Historical Quarterly*, Vol. VI, p. 373.
as late as the 12th century A.D.), here introduced in connection with the earliest sculpture, is misunderstood; it means the “distinguishing of ideal types” (cf. nāyaka-bheda and similar collocations), in other words “iconography”, and certainly not the separation of the parts of a single figure.

The most important archaeological contribution is the study of the dating of the various types of the Mathurā Buddha figure, beginning with Friar Bala’s image of the third year of Kanishka (i.e., A.D. 81 in Bachhofer’s reckoning, which is adhered to in this notice). Up to A.D. 127 the Mathurā Buddha shows no trace whatever of Gandharan influence in style or iconography; then from A.D. 129 to 142 effects of Gandharan influence are traceable, mainly in the changed treatment of the drapery, in the placing of figure reliefs on the pedestals, and a change in pose of the pedestal lions; there follows a return to purely Indian types, but now with curly hair in place of the single spiral lock of the original type. These data seem to be irrefutably established. But the Gandhara Buddha type, is still dated back to or before the beginning of the Christian era, giving us the extraordinary phenomenon of an entire absence of contact between the two schools during a century; and this leaves something to be explained—in my own view by a later dating of the Gandharan type.

The iconographical descriptions of the plates leave something to be desired in fullness and accuracy (see my longer notice to appear in Rāpam); and misprints are all too frequent, some errors such as Jātaka being constantly repeated. More astonishing is the fact that no mention is made of the Guḍimallam lingam; and that the author should only have “come across” Codrington’s Ancient India and my History of Indian and Indonesian Art, published respectively three and two years before the date of his own book, too late to do more than record the fact. The phraseology “hedge” and “jamb” for the usual “railing” and “railing-pillar”; and “beam” and “roof-beam” for “coping” is unfortunate. But on the whole the book marks a very real advance in method; the stylistic problems are now discussed seriously, in a language intelligible to the student of the general history of art, and not, as for example in the late Vincent Smith’s History of Fine Art in India and Ceylon, merely naively.

Ananda K. Coomaraswamy.

Museum of Fine Arts, Boston.
Mesopotamian Origins. The Basic Population of the Near East.

In 1918 R. Campbell Thompson discovered a stratum of painted pottery, similar to Elamite ware from Susa and Mûsîyân, below the oldest historical level of Eridu, in southern Babylonia. He advanced the view, which has steadily gained ground, that the "painted pottery culture," as it has since been called, was pre-Sumerian, a theory which agrees with the growing tendency to consider the Sumerians as immigrants from the east in late pre-historic times. In 1923 Arthur Ungnad suggested, with reservations, that the Subararēans (a name which he adapted from Accadian Subarû, "a man from northern Mesopotamia") be regarded as the autochthonous population, not only of the highlands east, north, and west of Babylonia, but also of that land itself. Three years later Professor Speiser began the study of the Nuzian tablets discovered by Chiera in 1925, and was led to stress the great importance of the Hurrians (a term equivalent to Subaraeans, but with a more general, as well as a better documented meaning). After conducting excavations in the chalcolithic mound of Tepe Gaura, in Assyria, he adopted his present view, which represents a generalization and combination of the theories of Thompson and Ungnad.

Speiser's book at once takes its place as the best book on the subject, as a treatment which combines wide and critical learning with a precise, first-hand knowledge of both the linguistic and the archaeological phases of the problem.

The first chapter, entitled "The Background," gives a general survey of the linguistic material bearing on the Caucasian family of languages, with full bibliographical data in the notes. In passing we may observe that the elaborate footnotes are a most valuable feature of the book. The sketch is admirable, and the characterization of the work of the many scholars who have treated different phases of the subject, from Kretschmer to Marr and Trombetti, is excellent. A rapid survey of the anthropological and archaeological material is also given in the same chapter. The reader should correct the misprint "hypo-brachycephalic" (pp. 10-11) for "hyper-brachycephalic." It may be doubted whether Marr's term
“Japhethite,” which Speiser restricts to “Caucasian” and guards against ethnological misuse, is happy, since the majority of the peoples listed in Gen. X under this head spoke Indo-European languages in the age when that chapter was written. In fact, it cannot be proved that a single one of these peoples spoke any other language at that time. However, this is purely a question of personal preference.

In the second chapter Speiser treats “Elam and Sumer in the Epigraphical Sources.” Here the pièce de resistance, following a very good discussion of the material at our disposal, consists of a careful study of the oldest Babylonian place-names. The most common endings of these place-names, such as -ak, -ar, -ir, -aš, -ab, are compared in detail with similar endings in place-names belonging to Elam and the Zagros region, with very plausible results. However, endings are notoriously uncertain evidence, especially where none of the names appear to have doublets outside of the great river valleys. A comparison of some absolutely certain Sumerian common nouns in two syllables or more with the place-names yields very interesting results. We naturally exclude words which may be Semitic loans. With place-names in -aq(a), such as Šurup(p)ak, Larak, Illak (a name of Erech), Akšak, Apirak, Ašnun(n)ak, compare Sumerian words like azak (asakku), ellak, kalak, hursak (huršana), ursak (uršana), balak (balaggu), barak, dub(b)isak, nisak (nisakku), isak (iššakku), santak (santakku).

With names in -ar, such as Arar, and -ir, such as Zimbir, Tintir, Subir, compare agar (ugaru), ingar (igaru), amar, engar (ikkaru), ubar, babbar, gišimar (gišimmaru), kindar, dupsar (tupšarru), namtar, zabar (siparru), sašgar, šagar, and esir, egir, bappir, gigir, dingir, tibir, šibir, kunir, šunir, nimgir (libir E. S.). With names in -aš, like Lagaš, cf. amaš, garaš, etc. Names in -ab, such as Adab (Udab, Usab), Kullab, Illab, Hallab, or in -ib, like

1It may be observed that we really do not know how far Sumerian place-names extend toward the east, and that there are indications of a very old and important Sumerian occupation in the East Tigris region. It is by no means impossible that Šušinak, for example, is of Sumerian origin. For Awak = Awan (Speiser, pp. 40-41), cf. Sum. huš-sag = hušan in Elam (Scheil, RA 22, 45 ff.).

2There does not seem to be any adequate reason for assuming Illag and Illab to be dialect forms of Uruk, as supposed by Poebel, Gram., p. 29.

3Awak, Šušinak, etc., may also belong here; see preceding note.
Barsib, Illib, may be compared with words like lagab, aλγαβ (allu-θαππυ), or isib (ἰσιππυ), kiṣib, etc. We may also add a few comparisons with other endings, not adduced by the author. E. g., -ad appears in Dilbad, Marad, as well as in such words as alad and sipad (“shepherd”); -uk in Uruk also appears in uduk, simuk, buluk, ugu, uzuk, etc. The ending in Agade (Akkadū, not Akkad, which is the Hebrew form) is paralleled by unuge, ade(a), gude, etc.; the ending in Guḍua (Kutū) is found in imdua, narua, etc.; that in Nibru (Nippuru) and Girsu is found in ildu, ansu, amaru, abzu, eššu, geštu(g), isimu-usmu, illuru, sulu, suzbu, etc. One would hardly think of separating the name Dilbad from the adjective “bright,” applied to the planet Venus, nor the name Aratta from the word aratta, “glorious,” nor Marad from the synonym of banda, “mighty.” It is true that the etymology of Sumerian place-names is generally obscure, and that the most natural suggestions, such as Deimel’s explanation of the name Lagaš (la, “settlem metast” and gaš, “a bird”), or the old etymology of Uruk as unu(k), “town,” are problematical. This situation, however, is not restricted to place-names, but is also true of most Sumerian etymology. Sumerian has suffered to such an extent from phonetic decay, resulting in a vast number of monosyllabic homonyms, that almost any etymology is doubtful; there are few transparent nominal compounds like egal andlugal. The numerous Sumerian dialects, with often profound phonetic differences, undoubtedly crossed one another, producing apparent anomalies, just as in French. Besides, it must be borne in mind that the Sumerians had the custom of abbreviating long names; cf. Dumuzi and Damu

---

* Contrast Poebel, Gram., p. 27.
* The discovery of the Aramaic writing and the Nuzian māt Aya (for Akkadi) have proved that the last vowel was long. The name māt Akkadi does not mean “land of the Accadian,” but simply “land of Accad” (Akkadū).
* Langdon may be right in explaining the name (E. S. Mersi) as meaning “inundation.”
* The best treatments of the dialects are by Poebel, Gram., esp. pp. 4 ff., 28 ff., and ZA 5 (1929), 130 ff. In Elam there was a special dialect of Sumerian, presumably dating from very early times; in it dingir appears as tēgir, giš as hīš, hū-saq as ḫušan, etc. (Scheil, RA 22 [1925], 45 ff.). The Hittite texts also occasionally reproduce a peculiar type of Sumerian, possibly a northwestern dialect; cf. Friedrich, MVAG 34, 34, n. 1.
for Da(u)mu-zi-d-absu, Šagan (Acc. Šakkan) for Ama-šagan-gub, *Maluduk (Maruduk) for Asari-mu(ga)lu-duk, or abbreviated royal names like Lugal-anda, Eannadu, Gudea, etc. Langdon may be right in regarding Zimbir (Sippir) as an abbreviated form of UD-KIB-NUN-KI, i.e., Kib-bir-NUN; cf. Kengi(r) > Šumer (Speiser, pp. 55 f.). In Arar = Larsa(m) it would appear that the standard Sumerian form was more abbreviated than the later Accadian; it is well known that the Accadian forms of names often go back to Sumerian forms which are older than the ones found in the inscriptions. When a royal name of transparent Sumerian type, like A-anni-pada, appears later as Nanni (Gadd), one may not unnaturally, and yet erroneously, think of Anatolian names like Nanas, etc.

Chapter III, "The Early Civilizations of the Near East," is a very instructive and interesting study of the archaeological material, marshalled in support of the view that the painted pottery of the Susa I and related types belonged to pre-Sumerian peoples of Caucasian (Japhetic) race. It is quite true that the use of this pottery spread from the northeast, and that it was very much at home in the Zagros, which seems to have been occupied by Caucasian peoples from the earliest times. However, no conclusion can be drawn from the fact that the painted ware of the Susa I type passed out of use some centuries before the First Dynasty of Ur. As illustrations of the change of pottery types where no corresponding racial change can be established, we can do no better than to point to the successive sway of geometric, Corinthian and Rhodian, black figured, and red figured wares in Greece, or the great change in the pottery of Egypt with the First Dynasty, or of Palestine between 1000 and 800 B.C. The Sumerians developed such an extraordinary diversity of dialects that we must allow them a respectable time in which to evolve them. Moreover, since the Accadians demonstrably entered Mesopotamia before the dawn of monumental history, it would be impossible to explain their complete dependence upon the Sumerians if the latter were intruders, nor is it reasonable to suppose that the latter were so gifted that they forged far ahead of the other races of Mesopotamia in a comparatively short time. A very strong argument in favor of the identification of the painted pottery folk with the Sumerians may be drawn from the following considerations. In the northwest
Sumerian influence was very powerful, even before the entrance of the Accadians upon the scene, as is shown, e. g., by many direct loans from Sumerian in Canaanite (Hebrew). Moreover, the spread of Sumerian place-names in this region agrees almost exactly with the diffusion of the painted pottery. The chalcolithic of Palestine and southern Syria is entirely different, as is also the chalcolithic of Asia Minor. In Syria we find painted pottery only in the alluvial valley of Aleppo, in the Upper Euphrates valley, as well as in the valleys of the Balīḥ and Ḫabūr, as far north as Rās el-ʿAin. Now, it is precisely in this region that Sumerian place-names are abundant: cf. Mari ("ship-city"), like Mari in eastern Babylonia; Ḫabur ("river of abundance") = Hubur, for *Ḥebur, like ḫenbu > ḫabburu (cf. Poebel, Gram., p. 13: ḫe-mu-becomes ḫa-mu- and ḫu-mu-); Barsip (later Til-Barsip) = Barsip (Barzeb, "good sanctuary"?); Kargames ("quay of Gameš"; cf. Gilgames); Ḫalab = Ḫal(l)ab in central Babylonia. Since the names in -ab (ab, "settlement, abode") are particularly common in Babylonia, it is interesting to note Nirab (the combination with Assyr. nērību, "pass" is very secondary), Zulab, Tarab, in the vicinity of Aleppo. Archaeologically, the culture of the Upper Euphrates region was almost purely Sumerian in the early third millennium, as shown by Von Oppenheim's investigations at Tell Ḫalaf (Guzana; cf. Sumerian words like guza, guzl, usan, pisan, etc.), as well as by stray discoveries elsewhere. The knife handle of Gebel el-ʿArāq shows how directly Egypt was influenced by this

---

* Cf. Albright, JPOS 8, 253 (with reference to unpublished studies), and especially Poebel, ZA 5 (1929), 145.

* Cf. JAOS 40, 319.

19 The name of Aleppo is a peculiarly ambiguous one, because of similarities to other place-names which lie well out of the Sumerian zone. The Anatolian town of Ḥalpa (s) has a name which appears to resemble it closely, but just such a superficial resemblance is provided by Sum. Ḥalba (ḡalba), Acc. Ḥalpā, "frost." The Assyrian spelling Ḥalman is probably derived from the name Ḥalman in southeastern Assyria (cf. JAOS 45, 212 ff.), but it is surely too much to believe that the dialectic variant Arman was also a variant of Ḥalman-Ḥalab, as held by Smith in Gadd and LeGrain, Royal Inscriptions, pp. 79 ff. (accepted by Speiser, p. 154). Dhorme, RB 1929, 132, suggests an identification with Mount Hermon. The reviewer prefers to keep Armanum in the East Tigris country, regarding Naram-Sin's statements as vague. The subject will be discussed elsewhere.
civilization. Nor is it accidental that the religion of Syria shows such profound Sumerian influence, and that purely Sumerian gods like Iššara, Zababa and Nergal appear here from the earliest times. That the name of the Sumerian flood-hero was transmitted in its purest form Zi(u)sudu only at Bambûk (Bambyce)-Mabûg, between Aleppo and Charchemish, is also suggestive.

In chapter IV the author discusses the Lullu and the Guti, on which he is able to provide us with much important new material, as well as many interesting combinations, all of which are characterized by his usual prudence. Considering the nature of the subject, however, it is not surprising that the reviewer differs from him in his treatment of Babylonian place-names, many of which have the same endings as those in Lullu and Guti names. This argument has been fully considered above, so we need not repeat ourselves. We would like to make a great many additional observations, but since they bear mostly on subsidiary details, we refrain. Speiser wrote before the publication of the fourth fascicle of the Realllexikon der Assyriologie, and so was not able to utilize Forrer’s important discovery that the name hitherto read Kurṭi should be read Papḫi, (= Babḫi, Babanḫi, Eg. Pḫḫ) and that “Kirḫi” should be read Ḥabḫi (Forrer, op. cit., pp. 255, 268 f., 280), in his discussion on pp. 112 ff.

Chapter V is devoted to “The Kassites and the Ḫurrians.” This is the most important section of the book, since the author here discusses the subject about which the work developed. The reading Ḥurri instead of Ḥarri, sufficiently established now for cuneiform, is also certain for Egyptian, as Speiser suggests (p. 132, above), without details. The common name Pḫ-hḫ-rw, “the Syrian,” was pronounced Piḫuru, as we know from the Amarna vocalizations Piḫura, Paḫura, and Puḫuru, etc. The Egyptians did not double their consonants, and only occasionally attempted to indicate doubling of foreign consonants in transcription, so Ḥuru—*hurru. That the Greek reading “Horite” is preferable to the Hebrew “Hivite” was also maintained strongly by the reviewer (cf. JSOR 7, 1923, 5, n. 3). That the inhabitants of Shechem

---

11 Until the publication of Von Oppenheim’s remarkable discoveries it will be impossible to discuss this matter at greater length. Cf. Hertz, Die Kultur um den persischen Golf, pp. 97 f. for archaeological comparisons outside of the Tell Halaf circle.

12 Cf. AJSL 41, 78 f.
were really Horites (p. 132) is also shown by the identity of the name Biraššena (pronounced Birassen) on a tablet from that town published by Böhl (ZDPV 49, 325 ff.) with Nuzian Birazzina-Birazzana (Chiera, Texts of Varied Contents, No. 6, passim). The Egyptians applied the name Ḫur(r)u to Syria, while the Hittites, as now generally admitted, employed it as a synonym for Mitanni and Ḫanigalbat, a territory which included northern and central Syria. Early in the second millennium there must surely have been a much more powerful state called Ḫurru than we should infer from the later extent of Mitanni. How completely blended the Canaanite, Amorite, and Hurrian elements of Syria became will be illustrated in a forthcoming article by the reviewer in the Archiv für Orientforschung, on the god Sulmān.—On p. 151 Speiser has made a very important observation with regard to the ideogram for the river Bāliḫ, ID-DINGIR-ILLAD (GID\text{lad}). However, it is likely that the ideogram meant originally “River of Harrān” (cf. “River of Sippir” as a name of the Euphrates, and “River of Tupliaš” as a name of the Uknû), since āl GID is a common ideogram for Ḫarrān. In fact, the latter name may have been introduced by the Accadians in the third millennium instead of an original Illad. The god Illad is mentioned in a list published by Schroeder, KAVI, No. 63, col. 5, end; cf. the god Ḥabur, KAVI No. 42, II, 37 and 43, II, 5. The pronunciation baliḫ may then be secondary.

In the last chapter the author gives a synthesis, characterized by the same breadth of outlook combined with accuracy in detail which we have learned to associate with his work. The reviewer agrees with most of his conclusions and observations; it is, in fact, only when we come to the question of the antiquity of the Sumerian occupation of Mesopotamia that we seriously differ. Even here it is not, in the reviewer’s opinion, due to any defect of method, but solely to the obscurity and ambiguity of our material, that the author reaches results which are opposed to ours. The book will prove a mine of information to the serious student; it is written so clearly and attractively that no intelligent reader can fail to understand. The author has paid a delicate compliment to the American Schools of Oriental Research by dedicating the book to them; we who are interested in the success of the Schools will accept the compliment as an honor to them, and as a good omen for their future prosperity.

Fräulein Hertz, already well known to students of ancient Oriental archaeology for her comparative studies, has now undertaken a most ambitious enterprise. In this closely printed volume she attempts to prove that there was a relatively homogeneous civilization in Babylonia, Elam, and the Indus Valley, which lasted from about 6000 B.C., when Susa I began, to about 3200, when the ancient culture was destroyed by a great irruption of barbarians from the north. The barbarian irruption which she postulates came after the period of the rich tombs of Mes-šár-kalama¹ and ŠUB.AD and before the First Dynasty of Ur (Mes-anni-pada, etc.). She believes that it was this barbarian invasion that was referred to originally by the traditions of the abûbu, or deluge, which were later misunderstood and connected with a great inundation—the Flood. The antediluvian dynasties, grouped together under ten names of kings, she would explain as belonging to the Kultur um den persischen Golf (pp. 87 f.). Her theory has at least the merit or originality, fantastic though it is.

The author begins her monograph with a detailed exposition of the results of excavations in sites and strata of the earliest period in Mesopotamia, Susiana, and India: Kish, Ur, el-Ôbeid, Eridu, Ąuruppak, Nippur, Adab, Lagaš, Zurghul and el-Ôibbah, Assur, Susa, Muggšân, Mohenjo Daro, and Harappa. The description of the results is discursive, sometimes inexact, and seldom accompanied by any references whatever. Her comparative chronology generally rests on very slender foundations. Her elaborate comparisons between different phases of culture at Susa and Tepe Muggšân on the one hand, and Babylonian cities on the other, is already hopelessly antiquated by the latest stratigraphic investigations at Kish, Ur, and Erech, where Watelin, Woolley, and Jordan have obtained extraordinarily instructive sequences of cultures, quite bewildering in their multiplicity. However, these excavations have proved conclusively that there can be no question of any

¹ Since the order of characters in a word was very variable in early Sumerian inscriptions, this reading seems preferable to Mes-kalam-DUG. It would mean (if not abbreviated) “Hero of the Totality of the Land (Babylonia).”
violent interruption in the cultural history of Babylonia after the period of Mes-šár-kalama and before the First Dynasty of Ur. There is a normal development of culture, with an oscillation of wealth and prosperity between different Babylonian cities, such as Ur, Kish, and Lagaš, so that each has its own turn of hegemony and wealth, followed by a period of reduced prosperity, when the art becomes noticeably provincial (e.g., the period of Ur-Nanše at Lagaš). Quite aside from all artistic and archaeological indications, the evidence of inscriptions is sufficient to disprove Fräulein Hertz's hypothesis of a cataclysmic interruption in the evolution of this culture. The script of the time of Mes-šár-kalama is substantially identical with that of the pre-Sargonic royal inscriptions in general. The latest occupation of Šuruppak (Fārah) she refers to the end of her "antediluvian" civilization (p. 47). However, cuneiform tablets of the Fārah type have now been found at Kish, Ur, and elsewhere in Babylonia, where they represent a transition between the older pictorial script and the Lagaš cursive of the latest pre-Sargonic period. So similar are most of the characters that several distinguished Assyriologists have tried to prove that the Lagaš and Fārah texts are practically contemporaneous. There is not the slightest indication anywhere in these texts that such a catastrophe as Fräulein Hertz supposes—which she seriously compares with the barbarian irruption which put an end to the Roman Empire (p. 89)—took place at that time.

In general Fräulein Hertz operates only with unwritten material, and carefully omits to mention the inscriptions, while her discussion of the script (pp. 104-117) is hopelessly inadequate. She maintains that the geometric and stylized ornament on vases of Susa and Tepe Müssiān represents a stage in the evolution of pictorial script, and compares individual motives on these vases with proto-Elamite characters. This is so obviously a generalization from the undoubted artistic relation of ornament and script in all ancient systems of writing that it requires no discussion in our limited space. Her remarks on p. 116 with regard to the development of Sumerian are fanciful in the extreme. The barbarians, she thinks, borrowed both the Sumerian script and the language (mentioned in that order). Her idea that the language of the Ur-Nanše texts represents a very helpless effort to write Sumerian, shortly after the irruption of the barbarians (Semitic
Accadians?), whereas Ur-Nanše’s grandson Eannatum was more conversant with the language, must be read in the light of Landsberger’s observations (OLZ, 1931, 122).

The discussion of supposed mathematical survivals from this ancient culture of the Persian Gulf in later Babylonian, Egyptian, and Indian civilizations, while disproportionately long (pp. 118-140), is the weakest part of her argument. From the facts that the Egyptians of the second millennium B.C. were in possession of relatively complicated geometric formulae which they frequently misunderstood, and that the geometric figures in their treatises on mathematics are very awkwardly drawn, she concludes that they must have derived their mathematical knowledge from an external source, from the same Urkultur. Her argument is not only illogical, it is also written in apparent ignorance of the fact that the great flowering of Egyptian science and art was during the period of the first four dynasties, especially in the third, whose greatest scholar, Imuthes, was later deified for his extraordinary achievements. It was in the time of those dynasties that the greatest progress in architecture, medicine, theology, and other sciences was made, and that the empirical method obtained many of its most signal triumphs. The exactness of the dimensions of the Great Pyramid still excites the admiration of trained builders. To trace the science of the second millennium back to the Persian Gulf, some thousands of years earlier, without reckoning with the Pyramid Age, is a feat which shows a lack of the most elementary historical sense.

The same is true, mutatis mutandis, of Fräulein Hertz’s discussion of the Indian material. Following Bürk she points out that the Indians were acquainted with the Pythagorean theorem in the time of the mathematical treatise called the Āpastamba Sulba Śūtra, which deals with the construction of altars, and probably dates from early in the second half of the first pre-Christian millennium. Bürk maintains (ZDMG 1901, 550-56) that the Ṣatapathabrāhmaṇa, dating from the end of the second or the beginning of the first millennium B.C., was already acquainted with the Pythagorean theorem. But he is strongly opposed by Oldenberg 2 and especially by Dumont, whose proof seems to be

2 Die Weltanschauung der Brāhmaṇa-Texte, Göttingen, 1919, p. 233, note
conclusive.\textsuperscript{3} According to Dumont the Sat. Br. constructs the successive enlargements of the Agni altar, not by adding to the mahāvedi one-seventh of the area of the mahāvedi of the saptavidha, but by adding to each of the dimensions of the former one-seventh of the corresponding dimension of the latter. It was then between the time of the Sat. Br. and the date of the Āp. Sulb. that the Indians became acquainted with the Pythagorean theorem—which at once disposes of Hertz's hypothesis. It may be added that Lehmann-Haupt has practically disposed of her idea with regard to the derivation of Indian mathematics, not from the later Babylonians, but from the Urkultur, in his footnote on p. 132. Incidentally, we may observe that the great flowering of Babylonian mathematics and astronomy (aside from its development in the third millennium) took place between 600 and 300 B.C., and that we have reasons for placing the corresponding Indian intellectual movement in the same age. The Persian Empire provided the necessary liaison, and it is no longer necessary to explain such contacts as dating from the Alexandrian age, or from a hypothetical Urkultur.

Since there is, then, not the slightest reason to derive either Egyptian or Indian mathematics from the Kultur um den persischen Golf, and since the author herself admits that early Babylonian mathematics shows a lamentable decline from its hypothetical source, we may reject her combinations in the field of geometry without further ado.

Fräulein Hertz's monograph is a most stimulating contribution to a subject of which we still know little. There are problems to be considered, and there were extremely early contacts between the civilizations of Babylonia, India, and Egypt, some of which will employ the pen of the reviewer in the near future. But these contacts belong to the relatively primitive age when the cultures in question had not yet crystallized, and when barbarian commerce and trade relations were already developed (contrast p. 92!)

The irrigation-cultures of the chalcolithic age had much in common, but we must not exaggerate their artistic and intellectual achievements.

Johns Hopkins University.

W. F. Albright.

\textsuperscript{4} I owe this reference, as well as the following one, to the kindness of my colleague, Dr. P. E. Dumont.

\textsuperscript{3} See his communication to the Académie Royale de Belgique, Bulletin de la Classe des Lettres, 1923, pp. 280-97.


Two great names and two very important books, but what a difference in style! A. Coomaraswamy describes his collection quietly, almost epically, and E. Blochet, touching an ocean of various questions, is full of youthful ardor.

In the first work, following the introduction, which contains a brief sketch of the development of Mughal (or so-called "Indo-Persian") painting, there are tables of the Mughal dynasty and of the Qutb Shahs. In these tables we find several items which do not coincide with the dates and names adopted in the well-known books—The Mohammadan Dynasties by S. Lane-Poole, and Manuel de Généalogie et de Chronologie pour l'histoire de l'Islam by E. de Zambaur. It would be interesting to know the sources and authorities of our author. Next we have the detailed description of the 317 paintings, some of which are represented by plates. They are divided into different schools. The description of each picture is followed by the full scientific apparatus, i.e., explanations are given, quotations and special literature are mentioned, inscriptions are translated and transliterated. Unfortunately, Dr. Coomaraswamy uses transliteration which is extremely difficult for printing; as a result, there are many errata. In the question of the reception of Prince Khurram (p. 44, No. LXXXIII) the date is wrongly calculated; according to Mahler's (not Mahlung's!) Vergleichungs-Tabelle, 11 Shawal 1026 A.H. is October 12, 1617 A.D., as Rogers and Beveridge have.

This work by Dr. Coomaraswamy, like his others, is distinguished for a complete bibliography, for which scholars must be very thankful, as well as for three indices at the end of the book. The plates are artistically reproduced.

At the beginning of my note on the second book I wish to quote
some lines from the introduction by Sir Denison Ross: (p. vii) "Persian book Illustrations—which represent almost all that is best in this delicate art—are so intimately connected with Persian literature that most of the spade work in regard to its appreciation and interpretation has perforce to be done by scholars who have devoted their lives to Islamic literature"; (p. viii) "Nowadays, unfortunately, manuscripts containing fine miniatures are apt to be ruthlessly torn asunder and the pictures sold one by one." How many times these thoughts have been repeated by scholars everywhere and still we do not see specialists in art cooperating with orientalists. Moreover, because of the atrocious custom mentioned in the second quotation, this country lost forever a wonderful illuminated copy of the Jami at-Tawarih by Rasid ad-din, which was written in the 14th century and belonged to the library of Shahrokh, son of Tamerlane.

The contents of this work by M. Blochet are enormous but condensed in a few (117) pages. In the first chapter the author describes the life of the heathen Arab tribes, the spirit of Islam, and the influence of classical civilization and Christianity. Further, he gives a new and remarkable explanation of why Islam forbids the representation in painting of animate objects. He speaks of the tolerance of Mohammedans and, thanks to it, the preservation under Islamic yoke of the old traditions among the Christians who were the teachers of the Moslem world in the art of painting; he discusses also the rôle of Central Asia and Buddhism. The study of Musulman painting is historically divided into several periods from the beginning of the Caliphate down to the middle of the 17th century, the time of the real end of this art, in the opinion of M. Blochet.

The work is written with soul and heart, often in poetical style, and the great orientalist has mobilized all his knowledge. The text was finished in May, 1926 and the terminal note in August, 1929; thus the author had enough time to verify his conclusions. The principal idea is that the art of Islam, from the evolutionary point of view, is a post-Byzantine form; that only one art has ever existed, and that is Classic Art; and that the theory of the influence of the East on Western art is a fancy born from the combination of several errors. Sometimes the author is perfectly right; for instance, (p. 68) when he writes that the Huns were Turks. Too many scholars have wrongly attributed to the Huns Mongolian,
Finnish, and even Slavonic origin. But some of his sentences are
dangerous; he thinks that (p. 75) "the invention of a 'Scythian'
art, of a 'Sarmatian' and 'Greco-Sarmatian' art . . . is a myth
based on objects without style, formless, and of most dubious
authenticity . . ."

M. Blochet's book has many audacious ideas, disputable parallels,
and hazardous conclusions; nevertheless it offers new thoughts,
awakens the mind of an educated reader, compels us to reflect and
to revise our old traditions—and in this is the author's great merit.

New York City.

N. MARTINOVIČTICH.

Vedic Variants. A Study of the Variant Readings of the Repeated
Mantras of the Veda. By M. BLOOMFIELD and F. EDGERTON.
Volume I, The Verb. Special Publications of the LINGUISTIC
SOCIETY OF AMERICA. Philadelphia, 1930, pp. 340. $5.00 net.

At the beginning of the preface of his Rig-Veda Repetitions
Bloomfield wrote: "The present work is a natural—one might
say inevitable—outgrowth of my Vedic Concordance. I saw this
early in the day when, soon after the publication of that work, I
printed my article 'On Certain Work in Continuance of the Vedic
Concordance', JAOS. xxix. 286 ff. In that article I outlined three
principal tasks: 1. The treatment of the Rig-Veda Repetitions.
2. A Reverse Concordance. 3. The treatment of the Vedic Vari-
ants." Now comes the first volume of Vedic Variants, which work
as a whole will "present a grammatical and stylistic study of the
entire mass of the variant readings in the repeated mantras of the
Vedic tradition": the repeated mantras which show variants num-
ber about 10,000 and the variants "range all the way from change
of a single letter in a single word to radical rearrangements of the
whole text." The variants may have been made intentionally or not,
there may or may not be a change of meaning, and they all in all
illumine in some way practically every part of Vedic grammar,
textual criticism, and interpretation. The arrangement and de-
velopment of the material presented many difficulties of several
sorts, such as arose out of the nature of the Vedic dialect, the
differences of schools, the ritualistic nature of the mantras, and also
the fact that they were handed down by oral tradition; the arrange-
ment of the material for discussion in this book is not too rigidly
schematized. The principal categories into which the phenomena of the variants may be grouped are Phonetics, Noun Formation, Noun Inflection, The Verb, and Order of Words; and there are yet other minor ones to be treated. The major part of this first volume (The Verb) was written by Bloomfield and somewhat revised by Edgerton who wrote the last and longest chapter from the lists which Bloomfield had collected; in the succeeding volumes Edgerton's part will be much larger.

The great worth of the *Concordance* has been increasingly demonstrated these many years; and that worth is not in its labor-saving convenience but is due to that repetitious character of much of Vedic verse which prompted Bloomfield to undertake the compilation. The elaboration of the variants brings an intensification of the value of the *Concordance*. One turns up a pāda in the *Concordance* and finds that it appears, with variants, in several texts; then turning it up in Vedic Variants one may find that many another pāda shows variants of similar sort. Under various conditions such information may be very useful in one way or another. It will be sufficient merely to state that in textual criticism the Vedic Variants is a book which will have to be literally a handbook for the editor of a text: while access to all recorded occurrences and variants of a given passage and to many similar variants will be helpful it will not, however, always be decisive in establishing an acceptable reading. If for an editor there seems to arise the necessity of a choice between an indicative form and an imperative he will not be inclined to settle the matter subjectively after studying the long list of indicatives which interchange with imperatives and other moods. But the variants which show interchanges between moods, or between voices, or between tenses make more important contributions toward our comprehension of the syntactical functions of those inflectional species, and the importance is not so much in the fact that functions of forms come together and overlap, it is rather in this case in the abundance of instances. The following sentences from the first paragraph of the chapter on the moods (page 53) give very keen intimation of the bearing of this work on Sanskrit syntax: "In any case the frequency of these changes testifies eloquently to that genuine instability in the use of moods which characterizes Hindu speech at least up to the time of the modern vernaculars. And because they concern all moods, the following pages are a kind of negative syntax of the
ancient Sanskrit moods. Needless to say, the conditions described in this chapter happen to be unparalleled in the history of recorded literature and speech.” Realization of that genuine instability will certainly become more vivid through familiarity with this work.

Attention may be directed particularly to certain points made in this volume. Some Vedic forms and functions are at times ambiguous, such as unaugmented forms; the sort of variants which replace these might be expected to help remove the ambiguity, but we read (p. 21, § 9), “the evidence of the variants taken by itself rarely if at all fixes the syntactical value of augmentless preterites.” In the chapter on voices it appears more evident than before that in the RV the distinction between active and middle was well on the way to obliteration. Variations in person and number are sometimes startling but usually a clear and sure explanation lies close at hand for any one who understands the ritual performance and the relation between priest and sacrificer, and their respective activities: interesting also, and not always so readily explicable, in respect to person and number are the methods of expressing generic propositions, for it appears that these may be expressed by any person of singular or plural and a variant in any person may be substituted (§§ 291, 314, 360). And then there are irregular agreements such as a verb in the third person with subject in the second (variants of which show more strictly correct concord): these pādas with discord seem to be the expression of some momentary mental flutter, and should usually not be emended.

This work when completed will probably contribute much to linguistic science. If the treatment of the verbal variants suggests a negation of syntax, that is in no way a denial of value: other parts should illumine some phases of the general problems of inflections, order of words, and groupings of words in the expression of concepts.

In the preface of the Vedic Concordance Bloomfield wrote, “Vedic literary production is often in a high degree imitative and mechanical;” and Edgerton quoting this in the preface of Vedic Variants (p. 12) amplifies it with the remark, “a trait which it shares with most religious literature.” But the words “religious literature” are often used to indicate such works as Augustine’s Confessions and Pascal’s Pensées, or the Divine Comedy and Paradise Lost; such works can hardly be called imitative and
mechanical, nor do the words apply to the great hymns and prayers, though they might apply to some portions of some rituals. There are parts of some "sacred books" other than the Vedas which may depend upon sources but they have transmuted their borrowings so that they do not really deserve the adjectives and to the reviewer it seems that the words do not aptly describe the Avesta, the Koran, or the Bible; rather it seems that insofar as the method of composing Vedic hymns was imitative and mechanical just there do we find a distinctive feature of the Vedas. What the Atharva Veda sometimes does with a Rig Veda line is mechanical in the extreme; and nowhere else can be found ten thousand such repetitions with variants. It does not then seem to the reviewer that the Vedic Variants have much to contribute to the study of religious literature in regard to its imitative method.

All who are interested in Vedic studies will especially welcome this publication; every one must heartily appreciate the support given to the project by the Linguistic Society of America and by the American Council of Learned Societies, and it is gratifying that assurance has recently been given by the Council that its support will be continued which assures the appearance of the next part rather speedily. To Edgerton it must be particularly gratifying to be carrying to completion this splendid work conceived and begun by his honored teacher.

LeRoy Carr Barret.

Trinity College, Hartford.


The first volume of this series, in which Professor Chiera publishes the "Kirkuk" tablets unearthed by him in 1925-26 (reviewed by me JAOS 49, 178 ff.), comprised chiefly sale-adoptions. The present volume contains 100 declarations in court, before witnesses or before the halzulhe and the judges, and 21 sale-adoptions (201-221) supplementing those in Vol I.

As in the first volume, Téhipptilla, the son of Puhishenni, appears as the principal party in most of these transactions (71 tablets); his son Ennamati appears in 101, 107, 110, 113, 118, 121, 127,
138, 158, 163, 174, 207; Takku the son of Ennamati in 120; Tarmitilla the son of Shurkitilla in 102, 103, 108, 115, 147, 151; Hutiya the son of Kushshuya in 117(?), 119; Gil-Teshub the son of Hutiya in 111, 116, 125, 143, 181, 186, 219; Mushea the son of Hashiya in 216, 221; Huite the son of Mushea in 150, 189; 3 sons of Hilbishshuh in 124 (cf. 198, 204). Isolated individuals, occasionally women (139, 192, 218), appear in the other texts.

The sale-adoptions (201-221) are mostly of the usual type and need not detain us here; in 14 texts Tehiptilla is adopted, in 5 other persons; 218 is the sale of a girl into daughterness for 10 shekels of silver, 204 is a tablet of brotherhood in which an actual brother is adopted.

For the most part the declarations in court (101-200) are confirmations or corroborations of previous transactions, although occasionally they seem to take the place of regular contracts. We may classify them as follows:


5. Loans of barley: 150, 182; payments of debt: 128, 130, 147, 151, 155; receipts: 133, 139, 181.


8. Accusation of theft: 125; lawsuits: 127; 177(?).


These texts contain a number of Hurrian vernacular words: ḫalzuḫle officials (passim), mašawallı (153. 8; inherited portion?); words descriptive of the soil: paḫu (101. 4), ḫalaḫwa (101. 8, 14), ḫawalḫu (137. 7), puḫizzarû (107. 4; 159. 4, 26); and others. Some texts throw a welcome light upon the economic values of the time (about 1450 B.C.): a slave was worth 30 shekels of silver (115,
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cf. 195) as in Ex. 21, 22 (in the Code of Hammurabi, §§ 116, 214, 252, 20 shekels); a maid servant was sold for 36 goats (119), another (179) for 2 oxen, a donkey, and 10 sheep (the equivalent of 40 shekels); in 186 the bride-price is 30 shekels, or 13 homers of barley (worth 3 shekels), 13 sheep, and one ox; a horse was sold for 10 shekels (143), another (198) for 45 homers of barley and 5 minas of lead.

The accuracy and clearness of Professor Chiera's copies need no comment: his high standards are well known. In rare instances the text seemed slightly incorrect, but the errors may be scribal. I would suggest the following emendations: $ir$ for $ni$ (105. 20), $ki$ for $di$ (118. 7), $di$ for $ki$ (128. 6), $en$-$ni$ for $en$-$u$ (212. 29), $um$ for $ab$ (157. 12; 179. 21), $awarihur$ for $la$ (160. 7). In 148.3 read [.Track] $\hat{a}$-$al$-$zu$-$u$-$u$-$i$-$e$; in 204. 18 the context requires $iddin$, or the like, in place of $i$-$gi$.

It is to be hoped that the remaining volumes of this important series will appear at briefer intervals, particularly since, if my information is correct, the complete manuscript is ready for publication.

Robert H. Pfeiffer.

Harvard University.


It has been the dream of scholars for many years to obtain a reliable text of the Mishnah which forms, as is well known, the foundation upon which the structure of the Talmud is built. A critically dependable edition of a text, however, cannot be prepared unless old manuscripts of it are available. In the case of the Mishnah and the Talmud, only a few manuscripts have been preserved down to the present day.

One of the few old manuscripts that have been miraculously saved from destruction is the famous Munich codex comprising the whole body of the Babylonian Talmud. This codex came to the attention of scholars at a comparatively early date, and voluminous collections of various readings culled from it were published for the use of students of the Talmud. Nevertheless, these collections, however well done, could not serve as a substitute for the codex itself. Only in 1912, when under the direction of the late
Prof. H. L. Strack, of Berlin, a complete photographic reproduction of it was published did this remarkable manuscript become accessible to scholars the world over. It immediately took its rightful position as an indispensable sourcebook for every branch of Talmudic research.

Although the Munich codex contains also the Mishnah, the text of the latter as found there represents only the Babylonian redaction of the original Palestinian Mishnah, adapted to the needs of the Babylonian Jews. An important step towards the restoration of the original Mishnic text was made in 1883, when W. H. Lowe published from a unique manuscript, now in Cambridge, the text of the Palestinian redaction of the Mishnah upon which the Palestinian Talmud is based. Even more valuable is the Kaufmann codex of the Mishnah, the recently published reproduction of which forms the main subject of this review.

This codex, while closely related to the Cambridge manuscript, is vastly superior to it because of the fact that it is preserved almost in its entirety; moreover, it is beautifully executed, and is fully vocalized throughout. The present writer published, as early as 1907 (in the *Monatsschrift für Geschichte und Wissenschaft des Judentums*), a detailed account of the character and value of this codex; it has been generally recognized ever since as the most trustworthy source for the restoration of the original Mishnic text, a task in which both Jewish and Christian scholars are equally interested. In fact, we are indebted to Christian scholars for all the photographic reproductions of Mishnic and Talmudic manuscripts hitherto published, for Strack and Lowe, as well as the editor of the newly published reproduction of the Kaufmann codex, are not Jews.

The provenance of the Kaufmann codex is shrouded in darkness up to the day when it became the property of the late Dr. David Kaufmann, Professor in the Jewish Theological Seminary at Budapest. A distinguished scholar and an ardent booklover, Dr. Kaufmann had the good luck to be the possessor of a fair-sized fortune, and he spared no effort in obtaining literary treasures. On the day when the Mishnah codex came into his hands (in 1896), after many months of ceaseless effort, hope, anxiety, and sometimes despair, his joy was unbounded. He expressed his feelings in a beautiful Hebrew poem which is reproduced together with the text of the codex; it is a worthy token of his happiness in acquiring
this priceless "vessel", a veritable "store of every delight".

We do not know where the Kaufmann codex originated. The late Professor Ignaz Goldziher was of the opinion that the codex came from South Arabia. The present writer, however, has shown in his account referred to above that the characteristic peculiarities of the codex point rather to Italy as the place of its origin.

On the death of Professor Kaufmann in 1899 his library, including the Mishnah codex, was presented to the Hungarian Academy of Sciences at Budapest. With the Academy's permission it has now been reproduced in facsimile, under the direction of the learned professor of Protestant theology at Heidelberg, Dr. Georg Beer. In a charming dedication Dr. Beer consecrates this capital work to the Hebrew University of Jerusalem as a token of affectionate co-operation between Christian and Jewish scholars. The Dutch firm of Martinus Nijhoff undertook the task of publication, and the establishment of Albert Frisch of Berlin executed all the technical work. The international character of this magnificent publication is further enhanced by the fact that it was made possible by the financial aid of America; for it is only thanks to the generosity of Dr. George Alexander Kohut, of New York, that this great literary event, as I feel fully justified in calling it, was successfully brought to completion.

S. Krauss.

Vienna.


The author of this very valuable history of Hindu law-literature herewith completes a full dozen of works on Sanskrit history and literature. He has been professor of Sanskrit at Elphinstone College, Bombay, and is now a practicing advocate. The present portly volume of about eight hundred pages gives in approximately chronological order (many dates are doubtful and disputed) a résumé of what is known concerning a long series of Hindu law-books (from circa 600 B. C. to 1800 A. D. and later), brief discussion of dates and contents of the more important works, and some acute
criticism of the views of Western scholars regarding the many disputable points presented by such a mass of legal material.

As was inevitable, the author begins with an account of Sūtra literature, after a few words as to the meaning of dharma (right, law), and in this category mentions twenty-three Sūtra collections, of prose, then continues with Manu’s law-book and other Smṛtis (versified legal rules), of which he lists twenty-four, and concludes with a list of some fifty-six commentaries and legal digests, which bring his history down to the end of the eighteenth century, when the lady Lakṣmīdevī, of whom Colebrooke spoke with admiration, endeavored to right feminine wrongs by a latitudinarian interpretation of bhṛtāras (brothers, as heirs) to include sisters. Unfortunately, her work is here shown to be that of a man, who put forward as the author either his mother or his wife (according to tradition, to console her for the death of a child). Sic transit gloriabunda.

There is no period in this long stretch of legal activity (what other people can show an uninterrupted line of law-books for twenty-four hundred years?) which is not marked by historical difficulties, not only in regard to actual dates but also as to precedence of authors. Only lately the old established position of Gautama as “first of legal authorities” (c. 600 B.C.) has been questioned by Mr. Bhatakrishna Ghose, who ascribes priority to Āpastamba. But our author successfully repudiates this view and, though it still remains questionable whether an allusion to the Greeks can have emanated from so early a period, the general agreement of scholars seems to remain well-founded. And after all, the date is so far uncertain that Gautama may have lived nearer to 400 B.C. and still lead the list. Western students will be glad to have Mr. Kane’s estimate of the order in which these earliest legal authorities appear. It does not differ very much from the usual computation, but specialists will notice some points in which the learned and astute author diverges from opinions advanced by Indian and Western scholars within the last few years, especially as to the works of Viṣṇu and Nārada.¹

To those not familiar with the Hindu law-books it may seem preposterous to assign a date of two centuries to one author, even

¹ For convenience, the following list of Mr. Kane’s approximate dates is subjoined: Gautama, 600-400 B.C.; Baudhāyana, 500-200 B.C.; Āpastamba, 600-300 B.C.; Viṣṇu, 300-100 B.C.; Yājñavalkya, 100 B.C.-300 A.D.; Nārada, 100-300 A.D.; Brhaspati, 200-400 A.D.; Kātyāyana, 400-600 A.D.
when one understands that any time between the extremes is the nearest approach possible to the actual date of the authority. The question, however, is more complicated. It implies others: how much is original, what whole sections have been added, how much has the text been interpolated? The native commentator is not very helpful. For example, faced with the problem why a statement in Baudhāyana's law-book contains the words "Baudhāyana says," he explains that some writers refer to themselves in the third person (which may be the case here), or the author's pupil added this remark (which is a guarantee of its authenticity), or "there may have been someone else of the same name" (referred to by the author). This particular law-giver is in Mr. Kane's estimation much older than Bühler supposed and was not, as the same scholar argued, a native of the South. Mr. Kane has a right to his opinion, but it is scarcely more than that. Baudhāyana is one of the most perplexing of the early writers, or rather, the text as we have it is so obviously interpolated and has been so clearly added to that to arrive at any certain decision as to his date or his place in the list is quite impossible. Mr. Kane instances gṛhya and such forms as evidence of antiquity (pre-Pāṇinian); but just such forms occur in the epic and may as well be evidence of carelessness. The usual statement as to Sūtra-makers, that they strive to be as compact as possible, is shown to be incorrect in the case of Baudhāyana, since he "does not aim at brevity."

Apart from the recognized law-books, Mr. Kane devotes considerable space to the Arthaśāstra and to the epic in its relation to Manu's law-book. He takes, as was to be expected, the position that Kāuṭilya lived about 300 B. C. and argues at length, though not convincingly in the reviewer's opinion, against the objections to this view advanced by Western scholars. It seems to be almost a matter of pride with Indian scholars to maintain the antiquity of Cāṇakya (or Viṣṇugupta or Kāuṭilya, a form preferred to Kauṭalya) and his Arthaśāstra, so adverse are they to admitting the obvious marks of lateness in that remarkable work. Mr. Kane says that Kauṭilya does not mention the epic and hence is older than the Mahāhārata. But why does not the epic, which treats at length of arthaśāstra and mentions a large number of legal authorities, speak of Kauṭilya? In the reviewer's opinion the Kauṭiliya Arthaśāstra is not so old by centuries as Mr. Kane would have us
believe. Kātuṭilya probably used older arthaśāstra material and that is the material referred to by epic writers as arthaśāstra, not the work of Cāṇakya.

As to Manu, Mr. Kane, to begin with, does not believe in the existence of Bühler's Mānavadharmaśūtra at all. Manu, according to our author, is a compilation or redaction of two precedent works, Svāyambhuva's dharmaśāstra and Pracetasa's rājadharma, both of which existed prior to the fourth century, while our Manu-smṛti is a work earlier than the great epic. All this is pure speculation, ingenious but unproved, and not very probable. Fifty years ago the present writer began a paper presented two years later to the Oriental Society (it takes about two years to read the great epic through, annotating it for any special investigation), in which he showed that there was a marked difference between the correspondence of epic verses ascribed to Manu with the Manu-smṛti, the earlier books showing far less than the later books. The reason is that the epic writers like those of an older date, were citing in large measure from Manu as a personal authority, not from a Manu-smṛti, just as, still earlier, "Manu divided his property" became authoritative. Mr. Kane seems to think that every "Manu said" is a quotation from a book, but the great number of verses ascribed to Manu not only in the epic but elsewhere, when an author wishes to give authority to his words, should show that "Manu said" is no indication that a citation of this sort is genuine, especially since such citation often contradicts the Manu-smṛti. Mr. Kane inclines to believe that Western scholars are prejudiced against Manu and wish to demolish his venerable authority as the maker of a law-book. He defines the historical relation by saying that the extant Manu precedes the extant epic. This statement can of course be safe-guarded by pointing out that "extant epic" includes all the latest additions and if that means the latest additions in the K text there will be no dispute about it. But if it means that in general the Manu-smṛti was complete as we have it before the composition of the epic (as we have it without its later additions), then the judgment is exceedingly dubious.

The second volume, which it is expected will shortly follow this, will portray the gradual development of legal opinion in respect of various aspects of Hindu law, such as marriage, judicial procedure, actions at law, etc. It is to be hoped that Mr. Kane will
be enabled to carry out this design, despite the precarious condition of his health, to which he alludes in his preface. It is indeed remarkable that so comprehensive a work as is contained in the present volume should have been composed by one not only in poor health but, otherwise, actively employed in the practice of law. Mr. Kane is to be congratulated on what he has already accomplished and the readers of this book will look forward eagerly to the completion of his forthcoming volume; it is sure to be of great historical importance.

E. Washburn Hopkins.

Yale University.


xxxii + 287 pp.; 169 illustrations; 4 plates in color. $2.00.

On the title-page of this book the name of Dr. Dimand, Associate Curator in the Department of Decorative Arts, appears alone, but in the preface there is mentioned that of Mr. Joseph Breck, Curator of the same Department, as author of the chapter on Glass and Crystal. The aim of this very valuable work is double, as we learn from the preface, to trace the main outline of the development of Mohammedan decorative art and to give a guide to the large collections of this art in the Metropolitan Museum. This double aim is pursued throughout the work but especially in the second part. All the illustrations have been selected from the material at the Metropolitan Museum, but a great many objects of other museums are described in the text.

After a historical introduction and a sketch discussing ornament, Dr. Dimand treats Mohammedan calligraphy, bookbinding, painting, stone and stucco sculpture, woodwork, ivory, metalwork, ceramics and textiles (these two branches of art constitute a field in which the author is unusually competent), and rugs. In addition there is a European bibliography of Mohammedan art and a chronological table of Mohammedan dynasties. The book is well supplied with illustrations and colored plates artistically reproduced (the work of Max Jaffe, Vienna, it is enough to say).

The name of M. S. Dimand is the best guaranty that the questions of art are discussed seriously and scientifically. Sometimes
he is audacious yet entirely right, as when he speaks about the unauthentic miniatures of Bihzad (pp. 34 and 54). Sometimes he does not wish, unfortunately, to give his opinion, as, for example, in the question of the date of the famous Poldi-Pezzoli rug (p. 238).

The book is precious and contains interesting material. Nevertheless the reviewer can make some few remarks. In the chapter on ceramics our author often uses the names of Rhages, Veramin, Sultanabad, etc., without giving the geographical explanations that are absolutely necessary to general readers. In talking about Gentile Bellini and his work at the Ottoman court in Constantinople, he does not mention the famous portrait of the Sultan Mohammed II by this painter, now preserved in the National Gallery in London. The bibliography is rich and well detailed, but “politically” composed: some important works of Blochet, Sarre, and others are missing, and yet small unauthoritative articles are quoted (which I prefer not to indicate). The chronological table, at the end of the book, also is presented in a very strange style; some important sovereigns are omitted while some insignificant semi-independent princes are mentioned. Finally, an index of names and technical words will be very useful if included in a second edition of this book.

Dr. Dimand’s excellent scholarship is concentrated rather upon art than upon Orientalistics. Hence there are some pardonable mistakes in the historical part of his work. What is the necessity for such a qualification as “the Turks, a non-Semitic race” (p. 6)? Again, the Mongols brought into Turkestan and Persia not only “destruction and misery” (p. 7), but also reconstruction and organization (see Th. Barthold’s *Turkestan* in the “Gibb Memorial Series”). Selim I never received the right of the caliphate; that is only a legend (p. 9). The Il-khan Ahmed became Moslem personally, and Islam was embraced by the Il-khans officially in 1295 at the time of Ghazan (p. 285).

N. MARTINOVITCH.

New York City.
CORRECTION

"Turkish Pala 'Sword' and its Derivatives"

Attention is called to the following typographical errors in the article "Turkish Pala 'Sword' and its Derivatives" on page 260 in the last volume of the Journal: line 7, read "پالیئوس" line 14, read "پاله" or "پاله". G. C. MILES.

NOTES OF THE SOCIETY

The Executive Committee has elected the following persons as corporate members:

Dr. David Graham
Mr. Maurice Piekarz

Miss Ruth C. Wilkins
Miss Martha L. Zecker

We have recently lost by death three more Honorary Members: Prof. Theodor Nöldeke, the great Semitic scholar (died Dec. 23, 1930, in his 95th year); Prof. A. A. Macdonell, of the University of Oxford (died Dec. 28, 1930); and Prof. Heinrich Zimmern, of the University of Leipzig (died Feb. 23, 1931).

NOTES OF OTHER SOCIETIES

The Eighteenth International Congress of Orientalists will be held at Leiden, September 7-12, 1931. The fee qualifying for full membership is twelve florins (or one pound sterling); the fee for associate membership is one-half that sum. Those desiring to become members should send their subscriptions to "Scheurleer en Zoonen's Bank", Leiden. All other inquiries and correspondence should be addressed to XVIII. Congrès International des Orientalistes, Secrétariat, Musée Ethnographique, Rapenburg 67/69, Leiden.
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INTRODUCTION

In the French excavations at Susa, a number of new inscriptions of the Persian kings were found, written as always in the cuneiform syllabary, and mostly in more than one of the three languages: Old Persian, Babylonian, Elamite. These were held awaiting publication—for the first were found in 1898—with the idea that other fragments of the same inscriptions would be found. This expectation was realized, notably in the inscription now known as the “Record of the Building of the Palace”; and finally, in 1929, they were published by V. Scheil, under the title Inscriptions des Achéménides à Susa.

The inscriptions in Old Persian are twenty-two in number, of which sixteen belong to Darius I, three to Xerxes, two (as I assign them) to Darius II, one to Artaxerxes II. Many of these are too formulaic or too mutilated to add much to our knowledge of OP, but the Record (Scheil’s No. 1) should at least be bracketed with Darius’s inscription at Nakš-i-Rustam for importance of content and for length, yielding only to the Great Inscription of Behistun.

Scheil’s volume was followed in 1930 by an article in BSLP by
E. Benveniste, who made certain emendations and interpretations, with etymological parallels, almost without exception well chosen. Shortly after this, J. M. Unvala, with the support of the Parsee Panchayet Funds, edited the OP inscriptions with a valuable introduction, a summary of new words and forms, a passage concordance with previously known inscriptions, an English translation, and a glossary with etymological and exegetical material, but without much original work on the text. Other articles on these inscriptions, except Meillet's brief review in BSLP 30. 3. 86-8, have not come to my attention.

Excellent as Scheil's work is, a careful examination of the OP inscriptions has convinced me that more can be done both in restoration and in interpretation. Also, Scheil's sumptuous volume is too expensive and too unhandy for general use by scholars in Iranian, and it has occurred to me that a fairly detailed article, giving credit to the previous treatises, but attempting somewhat more in restoration and in grammatical commentary, would be in place, especially as it could be used as a supplement to the editions of the text by Tolman and by Weissbach.¹ For this reason, after the inscriptions of Susa, the two recently published inscriptions of Hamadan are given.

The high value of Johnson's Index Verborum to the older inscriptions is my warrant for including a complete word concordance to these new inscriptions.

Of necessity I have worked from the published reproductions, which are hand drawings, except Scheil's Plates viii-x of No. 1 and xii of No. 8 and Unwalla's² plate of Dar. Ham. b (silver tablet).

A few passages of inscriptions previously known can now, with the help of these new finds, be more satisfactorily interpreted; all such matters are placed in the footnotes, for greater ease of reference.

**Transcription**

The transcription here used closely follows that of Tolman, with one exception; but for entire clarity a table of equivalents is given:

¹ Unvala's pamphlet is for several reasons unsatisfactory in this capacity; it is also difficult to secure, as it is not handled commercially by the printer.
² Same as Unvala, but printed Unwalla in his writings on Dar. Ham. b.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Tolman</th>
<th>Weissbach</th>
<th>Scheil</th>
<th>Meillet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>å</td>
<td>å</td>
<td>å</td>
<td>å</td>
<td>å</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iī</td>
<td>iī</td>
<td>iī</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>iī</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uū</td>
<td>uū</td>
<td>uū</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>uū</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>🌰</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>ढ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>ƙ</td>
<td>č</td>
<td>չ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>j</td>
<td>j</td>
<td>ʝ</td>
<td>ջ</td>
<td>ջ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ʊ</td>
<td>ʊ</td>
<td>ʊ</td>
<td>ʊ</td>
<td>ʊ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGFloat</td>
<td>珺</td>
<td>珺</td>
<td>珺</td>
<td>珺</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>h</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Thus Weissbach and Scheil do not attempt to indicate the length of ı and u, which, it is true, can be determined only on etymological grounds; for the other symbols, except the next to the last in our list, no difference in the sound is indicated by the difference in the notation. The ç certainly was a sibilant sound, and the etymological transcription ʊ is wrong, for we now have the name Susa (twice: Dar. Sus. 1, frag. Eta; and Dar. Sus. 14) beginning with this character. The nasal which is not written in OP before a stop or final has not been inserted by me in the normalized transcription.

The characters have their usual forms, except that the ta in Artaxšaça, Art. Sus. 28.1, is ƙƙ instead of ƙƙ, and the ji in ji vadiy in the same inscription is ʝʝ instead of ʝʝ. The word-divider is the slanting stroke, as in all the inscriptions except those of Behistun, where it is the angle.

The ideograms I have represented by XŠ “king”, BU “earth”, DAH “country”, AM “Ahuramazda”, which is Tolman’s system; and the new ideogram ƙƙƙƙ “god” (Dar. II Sus. 24, assigned by Scheil to Xerxes) I have represented by BG. The ideogram for Ahuramazda has been known in Art. Sus. a and Art. Ham., in the form ƙƙƙƙ, now found also in Art. Sus. 28.3 and Dar. II Sus. 5A.2 (if this be properly attributed by me to Darius II), and also twice in Dar. Sus. 7.4, 5, the first occurrence in an inscription of Darius I. A new and more complicated form is found in two inscriptions of Darius, Sus. 9.4, 4, 5 and 11.4: ƙƙƙƙ; in the
second occurrence in No. 9 it has the form $\text{EEEK}$. The two occurrences in 9.4 are successive; apparently the repetition is for honorific purposes.

Scheil’s text, notably in No. 1, does not indicate the source of the preserved characters, which in some instances is rather important. I have therefore set off the characters not found on the main copy (or the sole copy, if there be but one) by square brackets, while I have set raised numerals in such a way as to enclose characters found on the secondary copies. Thus in the Record, characters on Frag. Beta are identifiable as standing between raised 2's, those on Frag. Gamma between raised 3's, and so on.

Italics are used in three ways:

(a) in the restored text, to indicate characters not preserved on any copy (this makes a double symbolism, italics and square brackets; but any other arrangement had compensating disadvantages);

(b) in the critical notes to the texts, to indicate characters so badly mutilated in the original that identification out of context would be quite uncertain or impossible, yet the traces agree with the reading adopted in the text;

(c) in the commentary, for words and parts of words as linguistic material, and for letters as the names of sounds; that they may be more clearly distinguished from the body of the text.

The word-divider is given in the texts, for diplomatic accuracy, but is not reproduced in the citations in the commentary, except for special reasons. In the critical notes and in the commentary, the transcription may be syllabic, as in $\text{ma-na-a}$, or normalized, as in $\text{man\text{	extdeg}}$, whichever seems more advantageous in the particular instance.

Restoration

In restoration I have dealt freely with the material at hand, inserting all that seems probable or possible, while admitting the uncertainty (though not the impossibility) of some of the added phrases. That much is wrong, in part or in whole, I freely admit; that I have laid my work open to a certain amount of criticism, I freely admit; but I feel it better to give a reasonable restoration which other scholars may use as a basis for further studies, rather
than to leave a gap which eliminates all meaning from the text. Will my co-workers kindly bear in mind what I have here said, if and when they make any critique of this article?

BIBLIOGRAPHY AND ABBREVIATIONS

The following works are constantly referred to in this study, and are therefore listed here. They are referred to in the text by the author’s name only, followed by page or paragraph; except that the initials APL and CS are added to Tolman, IV is added to Johnson, and AiW is used for Bartholomae’s Altiranisches Wörterbuch.


E. L. Johnson, Index Verborum to the Old Persian Inscriptions; supplement to and bound with the preceding.

F. H. Weissbach, Die Keilinschriften der Achämeniden; Leipzig, Hinrichs, 1911.

A. Meillet, Grammaire du Vieux Perse; Paris, Guilmoto, 1915.

C. Bartholomae, Altiranisches Wörterbuch; Strassburg, Trübner, 1904.

INSCRIPTIONS, WITH COMMENTARY

Dar. Sus. 1 Scheil (pp. 3-5, 16-34, with photographic reproductions and line drawings), in several copies; also Bab. and Elam. versions, each in several copies.

This inscription Scheil fittingly terms the “Charte de Fondation du Palais”; I shall for brevity term it the Record. Of the three versions, the OP is fortunately the best preserved, though
there are passages where we must depend on the others for the restoration.

Each of the versions was in several copies, some on clay tablets and others on marble plaques. The line divisions and the line lengths of the different copies varied, and there were even some differences in the text of the different copies. Scheil names the fragments of the Bab. version by Roman capital letters, those of the Elam. by Italic minuscules, those of the OP by Greek minuscules; a means of identification which I shall retain, though often writing out the name of the Greek letter in full.

**Alpha:** a clay tablet 26.5 x 22 cm., found in the palace itself, broken into 12 to 15 pieces; see Scheil’s Plates viii and ix, from a photograph. The obverse bore 27 lines of writing, the lower edge 2, the reverse 28, the top edge 1. In the composite restored text, all characters not preserved on Alpha in whole or in part are cut off by square brackets.

**Beta:** an irregularly shaped fragment of 18 lines, preserving parts of lines 1-18 of Alpha; see Scheil’s Plate x, from photograph. The text of Beta is shown between raised 2’s in the composite text.

**Gamma:** a small fragment with a right-hand edge, showing parts of 8 lines, found in Alpha 3-10 (Scheil says 4-9); Pl. x, from photograph, and drawing, p. 23. The text is given between raised 3’s in the composite text.

**Delta:** a small fragment of 7 lines, the first three of which are in Alpha 13-5 (between raised 4’s in the composite text), but the fourth showing a phrase not found in any other preserved copy, and irreconcilable with Alpha. A restoration is therefore given here:

3 [m / Xशयम] | akuna[uš / ahyāyā / BUyā / Aura-] | cf. α 15
4 mazedā / ya]θā | kāma[śim / aha / avabā / akuna-] | cf. α 17
5 uš / hauv /] mām | a[kuna]š / Xशयम / haruva- | hyāyā] | BUyā [/ utā / martiyānām / Aura-] | cf. α 16
7 Most of this is very uncertain; but it might continue from this
point with the wording of the composite version in 16, omitting
the phrase in 17 which has been already used.

Epsilon: a fragment of 17 lines, the first without legible char-
acter, and the remainder fitting into Alpha 42-56; Scheil, Pl. xi,
from a photograph. As the lines of Epsilon are somewhat shorter
than those of Alpha, lines 4-7 of the former overrun the ends of
the lines of the latter: thus ε 3 is in the early part of α 43, but
ε 4 is at the end of α 43 and the beginning of α 44, etc. I have
indicated this text between raised 5's.

Zeta: a fragment of 7 lines, fitting into Alpha 38-44 (not 39-45,
as Scheil says); Scheil, Pl. xi, from a photograph. It is shown
between raised 6's.

Eta: a fragment of 6 lines, fitting with variations into Alpha
50-7 (Scheil 51-7); Scheil, Pl. xi, from a photograph, and p. 23,
line drawing. It is shown between raised 7's. The text is a variant
version, with lines somewhat longer than those of Alpha, and
reverses items 2 and 4 in the list of artisans, 49-55:

[tyaiy / daranam / akunavaśa / avaiy / Mādaya-
1 ā / utā / ] Mud[rāyā / tyaiy / didām / apiy / akunavaśa / avaiy
2 / Māda]yā / utā [ / Mūdrāyā / martiyā / tyaiy / ištiyā / akunavaśa
3 / a]vaiy | Bābiru[viyā / utā / Yaunā / tyaiy / kāsakusuv / avaiy / S-
4 pa]rdā / utā | Mu[d]rāyā / qātiy / Dārayavanś / XŚ / vaśnā / Aura-
5 ma]zdāha | Čūšāy[a / frašam / unidūtam / paridištam / akunava-
6 m /] mām | A[uramazdā / pātuw / . . . ]

ru[; 4 ]rdā; 5 ]zdāha | Čūšāy[; 6 A[.

In 4-5, this version was longer by one word than Alpha; but
both here and in Alpha the omission of ima hādiś is noticeable,
and creates doubt of the correctness of the restoration.

Theta: a small fragment of 5 lines, falling in Alpha 49-56
(Scheil 49-57); drawing in Scheil's Pl. xi. The text is shown
between raised 8's in the restored text. But Theta had very long
lines, and the phrasing in the last lines was different, probably
including the ima hādiś which we miss in Alpha and Eta. The
following restoration is suggested:
Iota: a fragment in two pieces, which fit closely together, although Scheil gives one on Pl. xi and the other, marked merely 1-7, on p. 23; line drawings only. They show 7 lines, fitting into lines 1-7 of the restoration; the reverse gives a brief fragment of two lines, fitting into 57-8 of the restoration. The piece on Pl. xi has a right-hand edge. This text is shown between raised 9's.

Fragment indicated by Scheil with a question mark only, and perhaps not belonging here; 5 lines, in drawing, p. 23:

1  ]da-a-[  
2 A]u-ra-ma-[za-da-a-  The badly mutilated characters  
3 ]-ya-ma | na-i-[ya  are here shown in italics in the  
4 ]ä | ka-ša-[ preserved text.  
5 ]ma-na-i-[  

The Record is fittingly divided by Scheil, p. 4, into seven sections:

§ 1. Homage to Ahuramazda, lines 1-5.  
§ 2. Name and titles of Darius, lines 5-8.  
§ 3. Darius's call to royal power, and his general activities, lines 8-21.  
§ 4. Foundation of the palace at Susa, lines 21-27.  
§ 5. The building materials and their provenance, lines 28-49.  
§ 6. The nationality of the workers at Susa, lines 49-55.  
§ 7. Summary, with prayer to Ahuramazda, lines 55-58.  

1-12: Formulaic text, showing no variations not already known.  
1 [8]āmim: Enough of the u is left in Iota to show that the word was written out, although the ideogram was used in every other occurrence.
12-14: A new historical fact is here revealed, that Darius's father and grandfather were both living when he ascended the throne.

13 [ni]yāka: there is a double error in Scheil's [apan]yāka, for it means not "grandfather" but "grandfather's grandfather", like Latin ab-avus, and the proper word is niyāka, written na-i-ya-ka. In Art. Sus. a 3 we find apanyāka, with omission of the i character; but the orthography of the inscriptions of Artaxerxes is notoriously bad. In the same inscription [nyā]kam is preserved only in part.

14 [avabā]: The unfilled gap in Scheil's text calls for a correlative to yādiy “when”; there is just space for avabā “then”, which is virtually certain. For this correlation, cf. the familiar phrasing in Bh. 1.42-3: Garmađapadahya māhyā IX raucaibiθakatā āha avabā xšaçam agarbāyatā, and the use of yādiy (only once in this idiom) in Bh. 1.37-8: Vijaxnahya māhyā XIV raucaibiθakatā āha yādiy udapatā.

14 ubā: "both", a new word in OP, but a precise equivalent of Skt. ubhā(u), as well as of the Avestan cognate (AitW 399-400), where phonetic and orthographic changes obscure the identity of the word.

14 ajīvatam: third person dual, imperfect indicative, with the ending -tam as in Avestan, while Skt. reserves this ending for the second person. Iranian makes here no distinction between the second and the third persons; cf. Reichelt, Awest. Elementarbuch, § 255.

Ubē and ajīvatam are the first dual forms to be found in OP.

16: There is here a new formula; it is assured by the occurrence of ANŠU-KUR-RA 'horses' in the Elamite version, end of line 10.²

16 ha]ruvahyā[yā: as in Dar. Sus. 8.8; and the equivalent gab-bi "all" is preserved in the Bab., line 12. Scheil's k]uvhyāyā[ā "of this", is impossible in form and in meaning; Unvala, p. 20, thinks it an error for ahyāyā; Benveniste, p. 66, has the correct solution, and notes that the word is formed like ahyāyā and

² To Professor E. A. Speiser and Dr. C. H. Gordon, of the Department of Semitic Languages of the University of Pennsylvania, now at the American School of Oriental Research in Baghdad, I make grateful acknowledgment of their generous help with, and careful verification of, all matters pertaining to the Babylonian and the Elamite versions, and to Professor Speiser for confirmation of my use of archaeological data.
1 [baga / vazarka / A²uramaz²dā] hya | im[a]m [/ b²ũ] mim² / a-
2 dā / hya / avam [²] asmā²-nam | adā | hya | ma[rt]iya²m | ad[a
3 / hya / śiyātim | ad²a / ] mart³iyah²yā⁰ / ³ hya | Dāra-
4 [yavaum / XŠ²-yam | akuna²uš / a²ivam] | pa²rũnām | XŠ-
5 [yam / a²ivam | parūnām / ² framā²-tā] ra²m | a²gad | Dāra-
6 [yavaun / a²XŠ | vazarka | XŠ | XSy²-jan²m² | XŠ | DAH²-nām | XŠ-
7 / ahyā²a | BUyā | ] Višt[a]²spah²y²a | pu²[ca] | Haxāma-
9 [hya / ] maθiṣṭa | bagān[ām] | hau²v | m²ā[m] | ³ adā | ha-
10 [uv / ] mām | XŠ²-yam | akunau̥ | hau²[ma²y / ³]ma | xša-
11 [ćam / f] rābara | t²ya | [va]zarkam | t²ya | uva²spa]m | uma-
12 [ṛti]yam | vašnā | Au²ramazdāhā | hya | [ma²nā / ] pitā
13 / Višt]tāsp̣a / ⁴ utā | [A]²ṛšāma | hya | ma[nā² / ni]yāka |
14 [avābā / ] ⁴ubā | a⁴jīvatam | ya²diy / ] Au²rama²zdā] ā | mā-
15 [m / XSy²m² / ] akunau̥uš | ah²yāyā | BUy[a² / Au]ramazd-
16 [āmaiy / aspam / ha]²uva[h]yā²[a²y] / BUyā / ut[a] / mar-
17 [t] iyam / adā / mā]m² [²] XŠ[yam² / akunau̥ / Au=ramazdā-
18 [maiy / upast]ām / ] rābara / Au²ramaz²dām² / adām / aya-
19 iy / Au²ramazdā | hya | maθiṣṭa | bagānām | tyamaiy |
20 abaha / cartanaïy / ava / visam / dastmāiy / kartam |
21 ava / visam / Au²ramazdā | akunau̥ | vašnā / Au-
22 ramazdāhā / i]ma | ha[diš / akunavam / tya / Çūšāy-
23 ā / akarί]y | dūradaša / ] yātā / idā / arjana / ] f[rābar-
24 iy / ] BU | akaniy | yāta | a[θagama / BUyā / a]vārasa[m |
25 yaθā | katam | abava | pasāva / [θikā / akaniy / aniya[a /
26 j]0 | araśnīš | baršnā | an[iy]ā / [20 /] araśnīš / bar[ș-
27 nā / u[pa]riy / avām | θikām | hadiš | frāsah[y]
28 [ut | tya / BU | akaniy / fravata / utā | tya | θikā |
29 akaniy | utā | tya | ištīš | ajaniy | kāra | hya | Bā-

Badly mutilated characters in italics:

A great god is Ahuramazda, who created this earth,
who created yonder firmament, who created man,
who created welfare for man, who
made Darius king, one king of many,
one lord of many.—I am Darius,
great king, king of kings, king of countries, king
of this earth, son of Hystaspes, the Achæmenian.—Says Darius the king: Ahuramazda
the greatest of gods, he created me; he
made me king; he to me this kingdom
granted, the great (kingdom), with good horses, with
good men. By the grace of Ahuramazda my father
Hystaspes and Arsames my grandfather
then both were living when Ahuramazda
made me king of this earth. Ahuramazda
created for me the horse on the whole earth, and
man; he made me king. Ahuramazda
granted me aid, Ahuramazda I reverenced,
Ahuramazda the greatest of gods—what he told me
to do, all that by my hand was done,
all that Ahuramazda did.—By the grace of Ahu-
ramazda this palace I made which at Susa
was made. From afar to here its ornamentation was brought.
The earth was dug until I came to rock-bottom.
When the excavation was made, then rubble was filled in, one
part 40 feet in depth, the other 20 feet in depth.
On this rubble the palace was constructed.—
And that the earth was dug down, and that rubble
was filled in and that brick was moulded, the Babylono-
30 [b]iruvya | hauv | akunauš | šaramiš | hya | nau-
31 [r]ina | hauv | Labanāna | nāma | kaufa | hacā | avanā | aba-
32 [r]iy | kāra | hya | Aðuriya | haudim | abara | yatā |
33 Bābi[ra]uv | hacā | [Bāb]irauv | Karkā | utā | Yau-
34 n[ā] abara / yatā / Čuš][yā] yakā | hacā | Gadārā
35 a[bari]y | utā / hacā / Ka]rmānā | daraniyam | hacā
36 S[par]dā | utā | hacā | Bāxtriyā | abariy | tya
37 [v]d[ā] | akariy | kāsaka | hya | kapautaka | utā | sikaba-
38 [̣]uda [̣] hya | idā | karta | hauv | hacā | Sugu[dit] | aba-
39 riy | kāsaka | hya | axšaina | hauv | hacā | Uvār[a]z-
40 miyā | abariy | hya | idā | karta | ar[dat]am | utā | a-
41 sada | dāruva | hacā | Mudrāyā | abariy | a[r-
42 jana[m] | ty[a]nā | didā [̣]p]ištā | ava [̣] hacā | Ya[un-
43 [a] a]bary | piruš [̣] h]ya | idā | ka[rt]a | hacā | Ku[z-
44 [̣] utā | hacā | Hidaув | utā | hacā | Hara[vat-
45 [iy[a] | abariy | stūnā | a[ragainiya | tyā | id-
46 [a] kar[a] | Abirāduš | nāma | āva[ha]nam | uJaïy |
47 [ha]cā | avadaša | abariy | martiyā | kar[nuva]kā | t-
48 [yaï] | avada | akunavatā | avaiy | Yau[nā | utā
49 [Sparda / martiya] | ni[yka]nā | tyaiy | darana-
50 [m / akunavāsa / avaiy Māda[yā] | utā | Mud[r]ay-
52 [Spa]rdā | utā | Mu[d]r]ay | mar[t]iyā | tyaiy [\n
54 / utā / Yau[n] / tyaiy / didām | apiy [\ avaiy] / Mād-
55 [yā | utā / Mudr[ay] | Sā[t]ley | Dāraya[vauš / XK / vaš-
56 [a] | Aurama[zda]h [i]fr]a]s[m | [uni[d]atam | par[idiš]am / a-
58 / kartam / utā / ty[a] / ] manā | pitā | uta[mai]y / DAHu[m]

Badly mutilated characters in italics:
ā 30 [i]; 31 [i]; 32 [i]... Aðuriya; 33 Bābi[ra]uv ... -
-irauv; 34 a[bari]y | uta ... ]rmānā; 36 [dā ... hacā;
37 i[d][a ... kapau; 38 ]uda [\] hya; 39 riy; 40 miyā;
41 dāruva ... Mudrāyā; 43 ]bari; 44 uta ... Hidauv;
45 ]a ... stūnā; 46 karta; 47 ]cā ... martiyā; 48 avada /
-akunavatā / avaiy; 49 [\ niykarā; 50 Māday[ ... uta;
51 ]navaša; 52 ]ryā ... ]ā; 53 ]iy[; 54 didām; 55 Sā-
[i]y | Dāraya[; 56 par[; 57 pātvu; 58 manā | pitā.
nian folk, it did (that). The timber cedar,
this—a mountain named Lebanon—from there was
brought; the Assyrian folk, it brought it to
Babylon; from Babylon the Karkians and Ionians
brought it to Susa. The oak from Gandara
was brought and from Carmania. The gold from
Sardis and from Bactria was brought, which
was wrought here. The stone—lapis lazuli and ser-
pentine—which was wrought here, this from Sogdiana
was brought. The stone hematite, this from Chorasis-
mania was brought, which was wrought here. The silver and
the copper from Egypt were brought. The ornamentation
with which the wall was adorned, that from Ionia
was brought. The ivory, which was brought here, from
Ethiopia and from India and from Arachosia
was brought. The stone pillars which here
were wrought—a place named Abirāduš in Uja—
from there were brought; the stone-masons who
there worked, those were Ionians and
Sardians.—The artisans who the struc-
ture wrought, those were Medes and Egyptians;
those who worked on the fine stones, those
were Sardians and Egyptians. The men who
worked on the brick (work), those were Babylonians
and Ionians; those who (worked) at the wall, those were
Medes and Egyptians.—Says Darius the king: by the grace
of Ahuramazda (this) fine well-laid well-walled (palace)
I made. Me may Ahuramazda protect, and what by me was
done, and what my father (has done), and my country.
hamahyāyā, feminine genitives on a stem extracted from the masculine genitive.

17-21: Except for a few characters in 17 and 18, the OP has here been entirely lost. The Bab. version is, however, fairly complete, and shows that these lines consisted essentially of formulas; I give Scheil's translation: "(depuis lors,) moi, d'Ahuramazdā (14) j'accomplis le service. Ahuramazdā est mon puissant soutien et ce qu'il m'ordonne (15) de faire est acquitté et réalisé par ma main; tout ce que je fais, (16) je fais par la protection d'Ahuramazdā." In filling up the gap with OP phrases, I have felt merely that it is better to give continuity to the text at the risk of being criticized, than to leave the break in the sense, when the approximate phrasing is within our grasp. Curiously, after this restoration had been made, a slight confirmation of it at one point was found in Dar. Sus. 12 a°, q. v.

21-3: The Bab. suggests the phrasing here adopted.

22 [i]ma ha[dīš]: not [im]am ha[dīš], with Scheil, since hadīš is neuter, and the neuter demonstrative is ima.

23: The order is changed from Scheil's, to agree with the Bab.; and the text fills the space, now that yātā idā has been inserted.

23 dūrādāṣa: for Scheil's dūrāṣa, Unvala's dūrāṣa. This adverb is a new form, from dūra- "far", known in the adverb dūraiy, Av. dūire, (abl.) dūrat, Skt. dūra; the adverb dūrādā "far off" is made like OP avadā, idā, Skt. iha, kuha, and has taken the ablativeval -śa 4 like avadāṣa, to give the "from" idea. Dūrādāṣa might have been preceded by hacā "from", cf. hacā avadāṣa 47 inf., and Bh. 1.37, 3.42, 3.80, but is not, for the ya which ends the preceding word is legible, though mutilated.

I take this -śa as abl. to the pronominal stem seen in -śaīy, -śim, -śām, -śī, cf. abl. -ma; and therefore do not, with Meillet, p. 180, and Benveniste, BSLP 31.2.64-5, take -śim Bh. 1.50 as ablative in use because the abl. of this stem had disappeared from the language. I still hold to my interpretation, JAOŠ 35.336-43 and Textual Criticism of Inscriptions, p. 11, of Bh. 1.50-1 kāraśīm hacā da-ra-śa-ma atarsa as haplographic for kāraśīm hacā dr(augū dar)śam atarsa "the people feared him exceedingly on account of the lie". Benveniste's résumé of my arguments is eminently fair; but he takes -śim as abl. depending on hacā and denies the meaning "on account of" to hacā, though the union of the meanings "from, out of" and "on account of" is a common semantic development, cf. Latin ex, Greek ἐκ, German aus, etc.
23 [arjanam]: from 41-2; so Scheil, misprinting arjānam in his text.

23-4 f[rābariy]: just filling the gap; for Scheil's fra . . .

24 akāniy: reading certain, here and again in 28 and in 29; though Dar. Sz. c 10 has akāniy, to which Unvala wrongly emends all occurrences in the present inscription.

24 a[θagam BUyā]: my suggestion, “stone of the earth” = “rock bottom”, after line 18 of the Bab. a-di qa-qa-ri du-un-ni-šu “to the earth its strengthening”, in the same meaning. Aθagā is the regular equivalent of Av. asonga- “stone” (AiW 210), and gives the derivative abagaina- in OP.

24 [a]vārasa[m]: “I went down to”, ava + arasam, a new combination, but both parts already known in OP; so with Benveniste, p. 67, for Scheil’s [ . . . u]vārasa[m]. The first person is justified by the Bab. ak-[šu]-du “I reached”, line 18.

25 [yaθ]ā: so with Benveniste, p. 67, for Scheil’s [ut]ā; corresponding to the Bab. ar-ki șa “after” (line 18), and correlative to the following pasāva.

25 kātam: a new word, participle of kun- “dig” = Av. kata- “Kammer, Vorratskammer, Keller” (AiW 431), NP kad “house”.

25 [θikā akan]iy: restored by Scheil after 28-9. θikā is a new word, corresponding to Bab. hi-iṣ-ṣi with the determinative aban “stone”; Scheil takes as broken stone (cf. ḥastšu “break into pieces”), on which the foundations of the palace should be laid. Benveniste, pp. 60-1, gives a number of possible cognates in Skt. and Iranian, notably Skt. sikatā “sand, gravel”, with irregular correspondence in the initial sibilants (perhaps Prakrit s for Skt. ḍ in sikatā), and hesitatingly suggests that Sika[yau]vatiś Bh. 1.58 is a fem. adj., to *sikayah-vant- “sandy, gravelly”.

akāniy here and in 29 must mean “was filled in”, a meaning which (despite Scheil ad loc.) is normally not had by the primitive, but only by certain compounds (AiW 437-8).

25 aniy[ā] and 26 an[iy]ā: probably nominatives in partial apposition with θikā, “the one part of” and “the other part of”; cf. Bh. 1.86-7.

26: The numerals are restored from the other versions.

26 araśniš: “ells, cubits”, beyond doubt, since the Bab. equivalent ammati is preserved. Scheil compares Av. arōṇa-, frārāṇī- (AiW 196, 1021), Skt. aratnāy- “cubit”. Benveniste, p. 58,
notes that the word proves OP šn as the product of Iran. ŏn, from earlier tn, a process already proposed by P. Tedesco, BSLP 26. 164; so also Meillet, BSLP 30. 3. 87. This word seems to be an acc. pl, the only distinctive acc. pl. outside the pronouns of the third person (cf. Kent, JAOS 35. 336, n. 2) ; unless indeed it is an instr. pl., cf. the use of the instr. with plural numerals in Bh. 1. 42, etc. (Johnson, IV 42 raucabiš), and the instrumentalis in -iš given by Reichelt, Awest. Elmō. (§ 359 γαρογαρονις, § 362 ναμονις, ašaoniš, § 364 yātiš for -viš, vaουνιš).

The depth of the gravel or rubble filling on which the palace was built may seem astonishing, but the excavators actually found that it ranged from a maximum of 12 meters in depth to a minimum of 30 cm. (Pillet, Le Palais de Darius, p. 44, quoted by Scheil, p. 26). If the cubit in the text is the unit which Scheil takes it to be, it is rather the Bab. foot of 343 mm., giving depths of 13.72 m to 6.86 m. for the broken stone, which, though too much for the minimum, is not far from the truth for the maximum.

26 ba-ra-ša-na-a: cf. Av. barošnav- "Erhebung, Höhe, culmen" (AiW 951); but not to be normalized barošnā, with Scheil, for the o of the Av. is only anaptotic; cf. Skt. brhaṭi "magna", impv. barhaya. Better barošnā: the voicelessness and palatalization of the sibilant shows that it was in contact with the nasal.

27 frāsah[y]: to be taken with Benveniste, pp. 66-7, as a determinative verb, to Av. asah- "Ort, Stätte, Platz, Raum" (AiW 209), with prefix fra.

28 fravata: a new adverb, "downward"; Benveniste, p. 59, compares Phl. frōd, NP farō(d), Skt. pravatā "downhill". But fravata has as its final not the instr. ending as in the Skt. word, but the -tas ending, as in amata Dar. Ham. bō: for the -va-, cf. the citations in E. Boisacq, Dict. étym. de la language grecque, s. v. πρῶτος. Unvala's emendation to fravatā is unjustified.

28-9 tiya: occurring three times, in the sense of Latin quod "the fact that", introducing an object clause of fact.

29 ištiš: "brick", in the collective sense; cf. Av. ištya- "Ziegel, Backstein", zmoitsva- "Lehmziegel" (AiW 378, 1691), Skt. isticā- "brick"; and NP xišt.

29 ajaniy: a new form, "was struck, moulded", appropriate of bricks, as Scheil notes.

* [There is also a Mediaeval Sanskrit iṣṭikā "brick", for which see note in my forthcoming article in Language. W. N. B.]
29-30 Bā[b]īruviya: Scheil wrongly normalizes without the final a.

30 ṭaramiš: a generic word for “wood”; but Scheil’s effort to connect it with Av. dārav- “Baumstamm, Holz, Holzstück” (AvW 738) fails, because the initial consonants are not reconcilable.

30-1 nau[r]ina: the specific name of the wood, which is identified as “cedar” by ʾis erinu in line 21 of the Bab. Scheil, p. 27, suggests that ṭaramiš ʾhyā naurina means “tronc d’arbres de Naharin”, Naharin being the West Semitic name for the country north of the upper Euphrates, in which Lebanon is included. If so, we must interpret as naʾurina.

31 Labanāna: surely “Lebanon”; the Bab. equivalent is ša-du-u “mountain”, and the cedars of Lebanon have been famous from antiquity. Scheil normalizes Labnāna, but I prefer -ban-, since -bn- is not an OP consonant group.

31 avanā: not avnā, with Scheil. This new adverb is an ablative formation on the instrumental (not an instr. as abl., as Meillet, BSLP 30. 3. 87, takes it; cf. also Benveniste, p. 59). Cf. anā, tyānā, and abl. aniyanā, loc. yanaiy (Kent, JAOS 35. 338 and n.); for the phrase hacā avanā, cf. hacā avadaśa 47, Bh. 1. 37, 3. 42, 3. 80.

31-2 aba[r]iy: occurring several times later, is a new form.

32 yātā: here preposition as in Dar. Ham. b, but governing the loc. directly. Scheil is wrong in reading Babi[ru]v, which is no form of the paradigm; traces at least of all the letters except the -ru- in ba-a-ba-i-[ra]-u-va are visible.

33 [Bab]īruuv: loc. with hacā, as in l. 44 and Dar. Ham. b hacā Hidauv. Scheil is wrong in reading īruv; -ra-u-va is clear and uninjured, with part of the preceding i.

33 Karkā: Bab. Kar-sa-a, name of a people, named also Dar. NRa 30. Their identity is disputed; for theories, see Unvala, pp. 40-1.

33-4: Scheil, pp. 27-8, misinterprets this passage; he restores 34 n[ā abari]yātā Uvaj[i]yā, and translates “Depuis Babylone, Karka et Yauna, il fut apporté chez les Susiens.” But with the preserved part of the text, it can mean only, “The Assyrian folk carried it to Babylon, from Babylon the Karkians and Ionians ...”; and the natural supplement is abara “carried”. Scheil is, however, disturbed by the apparent reverse order of the transporting parties; he expects the Ionians, if carrying at all, to carry
the cedar from near their own country, and the Assyrians to do a later part of the transport. He therefore reads the three names as countries enumerated in the reverse order of the transport. But the OP idiom in a list is to repeat the utâ "and" every time, as in 43-4, where there is a list of three, or to omit it entirely; not to use it only between the last two members of the list. Also, the OP repeats the preposition before a second noun, as in 34-5, 35-6, 43-4, and this is not done in 33. The correct interpretation, therefore, is that the Assyrians carried the timber to Babylon, and from Babylon the Karkians and the Ionians carried it to Susa. The presence of Ionians at Susa is guaranteed by line 54, where they receive credit along with the Babylonians for the brickwork of the palace; the passage is in part a restoration, but is certain.

34 [abra]: for Scheil’s abariy; the reasons are in the preceding note.

34 [Cūša]yā: while [Uvaji]yā “the Susians”, as Scheil restores it, is possible, the name of Susa itself is found in Fragment Eta 5, and is probably to be restored here: the more so as yātā takes the loc. in 33-4, and Cūšāyā is loc., while Uvajiyā is acc.

34 yakā: Bab. [mīš]-ma-kan-na, rendered “oak” by Scheil. As mišmakan is defined in Babylonian as ăṣṣi dāram “eternal wood” (Langdon, VAB 4. 164. 12, 256. 4; JRAI 1929. 379, quoted by Scheil), the meaning is quite possible; but Scheil’s suggestion of etymological cognation between yakā and Gm. Eiche, NE oak is impossible, since, as Benveniste, p. 61, says, the Germanic words go back to primitive IE *aig- or *oig-. Scheil says that the oak grows to-day in North India and in the Himalayas, and that Gandāra, from which the yakā is said to have come, is in Eastern Persia, by the Upper Indus; but Benveniste, p. 61, objects to the identification with “oak”, because oak was much more easily to be brought from Hyrcania, where according to Strabo, XI C 509, the oak flourished.

35 [Kā]rmāna: “Carmania”, modern Kerman; Scheil suggested this restoration, but did not put it into his text. The other two gaps left by Scheil are easily filled.

35 daraniyam: “gold” = Av. zaranya-, Skt. hiranya-; first occurrence of the word in OP, cf. Benveniste, p. 59. As Scheil notes, the gold came from Sardis, the land of the gold-bearing Pactolus, and from Bactria, which later had the famous gold coinage.
37 kāsaka: a general name for "valuable stone" rather than for "precious stone"; Benveniste, p. 61, suggests Skt. kāca- "crystal, quartz" as cognate, remarking on the difference in the second consonant. But it is rather a derivative to an Iran. root *kas = Skt. kac- "be visible, appear, shine", with a development of meaning somewhat like that of Eng. brilliant. Elam. qa-si-qa is borrowed from the OP.

36-7 tya [i]d[a] akariy: this and similar phrases below show that, as is natural, the more valuable materials were worked up into finished form not in the land of their origin, but at Susa.

37 ka-pa-u-ta-ka: not kaputka, as Scheil normalizes it, but kapautaka, with Benveniste, p. 61, after the incomplete Elam. qa-ba-u- in line 31; related to Skt. kapota- "pigeon, gray (color of a pigeon)", and giving NP kabəd "gray-blue". The Bab. equivalent in 26 is uk-nū "lapis lazuli", though Scheil, p. 29, calls attention to the fact that this term is now found to include a number of related varieties of stone.

37-8: sa-i-ka-ba-+-u-da: Bab. š(i)-ir-ga-ru-u. Scheil compares širruššu, širmahhu, the name of a serpent, and interprets as "serpentine", named from its green color with red and white blotches, as in French (whence English borrowed the word).

38 Sugudā: the usual incorrect anaptic writing; cf. the correct form now found in Dar. Ham. b 5.

39 azšaina: the Bab. equivalent in 27, (Sumerian) KA-G[I-NA], means "just word", and Scheil therefore interprets as "hematite", largely used for the cylinder seals. As hematite varies from reddish through brown to black, he compares Av. axšaēna- "dunkelfarbig" (AiW 51), though he normalizes wrongly azšina. Benveniste, p. 61, corrects to azšaina, and notes (citing Vasmor) that the same word has come into Greek as name of the Black Sea, Ἀξηβός, etymologized and euphemized to Ἐξηβός. Av. axšaēna- is from a neg. + azšaina-, variant of xšaēta- "licht, strahlend, glänzend, herrlich" (AiW 541).

40 ardatam: "silver", Av. avāzata-, Skt. rajata-; a new word in OP; cf. Benveniste, pp. 59-60. Scheil remarks that the Record says that it was brought from Egypt, but that silver was not found native there, and that the Egyptian language even lacked a special word for silver, calling it "white gold"; that therefore it may really have come from Cyprus, then tributary to Egypt, where it
is found, unless indeed the silver brought from Egypt was booty of war from temples and palaces.

40-1 a-su-da da-a-ru-u-va: thus I read for Scheil’s (normalized) asā dāruva; for these two words, clearly denoting a second metal because paired with silver, must be noun and modifying adjective, which can hardly be if the prior word is fem. and the second masc. The character in question seems on Scheil’s Plate IX rather clearly to have two verticals and not three, and is therefore da.

Scheil’s suggestion of copper from Cyprus (not from Egypt; cf. note on ardatam) seems good; Benveniste, p. 60, suggests “iron” (Phl. ʾāsin, NP ʾāḥān) or even a kind of wood (cf. Av. dāru- “tree”), but this last is certainly wrong. Scheil suggests that asā (our asada!) is a name made from ḏasiy, the Egyptian name of Cyprus. The dāruva I would connect with Skt. ḏhrva- “firm, fixed”, OP dura- (with anaptyctic vowel), Av. ārva- “gesund, heil” (AiW 782); this yields an appropriate epithet of copper, which is strong and resistant to the elements. Or perhaps “strong copper” means “bronze”; numerous fragments of bronze plates were found in the excavations (Unvala, p. 9 n.).

41-2 arjana[m]: Bab. si-im-ma-nu-u, lines 29 and 17, “decoration”, with stucco, enamel, etc. Scheil and Unvala compare Av. arj-, Skt. arh- “to be of value”, Av. arjāh-, Skt. argha- “worth, value”, and other derivatives of the root.

42 tyanā⁸ | dīdā [p]īṭāšā: the correct reading, as Benveniste, pp. 62-3, recognized, for Scheil’s syntactically impossible tyanā

⁸The instrumental in tyanā cannot here be denied, and justifies Weissbach in seeing an instrumental likewise in Bh. 1.23 imā dahyāva tyanā manā dātā ḏariyāya “these provinces therefore respected my laws”.

The genitive manā precedes its noun without article: manā pitā Bh. 1.4, Bh. a 5; manā taumāyā Bh. 1.9, Bh. a 14-5; manā dastayā Bh. 4.35; manā viśiyā Bh. 4.66; Viśāspa manā pitā Bh. 2.93; manā bandaka Bh. 1.19, 2.19-20, etc. An apparent preceding article may always be taken as a relative: hya manā pitā Xerx. Pers. c11, Xerx. Sus. 2, Xerx. Van 18, Dar. Sus. 1.12, 13, Art. Sus. 23.2. An attributive manā after its noun is preceded by the article: kāra hya manā Bh. 2.25, 27, etc.; dātam tya manā Dar NRa 21. Variations in usage with the following manā are seen in anuṣiyā manā Bh. 4.82-3, vaśā Auramazdāhā manacā Dar. Pers. d9. There is therefore no parallel for tyanā as an article, even miswritten, before manā dātā; and I withdraw my assumption of ditography at this point, made in JAOS 40.296 and Textual Criticism of Inscriptions, p. 11.
didā[m?] ištā. The root pis- is already known in OP with the prefix ni, "cut (an inscription)"; here it has the familiar derived meaning "adorn", as in Greek πουκάλος, Latin pictus.

43 piruš: correctly identified by Scheil as "ivory"; cf. Bab. pilu, Elam. pilu, NP pil; from an Eastern Asiatic group of languages, cf. Przyluski, BSLP 27. 3. 220-2, and Scheil, Rev. d'Assyr. 24. 120. Scheil notes that piruš was brought from just those countries which are the habitat of elephants: Ethiopia, India, Arachosia.7 The Persian r for l shows that the borrowing was an old one; cf. Meillet, p. 72 (cited by Benveniste, p. 62).

43-4 Kuš[ā]: Scheil reads Kuš- in 43 and [šā] in 44, but the space forbids the š in 44, and consonants are never written double in OP.

44 ha-i-da-u-va: not Hidāva, as Scheil normalizes it, for the form is unsuitable, and the penultimate character may be u rather more easily than a; it is injured, only the bottoms of two verticals being visible. Normalize Hidauv, loc. with hācā; cf. on Bābirauv 33. This is the only word in which ha is written before i in the value of hi, except the incorrect ahiyāyā of some inscriptions of Xerxes.

45 stūnā: "columns"; cf. Avestan stūna- m., stūnā- f., Skt. sthūnā- f. "column", and also MP stūno, NP sutūn, in the same meaning. The word, not known until recently, is now found in Dar. II Sus. 5A and 24, and Art. Ham. b, perhaps also in Dar. Sus. 5.

45 abagainiya: nom. pl. fem. of the i stem fem., cf. Skt. balingas; Scheil's normalization abagainiy is therefore defective.

46 Abirāduš: taken by Scheil to be Aphrodisias in Caria; see his argument, p. 32, and cf. also Pauly-Wissowa, Real-Enc. d. kl. Altwiss., 1. 2726 s. v. Carian marble was of high repute in antiquity.

46 u-ja-i-ya: not Ujaiya, as Scheil has it, but Ujaiy. In a naming phrase like this, the locative of the country is demanded; cf. Bh. 2. 22-3 M[āru]š nāma vardanam Mūaity, 2. 44, 2. 53-4, 2. 58-9, 2. 65-6, 2. 71-2, etc. The word must mean "in Uja"; perhaps, as Scheil thinks, this is for Ogygia, but it seems much

7The OP name of the Nile, Pirāva, found Dar. Sz. c 9, means accordingly "Ivory River" if it be a derivative singular; or it may be merely a plural of piruš, and mean "The Tusks".
abbreviated. Stephanus Byz. cited Ogygia as an old name for Lycia, and Scheil thinks that it was used also for the adjacent districts Caria, Phrygia, Lydia; cf. Scheil’s commentary, p. 32.

47 avadaša: for Scheil’s avdaš, Unvala’s avdaša.

47 karnuvakā: for Scheil’s karnuvkā; Scheil wavers between “Carians” and “sculptors”. The former is wrong, because the martiyā karnuvakā are said in 48-9 to be Ionians and Sardians (this second name restored after the Elam. 41). It is, however, as Benveniste, p. 66, says, very likely that the word is to be taken in somewhat the second meaning, from the Iran. root kārt- “cut” = Skt. kṛt-. In Avestan there is a present stem kārōn-: kārōnv- (ĀtW 452), which would be OP kārn- : kārn(u)v-; and with retention of the present suffix one might get this -ka- derivative, in the meaning “quarrymen, masons, sculptors”: probably one set of workers did the entire task of getting out the blocks and shaping them into columns and drums of columns.

49: After [Spardā], Scheil restored [yātā idā abara], which is rather too long for the gap. More probably [martiyā] niykarā, a counterpart to martiyā karnuvakā 47.

49: na-i-yakara-a: the first symbol badly mutilated, but probably not ca (see Pl. ix and Scheil ap. Benveniste, p. 62 n.), so that Benveniste’s ciyakara (cf. Dar. NRa 39, NRb 51) can hardly be right. Fragment Theta has -ya / ka-, where the word-divider must indicate merely the separate elements of the compound, as in ariya / ciça Dar. NRa 14, paruv / zanānām Xerx. Pers. a 8, c 7, Van 12. I propose that the word be normalized niykarā, with -y- extended from the separate word or from the writing before an initial vowel of compounds, like the -v- in paruvzanānām Xerx. Pers. b 15-6, d 11. Then, as a derivative of ni + kar, the word must mean those who worked at Susa, “putting” the materials “down” into their permanent places, with somewhat the same semantic development as is seen in Latin condere and conditor. But Unvala’s emendation to -kārā is unwarranted.

49-55: In these lines Darius enumerates by nationalities the craftsmen who worked at Susa. Scheil, pp. 33-4, gives a clear exposition of the evidence for the meaning, but attempts very little restoration of the text, though a good deal is possible with the aid of the smaller fragments. The work is divided into four parts, each done by craftsmen of two nationalities, as follows (the OP evidence for the ethnics is omitted from this summary):
(1). Work on the la-aš-da (Elam. 42) or darana- (OP 49), done by Medes (Bab. 35, Elam. 42) and Egyptians.

(2). Work on the is-ma-lu (Elam. 43) or ... u-va (OP 51), done by Sardians (Bab. 36) and Egyptians (Elam. 44).

(3). Work on the a-gur-ru “baked bricks” (Bab. 38), done by Babylonians (Elam. 45) and Ionians (Bab. 37).

(4). Work on the u-šir-tum “decoration of the walls” (Bab. 39), or te-iš-ti (Elam. 46), or didām apiy (OP 54), done by Medes (Elam. 46) and Egyptians.

Fragment Eta has the items in the order 1, 4, 3, 2, and Fragment V of the Babylonian has them in the order 1, 4, 2, 3.

There is serious difficulty in determining the nature of some of these activities. The first is fairly clear, for OP darana- corresponds to Av. darāna- darana- “Befestigung, Aufenthaltsort, Wohnsitz, Schlupfwinkel” (AIW 692-3), and seems to mean the structure of the palace as a whole. The third concerns the baked bricks, according to the Babylonian, and therefore has to do with the facing of the walls; the OP must have had some form of īstiš (cf. 29) in the text. The fourth was concerned with the “decoration of the walls”, according to the Bab., for which we find didām apiy “on the wall” in the OP. The greatest difficulty is with the second, where the Elamite word ismalu is of unknown meaning; in the OP we find only ... u-va, the second character confirmed by Fragment Epsilon.

The wording is peculiar, in that the only attested verbs in these four items have the form akunavaša (complete 51, partial 53), as against akunavatā 48, of the stone-masons. Perhaps the change in the verb form may indicate a slight change in the meaning (but cf. Meillet, p. 118), so that instead of “made” the verb may optionally mean “worked at”. This interpretation is favored by the phrase didām apiy “on the wall”, where there is no space for additional words, and by the remnant ... uva in 51, which can be only a neut. acc. sg., or a locative of any stem in the pl. or of an u stem in the sg., without the postpositive -ā. Now in these four stems we might expect an inclusion of all the materials previously listed:

(1). darana-, including the cedar and oak timber 30 and 34; perhaps also the stone columns 45.

(3). īstiš, the brick, as in 29.
(4). (the ornamentation) “on the wall”, including the arjanam 41-2 and the ivory 43.

(2). the remainder: the gold 35, the fine stones (lapis lazuli, serpentine, hematite) 37 and 39, the silver and the copper 40-1.

I therefore propose kāsakaiśuv, loc. pl., as a class name to cover these remaining items; and it just fills the gap.

54 apiy: seemingly a postpositive preposition, governing didām; first occurrence in this use, as all other instances are after dūraiy (various spellings, see Johnson, IV 6 and 29). *

55-8: The summary and closing prayer seem to have been shortened because of lack of space; a fuller wording is needed to fill out the line in Fragment Theta, which will include the expected ima hadīš “this palace”, as well as all that is found in Eta, where part of the name of Susa is read: [vaśnā Aurama]zdāha Qūšāy[ā].

56 frāsam: cf. Av. frāsa- “(nach vorn, herzu gewendet, pronus, sva.) geeignet, tauglich” (AiW 1006); adj. applying to implied hadīš, cf. above on 55-8.


56 par[idištam]: ptc. to pari- + the root seen in didā, Avestan pairi-daēz- “ummauern” (AiW 673-4); cf. also the miswritten paradāyadām Art. Sus. 28. 3, with note.

58 [tya] manā pitā: sc. akunauš, “what my father (has done)”; cf. the equivalent phrase tyamaiy pica kartam “what has been done by my father”, Xerx. Pers. a 19-20, c 13-4, in the second of which kartam is omitted.

Dar. Sus. 2 Scheil (pp. 35-6, with line drawing), in one line, on the base of a column; also in Bab. and Elam.

adam | Dārayavaus XŚ | vazarka XŚ XŚyānām | Viśtāspahyā | puca “I am Darius, great king, king of kings, son of Hystaspes.”

The drawing gives the word-divider only where shown above.

* In Bh. 4.46 [ut]āmaiy is to be read for [ap]īmaiy; cf. Gray, AJP 30. 457.
Dar. Sus. 3 Scheil (p. 37, with line drawing), on the base of a column; also in a Bab. version, mutilated at the ends of the lines.

1 adam [Dārayavaus XŠ vazarka XŠ XŠyānā]-
2 m XŠ DAH[nām XŠ ahyāyā BUyā V]-
3 ištā[spahyā puṣa Haxāmanīṣiya]

"I am Darius, great king, king of kings, king of this earth, son of Hystaspes, the Achaemenian."
Badly mutilated character: 3 -a[.]
The drawing gives no word-divider in the extant part.
The inscription has the same text as Dar. Kr., Dar. Sus. b, Dar. Sz. b.

Dar. Sus. 4 Scheil (pp. 38-9, with line drawings), parts of two copies on columns; also a nearly complete Elam. version.

1 [adam / Dārayavaus / XŠ / vaza]rka XŠ XŠyānā²m XŠ DAH²
   [nām / XŠ /]
2 ahyāyā / BUyā / Vištās]pahyā / puç²a / Haxā²ma[nišiya / ṭātiy
3 / Dārayavaus / XŠ / vaš]nā [AMha /] ²imam [ [] dacara²m
   [akunavam]

"I am Darius, great king, king of kings, king of this earth, son of Hystaspes, the Achaemenian. Says Darius the king: By the grace of Ahuramazda I made this palace."
The text of the smaller fragment is shown between raised numerals.

Much mutilated characters in italics: a 2 ]pa-; a 3 i-ma-ma +
da-ca-ra-ma; b 2 -a | ha-xa-ā-, and after a gap perhaps traces of-na-i-; b 3 i-ma-ma | da-ca-ra-.
The drawings give the word-divider as above.
The gap in 3 requires the ideogram for Ahuramazda.
3 dacaram: the da is certain in copy b, despite the tacaram in

Dar. Sus. 5 Scheil (pp. 40-1, with line drawings), parts of two copies on columns; also parts of three Bab. copies.

1 'a]dam | Dāra¹yavaus[š / XŠ / vazarka / XŠ / XŠyānām / XŠ
   / DAHnām / XŠ / ah]-
2  yıya BU'yä | V[śtāspāhyä / puça / Haxamaniśiya / θät] -
3  iy | Dāra'yaya[uś / XŚ / ima / hadiš / tya / stūnānām / akunavam]

"I am Darius, great king, king of kings, king of countries, king of this earth, son of Hystaspes, the Achaemenian. This palace of the columns I made."

The text of copy a is shown between raised numerals.

Much mutilated characters in italics: a 1 -ra- [; b 2 vi-[.

The restoration follows the Bab. version, which is nearly complete for the parts missing in the OP.

3 [stūnānām]: Bab. ti-im-ma-an, for dimmān, from dimmu "column, obelisk"; stūnā- is found in Dar. Sus. 1. 45, Dar. II Sus. 5 A, Dar. II Sus. 24. 1, Art. Ham. b.

Dar. Sus. 6 Scheil (pp. 42-3, with line drawing), on a column; also in Elam. version, preserved almost entire.

1  ada[m / Dāraya]vauś XŚ [ / vazarka / XŚ / XŚyānām / XŚ / DĀHnām / XŚ / a-]
2  hyā[yä / BUyä] | Vištā[spaḥyā / puça / Haxamaniśiya / θ-]
3  ātiy | Dārayavauś XŚ | y[adā / Aūramazda / mām / XŚyam / akunauś /]
4  ahya[yā BUyā] | vaṣnā [ / Aūramazdāḥa / vasyī / tya / nāibam / akunavam]

"I am Darius, great king, king of kings, king of countries, king of this earth, son of Hystaspes, the Achaemenian. Says Darius the king: when Ahuramazda had made me king of this earth, by the grace of Ahuramazda I made much that (was) beautiful."

Much mutilated characters in italics: 2 ha-ya-a-[, -ta-a-[,
3 da-a-ra-, | ya[.

This is Scheil's restoration after the Elam. version; for the last phrase, cf. Xerx. Van 18-20 vaṣnā Aūramazdāḥa vasyī tya nāibam akunauś.

Dar. Sus. 7 Scheil (pp. 46-7, with line drawing), on a column; also in two Elam. copies, which together are very nearly complete, and in one very incomplete Bab. copy.

1  [adam / D]ārayavauś XŚ | vazarka XŚ XŚyānā[m / XŚ / ahya[yā / BUyā / vazarkāyā / Vištāspahy-
"I am Darius, great king, king of kings, king of this great earth, son of Hystaspes, the Achemenian. Says Darius the king: What I did on this earth, I did not otherwise (==precisely) as Ahuramazda commanded me. Because Ahuramazda commanded me and was a friend to me, what I did, all that by the grace of Ahuramazda I did. Says Darius the king: By the grace of Ahuramazda, whoso shall see that (which was) done by me, to him let me seem on the whole earth exalted. May Ahuramazda protect me and my country."

Much mutilated characters in italics: 3 na-i-ya, 6 fa-ra-ša-ta.

The restorations follow the Elam. version; the ends of 2-5 and the beginnings of 3-4 are here restored for the first time. Scheil thinks that 6 lacked the final prayer found in the Elam.; but there is ample space for it in the line, and it is included above.

1 [vazarkāyā]: so with Benveniste, p. 67, for Scheil’s slip vazarka.

3 [an]iyānā: a new word, to aniya- with the ending seen in avānā and yahā; correlative to yahā, though the negative with the verb makes the expression somewhat awkward.

4 [mā]m dauštā āha: for the idiom, cf. Bh. 4. 55-6, 69, 74.

5 [hya ... vainātiy]: for the idiom, cf. Bh. 4. 70.

6: as Benveniste, pp. 63-4, remarks, this phrase, found here and in Scheil’s No. 11, makes possible the restoration of Dar. Sus. a.9
I cannot, however, follow Benveniste in rejecting BUyā as the word before visahyā, since it just fills the gap in all three inscriptions, and offers no difficulty except that visahyā must be taken as haplogonic for *visahyāyā; cf. haruvahyāyā and ahyāyā.

6 frašta: apparently a derivative to the stem seen in frašam, Dar. Sus. 1. 56, q. v.

Dar. Sus. 8 Scheil (pp. 48-9, with photograph and line drawing); stamped on a brick; unilingual.

| 1 adam | Dārayava- | 5 yānām | xšāya- | 9 būmiyā | Vįšt- |
| 2 š | xšāyašiya | 6 šiya | dahyunā- | 10 āspahyā | puča |
| 3 | vazarka | xšāya- | 7 m | xšāyašiya | 11 | Haxāmanišiya |
| 4 šiya | xšāyaši- | 8 haruvahyāya |

"I am Darius, great king, king of kings, king of countries, king of the whole earth, son of Hystaspes, the Achæmenian."

8 haruvahyāya: so, with Benveniste, p. 66, for Scheil's incorrect hruvahyāya; the final a, to make -yāyā, is lacking on the brick, as Scheil notes.

9 Vįšt-: without the symbol for i after the vi.

Dar. Sus. 9 Scheil (p. 51, with line drawing), stamped on a brick; unilingual.

| 1 adam | Dārayavaš [/] Xš | vazarka | Xš | Xšy- |
| 2 ānām | Xš | DAHnām | Vįštāspahyā |
| 3 puča | Haxāmanišiya | Šātiy | Dā- |
| 4 rayavauš | Xš | manā | AM | AM | adam | AMm |
| 5 ayadaiy | AMmaiy | upastām | baratuv |

"I am Darius, great king, king of kings, king of countries, son of Hystaspes, the Achæmenian. Says Darius the king: Mine (is) Ahuramazda; Ahuramazda I reverenced; may Ahuramazda bear aid to me!"

The ideogram for Ahuramazda has here a new form; two parallel horizontals, followed by four parallel horizontals, then four more parallel horizontals, and one vertical; at the second occurrence in 4, the angle also is impressed as last stroke. It has the same form in Dar. Sus. 11. The previously known ideogram, found in Art. Ham. 6 and Art. Sus. a 4, consists of two horizontals, followed by two horizontals, one vertical, and one angle; it is now found also
in Dar. Sus. 7 and Art. Sus. 28 Scheil. Apparently the elaborate symbol was later simplified. The doubling of the symbol in 4 is probably for honorific purposes.

2 Vištāspahyā: written vi-ša-, without the i.

Dar. Sus. 10 Scheil (p. 51), stamped on a brick; unilingual.

1 šātiy | Dārayavauš | x-
2 šāyashiya | vašnā | Aura-
3 mazdāha | tya | amaniyai-
4 y | kunavānaiy | avamai-
5 y | visam | ucāram | āha

"Says Darius the king: By the grace of Ahuramazda, what I thought of (that) I will do, all that was well done by me."

3-4 amaniyaiy: a new form, impf. first sg. mid., with primary ending, of man-; the pres. subj. mid., second and third sg., were previously known, cf. Johnson, IV 39.

4 kunavānaiy: with Benveniste, pp. 64-5, and Meillet, BSLP 30.88, pres. subj. mid. first sg., the exact equivalent of Av. koronavāne (Yt. 19.43); here (with Benveniste) depending directly on amaniyaiy, as is shown by the position of the correlative tya ... ava. Cf. the similar use of xēnasātiy, Bh. 1.52.

5 visam: with Benveniste, p. 65, for Scheil's vivam; cf. ava visam in Dar. NRa 49, Xer. Pers. a 16, b 25-6.

6 ucāram: Scheil interprets "une belle oeuvre", derived from Iran. hu-, Skt. su- 'well, good' + a derivative of the root kar- "make, do"; Benveniste, p. 65, interprets "bien réussi", comparing Av. čāra-, NP čār "means".¹⁰ For long-vowel formations as the second part of compounds, cf. Av. tiṣi. bāra-, sāra-vāra-, apa-γāra- (AIW 1943).

Dar. Sus. 11 Scheil (p. 52, with line drawing), on a brick, unilingual.

1 adam | Dārayavauš | XŚ | vazarka | XŚ XŠyân-
2 äm | XŚ DAHnām | Vištāspahyā | puça | Ha-

¹⁰ With Benveniste, pp. 65-6, restore Bh. 4.76 avataiy Auramazda uc[ā]ram kunautuv, according to traces of characters noted by L. W. King and R. C. Thompson, Sculpt. and Inscr. of Darius, p. 74, n. 3; instead of Tolman's [ukarta]m, Foy's and Oppert's [vazarka]m.
3 xāmanīšya | šātiy | Dārayavaus | XŠ
4 | vašnā | AMha | adam | ava | akunavam | tya |
5 a[dam / BUyā / visa]hyā | frašta | šadayašmaiy

"I am Darius, great king, king of kings, king of countries, son of Hystaspes, the Achaemenian. Says Darius the king: By the grace of Ahuramazda I brought that about, that I on the whole earth may seem exalted."

1-2: Scheil's drawing shows no word-divider where it is not given in our transcript above.

2 Vīšāspahyā: written vi-ša-, without the i.
2-3 Ḥazāmanīšya: written -ša-ya, without the i.
5 [BUyā]: see note on Dar. Sus. 7. 6.

This inscription is virtually identical with Dar. Sus. a.

Dar. Sus. 12 Scheil (pp. 53-5, the two-lined inscriptions in line drawing), on enameled bricks serving as decorations of the palace walls.

These inscriptions were in all three languages, but the finds, though numerous, are mostly very fragmentary, and Scheil has unfortunately given us only a selection. The legends are of two types; those in one line, with characters 5 or 6 cm. high, and those in two lines, with characters 2.5 to 3.0 cm. high. To the former I give the designation a, to the latter the designation b, and I distinguish the fragments by raised numerals.

The average length of the bricks was 35 cm., and each bore about 9 characters per line in the two-lined inscriptions. The text seems to have been taken largely from the Record, with a few variants in the merely honorific portions. From fragment b4, where the gap between the two lines can be completed from the Record, and from a Babylonian fragment (p. 56), Scheil draws the conclusion that each unit of inscription consisted of four bricks; but for the OP it is the missing part of the panel which consisted of four bricks, the unit of inscription consisting of five bricks. Comment on this point will be made under each of the two-lined inscriptions.

a1 (Record 1): ... bū]mi[m ... ; or
(Record 7, 15, 16, 24): ... bū]mi[yā ... ; or
(Record 24, 28): ... bū]mi[y ... 

a2 (Record 2): ... X-Sah ] vazarka [ ...
a² (Record 5-6, 8, 55): ... ] Dārayauš ... a³ (Record 7-8): ... Haxāmanīšiya | ṣātiy ... 
a⁴ (Record 11): ... tya / vazarkam [/ tya / uvaspam ... 
a⁵ (Record 21): ... akunauš | vaš[nā / Auramazdāha ... 

This gives a slight confirmation of my restoration of line 21 of the Record, already made before I studied these fragments; for in all the extant OP inscriptions the only instances of the character ša ending the word before vašnā are Bh. 1.13 [pat]iyāśa vašnā and Bh. 1.18 pati[yāśa] vašnā, a combination which would hardly fit here.

a⁶ (Record 22, 34; 56, in Frag. Eta): ... Çū[aš[yā ...; or (Record 43-4): ... Ku]šā[ ... 

b¹ [DAHnām / vispa] zanānām | Xš iyā | vazarkā-

[ahyāyā / būm] iyā | vazarkā-

We have here a panel only two bricks wide, the second of which is preserved entire. It seems to be directly continued by b².

b² [yā / d]ūrai[y / matiš]ta | [bagā nām ... ] aπiy / Višt-

The text is restored after Dar. NRa 10-3, Dar. Sz. c 5, Dar. Sus. 15 Scheil; paruvzanānām is equally possible instead of vispazanānām; cf. citations in Johnson, IV 34 s. v. The whole is a slightly amplified version of the Record, 6-9. The gap in b² is long, and contains about 6 bricks, the characters between the two lines of b² amounting to about 57 aside from the lost ones on brick b² itself. This panel had therefore 7 bricks.

b³ [/ ak]unau[š / a] hyāyā / BUyā ... 

[/ ma]rti[yam / a] dā ... ]

The first line comes from the Record, 15, and the second from 16-7; the characters in the gap, and not on brick b³, are therefore 48, including two ideograms, or 47 if no ideograms were used: which would fill 5 bricks, making a panel of 6 bricks.
The first line comes from the Record 35, and the second line from 37; the characters in the gap, and not on brick b⁴, are 35, making 4 bricks in the gap, and a panel of 5 bricks (not of 4, as Scheil, p. 55, wrongly calculates).

The first line comes from the Record 40, and the second from 42; the characters in the gap, and not on brick b⁵, are 31, making four full-sized bricks and one half-sized brick in the gap, unless the characters were crowded to make only 4 bricks, or spread to cover 5: a panel of 5½ bricks, or possibly 5 or 6.

The first line comes from the Record 45-6, the second from 47; the characters in the gap, and not on brick b⁶, are 31, making 3 full-sized bricks and one half-sized brick (barring crowded or spread writing): a panel of 4½ bricks.

The panels are accordingly 2, 7, 5, 6, 5½, 4½ bricks in length; it is natural that they should vary to fit the space between the various architectural members—columns, pillars, doorways, angles of any kind.

Dar. Sus. 13 Scheil (p. 58, with line drawing), two lines running vertically downward on the lower part of the robe of a colossal limestone statue; a Bab. fragment and an Elam. fragment may or may not have the same text.

1 [θātiy / Dārayavaus / XŠ / tyamaiy / AM /] niyaš[tāya / ava / adam
2 / akunavam / AMm / ayadaiy /] AM | Dārayavaum | XŠ[yam / pātuv]

"Says Darius the king: what to me Ahuramazda ordered, that
I did; I reverenced Ahuramazda; may Ahuramazda protect Darius the king!"

The restoration here given is of course highly problematic, but follows the phrasing of other inscriptions; Scheil makes very limited suggestions. The second line begins with the lower half of an angle, which may be the final stroke of the ideogram for Ahuramazda.

**Dar. Sus. 14** Scheil (pp. 59-60, with line drawing), the ends of four lines on a marble plaque broken into two pieces, but perfectly joined; there is a Bab. version, also much damaged.

1 [baga / vazarka / AM / hya / aku]naš
2 [ / Dārayavaum / XŠyam / Ḯātiy] | Dā-
3 [rayavaus / XŠ / vašnā / AMha /] Çūš-
4 [āyā / ima / + + + + + / akuna]vam

"A great god is Ahuramazda, who made Darius king. Says Darius the king: By the grace of Ahuramazda, at Susa I made this statue."


The restoration is again very problematic; Scheil completes only the words of which portions remain. The Bab. fragment shows that the inscription refers to a marble statue or to the slabs of marble forming the base of the statue.

The OP inscription began with the first line as here given, but it is possible that there were additional lines after line 4.

**Dar. Sus. 15** Scheil (pp. 61-5, with line drawing), on a marble slab, the ends of the first 13 lines of the obverse and of the last three lines of the obverse; also, a small part of an Elam. version.

1 [baga / vazarka / Auramazdā /] hya | i[m]ā-
2 [m / būmim / adā / hya] | avam | as-
3 [mānam / adā / hya / mar]tiyam | ad-
4 [ā / hya / šiyātim /] adā | mart-
5 [iyahyā / hya / Dārayavaum] | XŠm | ak-
6 [unauš / aivam / paruvnā]m | XŠm | a-
7 [ivam / paruvnām / framāt]āram | a-
8 [dam / Dārayavaus / XŠ / vazarka] | XŠ | XŠy-
9 [ānām / XŚ / DAHnām / vis] pazanā-
10 [nām / XŚ / ahyāyā / BU]yā | vaza-
11 [rkāyā / duraiyapiy / Vīś] tās-
12 [pahyā / puça / Haxāmanisīya |] Pār-
13 [sa / Pārsahyā / puça / Arīya |] Arī-
14 [ya / ciça / . . . ]

On the reverse:

r1 [mām / Auramazdā / pātu] v | hadā [/ v-
r2 Ḗdai Asiš / bagaibiš / utamaiy |] viśam | u-
r3 [tā / tyamaiy / ni] pīstam

"A great god is Ahuramazda, who created this earth, who created yonder sky, who created man, who created welfare for man, who made Darius king, one king of many, one lord of many. I am Darius, great king, king of kings, king of countries containing all peoples, king of this great earth far and wide, son of Hystaspes, the Achæmenian, Persian, son of a Persian, Aryan, of Aryan lineage. . . .

"May Ahuramazda with the royal gods protect me and my house and what (has been) inscribed by me!"

The first characters recorded as visible in lines 3, 4, 6, 7, 10, 13 of the obverse and in 1 of the reverse are badly mutilated.

As Scheil remarks, the obverse of this inscription is identical with Dar. NRa; but it is uncertain whether the identity extended to the end. An Elamite fragment corresponds to Dar. NRa 16-26; but the reverse of the OP, as found at Susa, seems to be different. Scheil inserts dipim in the last line after tyamaiy; but dipim is a feminine noun, and the preserved -pištam can be only masculine or neuter, not feminine. I have therefore omitted dipim, especially in view of the wider spacing of the characters in the last line, as compared with those of the preceding line.

**Dar. Sus. 16** Scheil (pp. 65-7, with line drawings), several fragmentary inscriptions on marble plaques; restorations and much mutilated letters both in italics:

16 A: 1 . . . ]a[ . . .
2 . . . ] XŚya[ . . .
3 . . . / au] raṣaram [/ . . .

3 [au] raṣaram: Scheil's restoration, which he translates "protégé de Dieu"; presumably the second part from the root in Av.
16 B: two fragments belonging to the same plaque:

1 ... ]a[ ... 
2 ... / Dārā]yavaush [/ ... ... | u]caš[ma ... 
3 ... / a]dānā |[ ... ... ]na-sa-ta[ ... 
4 ... ]m | mā | ka[ ... ... ] | mā | yā[ ... 

For adānā, cf. Bh. 1.5; or na may be for ha, with first angle omitted, when we should have [Auramaz]dāhā. Similarly, in na-sa-ta, the first character may be ha. (These notes from Scheil, p. 65.)

16 C: 1 [ ... / XŚ/] DAHyūnām [/ Vištāspahyā / puça / 2 Haxāmaniš]iya | šātiy [/ Dārayavaush / 3 XŚ / Auramaz]dām | adam [/ ayadaiy / Auramazdā 4 / mām / pātuv] | utama[iy / viđam]

"... , king of countries, son of Hystaspes, the Achaemenian. Says Darius the king: Ahuramazda I reverenced; may Ahuramazda protect me and my house!"

The restorations, of which Scheil made but part, are problematic, but seem to represent the intent of the inscription.

16 D: [baga / vazarka / Auramazdā / hya / ... 
1 ................. / hya / aspam /] ah-
2 [yāyā / būmiyā / kunautiy / h]ya | mart-
3 [tiyam / harvahyāyā / būmiyā] | kunau-
4 [tiy / hya / Dārayavaum / XŚyam / kun]utiy | 
5 [ahyāya / būmiyā / hyamaiy / uvaspācā /] uraśocā | 
6 [kunautiy / adam / ayadaiy / Auramazdā]m | mām | Au-
7 [ramazdā / pātuv / utā / tyamaity] / kartam |

"A great god is Ahuramazda, who ... , who makes the horse on this earth, who makes man on the whole earth, who makes Darius king of this earth, who makes for me good horses and good wagons. I reverenced Ahuramazda; may Ahuramazda protect me and what (has been) done by me!"

Scheil restored only the formula in the last line, which gives the length of the lines. The remainder of the restoration is fanciful; but the greater length of lines 5 and 6 is justified because
they show 7 and 8 characters respectively in the preserved part, while the lines 2, 3, 4, 6 show each but 5 characters.

3-4 kunautiy: present indicative; a new phrasing for the usual past akunauś.

5 [uvaspā-cā]: supplied as a counterpart to uraθā-cā. The word is already known in OP as an adj.; for use as substantive, cf. OP ucaśma “(good) eye”, to Av. caśman-, and Av. hu-xšnaoθra- “(good) knee”, hu-paitištāna- “(good) leg”, hv-apah- “good deed”, hvira- “hero” (subst. in Yt. 13. 38, according to AiW 1858).

5 uraθā-cā: “et les bons chars”, in Scheil’s version; cf. Av. ratha- “Wagen” (AiW 1506), Skt. ratha- “chariot”, su-ratha- “having a good chariot”. For substantival use, see on uvaspā, above.

16 E: on both sides of a marble plaque, parts of the first four and of the last four lines; the opening formula shows that very little is to be restored at the left.

1 [ba]ga | vazar[ka / Auramazdā / hya / im-
2 ā]m | būnim [/ adā / hya / avam / as-
3 m]ānam | ad[ā / hya / martiyam / a-
4 dā /] hya [/ . . .

Reverse:

1 ... /] ð[ātīy / Dārayavaus / XŚ / mā-
2 m /] Auramaz[dā / pātuw / hadā / viθaib-
3 iš /] bagaibi[št / + + + + / Aur-
4 maz]dā | ðuv[ām / dauštā / biyā

“A great god (is) Ahuramazda, who created this earth, who created yonder heaven, who created man, who . . .

“ . . . Says Darius the king: May Ahuramazda with the royal gods protect me! . . ., may Ahuramazda be a friend to thee.”

Scheil completed the obverse, but not all of the reverse. If his restoration of the last line is right (and it is hard to see what ða-u-va- can represent except ðuvām), then a vocative is needed in the gap left unfilled above, as antecedent to the pronoun of the second person; some word meaning “reader”, “friend”, “loyal subject”, “passer-by”, would be appropriate.
Xerx. Sus. 23 Scheil (p. 81, with line drawing), in two lines on the base of a column; trilingual.

1 ḫātiy | Xšayāršā | xšayaṭiya | vašnā | Auriamazdāh[ā / ima /]
2 hadīš | Dārayavaus | xšayaṭiya | akunauš | hya | manā [/ pitā]

"Says Xerxes the king: By the grace of Ahuramazda, this palace Darius the king made, who (was) my father."

Scheil's copy has a-ku-u-na-u-u-sa, presumably by dittography in copying.

This inscription is a duplicate of Xerx. Sus.; see Tolman, APL 1.

Xerx. Sus. 25 Scheil (pp. 84-5, with line drawing), two copies of a four-lined inscription on the base of a column; also a Bab. version in two copies, each in 5 lines.

1 [adam / Xšayāršā / Xš / vazarka / Xš / Xšyanām / Xš] / DAHy]ūnām Xš / a-
2 [hyōyā / BUyā / Dārayavaus / Xšyahyā / puṣa / Haxāma] / n̄iṣiya |?
3 [ṭātiy / Xšayāršā / Xš / Dārayavaus / Xš / hadīš / i]ma | akunauš |?
4 [hya / manā / pitā / vašnā / Auriamazdāhā / adam / a]k̄unavam

"I am Xerxes, great king, king of kings, king of countries, king of this earth, son of Darius the king, the Achæmenian. Says Xerxes the king: Darius the king built this palace, who (was) my father; by the grace of Ahuramazda I (also) built it."

Badly damaged characters: a1 u-, 4 k-; b1 n-, 3 a-, 4 u-. In b 3, a-ku-u-na-sa is written, with omission of the second u. The Bab. version gives part of the name Darius in the third line.

Scheil restores [hadiš imā]m in 3, after line 4 of the Bab.: [ḥa]-diš a-ga-a, where hadīš may be borrowed from the OP; the postposition of the demonstrative is peculiar, but may be due to the influence of the Bab. But he is wrong in restoring a feminine demonstrative, after Art. Sus. c 5, Art. Sus. 28. 3; for in inscriptions of Xerxes the correct neuter form is always used, as in Xerx. Pers. c, d, Sus. 2.
**Xerx. Sus. 26** Scheil (p. 86, with line drawing); on a fragment of a marble plaque; unilingual.

1 [adam / Xšâyâršā / xšâyabiya / vazarka / xšā]yaʃīya | xšâyi-
   [thiyanām / xšēya-

2 thiya / dahyūnām / Dārayavahauš / xšâyabiya]hyā | puça |
   Ha[xâmaniʃiya /

3 thätiy / Xšâyäršā / xšâyabiya / xšâyabiyan]ām | pasā[va / tya |
   / adam / xšēya-

4 thiya / abavam / aita / adam / yānam / jadiyāmi]y | Aura-
   [mazdām / mām /

5 Auramazdā / pātuv / hadā / bagaibīš / utamaiy /] xšâca[m]

"I am Xerxes, great king, king of kings, king of provinces, son of king Darius, the Achaemenian. Says Xerxes, king of kings: After that I became king, I pray this (as) a favor of Ahuramazda, may Ahuramazda with the gods protect me and my kingdom."

The first characters of lines 1 and 2, and the first and last characters in lines 4 and 5 are badly damaged.

The inscription is assigned by Scheil to Xerxes rather than to Darius because of xšaça in the final prayer, a phrasing found in inscriptions of Xerxes (Pers. a, b, d; restoration merely in Xerx. Van).

For the idiom in 4, cf. Dar. Pers. d 21 and NRa 54. The insertions from tya to yānam are mine; so also the addition of hadā bagaibīš in 5. At the end there may have been utā tyamaîy kartam, as in Xerx. Pers. b, d.

**Dar. II Sus. 5 A** Scheil (p. 31; p. 41, with line drawing).

1 [....... / vaṇnā / AM]hā | st[ùnam / a]ṭāgainam | Dāra-

2 [yavaus / XŚ / akuna]uš | Dāra[yavaus]m | AM pātuv

"By the grace of Ahuramazda the stone column Darius the king made; may Ahuramazda protect Darius!"


Scheil, p. 82, remarks on his No. 24 that the third person verb akunaus shows that the king named in the inscription is not the writer of it. But the prayer for protection must refer to a living king and not to his dead father, and this is accordingly an inscription of Darius. As between Darius I and Darius II, I have as-
signed the inscription to the latter because of the similarity in phrasing to Dar. II Sus. 24 and Art. Ham. b.

1 [AM]hā: so for Scheil’s ]nā; I take the character na to be a ha lacking the first angle-sign. But unless other lines of text preceded, the space requires the full writing of the name, despite the use of the ideogram in the next line.

2 st[āνam a]bagainam: the space requires -nam in the noun as in the adj. Though stūnā abagainiya in Dar. Sus. 1. 45 is fem., there may later have been a doublet form of masc. gender in OP, as in Avestan (AśW 1067). Unvala’s emendation to stūnām abagainām is therefore unnecessary.

Dar. II Sus. 24 Scheil (pp. 82-3, with line drawing), in three lines on the base of a column; a fragmentary Bab. inscription of different content stands on the same column.

1 [apādānam / st]ūnāya [: abagainam / Dāra]ya-
2 [vauś / XŚ / vaza]rka | akunau[ś / Dā]raya-
3 [vaum / AM / pā]tuv | hadā | BGībīš

“The stone palace of the columns Darius the great king built; may Ahuramazda with the gods protect Darius!”

Mutilated characters in italics: 1 ]ya-; 2 -na-u-[, ]ra-yā-; 3 ]tu-u-va. An ideogram for baga “god” is here found for the first time; it consists of a horizontal, followed by another horizontal, an angle, and a second angle.

The inscription is here restored after Art. Ham. b (q. v. on apādānam); cf. also Dar. Sus. 5 and Dar. II Sus. 5 A. The name of the king does not appear in either the OP or the Bab., but the certain ya at the end of line 2 requires either Darius or Xerxes; and this ya is preceded by the lower part of a vertical which could belong to the ra preceding the ya in Da-a-ra-ya-va-u-ma, but could not be the ša preceding the ya in Xa-ša-ya-a-ra-ša-a-ma. The spacing also favors the name of Darius.

Scheil assigns this inscription to Xerxes, but I have given it to Darius II for the same reasons as the preceding inscription (Scheil’s 5 A).

1 [st]ūnāya: a form unexplained from either the fem. stem (Dar. Sus. 1. 45) or the masc. (Dar. II Sus. 5 A, q. v.); we expect stūnānām “of the columns” (like Scheil’s restoration in Dar. Sus. 5). Possibly it is an abbreviated gen. pl. *stūnāyām, with
-āyāṃ replacing -ānām by the analogy of -āyā in the gen., loc., abl. sg. of fem. ā stems.

Art. Sus. 28 Scheil (pp. 91-3, with line drawing), on the base of a column; trilingual.

1 [a]dam | Artaxšaça | Xš | vazarka | XŠ Xšyānām | XŠ | DAHyūnām XŠ | a[hyāyā /
2 BUPyā | Darayavaus | Xšahyā | puça | Haxāmanišya | ṣātiy | Art[xšaça / Xš /
3 vašnā | AMhā | imām | hadiš | tya | jivadiy | paradayadām | adam | aku[navam /
4 AM / u]tā | Mutra | mām | pātuv | hacā | vispā | gāstā | uta-[maiy / hadiš]

"I am Artaxerxes, great king, king of kings, king of countries, king of this earth, son of Darius the king, the Achaemenian. Says Artaxerxes the king: By the grace of Ahuramazda this is the palace which I in my lifetime built as a pleasant retreat; may Ahuramazda and Mithra protect me from all harm, and my palace."

Badly mutilated characters: 2 )y-, 4 -ta[.

As in all inscriptions of Artaxerxes II, the writing shows inaccuracy, as appears from the following comments:

1 Artaxšaça: the -ta- begins with three parallel horizontals instead of two.
2 Darayavaus: nom. form, for gen.
2 Xš-a-ha-ya-a: for the usual Xš-ya-ha-ya-a.
2 Haxāmanišya: written without the i after the ša.
3 imām hadiš: fem. demonstrative modifying neuter noun, as in Art. Sus. c 5.
3 jivadiy: written ji-va- instead of ji-i-va-, and the ji character closes with two parallel horizontals instead of three.
4 Mutra: without the separate i character, as always except in Art. Ham. b.
4 pātuv: singular verb with two subjects; or possibly plural, pārtuv.
4 gāstā: with long vowel in the first syllable, though in Dar. NRa 57-8 the vowel is short—if the two words be identical.

The meaning of jivadiy paradayadām is uncertain, but it is con-
sidered by Scheil to be "without doubt the name of the palace", just as Xerx. Pers. a 12 gives the name *visadahyum* "of all nations" to his *duvarthi-* "colonnade"; he compares the poetic name of Babylon *TIN-TIR(ki) = šubat balāṭi "séjour de vie"*, and the Avestan *pairidaēza- "Umwallung, Ummauerung"* (AtW 865), whence Greek *pαραδείσος*, NP *pâlēz "garden"*. Benveniste, p. 67, rejects this explanation and conjectures that there is here a corruption, since the equivalent of Av. *pairidaēza-* would in the accusative be *pa-ra-i-da-i-da-ma*, and not *pa-ra-da-ya-da-a-ma*; though the second part might be identical with OP *didā*. It is tempting to conjecture that the phrase should be as follows: *ima hadīs tya jīvadiy paridīdām adām akunavam "this (is) the palace which I in my lifetime constructed as an enclosure (= safe and pleasant place)". The accusative phrase, with the wrong gender, is transferred to the nominative; *jīvadiy* is for nom. *jīva* with the particle *-diy =* Av. *zi*, Skt. *hi*; cf. *ufraśta-di* Bh. 4. 69; and *paradayadām* is miswritten. Cf. *par[idištama]* Dar. Sus. 1. 56, with note.


The two tablets (gold, 19 x 19 cm.; silver, 10.5 x 14.5 cm.) were found by a Persian near Hamadan, between old building blocks.

---

11 I still hold to the interpretation of Bh. 4.69 which I offered in *JAOS* 35. 351-2: *avaiy mā dauśta [biy]ā ufraśta-diā parā "these do thou not befriend; verily punish them well (-punished)", in which *ufraśtā* is acc. pl., and *-diy* is the emphatic enclitic. Benveniste’s view, *BSL* 31. 2. 64-5, is that *diy* is a resumptive pronoun; but he would have to assume that *di-ya* is written by error for *di-i-ša = diš*, which is more difficult than my view.
After he had cut them into several pieces for smelting, a dealer in antiques noticed the inscriptions and bought them, put the pieces together and had photographs made; line drawing of the gold tablet in Smith's article, and reproduction of the photograph of the silver tablet in Unwalla's. The two texts agree absolutely except in the line division; one or more characters at the end of each of the first seven lines of the gold tablet stand at the beginning of the next line of the silver tablet. An occasional character is damaged, and the first character is lost in lines 1-4 (two in line 3) of the silver tablet; but no doubt whatever exists as to any reading. Our text follows the line division of the gold tablet.

1 Dārayavaus | XŚ | vazarka | XŚ | XŚyanām | XŚ | dahya-
2 uvnām | Viśtāspahāya | puça | Haxāmanišīya |
3 ēatiy | Dārayavaus | XŚ | ima | xšacām | tya | ada-
4 m | dārayāmiy | hačā | Sakaibīš | tyaiy | pa-
5 ra | Sugdam | amata | yātā | ā | Kušā | hacā | Hida-
6 uv | amata | yātā | ā | Spardā | tyaiy | Aura-
7 zdā | frābara | hya | maśiṭa | bagānām | m-
8 ām | Auramazdā | pātuv | utāmai | viṭām

"Darius the great king, king of kings, king of the countries, son of Hystaspes, the Achemenian. Says Darius the king: This is the kingdom which I hold, from the Scythians who are beyond Sogdiana, from there to Ethiopia; from India, from there to Sardis—(the kingdom) which to me Ahuramazda gave, the greatest of gods. May Ahuramazda protect me and my royal house."

1 XŚyanām: written -ya-na-a-ma; the a which should follow the ya to give the proper length in the correct -yānām has been omitted by error.

1-2 dahypoynām: -ya-u-va-na-, in imitation of paruynām (Dar. NRa 6, 7; Art. Pers. a 6, 7 in all copies; Art. Pers. b 8-9, 10), which extends the orthography of nominative paruv into the paradigm before a consonantal ending; cf. also the compound paruvzanānām (Xerx. Pers. b. 15-6, da 11, db 15-6; divided into two words paruv / zanānām Xerx. Pers. a 8 all copies, ca 7, cb 11-2, Van 12), where the writing of the simplex has entered the compound.

4-6 hacā governs the instr. Sakaibīš 4, but the loc. Hidauv 6. On the syncretism of these cases with the usual abl. after hacā, see Buck, l. c., pp. 3-4.
4-5 para: cf. avaparā Bh. 3. 71, hyāparam Bh. 3. 43, 63.12

5 Sugdām: the writing sa-u-ga-da-ma of this passage shows, as has long been suspected, that the writing sa-u-gu-u-da = Suguda (Bh. 1.16, Dar. NRa 23; both somewhat mutilated; abl. in Dar. Sus. 1. 38, complete) is an incorrect representation; cf. Av. sugda-, Greek Σογδιάνι.

5 amata: an ablative adverb in -tos, from the demonstrative stem ama-, found (rarely) in Sanskrit; so Buck, pp. 4-5, and Jackson ap. Gray, p. 101. Cf. OP paruviyata, Av. xvatō, aitvītō, Skt. ātaś, ātaś, tātaś, etc. (Whitney, Skt. Gram. § 1098), Greek τρός, ίκτας, Latin caelitus, funditus, etc.; amata / yātā / ā “hince usque ad” (Buck). Amata is not to be associated with the dubious reading āmatā Bh. 1. 7, a. 11 (Smith), nor taken as a participle to ā-mad- (Hertzfeld), nor to ā-man- (Weissbach), nor to ā-mā- (Schwentner), nor as from *ā-sma-tā with pronominal element *sma (Gray).

5 yātā: already known as a conjunction “while”, found in Bh. and in Dar. NRa 51; but here for the first time as part of a prepositional yātā / ā “unto”. Yatā alone is a preposition in Dar. Sus. 1.

5 ā: previously known in OP as postposition enclitic to the locative, but here for the first time as independent word.

5 Kuśa, 6 Spardā: probably abl. sg. with ā to denote the goal, as in Skt.; so Buck and Gray. Another possibility is that they are acc. pl. of the ethnic; cf. Spardā “Sardians” in Dar. Sus. 1. 52, for the Avestan also the acc. with ā in this use.

apadānām | stūnāya | aṣagainam | Artaxāca | XŚ | vazarka | a[kuṇa]uś | hya | Dārayavauś | XŚ | puçā | Hāxāmaniśiya | Mit[rā mām / pātuv]

“The stone palace of the columns Artaxerxes the great king built, the son of King Darius, the Achæmenian. May Mithra protect me!”

12 The finding of the word here shows that Rawlinson, JRAS 10. 297 (1846), was right in restoring Dar. NRa 28-9 Saka / tya[y / pə]radraya, where later scholars have read taradraya.
Badly mutilated characters in italics: a[ku- . . . -vauś . . . pucā | Haxāma- . . . Mit[. 

The inscription was found at Hamadan by Herzfeld in June, 1926, and (as he remarks) has the usual inaccuracies of the inscriptions of Artaxerxes II: the lack of a demonstrative at the beginning, the strange stūnay(a) instead of the genitive plural, the use of the nominative of Darius and of the ideogram for king without inflectional ending instead of the genitive forms, the long final of pucā.

apadānam: hitherto found as apadāna only, Art. Sus. a 3, Art. Ham. a 5; this form with -m suggests that the word is really a neuter -no- stem, a commoner formation than the -nes / nos- stem assumed for apadāna. One writing or the other must be incorrect. stūnāya: apparently an error for stūnānām; but cf. note on Dar. II Sus. 24.

Mit[ra / mām / pātuv]: Herzfeld’s restoration, which is very probable, in view of the writing M’tra in Art. Ham. a 6, instead of M’dra as in Art. Pers. a, b, Art. Sus. a.

Grammatical Summary

These inscriptions add the following to our knowledge of the Old Persian language; the occurrence of the words and forms and the notes upon them in the preceding commentary may be found by using the “Concordance and Glossary”:


Morphology: nouns, adjectives, pronouns.
ä-stem, ndm. in -ā: ubā.
t-stem, apm. in -tš: arašniš.
t-stem, adj. npf. in -iya: abgāiniya.
Pronominal gsf. formed on stem from gsm.: haruvahyāyā. Similar lsf., but with haplology: visahyā.
Pronominal isn.: tyanā; abl. sg. n. on inst. stem: avanā.

Morphology: verbs:
Pret. ind. act. 3 dual: ajiwamā; see under jiv-.
Pret. ind. act. 3 pl.: akunavahsu; see under kar-.
Pret. ind. mid. 1 sg.: amaniyaiy; see under man-.
Pres. subj. mid. 1 sg.: kunavānaiy; see under kar-
Preter. ind. pass. 3 sg. or pl.: frāsah[y], akiy, akiy, ajaniy, abariy f[bari]y; see under asah-, kan-, kar-, jan-, bar-

Syntax:
apiy, postposition w. acc., 1. 54.
para, preposition w. acc., DHb. 4.
yātā, prep. w. loc., 1. 32, 34; w. adv. (restoration), 1. 23.
yātā ā, prep. phrase w. abl., DHb. 5, 6.
hacā, prep. w. abl. (often); w. inst., DHb. 4 Sakaibiś; w. loc., 1. 33 Bābiruav, 1. 44 Hidauv, DHb. 5 Hidauv; w. adv., 1. 47 avadaša.
tya, conj. w. ind., introducing object clause of fact, 1, 28, 28, 29; clause of result, 11. 4; indep. jussive, 7. 5 (restoration); pasā[va tya] “after this, that”, XS 26. 3.

Vocabulary: the following new words are found:
Nouns: [au]rabaram, aśaina, a[θagam], araśniś, arjana[m], ardātam, asada, iśiśi, urābā, katam, kapatarka, karnuvakā, kāsaka, taramiś, bīkā, daraṇa[m], daraniyam, naurina, niykarā, paradayadām, pīrū, bāršnā, yaka, sikaba = uda, stūnā.
Verbs: [a]vārasa[m], frāsah[y].
Adverbs: [an]iystā, amata, -diy, dūradāsa, fravata.
Prepositions: apiy (postposition), para, yātā, yātā ā.

Orthographic Variation or Error:
Failure to write i: jvadiy AS 28. 3; Mitra AS 28. 4, cf. Mitra
AHb; Vīštāspahyā 8. 9, 9. 2, 11. 2.
Semivowels before consonants: dahyuvnām DHb. 1; niykarā 1. 49
Miscellaneous: apadānām AHb; imām AS 28. 3; akunaś 14. 1, XS 25 b. 3; XŚ gen. AHb; XŚahyā AS 28. 2; XŚyanām DHb. 1;
gastā AS 28. 4; dacaram 4. 3; Dārayavaś gen. AS 28. 2, AHb;
paradayadām AS 28. 3; puçā AHb; stūnām DŚ 5A. 1, stūnāya
DŚ 24. 1, AHb; Haxāmaniśya 11. 2, AS 28. 2; haruvahyāya
8. 8.
CONCORDANCE AND GLOSSARY

All the words in the preceding inscriptions are listed in the Concordance, except those in Fragment ? of No. 1 (see p. 196), those in No. 12, and most of those in 16A and B.

Number alone = Inscription of Darius I at Susa.
XS = Inscription of Xerxes at Susa.
DPS = Inscription of Darius II at Susa.
AS = Inscription of Artaxerxes II at Susa.
DH = Inscription of Darius I at Hamadan.
AH = Inscription of Artaxerxes II at Hamadan.
The line number is omitted if the inscription has but one line.
An overrunning word is listed by the line in which it begins.
r before line numbers means line of the reverse side.
- means that one or more characters of the word are entirely lost.
* means that the word is a restoration merely.
n means that there is a note to this word at this place in the commentary.
The tense of verbs is indicated, if it is not the present; the mood, if not indicative; the voice, if not active; the person and number, if not third singular.

a- neg. prefix, see aššaina.
a- "this", ahyąyā gsf. 1. 7.; 15.; 3. 2°.; 4. 2°.; 5. 1.; 6. 1.; 4.; 7. 1°.; 15. 10°.; 16D. 5°.; XS 25. 1.; AS 28. 1. ahyąyā lsf. 7. 2°.; 16D. 1.
ā to, prep. w. abl.; DHb. 5n, 6.
aitya "this", asm.: XS 26. 4°.
aïvamu "one", asm.: 1. 4., 5.; 15. 6°., 6°.
aurabāram "united with Ahura", asm.: 16A. 3-n.
axšaina "hematite", nsm.: 1. 39n.
abagam "rock", asm.: 1. 24-n.
abagainam "of stone", asm.: D²S 5A. 1-n.; D²S 24. 1°.; AHb. abagainiya, nfp.: 1. 45n.
Aburiya "Assyrian", nsm.: 1. 32.
Old Persian Inscriptions

XS 25.4°.  -maiy, gen.: 1.10, 16°, 18°, 19°, 20°, 57°, 58°; 7.3°, 3°, 5°, 6°; 9.5; 10.4; 13.1°; 15.2°, r3°; 16C.4°; 16D.5°, 7°; XS 26.5°; AS 28.4°; DHb. 6, 8.

aniyā “other, one or other (part of)”, nst.: 1.25-n, 26.
aniyātha “otherwise”: 7.3-n.
apaddanam “palace”, asmn.: D3S 24.1°; AHbn.
apiy “in”, postposition w. acc.: 1.54n; cf. dārāiyāpiy.
Abirāduš “Aphrodisias”, nom.: 1.46n.
amata “thence”: DHb. 5n, 6.
ar “go, come”; aha + ar “go down”, avarasam pret. 1 sg.: 1.24-n.
arashnī “cubit, foot”, apm.: 1.26n, 26.
arjanam “ornamentation”, nsm.: 1.23°n, 41-n.
Artaxerxes “Artaxerxes”, nsm.: AS 28.1n, 2; AHb.
ardatat “silver”, nsm.: 1.40n.
Arōma “Arsames”, nsm.: 1.13-n.
ava, verbal prefix, see ar-
ava “that”; avam asmn.: 1.2°; 15.2; 16E.2°. avam, asmn.: 1.27. avam, nsm.: 1.20°, 42; 10.4. avas, asmn.: 1.21°; 7.4°; 11.4; 13.1°. avanā, abl.-inst. sg. n.: 1.31n. avaiy, nmp.: 1.48, 50°, 51, 53, 54°.

avnā “then”: 1.14°n; 18.4°.
avnā “there”: 1.48.
avadā “thence”: 1.47n.
avahanam “village”, nsm.: 1.46-n.
asata “copper”, nsm.: 1.40n.
asah, in fra + asah- “construct”: frōsahy, pret. pass.: 1.27-n.
asam “horse”, asmn.: 1.16°n; 16D.1°.
asmanam “firmament”, asmn.: 1.2°; 15.2°; 16E.2°.
aha “be”, pret.: 18.4°; 7.4; 10.5.
idda “here”: 1.23°; 37-n, 38, 40, 43, 45°.
imam “this”, asmn.: 4.3. imām, asmn.: 1.1°; 15.1°; 16E.1°; AS 28.3n.
ima, nsm.: 10.55°; DHb. 3. ima, asmn.: 1.10°, 22-n; 5.3°; 14.4°; XS 23.1°; XS 25.3-n.

isti “brick”, ns.: 1.29n. istiyā, loc.: 1.53°.
-u “well”, in cpds.; see ucairam, ucasma, unidatam, umartiyam, urashā, uvaspam.

ucaram “well done”, nsm.: 10.5n.
ucasha “eye”: 16B.2-n.
Ujaiy “Uja, Caria”, lsm.: 1.46n.
utu “and”: 1.13, 16°, 28, 28, 29, 33n, 35, 36, 37, 40, 44, 44, 48, 50, 52, 54°, 55, 57°, 58°; 7.3°; 15.2°; 16D.7°; AS 28.4°; DHb. 8. uta: 1.58; 7.6°; 15.2°; 16C.4°; XS 26.5°; AS 28.4.

unidatam “well laid”, asmn.: 1.56-n.
upary “on”, prep. w. acc.: 1.27-n.
upastām “aid”, asmn.: 1.18°; 9.5.
ubā “both”, ndm.: 1.14n.
umartiyam “with good men”, asmn.: 1.11-n.
uraθā “good cars”, apm.: 16D.5n.
Uvārasmiyā “Chorasmia”, abl.: 1.39.
usaspam “with good horses”, asn.: 1.11. usaspā “good horses”, apm.: 16D.5n.
kaufa “mountain”, nsm.: 1.31.
kam “excavation”, nsm.: 1.25n.
kan- “dig”; akaniy, pret. pass.: 1.24n, 25-n, 28, 29.
kapautaka “lapis lazuli”, nsm.: 1.37n.
kāma “wish”, nsm.: 1.4.
kār “make, do”; kunautiy: 16D.2°, 3-n, 4, 6°. akunavam, pret. 1 sg.: 1.22°, 56°; 4.3°; 5.3°; 6.4°; 7.2°, 3, 4, 4°; 11.4; 13.2°; 14.4°; XS 25.4°; AS 23.3°. akunauś, pret.: 1.4°, 10, 15, 17°, 21°, 30; 15.4°; 6.3°; 15.5; XS 23.2; XS 25.3; D8 5A.2°; D8 24.2°. AHb- akunauś: 14.1; XS 25b.3n. akunavasā, pret. 3 pl.: 1.5°, 51n, 53°. akunavatā, pret. mid. 3 pl.: 1.48°. akariy, pret. pass.: 1.23°, 37n. kunavāṇaiy, subj. mid. 1 sg.: 10.4n. caritaiy, inf.: 1.2°. kartka, ptc. pass. nsm.: 1.38, 40, 43. kartam, nsm.: 1.20°, 58°; 7.5°; 16D.7. kartā, npl.: 1.46.
kōra “folk”, nsm.: 1.29, 32.
Karkē “Karkians”, npm.: 1.33n.
karnuvakā “stone-masons”, npm.: 1.47n.
Karmānā “Carmania”, abl.: 1.35-n.
kāsaka “valuable stone”, nsm.: 1.37n, 39. kāsakāśv, lpm.: 1.51-n.
Kuśa “Ethiopia”, abl. sg. m.: 1.43-n; DHb. 5n.
xāsām “kingdom”, nsm.: DHb. 3. xāsām, asn.: 1.10°; XS 26.5°.
xāsādiyā “king”, nsm.: 8.2, 3.5, 7; 10.1; XS 23.1, 2; XS 26.5°, 1, 1°, 3°, 3°. xāsādiyāyā, gen.: XS 26.2°. xāsādiyānām, gpl.: 8.4°; XS 26.1°, 3°. Xās: 1.6, 6, 8, 6, 8, 55; 2 bis; 3.1°, 1°, 2, 2°; 4.1°, 1, 1°, 3°; 5.1°, 1°, 1°, 1°, 3°; 6.1°, 1°, 1°, 3°, 7°, 1, 1°, 2°, 5°; 9.1, 1, 2°, 11.1, 1, 2, 3°; 13.1°; 14.3°; 15.8°, 8, 9°, 10°; 16C.1°, 3°; 16E. r1°; XS 25.1°, 1°, 1°, 1°, 1°, 1°, 3°, 3°; D8 5A.2°; D8 24.2°. AS 28.1°, 1, 1°, 1°, 2°; DHB. 1, 1°, 3; AHb. Xṣyān: 1.4°, 4, 10, 15°, 17; 6.3°; 13.2°; 14.2°; 16D. 4°. XŚm: 15.5, 6. XŚyah: XS 25.2°. XŚḥyā: AS 29.2n. XŚ gen., AHb. XŚyānām: 1.6°; 2°, 3.2°, 4.1°; 5.1°; 6.1°; 7.1°; 9.1°; 11.1°; 15.8°; XS 25.1°; AS 28.1°. XŚyānām: DHb. 1n.
XŚyārīṣa “Xerxes” nsm.: XS 23.1; XS 25.1°, 3°; XS 26.1°, 3°.
Gadāra “Gandara”, abl. sg. m.: 1.34.
gāstā “harm”, abl.: AS 28.4n.
-ō “and”: 16D.5°, 5.
cīra, see under Arīya.
jadiyāmiy “I entreat”, 1 sg.: XS 26.4°.
jan- “strike”; ajaniy, pret. pass., “was moulded”: 1.29n.
jī- “live”; ajīvatam, pret. 3 du.: 1.14n.
jīca “living”, nsm.: AS 28.3n.
tuvam “thou”; bhavām, acc. sg.: 16E. r4°.
tya “this”, dem. asn.: 1.11, 11; 5.3°; 6.4°.
tya “which”, rel. nsm.: 1.22°, 36, 57°; 7.5°; 15. r3°; 16D.7°. tya, asun.: 1.10°, 58°; 10.55°; 7.2°, 3°, 4; 10.3; 13.1°; AS 28.3; DHB. 3.6.

tyanā, isun.: 1.42n. tyaiy, nmp.: 1.47-, 49, 51°, 52, 54°; DHB. 4. 
tyā, npf.: 1.45.

nya “that”, conj.: 1.28n, 28, 29 (= quod “the fact that”); 7.5° (= ut, jussive); 11.4 (= ut, result); XS 26.3° (pasāva tya = posteaquam).

stådāyāmiy “seem”, 1 sg. mid.: 7.6°; 11.5.

bāramiś “timber”, nsm.: 1.30n.

bātiy “say”; 1.8, 55°; 4.2°; 5.2°; 6.2°; 7.2°, 4°; 9.3; 10.1; 11.3; 13.1°; 14.2°; 16C.2; 16E.1r-; XS 23.1; XS 25.3°; XS 26.3°; AS 28.2; DHB. 3. abha, pret.: 1.20°.

bikā “gravel, rubble”, nsm.: 1.25°n, 28. bikām, asmf.: 1.27.

Cūsūyā “Susa”, lsf.: 1.22°, 34-n; 1η.5-n; 10.55°; 14.3.

dā “create”; adā, pret.: 1.1°, 2, 2-; 3-; 9; 17°; 15.2°, 3°, 3; 16E.2°, 3°.

dauśā “friend”, nsm.: 7.4n; 16E. r4°.

dacaram “palace”, asmn.: 4.3n.

dar- “hold”; dārayāmiy, 1 sg.: DHB. 4.

doranam “structure”, asmn.: 1.49-n.

doraniyam “gold”, nsm.: 1.35n.

Dārayavaus “Darius”, nsm.: 1.5°, 8, 55°; 2; 3.1°; 4.1°, 3°; 5.1°, 3°; 6.1°, 3°; 7.1°, 2-; 5°; 8.1°; 9.1°, 3°; 10.1; 11.1°, 3°; 13.1°; 14.2°; 15.8°; 16C.2°; 16E.1r°; XS 23.2; XS 25.3°; DΔ 5A.1.-; DΔ 24.1°; DHB. 1.3. Dārayavaum, acc.: 1.3°; 13.2°; 14.2°; 15.5°; 16D.4°; DΔ 5A.2°; DΔ 24.2°. Dārayavahaus, gen.: XS 25.2°; XS 26.2°. Dārayavaus, gen.: AS 28.2; AHBn.

dāruva “strong, firm”, nsm.: 1.41n.

dastā “hand”, ism.: 1.20°.

dahyānām “country”, gpf.: 8.6; XS 26.2°. dahyānām: DHB. 1n. 

DAHYAUNAM: 16C.1; XS 25.1; AS 28.1. DAHYUNAM: 1.6; 3.2°; 

4.1°; 5.1°; 6.1°; 9.2; 11.2; 15.9°. DAHYUM, acc. sg.: 1.58; 

7.6°.

-dim “him”, asmn.: 1.32.

did- “pale”; “pare dtastam “enclosed by a wall”, ptc. pass. asmn.: 1.56-n.

didā “wall”, nsm.: 1.42. didām, asmf.: 1.54n.

-diy “indeed”: AS 28.3n.

dārāiyāpiy “afar”: 15.11°.

dārādayā “from afar”; 1.23n.

naiy “beautiful”, asmn.: 6.4°.

naiy “not” : 7.3.

nourīnā “cedar”, nsm.: 1.30-n.

nūma “name” lsn.: 1.31, 46.

nis- prefix: see unidātam, niykarā, pis-, stā-.

niyaka “grandfather”, nsm.: 1.13-n.

niyatar “artisan”, nmp.: 1.49n (written nily / ka[lrə], 16.1-).

pā “protection”; pātwu, impv.: 1.57; 7.6°; 13.2°; 15.1r-; 16C.4°; 16D.7°; 16E.2°; XS 26.5°; DΔ 5A.2°; DΔ 24.3°; AS 28.4n; DHB. 8; AHBn.
para "beyond", prep. w. acc.: DHB. 4n.
paradayadām "walled enclosure, pleasant retreat", acc.: AS 28.3n.
parī- prefix, see did-, paradayadām.
parūnām "many", gpm.: 1.4, 5. parunām: 15.6, 7°.
pâsēva "afterward": 1.25; XS 26.3.-
pitā "father", nsm.: 1.12, 58n; XS 23.2°; XS 25.4°.
puruṣ "ivory", nsm.: 1.43n.
pis- "adorn"; pištā, ptc. pass. nsf.: 1.42-n. ni-pištām "inscribed", asn.: 15.3°. [Johnson, IV 35, writes caption piš.]
puṣa "son", nsm.: 1.7; 2; 3.3°; 4.2; 5.2°; 6.2°; 7.2°; 8.10; 9.3; 11.2; 15.12°, 13°; 16C.1°; XS 25.2°; XS 26.2°; AS 28.2; DHB. 2.
puṣa: AHbn.

fra- prefix, see asah-, bar-, and words here following.
framatāram "lord", asn.: 1.5; 15.7.-
fravāta "forward, downward": 1.28n.
frāsam "excellent", asn.: 1.56n.
frāstā "exalted", nsm.; 7.6n; 11.5.
Bāstrīyā "Bactria", abl. sg. f.: 1.46n.
baga "god", nsm.: 1.1°; 14.1°; 15.1°; 16E.1°. bagānām, gpm.: 1.9, 19°; DHB. 7. bagātī, ipm.: 15.2°; 16E. r3°; XS 26.5°. Būtītī: DēS 24.3n.
Bābirau "Babylon", lcm.: 1.33-n, 33-n.
Bābiruviyā "Babylonian", nsm.: 1.29-n. Bābiruviya, nmp.: 1.53-n.
bar- "bear, carry"; abara, pret.: 1.32. abara, pret. 3 pl.: 1.34°. abariy, pret. pass.: 1.31-n, 35-n, 36, 38, 40, 41, 42, 43, 45, 47. baratā, impv.: 9.5.
frā + bar- "give, grant"; frābara, pret.: 1.11, 18°; DHB. 7.
frābari, pret. pass.: 1.23-n.

bardu "height, depth", lcm.: 1.26-n, 26-n.
bū "be"; abare, pret. 1 sg.: XS 26.4°. abar, pret.: 1.25. biyā, opt.: 16E. r4°.
būmīm "earth", asf.: 1.1-n; 15.2°; 16E. 2°. būmiyā, gsf.: 8.9; 16D. 5°.
būmiya, lsm.: 16D. 2°, 3°. BU, nsm.: 1.24, 28. BUyā, gsf.: 1.7, 15, 24°; 3.2°; 4.2°; 5.2°; 6.2°, 4°; 7.1°; 15.10°; XS 25.2°; AS 28.2.-
BUyā, lsm.: 1.16°; 7.2°, 6°n; 11.5°n.

mā "not": 16B. 4, 4.
maṭīta "greatest", nsm.: 1.9, 19°; DHB. 7.
Mādyā "Median", nmp.: 1.50, 54.-
man- "think"; amaniyay, pret. mid. 1 sg.: 10.3n.
marthiyam "man", asm.: 1.2, 16°; 15.3°; 15D. 2°, 16E. 3°. marniyay, gsm.: 1.3; 15.4°. marniyā, nmp.: 1.47, 49°, 52-
Mudrāyāva "Egypt", abl. sg. m.: 1.41.
Mudrāyāva "Egyptian", nmp.: 1.50,-, 52, 55-
Younā "Ionia", abl. sg. m.: 1.42.
Younā "Ionian", nmp.: 1.33-n, 48, 54°.
yakū "oak", nsm.: 1.34-n.
yētā “to”, prep. w. loc. or adv.: 1.23°, 32n, 34°; with ā and abl.: DHB. 5n, 6; “until”, conj.: 1.24.
yēth “as, when”,conj.: 1.25-n; 16.3-; 6.3-; 7.3.
yad- “reverence”; ayadaiy, pret. mid. 1 sg.: 1.18°; 9.5; 13.2°; 16C. 3°; 16D. 6°.
yadyī “when”: 1.14n.
yānām “favor”, asm.: XS 26.4°.
Labānāna “Lebanon”, nsm.: 1.31n.
vainātīy “see”, subj.: 7.5°.
vaisy “much”: 6.4°.
vaśnā “will, grace”, ism.: 1.12, 21°, 55-; 4.3-; 6.4; 7.4°, 5; 10.2; 11.4; 14.3°; XS 23.1; XS 25.4°; D's 5A. 1°; AS 28. 3°.
vaẓarka “great”, nsm.: 1.1°, 6; 2; 3.1°; 4.1°; 5.1°; 6.1°; 7.1; 8.3; 9.1; 11.1; 14.1°; 15.1°, 8°; 16E. 1°; XS 25.1°; XS 26.1°; D's 24.2°; AS 28.1°; DHB. 1°; AHb. vaṣarkāyā, gsf.: 7.1°n; 15.10°; vaẓarkām, asnm.: 1.11.
viṣam “royal house”, asm.: 15. r2°; 16C. 4°; DHB. 8.
viṣābiś “royal”, ipm.: 15. r1°; 16E. r2°.
viṣahyā “all”, lasf.: 7.6n; 11. 5°. viṣam, nsm.: 1.20°; 10.5n. viṣam, nsm.: 1.21°; 7.4°.
viṣpā “all”, abl. sg. n.: AS 28.4.
viṣapāṇṇāṃ “of all men”, gpf.: 15.9°.
Viṣṭāspa “Hystaspes”, nsm.: 1.13-n. Viṣṭāspahyā, gsm.: 1.7; 2; 3.2-; 4.2-; 5.2-; 6.2-; 7.1°; 15.11-; 16C. 1°; DHB. 2°. Viṣṭāspahyā: 8.9n; 9.2n; 11.2n.
Sakābiś “Seychians”, ipm.: DHB. 4n.
sikaba → uda “serpentine”, nsm.: 1.37n.
Sugdam “Sogdiana”, asm.: DHB. 5n. Sugudā, abl.: 1.38n.
stānā “column”, npf.: 1.45n. stānānām, gpf.: 5.3°n. stānam, asm.: D's 5A. 1-n. stānāya, case uncertain: D's 24.1-n; AHbn.
Sāpādā “Sardis”, abl. sg. m.: 1.36°; DHB. 6n.
Sāpādā “Sardian”, nmp.: 1.49°, 52°.
-ša, see avadaša.
-šim “him”, acc. pron.: 18. 4°. -šay, gen.: 7.5°.
śiyātīm “welfare”, asf.: 1.3-; 15.4°.
hauv “he”, nsm.: 1.9, 9, 30, 31, 38, 39. hauv: 1.10, 32.
Hzāmānišya “Achemenian”, nsm.: 1.7-; 3.3-; 4.2-; 5.2°; 6.2°; 7.2-; 8.11; 9.3; 15.12°; 16C. 2°; XS 25.2°; XS 26.2°; DHB. 2°; AHb. Hzāmānišya: 11.2n; AS 28.2n.
hadā “with”, prep. w. inst.: 16. r1°; 16E. r2°; XS 26.5°; D's 24.3.
hadī “palace”, nsm.: 1.27°; 10.55°n; AS 28.3. hadīh, asm.: 1.22-n; 5.3°; XS 23.2°; XS 25.3°; AS 28.4°.
Haruvahyā “Arachosia”, abl. sg. f.: 1.44-
haruvahyā “all, the whole”, lasf.: 1.16-n; 16D. 3°. haruvahyā, gsf.: 8.8n.
Hidaue "India", lsm.: 1. 44n; DHB. 5n.
hyä "he, this", nsm.: 1. 9°, 12, 13, 19°, 29, 30, 32, 37, 39; DHB. 7; AHB.
hyä "who, which", rel. nsm.: 1. 1, 2°, 2°, 3°, 3, 38, 40, 43.; 7. 5; 14. 1°;
15. 1, 2°, 3°, 4°, 5°; 16D. 1°, 2°, 4°, 5°; 16E. 1°, 2°, 3°, 4°; XS 23. 2;
XS 25. 4°.
SURVIVING TURKISH ELEMENTS IN SERBO-CROATIAN

JOHN DYNELEY PRINCE
UNITED STATES MINISTER TO JUGOSLAVIA
BELGRADE

The debt of the Serbo-Croatian language to Turkish is a great one; nor is this fact to be wondered at, if it be remembered that from 1459 to 1804, the year of the revolution of Karageorge, Serbia proper was a mere Turkish pashalik, where every attempt at reasserting Slavic nationality was sternly repressed, and furthermore, that the territory of Bosnia-Herzegovina was under Turkish rule from 1463 (Herzegovina, 1483) to 1878, when the provinces came under the Austro-Hungarian crown, and subsequently, of course, passed to the present Slavic Kingdom of Jugoslavia. Naturally, therefore, the vocabulary left by Turkish in Bosnian-Croatian is even richer than that which has survived in the purely Serbian idiom.

The object of the following treatise is to set forth as concisely as possible the nature of the still extensive Turkish vocabulary current in Serbo-Croatian, and especially to illustrate the phonetic changes which have taken place in the Turkish material and the manner in which this material is still used.

It will be observed that there are two distinct divisions of Serbo-Croatian which have fallen under this Oriental influence; viz., the purely Serbian idiom, which has retained in the speech of daily life a large number of Turkish substantives, most of which are still known to the vast majority of grown persons in Serbia proper; and, secondly, the language used by the Moslem Slav population of Bosnia-Herzegovina, which is much more Turkified than the Serb proper and, in fact, may be spoken in such a way as to be quite unintelligible in Belgrade. The pure Croatian of Zagreb (Agram) has largely thrown aside these alien elements and substituted many words of genuine Slavic composition and origin, chiefly for concrete objects, which are still expressed by the corresponding Turkish phrases in Bosnia-Herzegovina.

In this article I give, first, a specimen of the most extreme dialect, which would be unintelligible to the average Serb; secondly, a list of the most striking phonetic changes which now largely disguise some of the Turkish elements in this hybrid Slav idiom, followed
by a brief commentary; and thirdly, a list of the most commonly used words which are intelligible to every Serb or Bosn Herzegovinan at the present day. In this vocabulary, words marked with a preceding asterisk (*) are beginning to lose currency, although even these are understood by almost all Serbian speakers.

It should be stated that the material herein was collected, most of it orally, by myself with the assistance of Serbian and Bosnian friends, and I can, therefore, make no claim that this exposition is exhaustive, giving the last word on this interesting subject. As a matter of fact, it is well known that a treasure of oral "literature" in the form of tales and songs awaits future investigators of this somewhat obscure field.

Finally in this connection, it may be added that Russian, as well as Serbo-Croatian, still retains many so-called Tatar (Turkic) words dating from the Tatar occupation of what is now Slavic Russia; cf., for example, ėršin "ell"; karmán "pocket"; lósadu "horse", etc.¹ It is not surprising, therefore, that Serbo-Croatian, which suffered a much closer Turkish domination, should have retained an even greater number of these words than Russian. Indeed, the fact that Serbo-Croatian in Serbia and Bosnia was allowed to continue its existence at all often raises the doubt as to whether the mediaeval Turkish rule was really so oppressive as it is the present fashion to record, because it would have been a matter of comparatively little difficulty for the sultans' governments, had they so desired, to have eliminated completely the Slavic dialects (as well as the Christian religion), which, however, were permitted to live a more or less natural life, which has now blossomed forth into a period of development that must certainly end in the eradication of nearly all Oriental elements from the Slavonic languages of Jugoslavia. It seems therefore to be a matter of interest at least to make a start at collecting these Turkish disjecta membra, which still give the eastern and southern Serbo-Croatian idioms so picturesque a character.

I have found it impossible to use the accepted official Latin alphabet as prescribed by the Ghazi's Government, because this system is highly inadequate for the purpose of scientific presenta-

tion, however excellent it may be to teach a hitherto largely illiterate population to pronounce Turkish according to a stereotyped norm. The following illustrations will suffice to show the imperfections of this method of writing Turkish. The vowel a is used both for alif and 'ayn, which latter consonant is still plainly pronounced in eastern Turkish; d represents  đ and ş, which are still distinguishable outside the purely Osmanli sphere; the method of indicating palatalized gu by  ğ is not in accordance with accepted scientific use, as ğ usually indicates ghayn; h = ħ, ħ', and  ħ; the indication of the obscure vowel ģ (—prolonged u in fur) by the undotted i does not catch the eye; k is used for  k and q; t =  ş,  ş, and  b; and z = ž, ž, ş, ž. Besides these patent imperfections which prevent a student from knowing the historical pronunciation of so many vocables, it is a pity that the new script has adopted the Rumanian ĉ and  ś (with cedilla), instead of the much more striking ĉ and ś.

In this paper, therefore, I have recorded most of the Turkish words in Latin characters, followed by the original Arabo-Turkish written form. When this is not done, the gutturals  ż,  ż, and  ā are respectively shown by  h,  ħ and  kh;  gu = palatalized hard g;  ĝ = ģ;  k̄ is the palatalized kāf;  ũ = the indeterminate vowel like  u in fur, while the rest of the notation corresponds to the Latin system used in Serbo-Croatian.

I.

The following conversation in the Bosnian-Croatian between two Moslems was written for me by Mr. Muhammad Begović of Sarajevo, who is thoroughly familiar with his own dialect.

"Selâmün aléjkmum, Rašíd Ága."
"Aléjkmumu selám, Selím Beg te merhába."
"Peace with you, Rašíd Aga."
"With you peace, Selim Bey, and welcome."

This is the common Moslem greeting everywhere.

"Šta ima novo?"
"Ima ništá hajirli, ako Bog dâ — amin."
"What is there new?"
"There is nothing good, if God gives it—amen (—unless God gives it)."

Note ima ništá would be nema ništá with double negative, not observed in this idiom.

"Ja komšió jak su tvoji ahbábi i tvoja akréba?"
"O neigh-
bour, how are thy friends and thy female relative?” *komšijo; S* voc. of *komšija* ـــ*komšu* (فوکشی); *ahbábi*, broken pl. *ahbáb* (احباب) of *A habib* (حبیب) “friend”; *akréba* ـــ*akréa* (آکربا) *A* pl. of *karibe* (قربیه) “female relation”; the -آ here is construed as fem. in *S.*

“*Kupio sam mal i dao kapáru.*” “*Hajirli olsun—dâ Allâh baht ti u njój, Selim—amin.*” “*I have bought a property and given a deposit.*” “*May it be well—God give to thee and it good fortune—amen.*” *mal* “property” (مال); *kapára* “deposit”, in *T* kapáro, cf. *Ital.* caparra; olsun *T* optative “may it be”; *baht* “luck”—bakht (بخت). Note that the *S* dat. *ti* “to thee” here should be tébi, used in all emphatic sentences. Note the *TA* ũ for “and”, instead of *Si.*

“*Kóliko ima ódaja?*” “*Četiri ódaja i mútvak čárdak te divhana i hánam.* Doli ima hálvet i mağaza.” “*How many rooms are there?*” “*Four rooms and kitchen, summer house and entrance hall—also a bath. Below are a small room and store-room.*” *ódaja* “room”—*oda* (أوطة); *mútvak* “kitchen”—mútbakh (مطبخ); *čárdak* “summer-house”—*cardak* (چارداقی). Note *doli* “below” is for standard dolje “below.” *Divhana* “entrance hall”—*diwánkhane* (ديوانخانه); *mağaza* “store-room”—mağaza (ماگزا).

“*Osim toga ima bášta za bóstaničk te áhar za hájvan te lijépa ávlíja sa šádvránom; sve je uzdurisano merakli.*” “*Besides this, there are a garden for vegetables and a stable for animals and a beautiful inner court with a fountain; everything is tastefully arranged.*” *bášta* “garden”—bağçe (باغچه); *áhar* “stable”—akhýr (اخور); *hájvan* “animal” (حیوان); ávlíja “court”—av lý (آویلی) *shádárwaín* “fountain”—uzdurisano, ptc. *S* uz- and *T* dur, here = “arrange”; merakli “tastefully”—merakli (مرکلی) *mqáz.*

“*Ima i aweshána u jednoj ódaji te dúšekluk te dva doláfa i neke rafe te mínier.*” “*There is also a lavatory in one room and a folding bed and two cupboards and a sofa.*” *aweshána* “ablution chamber”—*ábdéstkhane* (ابدستخانه); dúšekluk, lit. “a pillow

---

*The following abbreviations have been used: A = Arabic; P = Persian; S = Serbo-Croatian; T = Turkish; TA = Turco-Arabic.*
affair,” used here for “a folding bed,” which is a sofa by day; *raf* “shelf” — *raf* (راف); *minder* “sofa” — (مندر).

“Pêndjere imaju, dêmir i svukud mušebak, ali još mi je lázum neke stvari; kazán, tekne te *(h)*ámbar, sáhan, činija i još hámam i nêkoliko maštrâfa i lêžen, ibrik i još ânkadar stvari.” “The windows have iron bars and everywhere shutters (wooden), but I still need some things, a kettle, a trough and a storeroom for grain, china, and yet a (another) bath, and some drinking vessels and a washhandstand, a pail, and many things. *pêndjera* “window”— *penjér* (پنجره; from Lat. *fenestra*); *dêmir* “iron,” here — “iron bar” — *demir, timur* (تيمور); *musêbak* “shutter” — (مصفحات); *lázum* “necessary” — *lazîm* (لازم); *kazán* “kettle” — *kazan, kazgân* (كازغان); *tekne* “trough” — (تکنه); *hambar* (ه مبتاس) “granary” — *anbar* (انبار); *sáhan* “dish” — *sahn* (سحنج); *činija* “china” — *čini* “earthenware” (چینی); maštrâfa “drinking vessel” — *mašraba* (مشربہ); *ibrik* “pail” — (ابريخ); ânkadar “many” — ânkadar “so many” (انکادار).

“Ali săbur i polâko. Ajluk mi je mali, ali kanâtîm za hánûmom da bi evladi što imadu iza nas.” “But patience and slowly. My monthly wage is small, but I am saving for my wife, that my children may have something after us.” *sabr* “patience” — *sabr* (صبر); *ajluk* “monthly wage” — (ايلغى); kanâtîm verb, “I shall save” — *kanat* “interest” (قتاعد); hánûmom “my wife” = *hanum with -*ym* (om) = “my” — hánûm “lady, wife” (محمد); evládi “my children”, or pl. “children” with S pl. -*i* — evlád (أولاد).

*Da dâ Bog hajirîli*! “*Inşa Allâh, Selîm Aga.*” “*Allâh emânet Raşîd Aga.*” “*Allâh emânet Selîm Beg!*” “May God give good!” “*With God’s Will, Selim Aga.*” *Allah emanêt,* usually followed by *ola*, imper. “may it be”; lit. “may God be a thing of confidence to you” — “thank you” — (الله امان ت اوالا).
It should be noticed that real Turks rarely understand many of the Slavified variants of their own words until they have had intercourse with the Serbs and Bosnians who use them.

**Phonetic Variations.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>T²</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>T</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>aj</td>
<td>majden metal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>dava lawsuit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>davudjiya plaintiff, for davadji(ja)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>kula castle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>dolaf cupboard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>mastrafa drinking vessel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>djerdap whirlpool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>avdes ablation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>bent volume</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>dert illness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>tefter blankbook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>tisluk gaiters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>burazer pal, companion (common slang)³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>behar spring</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

³There is a well-defined slang in Serbo-Croatian known as Šatrovački "vagabond language," which is very generally used in southern Serbia. This idiom has comparatively few Turkish words, although burazer happens to be one of them. Other very common expressions of this speech are, for example, mánuk landlord, master (boss); mánuka mistress; pájkon policeman, a word which ranks socially about with London slop (inversion for police). An extremely usual word is also bajbok prison, clearly for German Beiswache bivouac. The words mánuk-mánuka possibly owe their origin to Gypsy mánus—manusi man (and) woman, no doubt influenced also by Germ. Mensch. The expression mánuk skiva (the boss is looking) is as common as "cheese it" in Anglo-American slang. Skivoj (look) is probably a variant of S skiliti look cross-eyed, itself from Germ. schielen.
halva sweets
parče piece
samar saddle
terterivan
jenjičar janissary
e
zeher poison
ije
divanija madman
ej
jege file
djérček, true
gv
dž
ledžen basin
agaluk property of an Aga
bag garden
baglama connection
gani rich
galebe crowd
búzdován mace
šč bašča garden
baščovan gardener
št bašta garden (Belgrade) baĝče
baštovan gardener
i e djerdab whirlpool
i u amidja uncle
burázer pal; companion
Intercalated ‘Ayn
ū dova prayer (Moslem) du‘a
č, č aščija cook
čeiz dowry, trousseau
čečik hammer
kv č belči on the contrary
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>T</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>T</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Čaba = the Kaaba at Mecca</td>
<td>ĉage</td>
<td>kvaĝd</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>čemer girdle</td>
<td>čevāp chop</td>
<td>kve'mer</td>
<td>kve'bāb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>čiler cellular</td>
<td>Germ. Keller(1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ĉilit lock</td>
<td>čispet costume</td>
<td>kvlid lock</td>
<td>kisvet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>čumur coal</td>
<td>čuprija small bridge</td>
<td>kvůmurn</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>erček male</td>
<td>hečim doctor</td>
<td>erkvek</td>
<td>haku'm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inčar denial</td>
<td>jelčen sail</td>
<td>inkvar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meleč angel</td>
<td>memlečet country; dis- memlek'vēt kingdom;</td>
<td>melek'v</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>state</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>šečer sugar</td>
<td>šekev're; etc., passim</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>čorav</td>
<td>kvör blind</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>čor-sokak</td>
<td>kvör-sokak blind alley</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k (qaf)</td>
<td>karaūla</td>
<td>karagöl sentry</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kh</td>
<td>káduna</td>
<td>khatun woman</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mutvak'</td>
<td>mutbak' kitchen</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zembilj</td>
<td>zembil hamper; basket</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zendjil</td>
<td>zengin rich</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| mem | nem wet; a clear mis-
| interpretation of the nasal |
| n(ŋg) | nj | denjiz | den(ŋg)iz sea |
| jenji | yeni new |
| jenjičar | jeničerijanissary |
| izun | iz(i)n permission |
| čarapa | čorāb stocking |
| karaūla | karagöl sentry |

*There are many German words, particularly in Serb proper; some of them quite undisguised, used by mechanics who are unwilling to learn the artificial Slavic words for tools, etc., which erudite lexicographers, mostly Croatian, are trying to introduce.*
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>T</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>T</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>dolaf</td>
<td>dulab (also dolab) cup-</td>
<td>board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o</td>
<td>corav</td>
<td>kvor blind</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u</td>
<td>urnek</td>
<td>kor-sokak blind alley</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cehlubar (cehibar)</td>
<td>kahrubar (pr. kehlbar)</td>
<td>amber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r</td>
<td>r voc</td>
<td>sabur patience (صرح)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t</td>
<td>dembel</td>
<td>tembel lazy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u</td>
<td>dolaf</td>
<td>dulab cupboard (also dolab)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>tarpos</td>
<td>tarbus fez</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>bulbul</td>
<td>bulbul nightingale</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>muhur</td>
<td>mihur (muhr) seal (S. pechat)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>r voc</td>
<td>see r voc</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v</td>
<td>espap</td>
<td>esvab clothes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y</td>
<td>cispet</td>
<td>kisvet costume</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y</td>
<td>asik</td>
<td>asyik love (عشق)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y</td>
<td>asli</td>
<td>asly real, genuine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y</td>
<td>kazuk</td>
<td>kazik stake (قازق)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y</td>
<td>ilum</td>
<td>ilm knowledge (علم)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y</td>
<td>sabur</td>
<td>sabr patience (صرح)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y</td>
<td>hadum</td>
<td>khadym servant</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>jardum</td>
<td>jardym aid</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>lazum</td>
<td>lazym necessary</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

An examination of the preceding table of phonetic changes will show the following most important characteristics of the dialect:

Contraction: S istah — T istihfa desire; appetite; S djida — T jereje javelin; S vaz — T va’z preacher (واجع).

Double letters omitted, a peculiarity of the Yugoslav idioms: S Allah — TA Allah God.

Insertions; Vocalic: S pirinacl — T pirinj rice; Consonants: S mastrafa — T mastraba drinking vessel (from A شرب).

Metathesis: S nalet — T la ‘net curse; S lepaza — T jelpaze fan;
S rufet — T hurfet trade; profession (S rufet seems to show partial association with German Beruf).

Prefixes of Slavonic origin with Turkish verb: na-süliti pacify, from TA sulh peace. The usual S word is pomiriti not, be it observed, with na-; u-tamámiti complete; finish, from T tamam (تَمَامٍ), for S usavršiti.

Omissions, consonantal: S karaúla — T karağol sentry; S kazan — T kazgan kettle; vocalic: S jedžek — T jeježek food.

The following additional omissions are also of interest:

- 
- (final) S čage
-f- S čilük
-h- S apsána

T kvağhid paper
T čiftlik farm
T habs-khane prison. The dropping of h is a common phenomenon in Southern Slavonic

j- S engeča
je- (syllabic) S jedžek
-t (final) S avdes
S šerbe

T jengeč crab
T jeježek food
T abdest ritual washing
T šerbet sherbet; drink

So far as strictly grammatical peculiarities are concerned, it should be noted that most Turkish nouns ending in -a, -e, -i(ü), -y take the S feminine -a and are declined accordingly. In the following list, however, the words S kutija box for T kutu (کُتْو) and S djigerica liver, for T jiger are exceptions to the principle indicated above.

Note: S bimbaša — T bimbaşi major (head of a thousand = bin). The form bimbaša is clearly a confusion with p(b)aša; S bojadžija painter — T bojaği bootblack; S ĉuprija small bridge — T kväprü (any) bridge; S djigerica — T jiger liver; S ekmekdžija baker — T ekmekçi. The termination S -djija (T -şi) is very commonly used in Yugoslavia to denote the agent as bahşişdžija a corruptionist (one who receives bahşiş); S hâdžija pilgrim, either Christian or Moslem — T hâfzi; jáčija Moslem prayer before sleep from T jatsy from jat-(mak) lie down; S jápija building material — T japţi; S jásija writing — T jazţi; S kiriya rent—the only word for this idea in S — T kira (کِرَ) ; S kutija box —
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T kutu (قوقلی; see above); S ődaja room — T oda (اوطه); S reza hinge — T reze (زره). There is no Serbo-Croatian word for "hinge" other than this and šarka of uncertain but probably Magyar origin, used in Belgrade. The usual Magyar word for "hinge" is sark (pr. šark) which is said not to be a Ugric stem (?).

The only adjectival form used with T stems which I can note is -av, unquestionably Slavonic; cf. čorav blind, from T kvör blind.

There are many verbs with T roots and S endings, preference being given to the exotic -isati, a variant of -irati, from Germ.-ieren, common in loanwords in German, such as fixieren. Note the following brief list:

bastisati print — T bas(mak) with factitious -t; bitisati be ended — T bit(mek); biturisati finish (va.) — T bit(mek) — causative bitir(mek); bozdisati spoil (va.) — T boz(mak), with factitious -d-, the same as -t- in bastisati, but changed to -d- by assimilation to preceding z; hesábiti reckon — T hisáb etmek; išleisati work — T išle(mek); kabarisati be haughty — T kibár olmak; kabultiti receive (S primiti) — T kabül etmek; karišerisati mix — T karyşdýr(mak); the noun karišik an adj, in T, is used in S for "confusion"; kurtarisati save — T kurtar(mak); nasúliti pacify—from TA sulh peace, etc.

Vowel harmony, so characteristic of standard T, is usually ignored in the Turco-Slavonic loanwords: čitluk — T çiftlik farm; biturisati complete — T bitir(mek), where one would expect *bitirisati, etc.

III.

Vocabulary of Most Commonly Used Turkish Words.

A

áferim bravo; well done — aferin(m) (افرین).
Aga agricultural title; rank under Beg — ağa (اغا).
*ahtar stable — akhýr (اخر).
Aláh God — Allah (الله).
áma but — amma (امما).
ámbar grain store-house — anbar (انبار).

*Words marked with a preceding asterisk are beginning to lose currency, although understood by almost all Serbian speakers; words with a following asterisk are theoretical forms.
apsâna prison — habshkhanê (حیصخشانه).
Arnaud Albanian — Arnaud (ارناوود).
*âšî real — asîyî (اصلي).
*âšîk lover — ašîk (عشق).
âšîcâja cook — asîji (اشچی).
âvâdes Moslem ritual washing — abdâst (ابدست).
*âvâdshânê lavatory; water closet — âbdest-khânê (ابدست‌خانه).
âvîlîja court-yard — haviî (حولی).

B
badâva free, gratis — badi-hêwa (also badâva; باوهرا).
badem almond — badem (بادم).
*bâdjanâk wife’s sister’s husband — bâjanâk (باجنات).
bâdlidjan egg-plant — pätlîjân (پاتلچان).
*baht good luck — bakht (بخت).
bâjîrak flag — bajrâk (بیراق); see barjak.
Bâjîram Moslem fast period — Bajrâm (پیرام).
bâkal grocer — bakkâl (بقال).
bâkar copper — bakîr (باقر).
bârem at least — barém (بیرم).
bârjak flag; metathesis for bâjîrak, q. v.
bârût gunpowder — barût (بیروت).
básamak step; stair — basamâk rung of ladder (پاشمه).
*bâšâ, or baštâ garden — bâjčê (باغچه).
*bâšcovan, or baštovan gardener — bajcëbân (باغچووان).
*bâtal spoiled — battâl (بطال).

Beg Bey (title) — Bey (Beg) (بک).
berbérin barber — berbér (ببریر).
bîljur lamp-chimney — bîlîr crystal (بیلور).
*bîmbsâ colonel — bîmbsât major (پکباشی).
bôja colour; paint — boy (بیو).
*bôstân garden; vegetables — bostân (بستان).
bûdala fool — bûdala idiot (بوداله).
bûrûzer pal; companion — bíradîr brother (بیرادر).
burgija gimlet — burgý (بورغی).
*busdovan cudgel; mace — bozdoğan (بوژدان).
búza sour fermented beverage of rice or corn — bóza fermented millet (پرژه).
*budžák corner (the inner part) — budžák (چچامی).
budžaklíja pettifogger; from budžak = one who slinks about in corners.

čása dish — kváse basin (کاسه).
čébe blanket — kvébe felt; serge (کیه).
čeváp chop — kvebá (کبیچ).
čéhlubar (célibar) amber — kahrubár; kehlíbar(r) (کهربا).
čílim carpet — kilim (کلیم).
čošak corner — kvőšé (کوشه).
čúmur coal — kvümûr (کومور).
čúprija small bridge — küröprú bridge (کوبری).

čak only — čak (چچک).
čálma² turban — čalmá (چالیه); not current Osmanli, which is sarık (صاریک).
čának bowl — čának (چنانک).
čámašir linen goods; underclothes — čamašir (چاماشیر).
*čárdak terrace — čárdák (چارداقی).
čáršaf coverlet — čaršáb(f) (چارشب).
čáršija market — čaršý (چارشی).
čélík steel — célík (چلیک).
čéngel hook — cégel (چنگل).
čéta troop; guard — čete band of brigands (چیده = gathering).
čítluč farm — čiflik (چیفلک).
čízma shoe — čizmé boot (چیم).
čóbán shepherd — čobán (چبان).
čok much; many — čok (چوق).
čúruk rotten (indeclinable) — čürúk (چورک).
D

déva camel — deve (دَوَّمِه).  
démîr iron grating — demîr iron (تِمُور).  
dérviš dervish — derviš (درويش).  
dîrek mast; pole — dirêk (ديرک).  
dîvân sofa — divân (ديوان).  
*divâniya madman — divânî (ديوانه).  
dîn faith; religion — dîn (دين).  
*dolâf cupboard — dolâb (طوللب) or dulab.  
*dömûz pig; hog cholera —.domûz (طورک).  
*dûdûk flagolet; fife — dûdûk (دودک).  
dûcân shop — dukvân (دکان).  
dûhân (duvan) tobacco — dukhân (دخان smoke).  

Dj

djâûr infidel — guâûr (کافر; pr. guâûr).  
djûn boot-sole — djûn (چور).  
*djûls rose-water — guûl rose (كل صوي = rose water).  

Dž

džâmijà } mosque — jâmi (جامع).  
djamija  
*džêvher jewel — jêvher (چوزه).  
džëp } pocket — jëb (چیب).  
djêp }  
džérđan (djerđan) necklace — guverđenlik (کردنلک).  
džehénum Hell — jehánnum (جهنم).  
džigerica } liver — jîger (چوک).  
djigerica  
*جزîn evil spirit — jînn familiar spirit (چیبد).  
džûmbuş friendly row; happy party — jûnbûş (جدبیش).  

E

evîdd children — evîdd (اورال).  
ezân call to prayer (Moslem) — azân (اذاان).
éjvalah my God — éjvalah (اِيْوَاللهِ).
ékser nail — eksér (اکسیر).
efendija sir; Mr. (postpositive) — efendi (افندی).
*éšek ass — ešék (آشک).

F
*férmän decree, ukase — firmän (فیرومان).
fínján cup — finjän (فنچان)*.
fišek cartridge — fišék (فشنک).
fitilj wick — fitil (فیتل).

G
gáziya leader — gázi (غازی) = religious champion.

H
*háber news — khabér (خبر).
*hádum servant — khadým (خادم)*.
*háir ola may it be well — (خير اولا).
*hájván animal — hajván (حیوان).
hájduk robber — hajdúd (عیدود).
hámal porter — hammál (حمل).
hámmam Turkish bath — hámmam (حمام)*.
*hán inn — khán (خان).
hándžar dagger — khanchár (خندیر)*.
*hánun lady — kháným (خانم).
haps prison — habs (حسس); whence the common verb u(h)ápsi-ili arrest.
*harám accursed, forbidden — harám (حرام).
haramija criminal — harámi thief (اہرامی).
haráč tribute — kharáj (خراج)*.
*harb war — harb (ارب).
hárdal mustard — khardál (خردال).
hárem harem — harém (حرم).
hádjija pilgrim — hájji (حجی)*.
*hesáb account; bill — hisáb (حساب).
*hēčim physician — hakvim (حكم).
   hōdja teacher (religious) — khōdja (خواده).

I

ibrik ewer — ibrik (البريق).
imām chief; religious leader — imām (الامام).
*insān person; human being — insān (الإنسان).
*injīl Gospel — injīl (الجيل)*.
Islām Muhammadanism — islām (إسلام).
*iṣarēt sign — iṣarēt (إشارة).*

J

*jabāndjiya foreigner — jabānjī (يبانجي)*.
*jāzuk a pity — jazūk (يازيق)*.
*jālān a lie — jalān (بلان).
   jalāh O God — ja Allāh (يا الله).
*jāngīja fire; conflagration — jānjīn (ننجين).
   jarāk ditch; pit — jarāk a split; crack (ياراق)*.
   jāramāz good-for-nothing fellow — jaramāz (برامز).
   jāsak prohibition — jasāk forbidden (ياساق).
   jāstuk pillow — jastūk (ياسطعَ).
   jāsmak woman’s veil — jasmak (ياشمك).
   jātagan curved sabre — jatağan (يتاباغان).
*jātak bed; couch — jatāk (بيطاق).
   jēge file; rasp — ēge (اكه).
*jēlek waistcoat — jēlek (يلك).
*jemīn oath — jemīn (يمين).
   jēnjičar janissary — jen(g)ičeri (بيجيچي).
   jok no; there is none — jok (يوق).
*jol road — jol (يول).
*joldāš travelling companion — joldāš (يولداش).
*joldjiya traveller — jolji (يوليچي)*.
   jōrgān coverlet — jorgān (يورغان).
   jūrīti to rush ahead — jürümek run (يوريماه).
K
kábza hilt (also kamza) — kabzá; kamzá (قيضه).
kávga quarrel; brawl — kavýá (غوغا).
kádar energetic; capable — kadár (قدر).
*káik skiff; boat — kayık (قايق).
kájmak cream — kajmák clotted cream (قيماتي).
*kálâuź finger-post — kilâğûz guide (قلاخوز).
kaldêma pavement (trottoir) — kalâyrým (قادريم)*.
*kalém reed; Turkish pen — kalém (قلم).
kâlfâ khalifa; assistant — khalifé (خلافه).
kalp bad (money) — kalp (قابل).
kâlpak high fur cap — kalpâk (قابلتي).
kâlûp model; form — kalýp (قابل)*.
kâmza (see kabza) hilt — kabzá (قيضه).
kanât interest; savings — kanât satisfaction (قناعه); also S verb kanât-iti to save.
kântar scales; steelyard — kantár (قطرار).
kândža claw; talon — kanjâ boat hook (قابلچه)*.
kâpâk shutter; eyelid — kapâk (قابل).
kâpija door — kapý (قبو)*.
kâra black (in combination) — kará (قره).
karaúla sentry — karajól (جره غول).
kârišik medley; compound — karışık (قارشقر)*.
kârpûz watermelon — karpûz (كاربوز).
kâftân skirt — kaftân (كفتان).
kašika spoon — kašýk (كاشق)*.
kât storey; floor — kât (قابل).
kâzân kettle — kazýân, kazân (قرغان).
kâzâz silk-maker — kazzâz (قزاز).
kâzuk stake, pole — kazýk (قارزق)*.
késa purse — késé (كيسه).
kiradjîja tenant; rent payer — kirâjî (كراجي)*.
kirija rent — kîra (كرا).
*kóðja man; fellow — kója husband. *(مرجح)*
kómsija neighbour — komšú. *(مرجح)*
kónák dwelling — konák barracks; residence. *(مرجح)*
kópča hook — kopčá. *(مرجح)*
*kóván beehive — kován. *(مرجح)*
*kóvanluk beehive — kovanýk. *(مرجح)*
kúla castle — kálá. *(قلعه)* also kule.
kútija box — kutú. *(مرجح)*
kúšák belt; girdle — kúšák. *(مرجح)*

L

*lédžen washhandstand — légven, léyen. *(لكن)*
lepáza (lepeza) fan — jélpažé. *(يلبازه)*
lúla pipe; tube — lúlé. *(لوله)*

M

májden ore — má'dén. *(معدن)*
májmún monkey — majmún. *(ميمون)*
*mál landed property — mál. *(مال)*
mángäl brazier — mangál. *(منقال)*
mašálah welcome; hail — mašalláh. *(ماشالله)*
médresa college; high school — médiressé. *(مدرسة)*
mégdan (májdan) square; open space — megdán mejdán. *(ميدان)*
*mélun cursed — mal'nun. *(ملعون)*
*mémur official — me'mür. *(مانور)*
*mérđân coral — merján. *(مرجان)*
*mízrak spear — mízrák. *(مزراق)*
míráz inheritance — mirás. *(میراز)*
*mísir Egypt — mísír. *(مصر)*
múhur seal (of letter) — mühr. *(مهر)*
múla Moslem teacher — móllá. *(مولا)*
munára minaret — mínaré. *(میناره)*
*munásib suitable; proper — munasib. *(مناسب)*
múslímán Moslem — muslimán. *(مسلمان)*
mútvak kitchen — mútbakh (مطبخ).
muftija Moslem judge; Mufti — múfti (مفتي).
muštérija customer — muštéri (مشترى).

N
*námaz prayer — namáz canonical prayer (نماز).
nasúlit pacify — from sulh (صلح) — peace.
*nisador sal ammoniac — nişadýr (نماذر)*.
nisân mark; target — nişân (نمان).
*nizâm order; rule — nizâm (نظام).

O
ódaja room — óda (أودة).
óðžak chimney — oğâc (أوحة)*.

P
pázar bazar; market — pâzâr (بازار).
pazârîti buy — from pâzâr market.
pándža claw; talon — pénjé (بندجة)*.
papúca Turkish slipper — papûş or pabûş (بابوش).
pâša general — pâšâ (باشا).
pekóméz juice of fruit boiled thickly — pekméz from (بكميه — bake).
péksimit hard biscuit — péksimét (بكسيمة).
pénđžér(a) window (usually S prodor) — pénjere (بندجة).
*pérde curtain — perdé (پرده).
péhlivan athlete; clown — pehluván wrestler (پهلوان).
peškîr towel — peškîr napkin (پشکیر).
piláv chicken pilaff — piláf (بلاو).
pirinač rice — pirinj (برنج)*.

R
*rúja Christian peasant under Turkish rule; ward — rû'âya (رعايا);
réis Moslem chief — re's (رئس).
S

*sáčma small shot; nonsense — sáčma (صاجمه).
sadžak tripod; stand — sáj-ajak (صاج-イヤق)*.
sáfrán crocus — zaferán safron (زعفران).
sáhan dish — sahn (صحن).
sákät cripple — sakát (سقط).
sánduk box; trunk — sandúk (صندوق).
*saráj palace — saráj (سراي).
seis running groom; groom — se'is (سيس).
selám greeting — selám (سلام).
selámét health; welfare — selamét (سلامت).
sépet basket — sépé (سپید).
*sérasker general-in-chief — seraskér (سرعسكر).
sérdar general-in-chief — sirdar (سردار).
simít white bread — simít (سيميت).
*sicán mouse; also = arsenic (mouse poison) — sicán mouse (صیان).
sökak small street; alley — sokák street (صوقات).
spáhiya soldier; spahi — sipáhi (سياهى).
súndjer sponge — sungvér (سونكر).

*Sám Damascus — Şám (شام).
šámár box on the ear — šamár (شمار).
šégrt student — šagird (شکدر).
šérbé sherbet — šerbét (شربة).
šéčer sugar — šekvér (شکر).
šékh sheikh — šékh (شيخ).
šéshána rifle — šéshkané (شمشانا).
šímsír box-tree — čimšir (جمشير).
šúčur thanks (to God) — šükvür (شكر).

T

tábak sheet; printer’s galley — tabaká (طبقة).
*tákum set; outfit — takým (طاقم)*.
*tāmām exact — tamām (ئمام).
*tamām-iti arrange; set in order, from tamām.
 tārpoš fex; high cap — tarbūs A (طربوش).
 tavān attic — tavān (طوان).
tavānica ceiling; from tavān.
tēfēr blank-book; ledger — deftēr (دفتر).
tēlāl auctioneer — delāl (دلل).
tērzija tailor — tērzi (درزي).
tēskera document (official) — tēskerē passport (ذكراه).
tēstera saw — tēsterē (دستره).
tēsterač sawyer — from tēstera.
*terterivān litter between mules — tāhtiravān (تختروان).
*tīzluk legging; gaiter — dizlič (دنزلك), from diz = knee.
tōkmak mallet — tokmāk (طوريق).
top cannon — top (طوب).
*tōpal lame — topāl (طوبال).
*tutundjiya tobacconist; = duhanjiya — tūtūnji (توبنجي).*
tuč bronze — tunč, tuč (نوج).

U
útiya tailor’s goose — utū (اوتي).

V
vākuf entailed ecclesiastical property — vakf (وقف).
Valāh My God! — Vallāh (والله).
*vēzīr assistant — vezīr minister (وزير).
vilājet province — vilajēt (ولايب).

Z
*zābit commander; officer — zabit (ضابط).
zānāt trade; handicraft — san’āt (صنع).
zējlin oil — zetin (زئتين).
zēmbilj basket; hamper — zenbil (زنيبل).

*Çalma turban, as indicated above, is not a standard Turkish word and is unknown in western Turkey to-day. It has passed over through Russian čalmá, Bulgarian čalma, into Magyar csáma (pr. cólmó), whence it probably came into Serbo-Croatian.
A NEW INSCRIPTION OF ENTEMENA *

GEORGE A. BARTON
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA

The following document is inscribed on some cones belonging to Edgar J. Banks of Eustis, Florida. Dr. Banks kindly loaned the writer two of the copies with permission to publish the inscription. The points of both cones which the writer has seen are broken away, but the portion containing the inscription is intact on both of them. One of them is 4¾ inches long, the head is 3 inches in diameter and the smaller end 1¾ inches in diameter. The other cone is 4¾ inches long, 3 inches in diameter at the head, and 1¾ inches in diameter at the smaller end.

This inscription gives us information of a hitherto unknown ruler of Erech, Lugalkinishududu, who was a contemporary of Entemena of Lagash. A ruler of Erech named Lugalkigubnidudu, who called himself king, has been known ever since Hilprecht published the second part of his Old Babylonian Inscriptions, 1896, but we do not know where to place him chronologically. The similarity of his name with that of Lugalkinishududu would suggest that they were of the same family and probably ruled Erech at not a great distance from each other in time. Lugalkigubnidudu was, however, free; he calls himself king; but Lugalkinishududu was a subject of another; he does not call himself king. The discovery of this new ruler, however, makes it probable that Lugalkigubdudu was also a contemporary of the dynasty of Lagash.

* Since this article left the hands of the writer a clipping has been sent him from The Christian Science Monitor of May 6th, 1931, containing a dispatch from Chicago, to the effect that the above inscription exists also on a stone which has been added to the private library of Mr. J. L. Kraft of Chicago. It would seem that Mr. Kraft obtained the stone from the owner of these cones. In his correspondence with the writer Dr. Banks said nothing about the stone, but said that, as his cuneiform was rusty, he would be grateful for a rendering of the inscription. As he had granted liberty of publication, an advance copy of the translation was sent him. The clipping just mentioned states that "Dr. Edgar J. Banks, archaeologist, and Dr. George A. Barton of the University of Pennsylvania, translated the inscription"!
| i  | 1. dininni-ra  | i, 1. To Ininni (and) |
|    | 2. ḍugal-sa-bar-ininni-ra | 2. to Lugalsabar-ininni |
|    | 3. en-te-me-na | 3. Entemena, |
|    | 4. pa-ṭe-si | 4. patesi |
|    | 5. šir-la-pur-ki-ge | 5. of Lagash |
6. ṇ-ininni ṇ ki-ḍa-g-ne-ne
7. mu-na-rú
8. kib mu-na²-gū²
9. en-te-me-na

10. lù े-ininna rú-a

ii, 1. dingir-ra-ni
2. ḍun-muš(?) dingir
3. ud-ba en-te-me-na
4. pa-te-si
5. šir-la-purki
6. lugal-ki-ni-šù-dù-dù
7. pa-te-si
8. unugki-bi
9. nam-šēš e-ag

6. E-ininni, the temple which they love,
7. built.
8. (its) fullness (i.e., 'full equipment?') he commanded.
9. Entemena
10. is he who built E-ininni.

ii, 1. His god is
2. Dun-mush(?), the divine.
3. At that time Entemena,
4. patesi
5. of Lagash,
6. and Lugalkishududu,
7. patesi
8. of Erech
9. made brotherhood; (i.e., formed a treaty).

The last line of the inscription, containing the statement that Entemena and Lugalkishududu effected brotherhood, is interesting. The writer does not recall in all his reading of Sumerian inscriptions having come across the same phrase nam-šēš in such a connection. Erech was, as we know from many indications, a Semitic center. Its name is one of the few Babylonian city names which, from earliest times, bore a designation which has a good Semitic etymology. It has long been known that the Semitic method of forming a treaty was to enter into an artificial brotherhood. It seems probable, therefore, that in this phrase we have the emergence of a Semitic idea.

The god Lugalsabar-ininni is also a hitherto unknown Babylonian deity. The god Lugalsapar, the last syllable of whose name expressed by a different cuneiform sign from that used in our name,

¹ Variant, ne.
² Or, mu-na-gū.
³ Kib is here a puzzling expression. Literally it means, ‘overflow’, or ‘plain’; see the writer’s Babylonian Writing, no. 223. It can also mean “Everything”; see Deimel, Lexicon, no. 228².
⁴ See A. Deimel’s Pantheon Babylonicum, no. 1990.
is found in C. T. 2539 (K 2098, OBV. 3), but that name is not coupled with the name Ininni. It seems probable that Ininni here is implied as a Sumerian equivalent to the Ishtar of Erech, and that Lugalsapar-ininni is here an epithet of Ishtar's son or consort Dumuzi. If this conjecture is correct, Entemena signalized the treaty of brotherhood with the ruler of Erech by erecting at Erech a Temple to the deities of that city.
THE CITATORY ELEMENT IN THE COMPOSITION OF
THE YEN T'IEH LUN

ESSON M. GALE
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA

A STUDY of the composition of the Yen t'ieh lun 鐘錘論,¹ the
surviving work of the early Han literatus Huan K'uan 桓寬,
discloses a valuable deposit of material² indicative of the literary
resources available to the Chinese writer of the first century before
the Christian era. The intellectual backgrounds of the Confucian
school of the moment are made clear. This is especially favored
by the Chinese predilection for quotation and allusion, a propensity
from which even such an early writer as Huan K'uan was not free.
Our own medieval scholastics, to be sure, such as the twelfth
century John of Salisbury, "well read in the Latin writers" accessi-
able in his time,³ quote their classical predecessors freely; while
even Milton, of a much later epoch, owed much of his perfection
of literary finish to the wealth of classical metaphor and allusion
which adorn especially his earlier works.

Few European writers, however, have equalled in resourcefulness
and versatility the literary giants of China who could at will dig
down into the literature of all preceding time and extract an
historical or literary similitude to round out their thought. With
its rewards by way of public office, the educational system of China,
founded in Han Wu Ti's time (140-87 B.C.),⁴ demanding that
the canonical literature be learned verbatim, doubtless accounts for
the mnemonic feats of Chinese authors. But stereotyped and
dogmatic quotation, introduced rather to adorn the tale than to
point the moral, makes its appearance particularly since the Middle

¹ E. M. Gale, "Historical Evidences Relating to Early Chinese Public
Finance," in Proceedings of the Pacific Coast Branch of the American
Historical Association, 1929, pp. 48-62.
² Cf. Appendix.
³ C. H. Haskins, The Renaissance of the Twelfth Century, Harvard Uni-
versity Press, 1927, p. 100.
⁴ L. Wieger, Textes Historiques, Hochienfu, 1903, Tome I, p. 465, ap. Han
Shu. For the successive Imperial ordinances relating to scholarship pro-
mulgated by the early Han emperors, cf. E. Biot, Essai sur l'Histoire de
l'Instruction publique en Chine, Paris, 1845, p. 135 seq.
Han period, together with cadenced sentence and topical parallelism, for form's sake alone. Such early Han writers as Chia I 賈誼 or Ch'ao Ts'o 賈誼, and their successor Tung Chung-shu 董仲舒, are not found to affect the quotation for its mystical potency.

It is scarcely possible to make an exhaustive examination of the borrowed material, the bagage littéraire, of Huan K'uan in his sixty chapters. For to identify with certainty unacknowledged quotations would postulate a ready acquaintance with all literature of China prior to Hsüan Ti's 宣帝 time (73-49 B.C.), during which this author flourished. Suffice are the some one hundred and twenty-nine direct citations from at least twenty different sources. These, to be sure, frequently represent deviations from the present-day texts. In the Yen t'ieh lun it is noteworthy that about four-fifths (over ninety) of the quotations emanate from the side of the Confucian literati, the Hsien-liang 賢良 and Wên-hsüeh 文學. Of the entire number, thirty citations are identified as from the Lun yü 論語, to which may be added seven ascribed generally to K'ung Tzŭ 孔子. Ten are from Mêng tsû 孟子; thirty-three from the Shih Ching and eighteen from the Ch'un ch'iu 春秋 and its commentaries 传. The remaining represent direct quotations from the I Ching 易經, the Shang shu 尙書 (Shu ching 書經), T'ai Kung 太公, Kuan Tzŭ 管子, Lao Tzŭ 老子, Yen Tzŭ 晏子, Kung-sun Lung 公孫龍, Lu Lien 魯連, (Lu Chung-lien 魯仲連), Yang Tzŭ 楊子 (Yang Chu


* Preface of Hung Chih 弘治 ed. of the Yen t'ieh lun.

* On the provenience and authenticity of ante-Han texts, cf., for example, Professor H. Maspero's discussion on the extant Kuan Tzŭ in Journal Asiatique, Tome CCX, 1927, pp. 144-52, also his bibliographical notes, La Chine Antique.

* For the definition of these terms, cf. Biot, op. cit., p. 135.
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楊朱, Sun Tzu (1) 孫子 (? Hsün Tzu 荀子), Han Tzu (1) 韓子 (Han Fei 韓非), Chia I (1) 賈生, and Ssŭ-ma Ch'ien (1) 司馬遷. These are all introduced by 曰, 云, 言, or 有言. Seven are ascribed to popular sayings 語鄙語.

A number of personages are mentioned in the text but with no citations from the works usually attributed to them. We look in vain for the name of the brilliant Chuang Tzu. The perhaps apocryphal Su Ch'in 蘇秦 and Chang I 張儀, whose speeches enliven the Chan kuo ts'ê 戰國策 and are repeated in the Shih chi 史記, are made to appear in the mise en scène but provide nothing for the argument. Tung-fang So 東方朔 is mentioned twice, but not Tung Chung-shu, and neither are quoted. A chapter for each is devoted to Shang Yang 商鞅 and Ch'ao Ts'o 21 but no citations appear from the works accredited to them. Neither the Chan kuo ts'ê, the Han shih wai chuan 韓詩外傳, nor the Kuo yü 國語 is cited by name. Yet the six hundred and twenty-five authors and their works listed in the bibliographical section of the Han shu indicate the enormous volume of literature which may have been available to Huan K'uan. There are accordingly interesting and unexplained lacunae in the citations.

Various conclusions may be drawn from this by no means definitive survey. The author's later editors take it that "he enlarged upon and expanded the ideas set forth in the debate in order to form a school of thought." 12 We are to lay aside, then, the supposition that the compilation is a verbatim report, recorded by Huan K'uan at the time of the great forum of 81 B.C. On the one hand, accordingly, it may be assumed that the compiler of the Lun had access to no other material than the authorities actually cited in his text. Many works had been destroyed in the first "bibliothecal catastrophe," the holocaust of literature instigated by Ch'in Shih Huang Ti's minister Li Ssŭ (213 B.C.). During the disorders which followed the fall of the Ch'in house, the struggle between Han and Ch'u, most of the great cities were burned.

10 Chan kuo ts'ê, ch. III et passim; Shih chi, chs. LXIX, LXX; F. Hübotter, Aus den Plänen der kämpfenden Reiche, 1912.
11 Yen t'ieh lun, chs. VII and VIII.
12 Yen t'ieh lun, Hung Chih ed., preface.
These were the seats of the feudal princes, many of whom as literary Maecenas, such as the later Liu Teh, Prince of Ho-chien 劉德, 河間王, had made collections of books. The countryside, too, was ravaged by the armies of the generals contending for the empire.

Only a century or less before Huan K’uan, the law for the suppression of literary works was formally repealed (190 b. c.). Despite vigorous efforts made to recover the ancient writings, even towards the close of the first century b. c. many works were still wanting and others incomplete. It remained for Liu Hsiang 劉向 and his son Liu Hsin 劉歆 to restore the national library as represented in the catalogue of the Han Shu. Even if works lay buried in the Imperial archives, as appears to have been the case of the Tso chuan 左傳, Huan K’uan unlike the Grand Astrologer Su-ma Ch’ien and his successor the Archivist Liu Hsin, may not have gained access to them, even while residing at the capital as a lang 郎. Later as a provincial t’ai shou ch’eng 太守丞 at Lu Chiang 廬江 the presumption is that he would be without easy access even to standard material.

On the other hand, with a voluminous and varied literature already in existence and accessible, the author seems more likely to have restricted his references to such works as were immediately pertinent to his argument. Quotation for quotation’s sake had not yet become the literary vogue. Moreover as an adherent of the Confucian school, he would defer to those works which, while not yet formally elevated to the Canon, were the only primary sources from which to draw lofty moral precepts and sound principles of government. The Confucian scholar disdained to make use of the non-canonical writers who “at times deny the teachings of the classics and criticize the sages, and at times glorify spiritual beings and gods and put faith in prodigies.” This explains the paucity of quotations or complete disregard of the writings of the economic and jurist school, such as represented by Kuan Tzŭ, Shang Yang,

---


14 Lang, “chamberlain, page”; t’ai shou ch’eng, “second administrative officer in a province of the Empire, deputy governor.”

15 Cf. Preface to the Hung Chih ed. of the Yen t’ieh lun.

16 Han shu, ch. LXXX, p. 7 r., quoted by Chavannes, loc. cit.
and Han Fei Tzu, the works attributed to whom were in circulation in Ssu-ma Ch'ien's time.\footnote{Shih chi, chaps. LXII, LXVIII; J. J. L. Duyvendak, The Book of Lord Shang, London, 1928, pp. 31, 131 seq.; Han shu, chap. VI, under 1st year of Wu Ti.}

Huan K'uan was steeped in the Kung-yang commentary 2 of the Ch'un ch'iu.\footnote{"... the dry-as-dust and stale moralizing of Ku-liang and Kung-yang ... the real representatives of the Confucian tradition ... predominant in the centre of the national studies. ... " B. Karlsgren, On the Authenticity and Nature of the Tso chuan, Göteborg, 1926, p. 9, passim; O. Franke, op. cit., pp. 56-86.} Hence after the apostolic Shih ching and Lun yu the greatest number of references attach to this work, which so engrossed the earlier Han scholars. Seven of the quotations assigned to the Ch'un ch'iu derive from the famous commentary itself, proof that Huan K'uan did not forget the study of his youth. None of the ascriptions to the Chuan 仿 seem to be derived from the Tso chuan, although the Han shu\footnote{Chung kuo ming jen ta ts'ui tien, p. 812: 治公羊春秋.} indicates that the latter was in circulation in Ching Ti's time (156-141 B.C.). With four-fifths of the quotations belonging to the Confucian bibliography, and half of these from the Shih ching and the Lun yu, these two works thus already appear to have formed the vademecum of the scholar of the time. Contrasted with the seeming carelessness in other directions, both of these works are quoted on the whole accurately and faithfully.\footnote{Loc. cit., ch. LIII. Karlsgren's masterly discussion serves to prove the existence of the Tso chuan in Ssu-ma Ch'ien's time, the text of which the latter paraphrased in the Shih chi, op. cit., p. 29. Thus it was in existence when Huan K'uan wrote. The identification of the quotations from the Ch'un ch'iu and its (?) Chuan's presents a particularly difficult problem. It seems as if the text of the Kung-yang commentary in Huan K'uan's time differed somewhat from the modern one. This may possibly explain why so few of the quotations can be found in the present text. On the other hand, the term Chuan, especially as prefixed to longer quotations that are not in the terse style of Kung-yang might possibly refer to some other "Record" or "Commentary" unknown to us. It is likewise to be noted that Huan K'uan often quotes a passage as coming from the Ch'un ch'iu whereas it is obviously a gloss. This intricate problem is closely linked with the great Ch'un ch'iu-Frage and would require special investigation.} It is to be noted that most of the garbled or mislabelled quotations are put by Huan K'uan into the mouth of the representatives of the
It is a striking fact that Huan K’uan’s work reveals only one direct quotation from the monumental compilation of his immediate predecessor, and in part at least contemporary, the historiographer Ssü-ma Ch’ien. Too, the quotation is placed in the mouth of the yü shih ta fu 御史大夫, Sang Hung-yang 桑弘羊, who speaks of his authority as Ssü-ma Tzü 司馬子. Precisely what the unusual terminal appellation implies is by no means easy to construe. The tzü, to be sure, is applied to the philosophers, and is a prefix denoting the “master” or “teacher.” It no longer held its significance as a title of the feudal nobility in the Han era, although the Grand Astrologer made claim to derive his ancestry from an aristocratic house. Employed by the yü shih ta fu, a contemporary and doubtless a personal acquaintance of the historian, it may represent a form of respectful address, as it commonly was in later centuries, and here it is applied to one of the official hierarchy to which both belonged. But the fact that Ssü-ma Ch’ien was enough of an historian to be an adherent of none of the special schools, could make him an object of suspicion to such a Confucian stalwart as Huan K’uan.

The great historiographer’s death has been determined as occurring at the beginning of the reign of Chao Ti 昭帝 (86-74 B.C.). Thus it is probable that his life terminated shortly before the logomachy of the second lunar month of 81 B.C. Had the Shih chi 視記 been accessible to Huan K’uan, and had he chosen to make use of it, he would have had at hand a veritable thesaurus of material upon which to draw, even had he had no other library facilities. Ssü-ma Ch’ien himself records that he placed one copy of his work

“Government party”, either out of malice or to indicate the contempt in which the parvenus of the time held the Confucian literature.

22 Third highest rank in the Empire. This high minister was in charge of the yü shih fu 御史府, the State Chancellery; “Grand Secretary”, later “Censor General.”


24 “. . . le nom de famille Se-ma fut donné, disaient-ils, aux descendants de Fou P’ou, comte de Tch’eng, quand ils perdirent leur fief sous le règne de Siuen (827-782 av. j.-c.), roi de la dynastie Tcheou.” Chavannes, op. cit., Tome I, p. xii.

25 Chia I is spoken of as Chia Tzü 賈子 in the Shih chi, chap. LXI, “master Chia, recently deceased (?)”

26 An exhaustive discussion on this doubtful point is found in Chavannes, op. cit., Tome I, p. xlv.
—whether on boards or silk rolls, we do not know—in the imperial library, and one at the Capital. 27 But the Shih chi, in the form completed by its compilator, appears to have been withheld from general publication for reasons of state, until Hsüan Ti’s time, to be again withdrawn from public circulation in 88 B.C. Its contents represented material of a heterodox and otherwise dangerous nature, in contemporary opinion. 28 Thus only a few privileged persons could have had access to its treasures.

It has been found, on the other hand, that the Shih chi, though quoted directly only once by the high officer of state, Sang Hung-yang, yields a number of parallels to Huan’s citatory passages. But Huan K’uan’s citations, notably in the case of the Lun yü, prove to be more faithful to the accepted (i.e. present day) texts than those of the historiographer. 29 It has been likewise ascertained that Ssü-ma Ch’ien makes a notably limited use of the Shih ching. Only six principal citations from this earliest of extant Chinese literary documents have been noted by Chavannes 30 although others are suggested as occurring. Huan K’uan’s Yen t’ieh lun contains no less than thirty-three direct quotations. It may be concluded that Huan K’uan had available his own armarium, from which his citations were culled; and that by reason of distaste for the historiographer’s principles he made little use of Ssü-ma Ch’ien’s compendium of earlier literature. It has been possible to note certain general passages in the Yen t’ieh lun similar to those found in the Shih chi. 31 This suggests, to be sure, that both writers may have been familiar with the same documents. Yet the occurrence of an actual quotation from Ssü-ma Ch’ien’s work, in the words of the historiographer himself, 32 would tend to indi-

27 Shih chi, ch. CXXX, p. 13 r., noted by Chavannes, op. cit., Tome I, p. excviii.
28 Chavannes, loc. cit.
29 Professor Maspero has noted that Ssü-ma Ch’ien, in quoting ancient texts, very frequently employs the gloss rather than the original. Cf. also Chavannes, op. cit., Tome I, chap. 3, passim. I do not believe that this is a matter of variants among the three texts of the Lun yü, the various readings having been noted by the commentator Cheng Hsüan. Cf. W. E. Soothill, The Analects of Confucius, Introd., p. 73.
31 One of such important parallels has not escaped the notice of the editors of the Shih chi. See Notes to the Ch’ien Lung ed. Shih chi, ch. CXXIX. Two other interesting examples can be seen in chaps. VI and XIX of the Yen t’ieh lun.
cate that Huan K'uan, nevertheless, was familiar with the Shih chi. The caution in its use, however, corroborates the tradition of its contemporary disfavor.

The foregoing examination of Huan K'uan’s intellectual background reveals with some certainty this early Han writer’s place in the evolution of China’s school of letters. He represents, in a word, the beginning of the Chinese scholastic mentality. The time had arrived when the ascendancy of the Confucian bibliography induced the scholars to ignore the non-canonical literature. With even more effectiveness than under the edict of Ch'in, the heterodox writings came under proscription. Immediately before him, Ssu-ma Ch'ien earned the condemnation of his own generation by an indiscriminating eclecticism in the employment of all extant literature. Huan K'uan may thus be regarded as among the first of the writers of China to establish definitively the literary cult of the classics, with its intellectual intolerance and citatory standardization.

APPENDIX

Direct Quotations in the Yen t'ieh lun

The numerals refer to the sections (chüan) and pages of Wang Hsiensch'ien’s edition of the Yen t'ieh lun. References to the Lun yü are to Soothill’s edition, The Analects of Confucius, Yokohama, 1910. Those to the Shih ching, Shu ching, and Meng tsü are to J. Legge, Chinese Classics. Asterisks (*) following the Yen t'ieh lun references designate various degrees of discrepancy between the citations and present-day texts.

I. Quotations from the Lun yü:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Y. T. L.</th>
<th>I, 1 b</th>
<th>Lun yü</th>
<th>XVI, 1, 10</th>
<th>Y. T. L.</th>
<th>V, 2 b</th>
<th><strong>Lun yü</strong></th>
<th>XVIII, 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I, 2 a</td>
<td>ib.</td>
<td>XVI, 1, 11</td>
<td>V, 5 b</td>
<td>ib.</td>
<td>VI, 23</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I, 8 a</td>
<td>ib.</td>
<td>XIX, 7</td>
<td>V, 8 a **</td>
<td>ib.</td>
<td>IX, 29</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II, 10 a</td>
<td>ib.</td>
<td>IX, 8</td>
<td>V, 9 a</td>
<td>ib.</td>
<td>III, 4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II, 11 a</td>
<td>ib.</td>
<td>XIII, 3</td>
<td>V, 9 b</td>
<td>ib.</td>
<td>IV, 25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II, 11 b</td>
<td>ib.</td>
<td>XVII, 7</td>
<td>V, 11 a **</td>
<td>ib.</td>
<td>II, 7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II, 13 a</td>
<td>ib.</td>
<td>XV, 39</td>
<td>V, 13 b</td>
<td>ib.</td>
<td>XI, 16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III, 2 b</td>
<td>ib.</td>
<td>IX, 3</td>
<td>VI, 8 b ***</td>
<td>ib.</td>
<td>VIII, 4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III, 5 b</td>
<td>ib.</td>
<td>XII, 9</td>
<td>VI, 12 a</td>
<td>ib.</td>
<td>VIII, 10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV, 3 a</td>
<td>ib.</td>
<td>VI, 9</td>
<td>VI, 12 a</td>
<td>ib.</td>
<td>XIX, 19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV, 4 b</td>
<td>ib.</td>
<td>VII, 11</td>
<td>VI, 13 a</td>
<td>ib.</td>
<td>XIII, 9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV, 5 b</td>
<td>ib.</td>
<td>XV, 11</td>
<td>VII, 1 a *</td>
<td>ib.</td>
<td>XV, 5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV, 8 a</td>
<td>ib.</td>
<td>XVI, 3</td>
<td>IX, 8 b</td>
<td>ib.</td>
<td>XI, 11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV, 8 b-9 a</td>
<td>ib.</td>
<td>XVII, 5</td>
<td>X, 10 a</td>
<td>ib.</td>
<td>XII, 13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**The Yen t'ieh lun quotation comes from the Preface of ch. CXXIX of the Shih chi.**
II. Quotations from the Shih ching:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Y. T. L.</th>
<th>I, 4 b, 5 b</th>
<th>Shih ching IV. i. (iii). VI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I, 9a</td>
<td>ib.</td>
<td>II. vi. VIII, 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I, 12b-13a</td>
<td>ib.</td>
<td>II. v. I, 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III, 6b</td>
<td>ib.</td>
<td>II. iii. IV, 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III, 7a</td>
<td>ib.</td>
<td>IV. i. (i). VI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV, 1a</td>
<td>not in Shih ching? Cf. Mencius, V. i. IV, 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV, 1b</td>
<td>Shih ching I. viii. VII, 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V, 4a</td>
<td>ib.</td>
<td>IV. i. (i). I; III. i. I, 2?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V, 7b</td>
<td>ib.</td>
<td>III. iii. I, 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V, 10a</td>
<td>ib.</td>
<td>II. i. IX, 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V, 13a</td>
<td>ib.</td>
<td>III. ii. X, 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VI, 1b</td>
<td>ib.</td>
<td>II. iv. VII, 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VI, 3b</td>
<td>ib.</td>
<td>I. xv. I, 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VI, 13b</td>
<td>ib.</td>
<td>II. vi. VIII, 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VII, 4a</td>
<td>ib.</td>
<td>II. i. VII, 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VII, 4b</td>
<td>ib.</td>
<td>I. i. I, 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VII, 5b</td>
<td>ib.</td>
<td>I. x. VIII, 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIII, 2b</td>
<td>ib.</td>
<td>I. iii. IX, 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIII, 3b</td>
<td>ib.</td>
<td>II. iv. VIII, 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIII, 7b</td>
<td>ib.</td>
<td>III. iii. II, 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIII, 9a</td>
<td>ib.</td>
<td>III. iii. II, 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIII, 9b*</td>
<td>ib.</td>
<td>III. ii. VIII, 1-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IX, 1a</td>
<td>ib.</td>
<td>III. i. X, 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IX, 1a</td>
<td>ib.</td>
<td>II. iii. III, 5; II. i. VIII, 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IX, 1b*</td>
<td>ib.</td>
<td>II. iii. III, 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IX, 5b</td>
<td>ib.</td>
<td>III. ii. IX, 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IX, 9b</td>
<td>ib.</td>
<td>IV. i. (i). IX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IX, 10b</td>
<td>ib.</td>
<td>IV. i. (i). VIII</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X, 2a</td>
<td>ib.</td>
<td>II. v. IX, 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X, 4b</td>
<td>ib.</td>
<td>IV. i. (ii). VII</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X, 5a</td>
<td>ib.</td>
<td>II. iv. X, 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X, 7a</td>
<td>ib.</td>
<td>II. iv. VIII, 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X, 8b*</td>
<td>ib.</td>
<td>II. v. I, 6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

III. Quotations from the Ch'un ch'iu and its (?) Chuan:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Y. T. L.</th>
<th>I, 3 ab</th>
<th>?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>II, 2a</td>
<td>not in the Ch'un ch'iu, but in Kung-yang chuan, 恆公 XV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II, 5a</td>
<td>?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II, 6b</td>
<td>Kung-yang chuan, 倫公 XXXI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II, 8a</td>
<td>?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III, 4b</td>
<td>?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III, 6a</td>
<td>?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V, 1b</td>
<td>?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V, 12a</td>
<td>?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VII, 2a</td>
<td>(old saying; cf. Kang hsi tsu tien sub 探 ?)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VII, 5a*</td>
<td>Kung-yang chuan, 倫公 IV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
IX, 3 a  Ch’un ch’iu, 莊公 IX; cf. Kung-yang in loc.
IX, 4 a  
IX, 6 a  not in the Ch’un ch’iu, Kung-yang chuan, 莊公 XVI
IX, 9 b  not in the Ch’un ch’iu, Kung-yang chuan, 宣公 XV
X, 2 b  
X, 6 a** not in the Ch’un ch’iu, Kung-yang chuan, 成公 XXX

IV. Quotations from Meng ts’u:

Y. T. L.  I, 8 a  ** Mencius I, I, 3, 3
II, 11 a** Mencius VI, I, 9, 3
II, 6 b  
V, 12 b*** Mencius VI, II, 7
VI, 14 a*** Mencius I, I, 3, 5
VII, 4 b  
VII, 5 a* Mencius III, I, 1, 4
VII, 6 b  ib I, I, 2, 5
VIII, 5 a  Mencius VI, II, 9, 3
X, 11 b  ib V, I, 8, 4

V. Quotations from sayings of Confucius:

Y. T. L.  I, 8 a  
V, 13 a  
V, 13 a  Hsiao ching, ch. XV
V, 1 ab? cf. Lun hen, ch. XXIX, 2

VI. Miscellaneous quotations:

a. I ching:

Y. T. L.  I, 2 a  繫辭下  Y. T. L. IX, 4 a 繫辭下
V, 8 a  
V, 11 a  Hexagram 63
V, 10 a  Hexagram 2

b. Shu ching:

Y. T. L.  II, 8 a  II, iii. 4  Y. T. L. VI, 7 a  V, xiii. 12

Y. T. L.  I, 2 b  Y. T. L. VI, 13 a* Kuan ts’u, ch. I, also ch. LXXX
I, 8 a  
X, 2 a** ibid., ch. I

d. Lao ts’u:

Y. T. L.  I, 2 b  VIII, 8 a* Tao teh ching, ch. L; X, 6 b* ibid., ch. LVII

e. Tai Kung  Y. T. L.  I, 10 b  
Yen Tsü  V, 8 b  ? cf. Yen tsü ch’un ch’iu, 外篇 VIII
Kung-sun Lung  VI, 9 a  
Lu Lien  IX, 6 b  Chan kuo ts’e, ch. XX; Shih chi, ch. LXXXIII
Yang Tsü  IV, 3 a  
Sun Tsü  IX, 7 a  ? Hsün tzu
Han Tsü  X, 3 a  ? Han fei tzu; cf. Shih chi, ch. LXIII
Chia Sheng (Chia I)  VI, 9 a  
Ssu-ma Tsü  IV, 6 b  Shih chi, ch. CXXIX, preface

Popular sayings
III, 1 b; V, 10 a; VI, 9 a; VI, 10 b; VII, 2 a; VII, 8 b; VIII, 2 b.
THE INDIAN RHINOCEROS AS A SACRED ANIMAL

GEORGE W. BRIGGS

DREW UNIVERSITY

The unicorn and the rhinoceros have occupied a place of importance both in folklore and in religion from the most ancient times to the present.

The unicorn appears as a supporter of the Royal Shield of Great Britain and is known to Shakespeare and Spenser. He belongs to the symbolism of the medieval Church, as the type of Christ and the emblem of purity. In Russian Cossack standards of Ermak (sixteenth century) there appears a horse with a horn (antelope) in its forehead; and in a carved ivory throne, a wedding gift from Byzantium a century earlier, one panel exhibits a horse with one horn (antelope) in the forehead. A Greek manuscript (fifteenth century) of the Proverbs of Solomon and other fragments, including pharmaceutical recipes, has a painting showing the unicorn and depicting a Buddhist story which was brought from India in the seventh century; and a panel in a bronze door (fourteenth century) of the Uspenski Monastery of Aleksandrov depicts the same story. On an ivory casket (eleventh century), in the Kaiser Friedrich Museum in Berlin, of Syro-Egyptian workmanship, a unicorn (an ox) appears among the animal groups. This motif is known in Mycenean, Byzantine-Coptic, and Persian-Sassanian art. Both the bull and the antelope were early used as interchangeable forms for the same motif. The bull, shown in profile, often appears with one horn, often an antelope horn. Belonging to the early centuries of the Christian era, is the Gallo-Roman discus of silver with its spirited animals in pairs, including the unicorn; and in a wall painting in a grave chamber at Palmyra (third century) likewise. To the pre-Christian millenniums belong numerous representations of the unicorn. A celebrated relief of Cybele (second century B.C.) has along its base a lion and a bull in conflict. (The unicorn is usually found in such association). On either side of the stairway of Artaxerxes Ochos (355-340), at Persepolis, are colossal representations of the lion and the unicorn.

1 The basis for the summary which makes up this and the following paragraph is an article, “The Lion and the Unicorn”, by Cyril G. E. Bunt in Antiquity for December, 1930.
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(bull). The same creature is depicted on Babylonian and Assyrian cylinders, on vases, on seals and on sculptured stones of the epoch of Atrides, and on the tomb of Xanthos. On an ostrich egg from a Phoenician tomb (seventh century) the object (bull) occurs. Coins of Croesus (sixth century) show the unicorn (bull). On an Egyptian papyrus of Rameses III (c. 1200 B.C.) a lion and a unicorn (ass?) are shown playing at "chess". Still earlier (2250 B.C.) on Babylonian tablets, and on a fragment of a bowl (c. 3000 B.C.) the unicorn (bull) appears. Most interesting of all, perhaps, is the recently discovered checker-board at Ur, composed of fourteen (7 x 2) engraved shell plaques framed with lapis lazuli, showing among the motifs that of the lion and the unicorn in opposition.

It is clear, then, that the symbol of the unicorn is very old. The creature, whether horse, bull, ass, or antelope, is in conflict with the lion. And it has been suggested that the meaning is to be interpreted as seasonal, of spring being overcome by summer, the lion (Leo) triumphing over the bull (Taurus), one-horned. Bunt calls attention, in confirmation of this suggestion, to the Grande Acedrex, a modification of the Indian chess, played on a board of 12 x 12 squares, and points out that among the names of the pieces occur both the lion and the unicorn. He mentions also the circular chess game of Los Escaques, which consists of seven rings each divided into twelve parts, the "houses" of which are allotted to the signs of the Zodiac.

In pre-historic sites in Europe the remains of man are associated with extinct species of rhinoceros. In the sixteenth century these caves were searched for the horn of the rhinoceros, which was believed to be an antidote to disease. From the horn were made goblets that were supposed to counteract poison in liquids, and it is said that as late as 1789 such containers were used in court ceremonial in France to test the royal food for poisons.

The rhinoceros is known in China and it is recorded that it was imported for use in the sacrifice by Han Wu Ti. At times nobles had the rhinoceros painted on their chariot wheels. Further, in the China Review, the following is reported: "The Sung emperor

4 1886, p. 359.
was so good a man that he actually gave the people of his capital two rhinoceros horns to be made into medicine to cure cholera, saying (with great truth), 'what do I want with rhinoceros horns?'

A fabulous, composite beast, called the unicorn, may be traced to the east. Ctesias states that there were in India wild white asses celebrated for their fleetness of foot, having on the forehead a horn a cubit and a half in length, colored white, red, and black. And he remarks, further, that from the horn were made drinking cups which were a preventive of poison. Aelian, quoting Ctesias, reported that India produced also a one-horned horse. And Strabo says that in India there were one-horned horses with stag-like heads.

There are references to the unicorn from the Far East. In Chinese mythology it is the king of all animals and full of gentleness. It is represented with the body of a deer, hoof of a horse, tail of an ox, and as having a single horn with a fleshy growth upon it. Supernatural appearances of this animal are associated with events as far back as 2600 B.C.

Mr. Bertram Thomas, in his description of his journey across Arabia, notes, with reference to the gazelle of Dakaka:

This creature's two horns appear one when seen in profile, and thus it is supposed to have given rise to the ancient myth of the unicorn. This legendary guardian of chastity allowed none but virtuous maidens to approach it, when its anger turned to joy; and singularly today in the southern borderlands, where it is common, almost the only musical instrument known is the pipe made of its horn, and this the Arab maiden plays on the joyful occasion of marriage.

The so-called unicorn ram of the Himalayas is simply a Barwal sheep with the two horns artificially fused by the use of a hot iron while they are budding.

This fabulous beast from the East, may very well, in the beginning, have been a rhinoceros. In a fresco of the third century B.C., found at Marissa (Moresheth, home of Micah), at the tomb

---

of the family of Apollonophanes, head of the Sidonian colony settled there, is shown a rhinoceros associated with an Indian elephant.\(^9\)

Three kinds of rhinoceros are found in India today: (1) *Sumatrensis*, the smallest of them, occurs from Assam, where it is rare, to Borneo, being rather common in Tenasserim. It has two horns. (2) The *Javan* (*R. Sondaicus*) is found in Bengal and locally through Burma and Malaya. This variety, which is one-horned, is not so large as (3), the Great Indian Rhinoceros (*R. unicornis*), still found in Assam and in considerable numbers in the Nepalese Tarai.

Landon says\(^10\) that, although the rhinoceros prefers swamps and high grass, it is found along the Rapti in wooded jungles and up ravines and low hills in the Tarai. Many are shot each year, still there is no appreciable diminution in their numbers. Kirkpatrick, in 1793, reported that the forests on the southern slopes of Nepal were greatly infested with them.\(^11\) Formerly they occurred along the base of the Himalayas to Peshawar. Babar, early in the sixteenth century (1519) hunted the rhinoceros in the north-west. His account is as follows:\(^{12}\)

After sending on the army towards the river (Indus) I myself set off for Swâti, which they likewise call Karak-Khanéh (*Kark-Khâna*, "the rhinoceros haunt") to hunt the rhinoceros, but as the country abounds in brushwood we could not get at them. A she rhinoceros, that had whelps, came out, and fled along the plain. Many arrows were shot at her, but... she gained cover. We set fire to the brushwood, but the rhinoceros was not to be found. We got sight of another, that, having been scorched in the fire, was lamed and unable to run. We killed it, and everyone cut off a bit as a trophy of the chase.

A rhinoceros was sent from India to Portugal about 1553, and was later lost while being forwarded as a gift to the Pope.\(^{13}\)

The "horn" is a mass of hairs cemented together by cells, and not a true horn.

The rhinoceros and the unicorn have claimed renewed attention through the publication of seals from Harappa and Mohenjo Daro,

---

\(^9\) *Palestine in General History*, Oxford, 1929, Plate 5.


\(^11\) *An Account of the Kingdom of Nepal* (in 1793), London, 1811.

\(^12\) Taken from *Hobson-Jobson* (ed. of 1903), p. 762. Earlier accounts are quoted, 1387 and 1398.

\(^13\) *Hobson-Jobson*, pp. 363-4.
in 1924, and in the years immediately following. At both sites along the Indus many seals showing a unicorn with uplifted head over some object not clearly identified, have been found. In 1925, C. J. Gadd compared these with bulls on contemporary seals from Sumeria. The resemblance is striking. The object in front of the animal has been described as suggestive of a drum or of a sheaf of corn and as referring to some sort of cult. The thought of an altar where the beast was to be sacrificed has also been suggested. But, one of the pictures shown on Plate XLV of the Archaeological Survey of India, Report for 1925-26, leads me to suggest that the object may be some sort of a head-stall. Sir John Marshall thinks that all these seals depict bulls. But there is one figure, Plate XLV, number 7, in the Report for 1925-26, which shows the animal, with long neck and upraised head, without the horn in front of the ears, but with one horn rising out of the snout. Moreover, both on seals and in terra cotta of the same date, there are realistic pictures of the Great Indian Rhinoceros.

The beast is clearly known in India from very early times and occupies a place of some sort in the cult even then.

If the position of the rhinoceros can not be fully established as sacred in the remote past, still there are fairly old references in India that do suggest it. In one of his Pillar Edicts, Asoka declared the rhinoceros to be a sacred animal. Of course the famous refrain from the Sutta Nipāta, "Let him wander alone like a rhinoceros", comes to mind. Manu (III, 271, 272) refers to the flesh of the rhinoceros as giving pleasure to the manes for twelve years, and states that its flesh is productive of satisfaction for endless time. Hopkins notes in his Epic Mythology (p. 33), among the families of the pitṛs one of the māritamantas (embodied) as bearing the name ekaśṛṅga (unicorn). Is this an evidence of totemism? It is to be noted that it is by means of the śrāddha feast that the pretas are released and raised to the rank of pitṛs.

H. H. General Kaiser Sham Sher Jang Bahadur of Nepal says

---

14 Archaeological Survey of India, Annual Report, 1925-26, p. 86.
15 This figure is reproduced in Antiquity, Vol. II, Plate II, in the article on pages 83-5.
16 Archaeological Survey of India, Annual Report, 1925-26, Plate XLV, No. 19; 1924-25, Plate XXII, (c).
17 Radhakumud Mukerji, Asoka, London, 1928, p. 181; but he questions the rendering of the word palasate.
18 In the Khaggavisādhasutta.
that the flesh and blood of the rhinoceros are considered pure and highly acceptable to the manes.\footnote{19}

Let us now consider present-day customs and traditions centering around the rhinoceros which suggest that it is a sacred animal.

Powdered rhinoceros hide is used by yogis as a dusting for wounds. The rulers of Nepal and others who come to look at the rhinoceroses in the Zoological Gardens at Calcutta always worship them. In their adoration of the sun, yogis wear a ring of rhinoceros horn on the second finger of the right hand; and in other forms of worship the same practice obtains. Some who do not wear the cutiya (sculp lock) use a ring of rhinoceros horn while making oblations of water. Earrings of rhinoceros horn are much prized by those yogis whose distinctive mark is the huge rings worn in the cartillages of the ears.

Why is the animal sacred? One explanation that Śāivites give is that it bows its head slowly like an elephant, and so is sacred to Śiva, whose son has an elephant’s head. In the Mahābhārata, gāndalin is an epithet of Śiva.\footnote{20} In the Kālikā Purāṇa, Rudhirādhya chapter, it is stated that the flesh of the rhinoceros pleases the goddess for 500 years. And besides, Rāma Chandra possessed a shield of rhinoceros hide. Kānphaṭa yogī, who, after initiation wear huge earrings of clay, say that the beast is associated with mud, the substance of their rings.

But the most interesting legends are associated with the śrāddha sacrifice and the traditions which have gathered about the Pāṇḍavas and the Kāauravas of The Great Epic. This is the same cycle of tradition to which belongs the family name ekaśṛṅga. The five Pāṇḍavas once killed a rhinoceros and used the hide as a vessel in which to offer water to the sun. An elaboration of this tradition will be given shortly.

\footnote{19} Professor G. W. Brown has sent me the following quotation concerning the rhinoceros, from the Hindi Shābḍā Sāgor, Vol. I, p. 840.

\texttt{Is ke camṛe ki ghālen bantī hāin}
\texttt{Is ke thāthan par ke sīng ke}
\texttt{Bhāratvāry meṛ arghā bantā hāi}
\texttt{Jo pitiṛapān ke liye uttam mānā jātā hāi.}

"From its hide shields are made; upon its snout there is a horn; in Hindusthan proper they make (from its hide) the oblation-vessel deemed best for offerings to the manes."

\footnote{20} 13.1204. Gāndha = rhinoceros.
The body and legs of the rhinoceros are offered to Gorakhnāth the master yogi, intimately related to the Gurkhas of Nepal. Landon (Nepal, Vol. I, p. 292), quoting from H. H. General Kaiser Sham Sher Jang Bahadur, says that its urine, as an anti-septic, is hung in a vessel at the principal door of the house as a charm against ghosts and evil spirits of disease. And further that, in connection with the sacrifice of the rhinoceros, most Gurkhas offer libations of blood to the manes after entering its disemboweled body. On ordinary śrāddha days libations of water and milk are made from a cup carved from its horn.

Finally, as illustrating both the offering of the funeral oblations and the pilgrimage of the Pāṇḍavas through the Himalayas, the following legend may be given, translated rather literally from the Hindi as it was given to the writer in one of the villages on the Ganges, above Hardwār, on the pilgrim road to Kedārnāth and Badrināth.

As the result of the great war between the Pāṇḍavas and the Kāturavas (the ancient war which is the central theme of the Mahābhārata) the Pāṇḍavas, by slaying their kinsmen in battle, were disqualified from performing the funeral rites for them. They appealed to Brahmā for absolution. In reply, the Creator commanded: “First make the pilgrimage to Badrināth and Kedārnāth.” The Pāṇḍavas straightway set off upon the journey. Returning from the Himalayas, they reported to Brahmā and then asked for permission to perform the funeral rites for their slain kinsmen (ancestors). Brahmā then gave them the following instructions: “Kill a rhinoceros, make a vessel of its hide, and in that offer water to your relatives. They will receive the oblation and then will be able to proceed to Paradise.” So the Pāṇḍavas slew a rhinoceros, made a vessel of its hide and, from it, poured out water as an oblation to their kinsmen. The pīṇḍa was then offered (i.e., the funeral rites were then performed), and the slain relatives attained Paradise. Since that time the rhinoceros has been considered a sacred animal.
BRIEF NOTES

The Persian Wheel

The well-known device consisting of a series of vessels bound sidewise on a wheel, and so used to raise water from a shallow well as the wheel is made to revolve by means of a geared shaft worked by oxen, usually for irrigation purposes, is a familiar sight in northern India, and representations in Mughal paintings\(^1\) are not uncommon. But the designation of this well-wheel as “Persian” is not justified if held to imply a Persian origin in historic times. In any case, the well-wheel has a long history in India.

The Sanskrit term is *araghaṭṭa(-ka)* occurring, e. g., in the Pañcatantra (though only in a late and historically unimportant version) and the Rājatarāṅgini; corresponding are Pali *arahaṭṭa* (for *araghaṭṭa*?), Prakrit *araghaṭṭa*, Hindi *arhaṭ, rahaṭ*. There are also Sanskrit *ghaṭi-yantra* and Pali *ghaṭi-yanta* and *cakkavaṭṭaka*.

In Cull. V, 16, 2 (Vin. II, 122), where three kinds of water-raising devices are permitted for monastery wells, the well-wheel is designated *cakkavaṭṭaka*, glossed by Buddhaghosa (quoted Vin. II, 318) as *ārhaṭta-ghaṭi-yanta*. The two other permitted devices, both still in common use, are the *tulā* or well-sweep, glossed as the “water-lifting device used by gardeners”, and the *karakaṭaka*, “an apparatus worked by bulls or elephants with a long rope” by which a leathern bucket (*cammakhaṇḍa*) is pulled up and let down as the animals move away from or towards the well.

Numerous later references aptly illustrate the character of the well-wheel. In the Divyāvadāna, 300, a five-spoked “Wheel of Life” is depicted (*lukhitam*) in a gate-house (*dvāra-koṇṭaka*) with a *bhikṣu* appointed to explain it to the householders as they passed to and fro; the wheel represents the *sāṃsāra*, which is likened to the operation of a *ghaṭi-yantra*. In the Harṣacarita, 104 (Ch. 3), Nirnaya Sāgara ed., 1935, p. 94, we read, *samanta-uddhāta-ghaṭi-sicyamāna-jiraka-jāṭair jāṭilīta-bhūmīḥ*, “land irrigated by the close-set, outpouring, upward-moving jars, as they are actively (or, abundantly sprinkling) made to move”; the Commentary has *araghaṭṭa*. Ib. 113, text, p. 104, *udanaś ca ghaṭi-yantra-mālām iva*

---

\(^1\) E. g., H. Goetz, *Bilderatlas zur Kulturgeschichte Indiens in der Grossmogul-Zeit*, Fig. 106.
rudrākṣamāla compares a rosary to a well-wheel garland, the pots round the rim being thought of as like beads on a chain; but ib. 286 (Ch. 8), text p. 254, ghaṭana-ghaṭi-rājī-rajjavaḥ, "long ropes connected to a ghaṭi", the reference seems to be to the bucket well worked by bulls, rather than to the well-wheel, which is not in fact operated by ropes.

In a verse cited by Kṣemandra from Amarako, quoted in JRAS 1916, p. 168, there is a simile of the water that rushes out of a bucket as it turns. In the Prabandhacintāmaṇi, translation, p. 35 (text not available), we have "Do you not see that in the water-wheel for irrigating fields, the empty buckets become full, and the full buckets empty?". In Jacobi, Ausgewählte Erzählungen in Māhārāṣṭrī, 18/19, there is a story about an araghaṭṭika, a man who works a Persian wheel.

Finally, on the north side of a Jain temple of the twelfth century at Maṇḍor in Rajputana, there is a relief representing a Persian wheel very clearly; this is published in ASI, AR, 1909-10, Pl. XLIV.

---

Upavīṇa

In my discussion of the Parts of a vīnā (JAOS. 50. 244-253, see especially p. 252) the meaning of this term was not clearly ascertained. Mr. P. V. Bapat now points out to me that in the Visuddhimagga, Ch. 20 (PTS ed., p. 630) the sound is said to be produced because of the vīnā, upavīṇa, and a man's suitable effort. Dhammapāla in his Commentary explains upavīṇa as vīnā-vādana. Gaṇḍhi, a later commentator, explains it as something made of ivory or horn, requisite to the upadhamśana of the vīnā; upadhamśana has meanings such as "urging, inciting, producing," and must here refer to the production of sound by striking. It would therefore seem very evident that upavīṇa, literally "vīnā-accessory" must = "plectrum." However, if this be so, it is not clear why upavīṇa and koṇa should be mentioned together in the Miln. 53, and SN. IV. 197 lists. In the latter, the Comm. has upavēṇa = upadharaṇa = veṭhaka, which should mean some kind of wrapping; cf. patta. It is stated that the sound is produced by

---

1 The rendering "vellum" in the PTS translation, p. 766, is certainly mistaken.
the koṇa, i.e. the plectrum, combined with the proper effort of the player (koṇa is glossed caturāṁsa-sāra-dāṇḍaka, “a four-cornered piece of sāra-wood”); this compared with the Visuddhidhamma passage again suggests that upāvīṇa = koṇa. Against this is the list of parts, mentioning both. In any case upāvīṇa is not “bridge” as the PTS translation has it.

The following are additional references to parts of a viṇā: Visuddhidhamma, 251, viṇādōṇikonaddacamma, “skin stretched over the belly of the viṇā”; ib., 354, the mahāvīṇā is covered with wet ox-hide; ib., 594, doṇi, tantī.

ANANDA K. COOMARASWAMY.

Museum of Fine Arts,
Boston.

Sanskrit te for tvām

In my article on “Hindu Salutations” in the Rapson Studies, p. 380, I suggested that the epic icchāmi tvām aham jñātum and jñātum icchāmi te were significant, though, since jñā may take either accusative or genitive, the parallelism is not sufficient to establish te as accusative, an idea originally espoused by Pischel. But R. 7. 49. 10, apāpāṃ vedmi Site te (cf. trātārāṃ Rāma vidmas tvām, G. 7. 66. 23) shows that te must here be accusative, standing for tvām, which is actually found in the corresponding passage, G. 51. 19, apāpāṃ vedmi Site tvām. Again, in R. 7. 71. 12, upāghrāṣyāmi te mūrdhni, compared with G. 77. 12, mūrdhni tvām (cf. the following mūrdhni Satrughnam upāghrāya), points to another instance of te as tvām, for the invariable construction with upāghrā as “kiss” is accusative of the person and locative of the part kissed. Since te for tvām occurs in Ardhamāgadhī and Sāurasenī (Pischel, Gr. Prāk. Sprachen, § 421), there can be no doubt that the dialectic te form has crept into later versions of the epic. Whether jānan me (H. 7095) has been attracted into the same form (Pischel, § 415) or is genitive, may be questioned, and the same doubt as to accusative te arises in regard to some of the epic passages, where sape te means “I entreat thee” and stands parallel to tvām sape in that sense, in distinction from the usual meaning “swear to thee” (dative).

E. WASHBURN HOPKINS.

Yale University.

Dr. Coomaraswamy's treatise on Yakṣas, which was motivated as a study in early Indian iconography, even in Part I passed beyond that limit into the larger field of Yakṣa and Yakṣī worship, and in Part II goes into the subject of the water cosmology in early Indian religion and its iconographic reflections. The material presented shows that this method of treatment is correct; for all the themes discussed are closely connected.

His thesis is, in brief, that the iconography of India rises from vegetation, wealth, and fertility cults that may well enough be considered Indo-Aryan but certainly not of proethnic Indo-European antiquity. To give the idea phraseology slightly different from that used by the author, this means that the significant phase of Indian religions is an animism which is non-Aryan in origin. Some phases of these "Indo-Aryan" cults appear also to be Iranian, having been adopted by the Aryans from cultures flourishing in pre-Aryan times in Mesopotamia and Iran; others so far have been found only in India. On the question of Mesopotamian sources Dr. Coomaraswamy wisely remains fairly non-committal, and his remarks are only secondary and suggestive. On the matter of non-Aryan sources in India he is more definite, although there again the material is elusive. Comparatively little of popular worship at the time of the Mauryans, when sculpture turns seriously to the use of stone as a medium, is found described in the great body of Vedic literature, especially in the Four Vedas; the items that appear are likely to be late or secondary. The course of religious history is an association of the Vedic Aryan deities with the non-Aryan cults, with a consequent change in character of those deities and an alteration of their proportional importance. The scope of the non-Aryan cults is better indicated in the post-Vedic literature and still better in the iconography.

The Yakṣas are "guardians of the vegetative source of life ... and thus closely connected with the waters." They also control wealth and grant fertility, and are tutelary divinities. The Yakṣa shrine gives the type for the sectarian temples; early pūjā is Yakṣa
worship and had a bhakti aspect, although there is no reason to consider that bhakti was well developed before the time of the Bhagavad Gītā. Because the Yakṣas are connected with the waters, they are represented from Mauryan times onward in connection with water symbols, although the latter may appear without Yakṣa accommodation in the formulae of lotus rhizome, often springing from the mouth or navel of a Yakṣa, or from a full jar, or from the open jaws of a makara or a fish-tailed elephant. The word Yakṣa appears in the Veda in a variety of uses, being sometimes malevolent as indicating the deity of a rival non-Aryan folk, and sometimes benevolent as indicating a great being or a deity. In due time the Yakṣa cults are legitimized in the Aryan environment, and Kubera, Māṇiphadra, the Lokapālas, Śrī, Gaṇeṣa, and others assume a general Indian importance.

In discussing the water cosmology Dr. Coomaraswamy finds two sources, namely, the Vedas and the Plant Style in the decorative art of the earliest monuments. He presents a large number of passages from the Vedas, and states that “Indian art is to a greater extent than has been supposed an illustration of Vedic ideas.” This statement I believe true provided by “Vedic” we mean late Rig-Vedic and what succeeds. Might it not be better to transpose the parts of his proposition and say that to a larger extent than has been supposed pre-Aryan notions have attached themselves even in the Four Vedas to the figures of Varuṇa, Agni, Prajāpati?

The general thesis of Dr. Coomaraswamy’s discussion seems well established, and the explanation of figures and motifs has greatly increased our knowledge. On some minor points additional material may be offered or reservations made. Some of the RV material used in discussing the water cosmology I should be inclined to associate with the Agni-Sūrya-Viṣṇu complex rather than with Varuṇa (cf. JAOS 51. 108 ff.), and I should see in Sun-worship another important phase of pre-Aryan religion. The remarks on dohaḍa might have included a reference to Bloomfield’s paper (JAOS 40. 1-24) and those on the fulfilment of wishes in another existence might have mentioned Edgerton’s paper (Annals of the Bhandarkar Institute, Vol. VIII, Part III, pp. 219-49). In speaking of the power of Yakṣas to change their forms, he might

1 In this connection it should be noted that Part I is not now to be read without taking into account the twelve pages of Addenda appearing at the beginning of Part II.
have added that they can effect change of sex and can grant that power to others (JAOS 47. 5, 14-16). The world tree is perhaps sometimes associated by the RV priests, in magnifying the sacrificial ritual, with the sacrificial post (RV 1. 164. 20; 10. 81. 4; 10. 31. 7). The fact, as brought out by Dr. Coomaraswamy, that the Gandharvas, Varuṇa, and Kāma are associated with the *makara* suggests the guess that Gandharva and Kandarpa (= Kāma) may be only dialectic variations of the same word.

The entire study is most informing and gives a solid basis for the understanding of early Indian iconography, while it also adds much to our comprehension of pre-Aryan animism.

---


This large dictionary is of high importance in Indic studies, and immediately on its publication has become a standard work of reference. The number of scholars working intensively in Nepali is very small, but the use of Professor Turner's volume will by no means be confined to them. All students of the comparative lexical and etymological aspects of any of the modern Indo-Aryan languages will use it, for it constitutes the last word to date in that field. To a less and varying degree it is valuable also to students of Indic languages of ancient and mediaeval times.

As a dictionary of Nepali this pioneer work is beyond my capacity to judge. The author modestly speaks of it as only "a beginning of a better and completer work in other hands more competent." How much material remains to be added only a scholar proficient in Nepali could presume to estimate. Probably there is some. Having occasion recently to look for the derivation of the word *baruł* (*barúūl*, according to Hodgson, *JASB* 16. 1010), said to be Nepalese, meaning a certain breed of sheep used especially for fighting, I failed to find a correspondent for it in Professor Turner's work. Possibly a handful of additional words could be gleaned from articles dealing with the flora and fauna of Nepal, as published in the *JASB* and elsewhere, and other words may appear in current
speech and writing. In due time Professor Turner will doubtless issue a supplement to the present splendid volume.

In its comparative and etymological features the work calls for high praise. In the modern field the researches of Beames, Hoernle, Grierson, Bloch, Morgenstierne, Chatterji, Lorimer, Bailey, and many more, and all the standard dictionaries have been painstakingly exploited; little, if anything, of other scholars' work has been ignored. In the ancient field the standard works have been employed, but naturally the field as a whole has been exploited in less exhaustive fashion. The derivations and comparisons, as far as I have examined them, are careful, and there are copious bibliographical references. Where the suggestions are doubtful, Professor Turner has disarmed criticism by stating so, for his presentation is not dogmatic. One of the most valuable features of the work is the array of indexes to words quoted from other Indo-Aryan tongues. There is also a brief, but informing, introduction.

The page arrangement, which is much like that of Grierson's Dictionary of the Kashmiri Language, is excellent, and the facility of using the work is thereby much increased, as it is also by the good typography and press work.


In this latest volume of the Poet-Saints of Maharashtra Dr. Abbott gives a translation of Mahipati's life of Tukaram as related in his Bhaktalilámṛta (written 1774). There is another life of Tuka by Mahipati in his Bhaktavijaya (1762), which Dr. Abbott mentions in his introduction as differing in some respects from that presented here.

The usual dates for Tukaram, as accepted by Dr. Abbott, are 1608-49, and by the time of Mahipati legend had already clustered in profusion about the name of the celebrated Sudra devoté. Some of the stories Mahipati tells about Tuka I myself heard orally in 1928 among the people of Dehu, Tuka's home, and Alandi, a nearby town also of sanctity; and this fact suggests that part of the unknown sources of Mahipati, to which Dr. Abbott refers, is likely to
be popular tradition rather than literary works. Some of the miracles show a similarity to Christian legends (the feeding of the multitude, the inexhaustible vessel of oil, the translation of Tuka to heaven), but the likeness is probably illusory. Legend makes Sivaji (1627-80) pay Tuka two visits, but since Sivaji was only twenty-two when Tuka died, the legend is likely to be baseless.

The value of the Maratha devotional authors and of Dr. Abbott's work in making them accessible has been mentioned in notices of earlier volumes in the same series \( (JAOS \texttt{47.} \texttt{280; } 50. \texttt{76; } 50. \texttt{271}) \). The continuous growth of the series is of importance to Indology.

W. Norman Brown.

University of Pennsylvania.

NOTES OF THE SOCIETY

Rev. Dr. George Foot Moore, professor emeritus of the history of religion in Harvard University, died on May 16 in his eightieth year. He was Recording Secretary of the Society from 1895 to 1911, Editor of the \texttt{Journal} from 1896 to 1900, and President from 1911 to 1913. The funeral services were attended by Professors Lanman, Lyon, and Ropes as representatives of the Society by appointment of the President.

Professor Heinrich Lüders, of the University of Berlin, honorary member of this \texttt{Society}, has been elected Rector of the University of Berlin.

The Executive Committee has elected the following persons as corporate members:

- Mr. Julean Arnold
- Miss Dorothy Blair
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- Mr. John Nicolson
- Dr. Freeland F. Penney
- Rev. Claude L. Pickens, Jr.
- Prof. Arno Poebel
- Dr. Otto B. Rupp
- Miss Winifred Smeaton
- Mr. Grant Williams
HSÜAN CHUANG AND THE WEI SHIHY PHILOSOPHY

CLARENCE H. HAMILTON

OBERLIN COLLEGE

The present study is collateral to a detailed examination of one of Hsüan Chuang’s philosophical translations. It is an attempt to assemble and put into strong relief the essential facts concerning the basic intellectual interest of the famous pilgrim in his journey to India in search of authentic Buddhist wisdom. Tradition has long repeated that Hsüan Chuang was the founder of the Fa-hsiang Tsung (法相宗), the Dharmalakṣaṇa school of thought in China, and the great teacher and translator of its books, which set forth a radically idealistic world view. The statement is generally made in connection with brief expositions of the different Buddhist sects, such as that by Nanjio,¹ well known since 1886, or that by Yang Wen-hui (楊文會) which forms the basis for Heinrich Hackmann’s study of “Die Schulen des Chinesischen Buddhismus,”² in 1911. But interest in the matter usually stops at that point. The school in question is represented as having long since died out and its literature has, for the most part, remained buried and unexamined in the great mass of translations in the Chinese Buddhist Tripiṭaka.

Within the last decade, however, Mahāyānist studies have showed a marked turning of attention in the direction of this very branch of philosophy which was the special concern of Hsüan Chuang.

(1). In 1922 Sylvain Lévi discovered in Nepal the original Sanskrit texts of two basic treatises by Vasubandhu, the greatest expositor of the idealistic school in Indian Buddhism. The treatises are the Vijñaptimātratāsiddhi, Viṃśatikā and Triṃśikā,³ known in the Chinese canon as Wei-shih-er-shih-lun (唯識二十論)⁴ and Wei-shih-san-shih-lun (唯識三十論)⁵ respectively.

¹ Bunyiu Nanjio, A Short History of the Twelve Japanese Buddhist Sects, pp. 34-5.
⁴ Nanjio, Catalogue of the Buddhist Tripiṭaka, nos. 1238, 1239, 1240.
⁵ Ibid., no. 1215.
tively. These constitute, in the words of M. Lévi, "l'exposé classique du système Vijñānamātra ou Vijñaptimātra, 'pure idéation', ou 'pure idéification', le système le plus florissant encore aujourd'hui dans les écoles bouddhistes du Tibet, de la Chine et du Japon". Putting it a little less technically we may say that this system has as its central contention the idealistic doctrine that the universe is mental representation only. It marks, probably, the highest point of metaphysical reflection attained by intellectual Buddhism. The philosophy was elaborated by Vasubandhu and his elder brother Asaṅga during the first half of the fourth century A.D. Translations of its scriptures into Chinese were made chiefly in the sixth and seventh centuries. Of the two particular texts in question the Sanskrit has been long since lost to the Far East. Chinese and Japanese have studied their ideas only through the versions of Prajñāruci, Paramārtha, and Hsüan Chuang. Consequently their scholars have hailed with delight the publication of the Sanskrit originals by M. Lévi in 1925. This is one important event.

(2). A second important consideration for students of Far Eastern thought is the fact that the Chih-na-nei-hsüeh-yüan (支那內學院) or Chinese Academy of Buddhist Learning at Nanking is publishing a series of Selected Works From The Chinese Tripitaka, critically edited by collating the various Chinese versions with their Sanskrit, Pali, or Tibetan counterparts. The first series, consisting of twenty-five works in twenty-eight volumes, in all about 4000 pages, was first advertised in 1930. This is the work of Ou-yang Ching-wu (歐陽竟無) and his collaborators. Ou-yang is the foremost disciple of Yang Wen-hui (楊文會), who was the leading Chinese Buddhist scholar of the last generation and founder in 1870 of the Buddhist Publishing House at Nanking, the Nan-ching K'ē-ching-ch'ū (南京刻經處). Mr. Ou-yang is himself an adherent and expounder of the Vijñaptimātra or Wei Shih (唯識) Philosophy and has included in his first series of edited texts all the important scriptures of that doctrine. In editing the great Ch'eng-wei-shih-lun (成唯識論) which is a translation of Vasubandhu's Treatise of Thirty Gāthās" (the Trimśikā) with ten combined commentaries, he has made use of M. Lévi's new Sanskrit text. In his publications Hsüan Chuang's translations are taken as basic and the alternate readings of other translations are given on the margins of the pages.
(3). In Europe attention to the Wei Shih Philosophy is signalized by Professor La Vallée Poussin’s French translation of Hsüan Chuang’s version of the above-mentioned Ch’eng-wei-shih-lun. To the other commentaries Professor La Vallée Poussin adds the material of K’uei Chi’s (基) commentary. The whole work is a mine of information on the details of the philosophical doctrine and its distinctions from the other schools of thought in the India of Vasubandhu’s day as analyzed by the commentators.

(4). A fourth significant work has just appeared in Japan. Mr. D. T. Suzuki in 1930 published his Studies in the Lankavatara Sutra, in which he finds a doctrine of mind-only (cittamātra) closely paralleling the Wei Shih doctrine of representation only (vijñaptimātra). This raises interesting questions as to earlier and later stages of the Wei Shih philosophy. Did Asaṅga and Vasubandhu find the germ of their ideas in intuitions arising first in crude form in earlier sūtras, intuitions which they later developed into elaborate rational statement? Can the process be traced?

But investigation into the details of this philosophy belongs primarily to the field of Indian Buddhism and constitutes a task which calls for collaboration of both Indologists and Sinologists. For Sinologists interest turns more naturally upon the question of the circumstances which drew the mind of Hsüan Chuang into the net of the ideas of the Wei Shih Philosophy. So far as the present writer’s knowledge goes, Hsüan Chuang’s personal relationship to Wei Shih has not been treated as a single topic. It has been taken for granted rather than studied, although materials lie scattered through the pages both of Hsüan’s biography by Hui Li and of his own Memoirs, while examination of his translations and their prefaces will doubtless reveal yet more. This lack of attention may be due in part to the fact that the significance of the Wei Shih Philosophy has not been appreciated by those primarily interested in the pilgrim’s geographical information; and in part to the feeling that since the general fact of his intellectual preference is known, examination of details simply confirms the obvious.

*K’uei Chi was Hsüan Chuang’s chief disciple and after him the most ardent expounder of the Wei Shih Philosophy.
We find, for example, that Thomas Watters, while recognizing that "Yüan-chwang in his travels cared little for other things and wanted to know only Buddha and Buddhism", is content to dismiss that knowledge of Buddhism as an interest in "Yoga and powerful magical formulae used with solemn invocations ... Prajñāpāramitā and the abstract subtleties of a vague and fruitless philosophy ... dreamlands of delight beyond the tomb ... Pūtas like Kwan-shi-yin who supplant the Buddhas, etc." T. W. Rhys Davids is much more discerning when he remarks in the preface to Watters's book, "At the time when Yüan-chwang travelled in India, not only all the most famous Buddhist teachers but all the teachers of the school of thought especially favoured by the famous pilgrim, the school of Vasubandhu, wrote in Sanskrit." But neither Rhys Davids nor those pioneer translators of pilgrim lore, Julien and Beal, were in a position to understand Hsüan Chuang's interest as we are today.

The increase of materials for our own study of Mahāyānist idealism reawakens our interest in the particulars of Hsüan Chuang's devotion to this school of thought. There are several questions which serve to give definition to the problem as we approach it. How early did Hsüan Chuang come into contact with the teachings? Who were his teachers and what were the books? Whose translations did he use before going to India, and what caused his dissatisfaction with them? Since Hsüan Chuang's translations of these writings have become standard, what improvement is observable over earlier translations? How true is Hsüan Chuang to his Sanskrit texts? Are there any constant deviations detectable which indicate some interpretation and change of the material in passing through Hsüan Chuang's mind? If there are, do these deviations indicate a conscious or unconscious adjustment of the Indian ideas to the Chinese mind? An exhaustive answer to all these questions is obviously too large an order for a single paper but the present study may possibly indicate that something may be done as a beginning with all of them.

As primary sources the writer has utilized the following:

---

* Ibid., preface, p. vi.  
a. For biographical material:

1. Ta-t'zu-en-ssu-san-tsang-fa-shih-chüan,\textsuperscript{11} the well-known Life of Hsüan Chuang by his disciple Hui Li,\textsuperscript{12} with annotations by Yen Ts'ung.\textsuperscript{13} (For reference the paging in Beal’s translation Life of Hiuen-Tsang is used.)

b. For literary material:


3. Three Chinese translations of the foregoing:

a. By Prajñāruci, some time between 508-535 A. D.\textsuperscript{14}

b. By Paramārtha, some time between 557-569 A. D.\textsuperscript{15}

c. By Hsüan Chuang in 661 A. D.\textsuperscript{16}

In the edition of the Nanking K'ē-ching-ch’u these three translations are bound together in one volume entitled Wei-shih-er-shih-lun-hui (唯識二十論會譯) or “Assembled Translations of the Treatise of Twenty Gāthās on Representation Only.” This is the edition used, though in the case of Hsüan Chuang’s translation, it has been carefully compared with the Tokio edition of 1884 at the Library of Congress, but without finding important differences.

For the purpose of our study the life of Hsüan Chuang may be divided into three periods; the first being that of his early years to the time of his departure for India; the second being the period abroad; the third including his activities after his return.

(1). It is to be observed that from the beginning of his Buddhist studies as a youth Hsüan Chuang was exposed to teachings of the Wei Shih School. One of his first opportunities after admission to the Ching T’u (淨土) monastery at Loyang, when he was about thirteen years of age, was to study with a certain Yen Fa-shih (陰法師) Asaṅga’s “Comprehensive Treatise of Mahāyāna

\textsuperscript{11} 大慈恩寺三藏法師傳, Nanjio, no. 1494.
\textsuperscript{12} 慧立.
\textsuperscript{13} 彰桓.
\textsuperscript{14} 大乗楞伽經唯識論. Mistakenly assigned to Bodhiruci in Nanjio, no. 1238.
\textsuperscript{15} 大乘唯識論, Nanjio, no. 1239.
\textsuperscript{16} 唯識二十論, Nanjio, no. 1240.
Buddhism,” the *She-ta-sheng-lun* (攝大乘論) or Mahāyāna-saṃparigrahaśāstra.27 Whether it was in the translation of Buddhaśānta18 of A. D. 531 or that by Paramārtha19 of A. D. 563 we do not know, but it could not have escaped him that this treatise sets down as a distinguishing mark of Mahāyāna the conception of ultimate reality as the ālayavijñāna, the receptacle consciousness which contains the seeds of all existence.20 Later he heard this same śāstra expounded by Sai Hsien (塞遜), one of the most renowned priests of the empire summoned to lecture at Loyang by the emperor himself.21 Later still at Ch’ang-An he associated with two masters, Ch’ang (常) and Pien (辯) who preferred to discuss this treatise above all sūtras.22 By that time he had completed his twentieth year, was already fully ordained, and had himself lectured on the treatise during a period of retirement at Hangchow.23

There can be no doubt that Asaṅga’s ideas were in vogue. Nevertheless Hsüan Chuang did not limit his attention either to these or to Mahāyānist treatises generally. Some time in his early twenties he tried his intellectual strength on Harivarman’s Satyasiddhiśāstra (成實論)24 and Vasubandhu’s Abhidharma-kōsaśāstra (俱舍論)25. Both of these classify, according to Nanjio’s catalog, among the Treatises of the Hīnayāna (小乘論). Yet both of these have been recognized as having transitional value in the direction of idealistic notions.26 In the passage relating to Hsüan Chuang’s study of the treatises Beal writes down the surprising statement that “after one reading he was perfected, and he retained the whole treatise in memory.” To anyone acquainted with the immense bulk of the Abhidharma-kōsa (it fills twenty-two fascicules in Paramārtha’s translation, the one probably used by Hsüan Chuang) such a feat is unbelievable. Yet Hui Li’s text, in the

---

27 S. Beal, *Life of Huien-Tsang*, p. 4, translates it as “Mahāyāna Sāstra”.
18 Nanjio, no. 1184.
19 Nanjio, no. 1183.
24 Nanjio, no. 1274.
25 Nanjio, no. 1269.
26 Otto Rosenberg, *Die Probleme der Buddhistischen Philosophie*, pp. 37, 274.
Ming edition at least, is almost as extravagant. "Of both of these (treatises)", he says, "he exhausted the purport in one reading: glancing over he retained in memory".28 The young scholar’s capacity for assimilating scholastic argument must have been remarkable. Especially significant is his insight into Vasubandhu’s reasonings. For although the Abhidharmakośa was written by Vasubandhu while he was still a metaphysical realist of the Sarvastivadin Hinayana its arguments form a background which he did not lose sight of in establishing the idealism of the Vijñaptimātra later. One who has understood the Abhidharmakośa is well prepared to appreciate the dialectics of the Vijñaptimātratāsiddhi.

So far the evidence is unmistakeable that Wei Shih ideas were ably represented in Hsüan Chuang’s early intellectual environment. But did he give his personal preference to this system before leaving China? Hui Li writes that, on attempting to verify the doctrines of his various Masters, “He saw that the holy books differed much, so that he knew not which to follow. He then resolved to travel to the Western world in order to ask about doubtful passages”.29 On the face of it this statement seems to imply that Hsüan Chuang was reacting simply to the uncorrelated variety of the Buddhist teaching generally afloat in his time. But there follows a sentence of great importance, “He also took the treatise called Shih-ch’i-ti-lun (十七地論) to explain his various doubts: this treatise is now called Yü-chia-shih-ti-lun” (瑜伽師地論). Now the Yü-chia-shih-ti-lun is Hsüan Chuang’s own translation, thirty-seven years later in A. D. 646-7, of what Nanjio calls the “principal work of the Yogacārya School founded by Asaṅga.”30 He restores its Sanskrit title as the Yogacāryabhumiśāstra, which may be translated as “Treatise on the Stages of a Yogi”, i.e. of one practiced in meditation. It is a religious work mapping out seventeen stages in the attainment of Buddhistic enlightenment; and it involves the idealistic conceptions of the Wei Shih Philosophy, which are part of the means to the religious realization. Ancient tradition says it was dictated to Asaṅga by Maitreya, the Buddha to come. This was the book which the young priest had evidently

---

28 皆一遍而盡其旨經目而記於心
29 Beal, Life, p. 10.
30 Nanjio, no. 1170.
chosen for his guide in the long pathway of Buddhistic ascent on which his feet were set. The fact explains much, as we shall see presently.

But whose translation was this Shih-ch'i-ti-lun which gave trouble to Hsüan Chuang and about which he had doubts? Can something be learned of its imperfections? Nanjio's catalog, which lists only extant translations, does not contain this. It is necessary to go back to the T'ang Dynasty K'ai-yüan-shih-chiao-lu (開元釋教錄) which lists also titles of translations lost before A. D. 730, the time when this catalog was compiled. We there find that the Shih-ch'i-ti-lun or "Seventeen Stages Treatise (Saptadasabhūmi-sāstra)" was translated by the Indian priest Paramārtha (波羅末陀) in A. D. 550, or seventy-nine years before the pilgrim set forth on his famous journey. We also find from the accompanying biographical notice that the circumstances connected with the translation were unfortunate. Paramārtha arrived in China in the troubled days of Liang Wu-ti (梁武帝), A. D. 502-556, bringing a great number of texts for translation. But "desirous as was that sovereign to encourage the translation of sacred texts and the creation of a new literature in imitation of the flourishing epochs of Ts'in (秦) and of Ts'i (齊), he could not succeed in the undertaking because of the continual revolts which were agitating the empire. The Indian preacher wandered with his treasure in the Eastern provinces until, in going towards the South, he arrived at the district of Fu-ch'un (富春), in Hang-chou-fu (杭州府) where the governor of the district, Lu Yüan-ché (陸元哲), organized for him a staff of more than twenty learned priests, Pao Ch'iung (寶瑾) and others, to assist him in his translating. He commenced the translation of the Shih-ch'i-ti-lun (十七地論) but he had scarcely finished five chapters (卷) of it when he was obliged to interrupt his work because of political turmoils which continued to rage in the empire.”

---

81 Nanjio, no. 1485. The catalog was compiled in the K'ai Yüan Period of the T'ang Dynasty by the monk Chih Sheng (智昇). See 大藏經, 目錄部, 開元釋教錄, 卷第六, P. 四十七.
83 See 大藏經, op. cit. I follow here the somewhat condensed translation of this passage by M. J. Takakusu in Bulletin de L'École Française
A.D. 550. Apparently the work was never finished. The *K’ai-yüan-lu* makes no further reference to it, but recounts that when Paramārtha returned to his translating after the political turmoil it was an entirely different scripture which he took up, the *Chin-kuang-ming-ching* (金光明經) or *Suvarṇaprabhāsasūtra*.54

This *Shih-ch’i-ti-lun* of Paramārtha must have been the text in circulation in China when Hsüan Chuang was a youth. The *K’ai-yüan-lu* knows no other translation of the work prior to Hsüan Chuang’s own. From the same source we learn that Paramārtha was the translator of other texts of the Wei Shih School, that he personally professed the idealism of Asaṅga’s *Mahāyāna-saṃparigrahaśāstra* (大乘論) and was responsible in large part for the diffusion of that system in China.55 This puts in a qualified light the common statement that Hsüan Chuang was the founder of the Fa-hsiang Tsung (法相宗) in China. Hsüan Chuang was certainly not the introducer of the ideas into China nor the first convinced expounder of them. If he is regarded as the founder of a tsung (sometimes translated as “sect”) it must be in the sense of having directed a large number of disciples into earnest and specialized study of the literature so that they became a self-conscious group. With regard to the *Shih-ch’i-ti-lun*, however, we can readily understand how the incompleteness of the truncated text of Paramārtha could intrigue the aspiring young scholar to begin his work of clearing up difficulties with that treatise in particular.

But there must have been other causes of dissatisfaction apart from its unfinished state as a religious guide. Being the first translation undertaken by Paramārtha after his arrival in China, it doubtless contained all the infelicities of a first attempt at transferring ideas into a language not one’s own, even with a staff of twenty assistants. Even in his later, more accomplished, translations Paramārtha’s style is not free from difficulties. An examination of his translation of Vasubandhu’s *Viṃśatikā*, for example, as compared with that of Hsüan Chuang has revealed the following types of inferiority, a few examples of which we give:

---

54 Also lost before 730 A.D.
55 Takakusu, op. cit. BEFEO IV. 64.
1. The use of longer, more wordy phrases and expressions, e.g.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sanskrit</th>
<th>Paramārtha</th>
<th>Hsüan Chuang</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>trāidhātukam</td>
<td>三界者</td>
<td>三界</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anartha</td>
<td>實無外塵</td>
<td>無實境</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kim atra kārānām</td>
<td>何因作如此執</td>
<td>此有何因</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>buddhānāṁ viśaya</td>
<td>佛境界</td>
<td>佛境界</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>abhilāpya</td>
<td>不可言</td>
<td>離言</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. Less precision in selecting Chinese equivalents of Sanskrit terms. Compare, e.g., the literal meanings of the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sanskrit</th>
<th>Paramārtha</th>
<th>Hsüan Chuang</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>viśaya: region or sphere (of sense activity).</td>
<td>風 ch'ēn: dust, the world (the sense world).</td>
<td>境 ching: region, district (of sense activity).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>paramāṇu: i.e. para-</td>
<td>鄰虚 lin hsü: near empty, i.e. next to nothing (hence, atom).</td>
<td>極微 chi wei: the utmost minute (hence, atom).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ma-āṇu: extreme minute (i.e. the atom).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sāntāna is a technical term meaning the stream of events which constitute the individual person.

It will be observed that in every case Hsüan Chuang has chosen a term whose literal significance accords more closely with the Sanskrit.

3. A certain heaviness and awkwardness of sentence structure, difficult to indicate by isolated passages but something of which one becomes aware in the process of reading the two translations together.

Paramārtha was not alone in his difficulties with the Chinese language. Prajñāruči's translation of this same Viṃśatikā, done possibly a quarter of a century earlier than Paramārtha's, under the Eastern Wei Dynasty (A. D. 534-550), reveals even greater wordli-

ness, and a tendency to paraphrase which, while true to the general meanings of the treatise, can scarcely be called literal accord with the Sanskrit sentences. We may not suppose, therefore, that Paramārtha’s lost Shih-ch’i-ti-lun escaped its share of clumsy expressions which, together with its unfinished state and the complexities of its doctrine troubled the mind of the pilgrim scholar, and caused him to single it out for special attention in his journey to the West. Such devotion, also, would seem to indicate that so far as systematic rational statement of his Buddhism was concerned Hsüan Chuang was already committed to the Wei Shih Philosophy by the time he was ready to leave China.

(2). Turning now to the second period of the pilgrim’s life, the years A.D. 629-645 while he was abroad, it is evident that Hsüan Chuang’s interest in this particular Wei Shih treatise remained central, though the entire scope of his studies greatly widened. In Hui Li’s biography the work is now spoken of as the Yogaśāstra (瑜伽論), sometimes by its full name as the Yogācāryabhūmiśāstra (瑜伽師地論). We find the pilgrim thoroughly indignant with the priest Mokṣagupta for belittling it, asking the latter whether he was not afraid of the bottomless pit, seeing that the śāstra was received from Maitreya, the future Buddha himself.37 Visiting Ayodhyā, the country where Aśaṅga and Vasubandhu had lived and taught, he carefully collected local legends concerning the two brothers and their contacts with Maitreya in the Tuṣita heaven, tales which were to make interesting reading in his Memoirs later.38 Captured by robbers not long afterward he made his preparation for anticipated death by concentrating on the thought of Maitreya and his heaven, in order to be reborn there and to learn the Yogaśāstra from the heavenly Bodhisattva for himself.39 Actually, however, he gained his greatest wisdom concerning the contents of the treatise from Śilabhadra, the learned head priest of the great monastery at Nālandā, a teacher who stood in the direct line of transmission of the Wei Shih Philosophy. For Śilabhadra, so Hsüan Chuang tells us in his Memoirs,40 was the most eminent

disciple of Dharmapāla, who in turn was the author of the best commentary on Vasubandhu’s greatest work in Mahāyānist idealism, the Vijñānaptimātratāsiddhi. Hsüan Chuang at last had his Yoga-śāstra explained to him by the chief master of the Wei Shih doctrine in the India of his day. He there laid the foundation for his own translation which superseded Paramārtha’s Shih-ch’i-ti-lun. We read that Hsüan Chuang listened to Śīlabhadra explain the Yoga-śāstra no less than three times during his stay at Nālandā Monastery. This was evidently the peak of his experience with the treatise which he had especially set out to investigate. There is record of his consulting other teachers outside Nālandā about it, but in one case the explanations given were inferior to those of Śīlabhadra, while in another the teacher had himself studied the work under Śīlabhadra. It was not without substantial reason, therefore, that upon leaving Nālandā Hsüan Chuang expressed special gratitude to Śīlabhadra for his expositions of the Yoga treatise.

This treatise, however, on the seventeen stages of religious advance, important as it was in Hsüan Chuang’s affections, is not the only Wei Shih treatise nor the one most elaborated philosophically. How far do we have record of the way in which the pilgrim occupied himself while in India with the other more psychological and metaphysical analyses of the school?

We have already seen how Hsüan Chuang studied and lectured on Asaṅga’s “Comprehensive Treatise on the Mahāyāna” before leaving China. We have seen also how he became acquainted with the systematic mind of Vasubandhu in the Hīnayāna treatise of Abhidharmakośa. Our biography is silent, however, as to just when and where he first studied Vasubandhu’s advanced Mahāyāna work, the Vijñānaptimātratāsiddhi, Trimśikā (唯識三十論) which is the culminating treatise of the idealistic school. There is evidence that he met with one priest noted for special wisdom in this śāstra before he arrived at Nālandā. Vinītaprabha (昆

---

41 Hsüan Chuang’s Ch’eng-wei-shih-lun (成唯識論) makes principal use of Dharmapāla’s commentary (Nanjio, no. 1197).
42 Beal, Life, p. 121.
43 Ibid., pp. 139-40.
44 Ibid., p. 153.
多鉢臘婆) of the kingdom of China-bhūti (至那倉底) was a monk of princely birth and the author of commentaries on Vasubandhu’s Pañcaskandhaśāstra (五藏論) and the Vijñaptimātratāsiddhi, Triṃśikā (唯識三十論). It is recorded that Hsüan Chuang remained with him for fourteen months, studying the Pañcaskandha and some other śāstras. The Triṃśikā is not definitely mentioned among these, but it would be strange if Hsüan Chuang had not learned some of Vinītaprabha’s ideas about it. More definite evidence of direct study of Wei Shih doctrines is found in his contacts with one Jayasena (勝軍論師), who lived a secluded yet busy life as scholar and teacher on Yaśṭivana Mountain (杖林山), not far, apparently, from Nālandā. As a Master of Sāstras (論師) his interests must have been primarily philosophical. With him Hsüan Chuang studied a Treatise on the “Solution of Difficulties of the Wei Shih” (唯識決择論). First and last, Hsüan Chuang put in about two years with this master and to such good purpose that Śīlabhadra eventually appointed Hsüan Chuang to expound this work as well as Asaṅga’s Mahāyānasamāparigrahaśāstra (攝大乘論) before the great congregation at Nālandā. All this undoubtedly involved developing a thorough knowledge of Vasubandhu’s main treatise on the idealistic philosophy. In fact we find that when Hsüan Chuang, having started on his return journey to China, met two fellow-students from Nālandā at one of his halting places, their discourse turned upon Vasubandhu’s two classic expositions, the Abhidharmakōśa and the Vijñaptimātratāsiddhi as natural themes familiar to all of them.

(3). On Hsüan Chuang’s attention to Wei Shih in the third period of his life we can be brief. It was the period of his translating activity after his arrival at Ch’ang-An in A.D. 645. Among the seventy-five works done into Chinese between the years A.D. 645-662 there are eighteen pertaining directly to the Wei Shih Philosophy. Beginning with the Sandhinirmocanasūtra (解深

---

47 Nanjio, nos. 1176, 1266, 1223. The Tui-fa-lun (對法論) is not listed in Nanjio. The Large Buddhist Encyclopaedia says that it is the same as 阿毘達磨雜集論; see 佛學大辭典, 2588 上.
49 Beal, Life, p. 190.
in the year of his arrival he proceeded steadily through the important works of Asaṅga, of the mythical Maitreya and of Vasubandhu, bringing the whole to its great synthesis in the translation of the ten-fold commentary, by Dharmapāla and others, on Vasubandhu’s “Treatise of Thirty Gāthās on Representation Only,” the Ch’eng-wei-shih-lun (成唯識論) in A.D. 659. It is significant that out of ninety-four śāstras of the Mahāyānist variety listed in Nanjio’s catalog, Hsūan Chuang is the translator of twenty-five and that out of these twenty-five seventeen are treatises of the Wei Shih School. These translations have been standard for this school of thought ever since, and it was to these translations of his master that the disciple K‘uei-chi (窺基) wrote commentaries in further exposition of the doctrine.

So far we have treated of Hsūan Chuang’s relation to the Wei Shih Philosophy in terms of the personalities and the circumstances under which his knowledge and interest in the doctrines developed. Can we touch the great internal problem as to the influences of Hsūan Chuang’s mind upon the material in the process of transmission? The writer can bear testimony from experience with but two texts only, the original Sanskrit and Hsūan Chuang’s translation of Vasubandhu’s “Treatise of Twenty Gāthās on Representation Only.” He is as yet very much in the midst of the study. But so far he has been able to observe the following:

(1). The fidelity of Hsūan Chuang to his text. It is a much more difficult matter to detect deviations than it is to see the closeness with which Hsūan Chuang follows the Sanskrit words and phrases. Although Sanskrit is an inflected language and Chinese is not, Hsūan Chuang manages, by the use of appropriate particles to equate all the essential constructions of the Indian text. When his style becomes involved it is always because the original is compressed and pregnant with too many implications. Rather than indulge in paraphrase he prefers to set down sentences of equal brevity and implication even at the risk of obscurity. Vasubandhu, writing for his own philosophical compeers, could take many things for granted which could not be immediately clear to Chinese priests without much explanation. Nevertheless Hsūan

---

50 Nanjio, no. 247.
51 Vijñāaptimātratāsiddhi, Virśatikā (唯識二十論).
Chuang interjects surprisingly few words of an explanatory character. Thus when the subject of sense organs and sense objects is introduced in the eighth gāthā,\(^{52}\) the Chinese text mentions that there are ten of these, whereas the Sanskrit says nothing about their number. But Hsüan Chuang does not go on as does Prajñāruci in the earlier Wei Dynasty translation to list off “colored, fragrant, tasting etc. external objects” (色 香 味 等 外 諸 境), the a, b, c, of Buddhist psychological analysis. Noteworthy also is the fact that Hsüan Chuang very seldom resorts to transliteration of Sanskrit words. He uses Chinese words that translate meaning instead. Where he does use transliteration it is for place names or names of persons where meanings are unimportant.\(^{53}\) But such technical terms as the following are carefully translated and used consistently throughout the treatise:

\[\begin{array}{ll}
vijñaptimātra & 唯 識
artha & 外 境
samātāna & 相 紛 繁
vāsanā & 外 禪
āyatana & 闇 處
dharma & 法
dharmarūtmya & 法 無
rupādi & 我 色
\end{array}\]

The list could be greatly extended.

(2). If we are agreeably disappointed, however, in not discovering more definite divergence between Hsüan Chuang’s translation and his text, it is possible to indicate one point of discrepancy which does make difficulty for the student and which raises a question, at least, that calls for further understanding. Throughout the treatise Hsüan Chuang translates the two Sanskrit words vijñāna and vijñapti by one and the same term, namely 識. Now vijñāna means “the act of distinguishing, discerning, understanding”. It is the active process of consciousness itself. Our word “consciousness” is probably the best synonym for it in Vasu-

\(^{52}\) Numbered according to the Chinese text. There are really twenty-two gāthās in the Sanskrit text, but in Hsüan Chuang’s translation the first and last are treated as introduction and conclusion respectively, while those in between bear the numbering up to twenty.

\(^{53}\) E.g. 迦 涅 彌 羅 國 for Kashmir and 毘 婆 沙 師 for Vaibhāşikas. But for Vaiśeṣikas he uses 勝 論 者; i.e. The Śāstra Conquerors.
bandhu’s usage. And the Chinese word *shih* (識), “to know, to become aware of, to comprehend”, is a practically complete equivalent for *vijñāna* in that language. Thus when Vasubandhu asks the question in connection with the fifth gāthā concerning transformations of horrific beings in Hell, *Vijñānasyāvāvata katharmabhis tathā parināmaḥ kasman nesate*, we translate, “Why is transformation in this fashion because of deeds not admitted as of consciousness itself?” and Hsüan Chuang renders it exactly, bringing out the emphasis on consciousness by making it the subject of his statement, 何緣不許識甲業力如是轉變 (“Why do you not admit that consciousness because of the force of deeds changes thus”). But *vijñapti*, as contrasted with *vijñāna*, seems to have with Vasubandhu more of the sense of the particular productive acts of consciousness by which it presents objects to itself. It points in the direction of the separate outcomes of the conscious, cognizing process rather than to the process itself. Thus when Vasubandhu wishes to speak of the unreality of dream perceptions in the seventeenth gāthā he uses the expression *vijñaptir abhūtārthaviṣayā*, which we understand as, “A *vijñapti* having an unreal thing as its object.” It is clear that *vijñapti* here refers to the production of dream objects or representations which, though existing as transformations or modifications within consciousness, yet have no corresponding reality beyond consciousness. Now Hsüan Chuang for *vijñapti* in this place uses the same word as before, *shih* (識). “In a dream”, he says, “although there is no substantial object, consciousness may arise” (夢中事雖無實而識得起). This is clearly confusing, at least for the Western mind, unable to sense fine shades of meaning in the juxtaposition of Chinese characters. If we can understand *shih* (識) in the sense of an object or production of cognizing activity then we can make of it an equivalent of *vijñapti*. But if we did not have the Sanskrit original by which to check the Chinese we would not know that such was surely the sense intended. The term is ambiguous.

Now this consideration is not an idle verbal quibble. It has a bearing upon the central content of the *Vijñaptimāтра* or Wei Shih

---

34 S. Lévi, *Vijñaptimātratāsiddhi*, p. 5, eighth line from top of page.
35 I. e. in accordance with the law of karma.
36 S. Lévi, *Vijñaptimātratāsiddhi*, p. 9, ninth line from top of page.
philosophy. Before the recovery of Vasubandhu’s two treatises, scholars, being confined to the terms of the Chinese translations largely, have not infrequently described this doctrine as teaching that the world is “consciousness only”, or viññānamātra. In a sense this is true. For from Vasubandhu’s standpoint, consciousness presenting itself to itself is all that is. But as we read his treatises we can see that the drive of his argument is to prove that the seemingly external, substantial world is but the fabrication of our own consciousness, the purpose being to free us from the fear of it and from attachment to it: idaṁ sarvāṁ viññāptimāträkam, ²⁷ “All this world is representation only”. ²⁸ Viññāptimātra, therefore, is a more definite slogan of the actual contention of Vasubandhu than viññānamātra. But Hsüan Chuang coins no special phrase to make the distinction overt.

The writer hesitates, nevertheless, to assert that Hsüan Chuang has hereby changed or reinterpreted the teaching of the school. One would have to examine the question through all his translations in order to draw conclusions, whereas most of these yet await adequate treatment by scholars. The task would require collaboration of both Indologists and Sinologists. It is, furthermore, not likely that Hsüan Chuang, studying in early manhood with the masters of Indian Buddhism when it was a living religion, would misunderstand their main import. An alternate hypothesis is that Hsüan Chuang, utilizing the word 識 in both of the senses signalized by the Sanskrit words, deliberately set it down for both viññāna and viññapti, either depending upon accompanying verbal comment to his students or trusting them to sense the different uses from the context. At any rate he was not anticipating the difficulties of Westerners in the intellectual climate of another age and place. The question, therefore, of Hsüan Chuang’s contribution to the Wei Shih doctrine in the process of transmission, remains from the standpoint of this study undecided.

It is hoped that the considerations here adduced will have made it abundantly clear that Hsüan Chuang, in addition to his general purpose to augment and improve available Buddhist literature in

²⁸ It is to be observed that Professor Stcherbatskoi, utilizing Tibetan texts, selected this formula for Vasubandhu’s position many years ago; see Le Museon, 1905, p. 155.
China, possessed a specific interest in an advanced phase of Mahāyānist philosophical reflection which is only beginning to come seriously within the ken of Western scholarship. Investigation of this philosophy may be expected to throw light not only upon the intellectual culture of the T'ang Dynasty but upon certain contemporary strains of Buddhist reflection in the Far East.
THE DIVINITY OF KINGS

E. Washburn Hopkins

Yale University

The original "human god," manusyadeva, in India is the priest, or according to some texts, the scholarly priest; for one may be born to the caste and yet, if not initiated into it and later instructed in the sacred learning, one will not be a real priest and not entitled to priestly distinction. But such a restriction as this is ignored in the older Veda, where gods are very simply divided into two classes, invisible and visible, the latter being Brahmans (TS. 1. 7. 3. 1). The epic steers a middle course and says that any (Brahman) priest is a god, but when he is wise and learned he is "more of a god," avidvān brāhmaṇo devah vidvān bhūyastaro devaḥ." In either case he is still a dāivataḥ mahat, a great divinity (13. 152. 20 f.).

This last is the expression used also of a king in the epic, but there is this difference between the two divinities. The godhead of the priest is not conferred upon him; he is born to it and only one born divine, so to speak, is at this period a priest. Kingship on the other hand is an attribute which may be bestowed on a member of other than the warrior-caste and in any case a king becomes divine only by virtue of a religious ritual, in which the mere man by consecration and baptism at inauguration assumes a divine nature. The war-god Indra is the natural prototype of the warrior-king and a verse in the earliest Veda addressed to Indra is in the later Atharvā transferred to the king. Following this lead, the priestly ritual literature identifies the king with several divinities. Whatever his parentage (that is, of whatever caste), the king rules as divine; he and the priest together uphold the moral order. The Rg-Veda recognized a king as a demigod, ardhadeva, but even then apparently only when he was a conqueror. The next period, a few centuries later, identifies every properly inaugurated king, by virtue of his mystic consecration, with the great gods. He is "anointed with the glory of the Fire-god, with the radiance of the Sun-god, with the power of Indra." It is the gods that confer upon him "radiance, power, and might." The radiance, varcas, is united with the fiery energy, haras, which the Father of gods conferred upon Indra and is symbolized by a gold crown. The king only by
being united with the holy power, brahma, becomes divine, and is, as it were, brahmanized, made one with the Brahman, to whom, as his domestic priest, he is literally wedded (in the words of the marriage ritual). Priest and king swear mutual fidelity and thus the king becomes "lord of the whole earth and guardian of the law". But even in the account of this ritual it is clear that in ordinary belief and parlance a king was still a human being as distinct from a divine being. Thus, to illustrate the honor paid to the god soma as king and guest, it is casually said that soma the divine king should receive what is due to a guest, "for when a human king comes as guest they kill an ox for him," and "human kings" are in the same work spoken of as antithetic to gods, and as mortal compared with immortals.¹

This is the attitude adopted toward kings throughout the early literature. Royal divinity is recognized as a matter of form useful to statesmen and rather haltingly taken over by the law, where the feeling was perhaps that one sort of human god was enough. At any rate, almost the only recognition of a king's divinity in the period of the early law-books is the statement in Vasiṣṭha (Dh. S. 19. 48) that "the taint of impurity does not fall on kings, because they occupy Indra's place", āindrāṃ sthānam upāsīnāḥ, that is, for the convenience of legal procedure, the king, who presides at a court of law, is to be considered free from the many impositions of ritual impurity attaching to other men. Nowhere else is a king's divinity remarked upon except that Gāutama says that those who are not priests ought to show reverence for him by sitting on a lower seat and even priests ought to show him honor (G. 11. 7-8). Nor is this because space is economized and the authors of law-manuals deliberately omit passages, such as are found in the later law and the epic, magnifying royal divinity; for both Bāudhāyana and Vasiṣṭha are apt to cite verses of others and Gāutama has a couple of chapters especially devoted to the king as a man and a state-figure. Kāuṭilya uses the same argument as Vasiṣṭha. Kings occupy the position of gods and hence should be honored and obeyed.² Gāutama, on the other hand, does not say that a king should be honored

¹ AB. 1. 15; 8. 23 f. For the ritual, see ib. 7. 22 f.; 8. 11 f.; SB. 3. 2. 1. 40; 5. 3. 3. 9 and 12; 5. 4. 4. 5; TS. 3. 5. 3. 2, etc., and for a thorough discussion of the origin of kingship, with further references, see U. Ghoshal, A History of Hindu Political Theories, 1923.
² Ghoshal, op. cit., p. 138.
as a god. The only reason he gives for the king’s immunity is that it is practical not to hamper the king’s business-activities, kārya-virodhat (G. 14. 15). These works make a natural verbal distinction between king, gods, and priests, as when Gāutama speaks of witnesses giving an oath in the presence of “the gods, the king, and the priests”, devarajabrāhmaṇasaṁsadi (13. 13). So Āpastamba separates the verbal abuse of gods from that of the king, as if a king were not a god, paruṣaṁ devatānāṁ rājñaś ca (1. 31. 5). But that is not significant; nor is it an argument against his divinity that a king on failing to perform his regular duties must pay a penance and becomes sinful (enasaṁ rājña, G. 12. 45; prāyaścīti, ib. 48; rājānam enah sprāati, Āp. 2. 28. 13). It is rather the absence of the insistence on divinity that is striking, the lack of the claim, made so often in Manu and the epic, that the king is “a great divinity”.

For Vasiṣṭha says, only as quoted above, that the king occupies Indra’s place; but Manu, who has the same words (5. 93), is not content with this, but amplifies it, saying that a king incarnates eight gods, Moon, Fire, Sun, Wind, Indra, Kubera, Varuṇa, and Yama (ib. 95), and then reiterates this (7. 4) in the statement that the Lord, for the protection of the world, created a king from the eternal elements of Indra, Wind, Yama, Sun, Fire, Varuṇa, Moon, and Kubera. “Hence the king excels in glory; he burns like the sun and none may look upon him. Even though a child he is not to be despised as a human being, for he is a powerful divinity in human form”, ib. 8). This theme is treated again in Manu (9. 303), where it is said that the king is like the (divine) Earth, for, like earth, he supports all. Earth here takes the place of Kubera in the other lists and not only is the king shown to be like all these gods in a detailed analysis of characteristics, but he is identified also with the different ages, which correspond to the classic golden age, etc. He is in fact the age because “as is the king so are his people”, and dependent on him are the people’s virtue and prosperity. Even when Gāutama cites the Brahmanic dictum that the priest and king together uphold the laws and activities of the world (ŚB. 5. 4. 4. 5; G. 8. 1, dhṛtavrata); he never approaches this sort of deification. A king thus glorified

* The king as ruler of earth, sarvabhūmi, is also guardian of the law, dharmasya goptā, as representing dharmapati Varuṇa (cf. VS. 9. 39; ŚB. 5. 3. 3. 9; and ĀB. 8. 11.)
however, is all the more responsible for the welfare of his people and this double view of the king is the one that prevails in the epic. A great divinity, but woe be to him if he fails to live up to his character! Almost it would seem that he loses his divinity if he disgraces it by a failure to protect and support his people and inspire them with virtue. It is even suggested in the Rāmāyaṇa that it is only the king’s supernatural goodness which makes him a god: “They say a king is human, rājānaṁ mānusāṁ prāhuh, but you, on account of your more than human conduct seem to me to be godlike” (R. 2. 102 = G. 111. 4). This “they say” is certainly an indication of popular opinion. Another passage in the same epic asserts that a king who neglects the affairs of the citizens will be roasted in airless hell.4 It is the king’s duty to supply a means of life for all his people. He is the sarvārthādhaka, “accomplisher of everything”, upon whom his people live, upajīvanti, the tree of life, the farmer’s rain-cloud, a god among men, “a great divinity”; his form is human but himself divine (12. 75. 15). He has five forms. He is Fire, Sun, Death, the god of wealth, and the god of judgment (12. 68. 40 f.); he is Law incorporate (1. 49. 8, dharmo vigrahavān). The group of five reappears in the Rāmāyaṇa (3. 40. 12), though differently elucidated: pañca rūpāṇi rājāno dhārayanty amitāvujasah, agner indrasya somasya yamasya varuṇasya ca (indicated by royal characteristics, that of Varuṇa, for example, being shown by prasannatā, “clarity” as serenity, graciousness). But whatever the grouping the conclusion is always the same, manyah pūjyās ca nityadā, kings should always be honored and revered as gods. A god and yet not wholly a god, for besides having a nararūpa, “human form” the king is “somewhat human” (kīmcid bhavati mānusah), though born of Soma, Indra, Sūrya, Kubera, Yama (RG. 7. 64. 14 f. a prakṣipta passage). Manu’s eight gods become five in both epics, though the “five forms” interchange to such an extent that the Mbh. list (above) has Sun, Death, Kubera as against R’s Indra, Soma, Varuṇa, so that only

4 R. 7. 53. 6: pāurakārāyāī yo rājā na karoti dine dine, samērtte naraṅe ghore patito nātra samāvayaḥ (RG. 55. 6, sa mṛto for samērtte, “stifling,” and pacyate for patito). As to the conduct of the people being dependent on that of the king, compare R. 7. 43. 19, yathā hi kurute rājā praśaḥ (s) tama anvartate, which in RG. 46. 19 appears as yacchilo hi bhaved rājā tacchilā ca praśaḥ bhavet. Compare also RG. 3. 10. 12, and for a wider view of the effect of the king on the people’s conduct and prosperity, see Hesiod, Works and Days, 240.
Fire and Yama coincide in the two lists of five forms. Death, Mrtyu or Antaka, is the form of the king when exterminating the “unclean”, root and branch, applied especially to his conquered foes, who are to be slain “families and ministers and all”. It is obvious that the divinity of the king in all these descriptions wavers between identification with gods in essence and in quality. In fact, in the same account the statement is that the king “is” the god and that he “is like” the god. When the king wins a battle, then he is, or is like, Indra; “to us thou art Indra, as it were”, Indra iva no bhavan (ib. 16). When he is serene and kind, or wrathfully slays sinners, then he is like some other god, or he incorporates the god. The epic poets in this regard are not exact in thought or utterance but one thing they never say. They never say that the king is like a great divinity. The king is a great divinity; he is like this or that god. So it really makes no difference whether one epic poet says the king is like Fire and another that he is like Death. Just so the epic as a whole has left off identifying the king (in these groups of five or eight) with Brahman and Rudra. The Vedic age (VS. 10. 27 f.) says: “thou art Brahman, thou art Savitar, thou art gentle Rudra”, etc. The new series of identifications is extended and now shows more clearly that it is the function rather than the god which is in the poet’s mind. Through the function is made the identification in quality, which in turn identifies the king with the god: “Seven are the qualities of a king as stated by Manu Prajāpati; he is mother, father, teacher, protector, Fire, Kubera, Yama” (mātā pitā gopā pravasā vahīr vāśravano yamaḥ (12. 139. 103 f.). Perhaps the simplest and most common creed is that expressed in 12. 72. 25 f.: Indro rāja yamo rāja dharmo rāja tathā’va ca; rāja bibharte rupāṇi rājñā sarvam idam dhrtam, “the king is the battle-god, the king is the god of future judgment, the king is the god of law and order; he has the forms (of gods); he upholds the universe”.

Royal divinity of the old type slightly modified thus lingers into the epic age. But in this period arises a new conception of the king as a divine incarnation. Thus the divinity of Prthu Vāinīya is not established on the fact that this old king was, or represented, nature-gods and the divinities of law and of future judgment, but on the fact that, because he was virtuously ascetic, “Viṣṇu entered his body, and so the world bows to this king as to a god among human gods” (tapasā bhagavān Viṣṇur dviveśa ca bhūmipam,
devavan naradevānāṁ namate yaṁ jagan nṛpam, 12. 59. 128).
And so with one stroke godhead becomes incarnate. On this model
is established the divinity of Rāma and of Kṛṣṇa; they are Viṣṇu in
human form. A general principle is established. A royal soul,
when its merit is exhausted, descends from heaven and “is born a
king united with Viṣṇu’s greatness”, mahattvena samyukto vāiṣ-
ṇāvya, and hence “he obtains wisdom and majesty”, buddhi and
māhātmya; he is “established by the gods and no one over-rules
him” (ativartate, ib. 134).
That royalty is divinity remains a fixed principle to the present
time. When the plague broke out in Bombay just after some mis-
creants had insulted the statue of Queen Victoria, it was believed
(by the pious) that the disease was the revenge inflicted by her as
insulted divinity. In accordance with this belief, deva and devi
became as early as the epic age titles of politeness addressed to king
and queen, while “earth-god” and “man-god” were applied to
king as well as to priest (kṣitideva and naradeva), though some-
times nrdeva, “man-god”, as king, was placed in antithesis to
bhūmideva, “earth-god”, as priest (R. 7. 53. 8). It is on the old
convention (that the king represents Indra) that Rāma as king may
accept a gift from a seer (āindreṇa bhāgena pratigṛhṇīṇa) (R. 7.
76. 33 f.). No need to show how nrdeva (1. 56. 6) becomes expanded
into naradevadeva, “god of the gods among men” (5. 30. 1),
and devadeva, “god of gods”, without qualification (R. 2. 58. 18).
If a king is a god among men, an emperor is naturally “god of
gods”. No need either to show the incongruity of the title devi
Vāidehi addressed to Sītā by Hanumat, followed by his explanation
that, because she wept and sighed and touched earth, he was soon
convinced that she was not a divinity but plain human Sītā; na tvā
devim aham manye (R. 5. 33. 10). The devalini are well
known: real gods do not wink or sweat or get dusty or touch
earth as they walk, or cast a shadow, and their garlands never fade;
and, apparently, real goddesses do not weep or sigh.5
And as Nala, who is an inaugurated king and therefore should be
a “great divinity”, stands in contrast to the gods and shows no
signs of divinity or supernatural powers except as the real gods give

5 3. 37. 24 f.; RG. 3. 63. 18 f. (Bomb. 56, prakṣipta), where Indra is re-
vealed: prthiścin nāśprṣat padhyām animeseṣkaṇāṇi ca (v. 1. animese-
kaṇo babhū), arājo'mbaradhāṛi ca na mānakusumas tathā. Even a
goblin casts no shadow and has unwinking eyes (Jāt. 546).
him magical ability, so the epic emperor Yudhishṭhira is devoid of divinity. It is said rather belatedly (7. 190. 56) that his war-car did not touch the ground till he told a lie; but that trait (of which the early epic in the countless stories of his battles gives no intimation) has nothing to do with divinity, it is the result of his truthfulness and general virtuousness; for very virtuous people can always walk on water and skim over the ground, as did Pṛthu Vāinya, even before "Viṣṇu entered him," as related in the story told above (he could walk on water, which solidified when he wanted to walk over the seas: āpas tastambhire cā'ya samudram abhiyāsyataḥ, 12. 59. 123). Rāma is divine as the incarnation of Viṣṇu, not as being otherwise a god (R. 6. 35. 35), Rāmaṁ manyaṁ- mahe Viṣṇuṁ mānuṣaṁ rūpaṁ āsthitam, or, as in G, Viṣṇuṁ Rāmaṁ aham manye mānuṣaṁ chadmarūpiṇam). He is astonished at his own deification: ātmānaṁ mānuṣaṁ manye, "I regard myself as human" (ib. 119. 11). Since Sītā is a woman who looks on her husband as a god anyway, patidevatā (R. 6. 116. 13), which is a woman's normal creed (patir hi devatā nāryāḥ, R. 7. 48. 17), she is not much impressed by Rāma's added divinity, nor even by her own identification with Viṣṇu's wife (Sītā Lakṣmīr bhavān Viṣṇur devaḥ Krṣṇah Prajāpatih, R. 6. 119. 27). Rāma remains not merely a great divinity but the supreme deity (esa te dāivatām param, G. 6. 104. 44), whose being embraces all other gods.°

The epic Pārtha heroes are all born of gods and even the monkey-king Sugrīva is son of the Sun-god and is addressed as deva by Dadhimukha (dadhipūrvaṁukho namnā R. 6. 22. 85). Godship of a sort is inherent in heroes as it was in Greece, where a hero revered "as a god" was no novelty. "Gods who were men" are recognized even before the epic period as part of the pantheon. A king as a great divinity, wearing a crown symbolic of his divine "glory" is recognized from the Vedic period onward; the idea cannot have been imported from Persia. As a matter of daily practice and belief, however, the position of a king in India was probably like that of the Persian monarchs. Cyrus thought he was more than human by birth; but he was not surprised or annoyed when Crœsus suggested that he was only human (Hd. 1. 204 and 207). Apart from the formal declaration in discussions of kingship that a king

° The commentator takes Krṣṇah (above) to refer to Rāma's dark color; obviously it means the other claimant to supreme godhead.
represents divinity and "is not to be despised as a human being", neither epic nor drama treats a king as a god; he is called deva, but his divinity stops with his title till he appears officially, when it is remembered that "there's such divinity doth hedge a king", as makes treason impious and disrespect an act of profanity. When the king doffs his official robes and appears among other men, at receptions, in sport, or in battle, no one recognizes him as supernatural in any way and in the epic he is seldom honored even perfunctorily with the polite deva, though in the (later) drama this address becomes as common and doubtless as meaningless as "Sir" or "my lord" in English.
REVIEWS OF BOOKS


Within a few years have appeared a number of notable contributions (e.g., the monographs by G. R. Driver and Baumgartner) to Biblical Aramaic, that science of many aliases, for which a new name deserves to be invented in view of the great enlargement of its scope. In the forefront of books on the subject now stands Bauer and Leander’s comprehensive Grammar of the dialect, which in fulness and detail is a peer of the same authors’ Historical Grammar of the Hebrew. They have paid full compliment to their subject, and the need of such an undertaking is evident in view of the fact that we have had no comprehensive grammar on the subject for nigh fifty years, Kautzsch’s Grammar having appeared in 1884. Apart from the contributions which the present work gives from the newer Semitic philology of the past half-century, it has for additional basic material the new fund of the Elephantine papyri, not to speak of the important monumental texts which have come to light; and in addition the Bible manuscripts with the Babylonian punctuation, which have slowly seen the light through the labors
of Kahle and others and which are invaluable for the traditional pronunciations of the Aramaic texts. All this new material has now been thoroughly digested and incorporated, to the vast advantage of scholarship. In regard to the extent of the work the question may be raised whether it is not too elaborate in view of the paucity of material, and whether much of the purely historical treatment might not have been assumed as posited in the authors’ Hebrew Grammar, with which the present volume runs pari passu. We might have expected some treatment of the Biblical text, the manuscripts and editions of which are notoriously contradictory, and also a fuller criticism of the Masoretic traditions. Thus the Bab. vocalization of the Pass. Kal gũli is of great interest as over against Tib. gëlî (§ 47, t); on the other hand Bab. kêtôl for ketôl, Dan. 3:22, is so obviously erroneous that it is hardly worth noting except as a sport, but see § 32, a.v. However, this ambition for fulness of material has given the invaluable tables of all verb forms with Tib. punctuation and all noun forms, §§ 50, 56-66.

Some details of this rich work may now be commented on. The present writer does not at all agree with the position taken in regard to the original Semitic accent (§ 4), which he regards as originally penultimate, in this feature the Aramaic having remained the most primitive among Semitic languages. Its distinct characteristic is the sharp accentuation of the penult which caused the shortening where possible of all other vowels, e.g., kêtâlû, and with subsequent loss of the final open vowel as in Syriac. Survivals of this genuine characteristic are found in the Masora in hitgezēret, Dan. 2:34, hitkeriyat, 7:15, to be accented however on the penult, not as with the Mas. on the ultimate. With regard to the vowels I can but express scepticism towards the finesse of operation of the authors working on traditions of pronunciation contaminated by later Aramaic dialects as well as by the alien Hebrew. Is the Aramaic e (cf. § 5, e seq., etc.) pointed with sûrê anything else than a seghol in many cases, as the Syriac shows, e.g. mêlek, not mêlêk, yêkêlê, not yêkêlê, with the Mas. and our authors, § 18, a? Mas. bêṭêlû, Ezr. 4:24, is to be regarded as bêṭûlû or bêṭôlû as over against the labored explanation in § 18, x.

For the origin of the “Article”, i.e. the ending -â of the Emphatic (better with their term, Determinate) State, our Grammar finds it in an original postfixed demonstrative hû, § 22; with this may be compared the similar attachment of hû, hû in Ethiopic (Dill-
mann, Eth. Gr., Eng. tr., § 172, to which may be added a number of adverbial forms); but with the South Arabic Determinate in (a)n we may not speak too positively of the origin of the Aramaic form. The authors are puzzled, p. 76, over the origin of the pronominal suffix -ēh; but the solution seems to lie in the supposition that both ḫū and ḫī were available for the masc. suffix, hence ḫī > ēh; cf. the use of -hi in Syriac after the pronominal suffix of the verb as a mere determinative to the eye, e. g. ḫēltīy plus unpronounced hi, “I killed him”. In the treatment of the verb the authors follow with rigor their sharp distinction between the Aorist (vulgare Imperfect) and the Nominal (Perfect), following the method of their Hebrew Grammar, and devote pp. vi-ix of the Preface to a defence of their position; cf. further § 77. This schematic procedure appears somewhat cumbersome in the treatment of the scanty remains of a dialect. The so-called Nominal was actually a full-blown verb in Biblical-Aramaic, just as much as English “I have done” is a perfect, although built up from a nominal participle. If Perfect and Imperfect are unsatisfactory terms, is Aorist any more so, not to say Nominal? With all that has been said on the subject the Perfect and Imperfect may be distinguished as referring respectively to the abstract action and to the activity. The treatment of the Causative of the verb, § 36, makes it appear as though we have two independent dialectic forms ha- and ā- running alongside of each other in a brotherly way. Could one and the same writer have used both in successive gasps? The papyri and earlier inscriptions use ā-ha- exclusively (Rowley, p. 80), and ā appears to be intrusive.

For yittēšām, Dan. 5: 6, see note in my Commentary; it is to be read yittēšim, as the papyri show, vs. § 46, n. p. Tāsēp, Dan. 2: 44, is regarded as a ‘Kanaanäismus’, p. 148; may it not be metrical after preceding taddēk? Against § 49, b the vowel of the impv. šē is due to the influence of the aleph. The explanations of the Hofals of ātah in § 49, f add no clarification. Under the Nouns the derivation of sā'ah “moment” from Arab. sa'at, “extension” is absolutely wrong semantically; the form is participial and means “Augenblick”, see my note to Dan. 3: 16. Adverbial gō' § 51, n. p, is an accusative from gawwa and is to be added to the cases in § 55, b; it occurs in Nabataean in a prepositional phrase, and cf. identical Arabic jauwa. For the diminutive kutail form
may be noted Bevan’s treatment of ḳōhēl (not noticed by B. and L.) as a diminutive, similar to Arabic prepositional forms. P. 192, ‘ikkār is treated as an intensive form; but its development is similar to that of lišān. The fem. ‘āḥārī, “other”, is best explained from the Arabic, vs. p. 197. For nēwāli (ibid., where its penultimate accent is not accounted for) see my note at Dan. 2:5. To the adverbs, § 68, o, should be added tēwāt, Dan. 6: 19. In comparison with ‘ād dī, § 79, i, may be noted Arabic ‘ad anna, with the sense, “and at last”.

Of particular novelty and excellence in the Syntax is the full treatment of the Verb and its variations between perf., impf., and ppl.; n. b. the translation of Dan. 7: 2-14, § 83, illustrating the interplay of the verbal forms. It is this lively interplay that gives light and shadow to our early dialect, such as was lost to the later Syriac, but it agrees with ancient Semitic syntax, as in Hebrew and Akkadian poetry. To sum up, while exception is naturally challenged in many points by a work of such finesse and fulness, nevertheless Semitic philology is immensely enriched by it.

The accompanying Brief Grammar of Biblical Aramaic by Bauer and Leander gives in succinct form, 48 pages, along with full paradigms of verbs and nouns, all the beginner requires, and adds the Biblical texts, following Ginsburg’s first edition (also used as basis of the large Grammar). The text itself, fortunately, is not disturbed by emendations, but a rich apparatus of notes with full vocabulary affords sufficient philological apparatus to the student. The beginner might well have been given some prefatory material on the extent of the early Aramaic field, of which students have the vaguest knowledge. We sorely miss such an elementary textbook in English, for which this excellent work might serve as a basis, except for the classification of the parts of the verb which would appear quite outlandish to youthful beginners.

Bauer and Leander’s comprehensive Grammar of the Biblical Aramaic was soon followed by a similar treatment of the Egyptian dialect of the papyri and ostraka at the hands of Leander, undertaking a task, as he informs us, that had been planned by Dr. Cowley. This is the first thorough treatment of the subject, and it is carried out on the ample lines by which the author and his colleague Bauer have distinguished themselves. It is of practical convenience that the two “dialects” have been treated separately; and since the two grammars are worked out after identical plan
and in entire harmony, the comparison of the two is fully facilitated. It is needless to say that an admirable piece of work has been accomplished. All the material appears to have been gathered and put in proper place; there is a thorough nicety of treatment which would be worthy of a much larger literature. The full annotations at the bottom of almost every page give the necessary reference to the discussions of the various items, which in themselves constitute a large bibliography. Of great value is the attempt to present the proper vocalization of the consonantal texts. Thus the study of the Egyptian documents has at last been placed on a scientific basis.

Mr. Rowley’s book is a classical specimen of a single-eyed thesis based on a full and carefully analyzed assembling of the material and set in a perfect logical form that proves his quod erat demonstrandum. It is the more remarkable when we read in the Preface that for most of the thirteen years of its compilation he has been engaged in other tasks in China. The thesis appears limited: to support the late Dr. Driver’s contention that the philological data of the book require a dating after Alexander’s conquest and that the Aramaic is “of the type spoken near Palestine”; but the thesis is one of prime importance both philologically and for Biblical criticism. Rowley’s chief objective is the confutation of the late Professor R. Dick Wilson’s arguments against Driver’s position, which, as he holds, have never been specifically answered. (But cf. the brief discussion by G. R. Driver, “The Aramaic of the Bk. of Dan.,” JBL 1926, 110-119, and the thorough and parallel discussion by Baumgartner, ZAW 1927, 81-133). He also counters similar arguments advanced by Boutflower in a large book and by Tisdall, and takes issue with the present reviewer (p. 13, note) for holding in his Commentary on Daniel (p. 20, note) that the papyri invalidate many of Driver’s conclusions. I would now moderate my expression (yet for similar criticism cf. Baumgartner, p. 87, etc.), alleging withal that I never felt any patience with Wilson’s general line of argumentation. It is impossible in these lines to present the rich character of the book. Under every head, orthoëpy, grammar, vocabulary, syntax, Rowley sums up all the germane material from the earliest Aramaic monuments to late Jewish Palestinian, Nabataean and Palmyrene, in carefully arranged collocations, followed by impartial discussion and findings. His final deduction is expressed in the last section of the Conclusion,
in which with some elaboration but with due caution he expresses his agreement with Driver that Daniel is not earlier than the fourth century and is Palestinian, while Ezra is not much earlier; to give a specific deduction, p. 63, on basis of the pronouns Ezra is nearer to the papyri, Daniel to Nabataean. Apart from the critical argument the array of materials is such as has not been attempted for comparative purposes and is an invaluable thesaurus for the student of early Aramaic dialects. Inter al. may be noted the comparative table of pronouns, pp. 57-61, such an item as the spellings in א, י, pp. 111-115, and the novel study of the variations in syntax, pp. 98-108 (with which compare now Bauer-Leander and Charles in his Comm.). The statement, p. 129, that Hebraisms are more common in the papyri than in the Biblical texts is of interest; of course the former material now bulks larger than the latter. A few annotations may be offered. To p. 91: the Kt. מְשַׁה, Dan. 4:21, is correct in the stative verb, as Torrey has argued. To p. 110 under (3) add אָכְרָר from the papyri. To p. 116: for אָכְרָד as “thing”, Dan. 6:8, vs. Targum as “purpose”, cf. the Heb. translation וֹדֵד Ecc. 3:1; see my note JBL 1924, 241. To p. 144: מַהֲמוֹרִים is a good Aramaic adverb, of an order common in Syriac; see my Comm., 273; I do not find it noticed by Leander. An index of Semitic words were a desideratum in this most useful book.

On p. 49 Mr. Rowley takes exception to the present writer’s attribution (Comm., 18) of the varying use of final ב and ג to “scribal confusion”. I must still maintain that position with this addition, that considerable variation is due to the grammatical acriby of Soferim and Masoretes, a quality we have to admire in them, although it often led them into error even as it still seduces modern grammarians. For instance the unique spelling of the negative with ב, Dan. 4:32, is, I take it, a device to show that it is not the negative; see my Comm., and add de Rossi, Scholia critica, ad loc. The same arbitrariness is found in the two spellings of לַעַל and מְלֵי. As to the main question we lie too much under the ban of the notion of a Masoretic textus receptus even ad literam. But after all, our editions, not to say the manuscripts, are the conflate work of men’s hands. The scholar is wont to rely on some chosen text, Baer’s, Kittel’s, Ginsburg’s, without thought of other good traditional as well as manuscriptal variants, and while we may speak of Masoretic authority for the Mediaeval age, that by no means
is authority for an earlier condition of the texts, not to say the autographs. For instance, I found that the German manuscripts have a more primitive form of spelling than the Italian which are taken as normative. On this very matter of final מ and מ (n. b. מ and מ in Dan. 2) the several different printed texts are constantly at odds on this point; and when one goes back to the earliest evidence, that of the versions, confusion is still more confounded, for there disagreement is found between the Old Greek and Theodotion, proving that the readings were already at variance. I cannot think that the composers of Aramaic Daniel, writers of fine literary ability, were constantly changing their spelling, not to say their dialects. The phenomenon was beginning to appear in the papyri, but for argument’s sake we should have to draw statistics from the individual composers of the documents, reminding ourselves that these are for the most part not literary productions. Even inscriptions may be faulty in consequence of stonemasons’ errors; see Kent, “The Textual Criticism of Inscriptions”, in this Journal, 1920, 289 ff., for Persian, Greek and Latin texts.

I doubt much whether we are in a position to draw a distinction between an Eastern and a Western dialect of Aramaic for the Biblical documents and their predecessors and contemporaries. The admixture of Eastern and Western in the later Jewish Aramaic should put us on guard here. The Ahikar Story is found in the Egyptian papyri, but hails from Assyria. Must not Ezra represent Babylonian Judaism, whether it be history or fiction? I hold in my Comm., pp. 93, 96, on purely historical grounds, that Dan. 1-6 is of Babylonian origin. G. R. Driver speaks too positively (JBL 1926, 117) for the postulation of such an early differentiation. Others are now denying it, e. g. Baumgartner (ZATW 1927, 123), Bauer-Leander (p. 5), Charles (p. lxxix). We shall have to drop the older classification of Biblical Aramaic as Western, and there fail any criteria of the kind for theological or literary purpose in the Bible texts.

The object of philology is the understanding of speech and letters, hence Charles’s new Commentary represents the apex in this series of volumes centring about Biblical Aramaic. All who knew him personally and all who are indebted to his manifold work must rejoice that the distinguished scholar was given the happy lot of rounding out a full programme of labor in the field of Judaistic Apocrypha and Apocalyptic, to which he has contributed more than
any other scholar; following his Commentary on the New Testament Apocalypse with what proved to be his last book, the Apocalypse of the Old Testament, he must have felt that he had achieved the crown of his labors.

The book, now reviewed too belatedly, is rich and variegated, as we should expect from Charles’s hands. An Introduction of 127 pages is followed by the Commentary, in which each section of Daniel is treated with proper prefaces, literary, philological, etc., the ensuing comment being given in large type; at the end appears the translation based on a revised text, along with brief notes indicating and enforcing the changes from the Semitic text and cross-referencing to the Commentary—an especially useful part of the book as it enables the reader at once to observe the results and reasons of the author’s criticism. The Introduction gives the writer’s opinion as to the authorship, unity and date of the book, a rather brief account of the versions (the details of which he does not pursue in the Commentary), and a valuable and lengthy discussion of the characteristics of Biblical Aramaic in comparison with other remains of Old Aramaic, in which his work is largely parallel with Rowley’s. It should be noticed that of the philological works reviewed above Charles had only Bauer and Leander’s Grammar at hand. Along with these more extensive sections are given the other materials proper to introduction, historical, chronological, theological.

Charles’s position as to the origin and original language of the book is most emphatic; it comes from one hand, was all composed in Aramaic (so with Marti), and the Hebrew sections as we have them come from the hands of three different translators. To refute the position of Dalman and Torrey, to which the present reviewer attaches himself, that c. 7 is a translation from original Hebrew, thus classing it with the following chapters, he presents a long list of verbal and stylistic forms common to cc. 2-6 and c. 7 by way of proof of their identity of origin. But the main grounds he alleges for his opponents’ position, p. xxxix, do not to the reviewer’s mind, constitute the chief argument. Rather there is to be accentuated the distinction in subject matter, pure romance and pure apocalyptic, as between cc. 1-6 and 7-12, as also the more delicate question of style and diction. Further for Apocalyptic we should expect the last six chapters to be in Hebrew, the Holy Tongue. Uncertainty over c. 7 must be allowed, but when Charles proceeds
to state dogmatically in a brief section (§ 9, p. xlv) that "there is no rational or conceivable ground [sic italics] for the author's forsaking the vernacular language of his day and having recourse to Hebrew for the three remaining visions in 8-12" (with omission of 9: 4-19 as an interpolated Hebrew prayer), he appears to make a rash statement as to linguistic conditions in Palestine for the age of the book; yet he allows, p. xviii, that a few years after its composition, by 161, or at the latest 153, the present Hebrew translations were made.

The reviewer must take sharp exception to another of Charles's positions. This is categorically expressed in the title to § 14, "The Massoretic Text—it's essentially secondary character". This strong statement is somewhat tempered in the subsequent text, e.g.: "in scores or rather hundreds of passages it is wholly untrustworthy"; "to be more definite, we are obliged to maintain that it is often inferior to the LXX, Th., Pesh., and Vulg."; again, p. 1: "the reader cannot escape drawing the inference that the NT. is to a great extent untrustworthy, and needs to be corrected by these versions". The present writer in the course of preparation of his Commentary on Daniel came to quite the opposite conviction and reached the conclusion that in the most difficult portions of text the versions read what we now possess despite their apparent discrepancy. He had occasion to analyze and criticize Charles's critical positions as set forth in his small Commentary in the New Century Bible, and he found himself rarely able to accept its emendations as based on the versions. The distinguished scholar revealed there, as in his later book, a special penchant for the text of LXX or Old Greek, and he appears to have maintained his attitude unchanged in his large Commentary. The contrast with my position and results will be at once evident upon comparing my special Notes on the Old Greek appended to the several chapters where the problem looms large. Perhaps it is well that two practically contemporaneous commentaries take such opposite extremes, so that the absurdities of either may be revealed and others helped to a more rational mean. Charles makes his position clear to the eye in the display of contrasted texts in the translations of cc. 4 and 5, in the latter case after the approved form of parallel columns, and again in the commentary to the latter chapter, where, pp. 119-125, he finds a third columnar parallel in Josephus, for according to the commentator Josephus in part used an earlier and
better text than our present LXX MS. In all such cases the critical result is obtained by making selections from the different sources according to subjective taste. To cite one small detail for instance: at Dan. 5:10 objection is made to "the queen-mother's coming into the banquet chamber by reason of the words of the king and his lords", and preference is given to the LXX, "he called for her", along with citation of "another version" in Josephus (in what sense version?), who represents the grand dame as a guest at the rowdy banquet. As for the treatment of 8:11-13, "one of the most difficult passages in the book", pp. 204 ff., 377, I can but contrast my own, according to which the help of LXX is almost negligible. As to details of words and phrases that version is often of value, but it is to be used with greatest caution. Yet Charles prefers the corrupt datum of Ἄβιεσθα to 1:11.16, although he admits that neither is explainable; he accepts the "howler" παραδείγματος εἰσερχόμενα at 2:5 as a better witness to the original than the Aramaic, and at v. 23 the sophisticated φόντος for נביא. He postulates a number of dislocations, listed p. lxiv, e.g. 1:20.21 as belonging after 2:49a (attractive but hardly necessary); the proclamation introducing c. 4 to be placed at its end on basis of LXX—the most bungled chapter in that version. A list of interpolations is given on p. lxv; if they are approved, the array is not formidable. It may be asked, without malice, whether, if the Biblical text is to be condemned as inferior on the ground of such blemishes, what is to be said of the immense quantum of dislocations, interpolations, and omissions in LXX?—n. b. cc. 4.5. The verse 3:23 is omitted for one reason because the Grr. omit it, but at this point begins their great apocryphal interpolation; for another reason, because the verb "they fell down" is repetitious after "they were cast into the furnace", v. 21, but the verb here means "were fallen", as it is used in Syriac.

Dr. Charles controverts me (p. 353, note, cf. also Bauer-Leander, § 87, f) on one point of theological interest, which may seem precarious enough, namely that Aram. אָלָמֶה is used at times just as Heb. אלהים in sense of God or rather the abstract Deity. Now בַּר אָלָמֶה 3:25, means not "a son of the gods" but "a son of Deity", i.e. "a divinity", just as Heb. בן אלהים means "a divine man", "a divine". I cannot think that when Pharaoh is made to say that Joseph has כָּל אָלָמֶה, Gen. 41:38, or when Belshazzar attributes the same gift to Daniel, 4:4, we are to
translate “the spirit of the gods”, or in the second passage, “the spirit of the holy gods” (for the monotheistic phrase with plural adjective cf. Josh. 24:19). Nor do I mean that there is intrusion of Jewish theology into the Pagan speaker’s mouth, for the religious coloring is remarkably true to form throughout Daniel. But in support of the claim that נְדוֹּנִים could mean “Deity” in Aramaic like its Hebrew equivalent, there exists not only the parallel use of עָלָּה in Akkadian but also a fact which has not been observed, that ‘ĕlōh, ‘ĕlōhîm is not Hebraic but Aramaic, vs. the more primitive and Canaanite ’el. The Phoenicians had two plurals to this word by way of differentiation, ‘elîm in sense of Deity, and ‘elônîm, “gods”. That is, the Hebrews drew their monotheistic term from the Aramaic, either by inheritance or by borrowing. Note also that יָלָה “the highest”, Dan. 7:18 (it matters not if the passage be of Hebrew or Aramaic original) is a plural without Hebrew counterpart, i. e. just as נְדוֹנִים is used according to my contention.

These Auseinandersetzungen with Dr. Charles’s book were made with more zest if the distinguished author were still in this life, but they may be taken as proof of its rich and stimulating value and permanent worth. It is our loss that we may expect nothing more from his illustrious mind.


_Kitâb al-‘itibâr li-‘Usâmah ibn Munkîd._ By PHILIP HITTI.


In quantity Arabic studies are at a minimum in this country. We have no Muslim colonials except the barbarous Philippine Moros; our trade with the Levant can be transacted through Western tongues; our great American schools in those regions are reflecting to us but little of the native culture and language. Only in the line of Judæo-Arabic studies is there any concrete advance, and there our Jewish scholars are proceeding with effect and brilliance.

Dr. Schmidt's Ibn Khaldun is a brief but imposing essay upon one of the greatest of Arab philosophical thinkers. It is in the first place a handbook of the manuscripts and editions of Ibn Khaldun, and then an appreciation of the man along with abundant citation and criticism of previous students, in the listing of whom Dr. Schmidt exhibits his characteristic erudition. The subject is successively pictured as Historian, Philosopher of History, and Sociologist. May this prolegomena be stimulus to other American scholars for further exploration in the field of Arabic literature. It may be noted that there still remains unpublished a supplement to Ibn Khaldun's Autobiography, which has recently come to light (pp. 38 ff.).

We have to mark the rapidly continued publication in sumptuous form by the University of California of Dr. Popper's laborious edition of Ibn Taghi Birdi's History of Egypt from the Muslim conquest to the middle of the 15th century. With the completion of vol. 7 we have the final part of the Nujûm. Of the six volumes to be devoted to it, according to the plan of the author, he has now completed three and one part of a fourth, the volumes still outstanding being those numbered 4 and 5. The editor is allowing this lacuna to remain for the present in order to apply himself to the publication of extracts from the historian's more comprehensive work, of which the Nujûm is an abridgement, namely the hawâdît ad-duhâr, covering the period A. H. 845 seq.; this material the editor regards as of greater interest than that in the unpub-
lished volumes of the other work. The extracts are such as supplement the matter in the Nujūm. For the author’s reasons and his comparison of the two works see his prefatory Note to vol. 7, no. 4. The same Note gives an interesting appreciation of the author as man and historian. Part 4 of vol. 7 contains, following the method of the earlier volumes, the Indexes of persons, places, etc., and the scholarly Glossary of unusual words and phrases. This work is the most extensive thing of the kind that has been undertaken by an American Arabist, and it appears to have been carried out in perfect form. To the editor’s statement that “there would be a certain personal satisfaction in attempting to round out what may prove to be a lifetime’s task by proceeding to these volumes of the Nujūm next,” all scholars will add the expression of their hope that he will give them as well as himself that satisfaction.

The native soil of Arabic-speaking peoples is also now contributing its quota of scholars and literati to our American culture. They have become citizens as well as made their homes with us—we may think of Dr. Rihbany of Boston, but they retain their pride in the language and civilization from which they sprang. One of these scholars is Dr. Hitti, who holds the professorship of Ancient History at Princeton, but whose prime interest in Arabic studies is heartily abetted by his University, which has generously met the expense of preparing and publishing the Arabic text now to be noticed. Hitti’s translation of this text appeared in 1929 under the title, An Arab-Syrian Gentleman and Warrior in the Period of the Crusades. Memoirs of Usamah ibn Munqidh (Columbia University Press). It was reviewed by the present writer in this JOURNAL in vol. 50, p. 261, and he gave it high praise for its English form and for the apparatus of introduction and notes, all which presented for the first time in our language one of the most delightful of Mediaeval documents and second to none as a narrative of exciting personal experiences. The text which has now appeared is a requisite for accurate criticism of the translation. As is well known, the first editor of Usamah was Hartwig Derenbourg, who between 1886 and 1895 provided a corpus of three volumes on the subject: the Arabic text, a French translation, and a volume of 730 pages giving a historical study of the life of the author. A German translation by G. Schumann appeared in 1905, which Hitti criticizes on p. 21 of his translation as “follow-
ing almost slavishly the French translation, rather than the Arabic original, and sharing its weaknesses." And between Hitti's two volumes has appeared an English translation by G. R. Potter, *Autobiography of Usama ibn-Mounkidh*, which Hitti similarly criticizes as "without scientific value and with nothing new in it" (in his Arabic Preface, p. 41). The new editor in his treatment of the text has operated with entire independence, his University having procured for him photostatic copies of the unique manuscript in the Escorial. A glance at the facsimiles given by him and Derenbourg exhibits at once the difficulty of deciphering the carelessly written document; both Derenbourg's and Hitti's notes constantly illustrate this, and the latter in the prefaces to the two volumes, more at length in the Arabic volume, lists the various classes of difficulty. We may also remark the long list of corrections and additions to his text which Derenbourg was obliged to give in his large volume, pp. 607-637, a proof of that distinguished scholar's sense of the obstacles confronting him in decipherment. It is fortunate therefore that a fresh hand has undertaken a new edition of the text along with its translation, and fortunate too that the editor is Syrian born, acquainted not only with the classical but also with the vernacular Arabic—which he constantly depends upon for his interpretation, while the local detail is often specified by him as one thoroughly acquainted with the country.

There is no place for a grudging comparison between the two editors in text and translation. All honor remains with Derenbourg as editor princeps for this laborious and massive work. And Hitti constantly depends upon his readings and comments. But a second editor can in any particular case add to the results of his predecessor, still more so in so difficult a text as this is. The solution of an unpointed Arabic word may be guesswork in the first place, and the successor has the advantage of his predecessor in making another and perhaps better guess. The reviewer has in past years read Usamah through more than once, in part with his students, and has had occasion to realize not only the difficulty of Derenbourg's text but also the frequent inadequacy of his translation, which often appears—it is no unkind comment—to be paraphrase by way of cutting a Gordian knot, often without the expected note on the uncertainty of the text. It is difficult to document this criticism in extenso. Derenbourg's text and translation are most unfortunately not cross-paginated, so that it is a labor to refer
from one to the other, while to make further comparison with Hitti’s text and translation were arduous indeed. It had been well if Hitti had cross-paginated with Derenbourg for the reader’s ease of comparison. He fortunately gives this convenience as between his text and translation, but it is to be noted that, somewhat awkwardly at first sight, in the Arabic the folio number of the manuscript is given, in the translation the page number, e. g. text “10a” = translation “21”. I give two examples of Hitti’s correction of his predecessor. On p. 36 of Hitti’s text, note 2, corrects the reading ṣāḥib to ṣāḥib, translating “continued without respite”, which root and sense justify; Derenbourg, p. 35, translates “qu’on boit à petites gorgées”, after the root meaning to “swallow”, but that is certainly a venturesome translation. On p. 37 of his text Hitti notes, n. 3, an unpointed word which he corrects to jāïṣ, which suits the context; Derenbourg, p. 27, tr., p. 37, points the vocable as ḥāṣ, but then translates fi ḥāṣ (properly “in prison”) by “one of the generals”—it is difficult to see how he effected this tour de force. In his notes Hitti constantly opposes his readings to Derenbourg’s, and the scholar can satisfy himself there in the debates between different interpretations. It may be remarked that Hitti is more thorough in listing uncertain words and indicating his corrections, so that his apparatus appears to be a scholarly basis for further study of the text and for correction of the new editor when this is required.

The Arabic volume is complete in itself and does not require the complement of the translation. The Preface of the latter appears here, in part, e. g. as to philology, Usamah’s idiom, etc., in fuller form. The descriptive notes all reappear, along with a full Index. The work is therefore of use to Arabic-speaking people and it is to be hoped that it will have wide vogue in their native lands as one of their masterpieces. And there is another use of the volume which can be strongly recommended. Every teacher of Arabic knows the difficulty of procuring enough texts to “go round” in his class, unless he confines himself to selections; Western texts are very expensive, it is inconvenient to procure the cheap editions of native presses. For example Derenbourg’s volumes have gone up tremendously in price within a few years. The present text of Hitti’s is immediately available in America for students and at a reasonable price, and the student can have the satisfaction of possessing for himself one of the Arabic classics. To refer to its mechanical
execution, the book has been printed in this country by the linotype process, a method of manufacture which should be of vast help to Arabic publication in our journals and learned works, as the process is cheap. So far as the reviewer has noticed, the present volume is accurately printed, an encomium that cannot be given to many Arabic prints in the West.

Ameen Rihani is another Syrian gentleman of American adoption, who in several books of great interest and delightful style has made himself known to English readers: *The Book of Khalil*, 1911; *Ibn Sa'oud of Arabia, His People and his Land*, 1928 (the same, I understand as the British print, *Maker of Modern Arabia*); *Arabian Peak and Desert* and *Around the Coasts of Arabia*, 1930, as also numerous articles in Asia. For the historian and the scholar, however, his most important works are in Arabic, and we may be glad that he has kept his best for his native tongue. The first of these has been noticed earlier by the present writer (this *Journal* 47. 99), his *Mulâk al-'Arab*, which gives the story of his periplus about Arabia in 1922, undertaken in behalf of a self-imposed mission to effect a better understanding among the rival states of the peninsula. His more recent book now under consideration is of historical character, giving in the first place a description of Nejd and a history of the rise of the Wahhâbis and their dynasty, and then for its principal gist a biography of the present "King of the Hijâz and King of Nejd", commonly known in the West as Ibn Saûd. In content it thus pairs with Philby's most recent and most timely book *Arabia* (*Modern World Series*, 1930), which is almost wholly devoted to the history of the Nejd state, and is based largely on the author's personal experiences in Nejd, where he enjoyed long and close personal relations with Ibn Saûd, and in Arabia at large, as described in his *Heart of Arabia* and *Arabia of the Wahhâbis*. In his *Arabia* Philby has made careful use of certain native Nejdian chronicles, as his Preface relates. And Rihani likewise has made similar use of the same and other native records along with a great store of oral information that came his way. The King himself was one of his chief authorities, and actually took pains to help him in the geography of Nejd and the rendering of the local nomenclature; and the present history was undertaken with the full cognizance of the sovereign and with his hearty encouragement, even to the extent of procuring for the writer rare volumes of history. And so properly the book is dedicated to his
Majesty. The work is of historical importance. It gives a full and exact chronology of events, of some of which the author was an eyewitness, for example during his stay in Jeddah during a large part of its year-long siege in 1925 by Ibn Saud, whither he had gone on another mission of peace. It is fully documented with official pronouncements, dispatches, telegrams, etc., and is enlivened by the oratio directa of many conversations, some over the telephone. The book sustains the reader’s interest throughout with the description of the kaleidoscopic changes in modern Arabian history and of scenes picturesquely presented which vary all the way from the life of the primitive desert, as in the account of Ibn Saud’s great trek to Mecca (c. 44) accompanied by his readers and rawis, to the scenes of modern warfare about Jeddah, in which figure armored cars and airplanes, “Fords” also as the most useful arm, along with trench-fighting and electrified mines—against all which modern contrivances the Wahhabis fought with success after the manner of David and Goliath. It is impossible here to note the varied points of interest. Exact information is presented on the hujar (those who leave all behind), Wahhabi colonies of the Ikhwan or Brothers, which Ibn Saud with consummate statesmanship is planting throughout his state; see c. 28, and for an exact table of the colonies as to location and population, pp. 412-414. (Compare for a brief but trenchant description Philby, pp. 222-227.) At the end of the book, pp. 349-411, are given some eight documents of official character bearing upon internal and external affairs. The history is brought down to the selection of Ibn Saud as King of the Hijaz after the ancient forms of giving allegiance on January 10, 1926 (according to Philby, p. 324, Jan. 8). There is a full Index of persons and places. The volume is illustrated with a map of Nejd (on too fine a scale unfortunately to make the minute Arabic type of local names legible), and twenty-nine cuts all of interest in presenting contemporary persons and events. It may be pertinent to the history of the remarkable development of this Arabian state despite its seeming religious intransigence to cite a passage from Philby (p. 350): “In July [1929] the King set out once more for Central Arabia with a caravan of over 200 motor-cars, having meanwhile set in train negotiations for the purchase of four aeroplanes in England and for the engagement of British pilots to fly them. These machines arrived on the Hasa coast
towards the end of the year, by which time the King had also made considerable progress with a scheme for a comprehensive chain of wireless stations to link up the various important centres of his far-flung dominions."

JAMES A. MONTGOMERY.

University of Pennsylvania.


The fact that the Near East, the center of several great religions, is also the home of a group of alleged worshippers of the devil was bound to appeal to a number of modern observers as uncommonly fascinating. A less sophisticated age, which was no less aware of the paradox of the situation, saw numerous attempts at a wholesale extermination of the Yezidis, a name for the entire group that is less misleading than Devil Worshippers. At present one simply writes about them, and the accounts range from sheer nonsense to a judicious estimate of the available data. The picture that is thus set up before the reader is partly mystery, largely mystification, and inevitably also a bit of truth. Fortunately, the little volume of Furlani is topheavy with truth.

The well-known Italian Assyriologist and student of religions is entirely at home in the confusing literature on the subject. His account is characterized by clarity and common sense. We see how the peacock came to be the representative of the Yezidi Supreme Power under the influence of those sects that hold the peacock responsible for the tempting of Eve. Furlani vigorously opposes the theory that Taus (peacock) is a survival of Tamuz. This is primarily due to the fact that the author makes the Yezidi doctrines (and the related Mandeon elements) largely dependent upon Moslem sectaries, a theory that requires more convincing proof than Furlani has been able to adduce. The name Yezidi should be derived, according to the author, from the Avestan yazada and the Neo-Persian ized, which signifies a group of celestial beings worthy of adoration. The reviewer has heard the Yezidis repeatedly connect their name with the Persian city of Yazd, a view that appears to him at least as plausible as Furlani's.

There are several minor misstatements in the book. The Shei-
khan group, which guards the most important sanctuaries of the Yezidis, is centered north and not east of Mosul (p. 4). The inhabitants of Sinjar are supposed to know a little Arabic, while those of Sheikhan are said to be totally ignorant of that language (p. 13). The fact is that the linguistic situation is practically reversed. The Yezidis of Bashiqa and Bahzani (both villages are in the Sheikhan district) happen to speak Arabic only, even among themselves. Kurdish is reserved for ritual purposes.

Furlani's translation of Yezidi texts follows the Arabic version. This is a pity since anyone who has compared this recension with the Kurdish original knows that the Arabic translation is often paraphrastic.

The main difficulty in studying the Yezidi religion is the unreliability of the Yezidi traditions. A simple and ignorant people with whom reading and writing are taboo cannot be expected to keep fact and fiction apart for many centuries. As one visitor expressed it a short time ago, "These Yezidis certainly believe in something, but they have forgotten what it is."

University of Pennsylvania.

E. A. SPEISER.


This bulky quarto of five hundred pages by the Professor of History and Economics at Tri-Candra College, Nepal, deserves special mention because it attempts to cover a field as yet only partly surveyed. The author has given a good account of primary and secondary education, as it developed in the Vedic schools and Buddhistic monasteries, of the method and objects of study, and of the technical vocational training for caste-occupations (including that of princes), as well as a special chapter on female education in ancient India, with an adequate history of the various seats of learning, etc. As a general treatise this work can be recommended, but it is marred by quite inadequate exactitude in the translation not only of Vedic verses, but even of later Sanskrit sentences. When one has accustomed oneself to the peculiar transliteration (though it is not strange that an Indian scholar is irked by any such device) one finds that the translation is often even more
peculiar and that the reference given is misleading. How RV 3. 55.16, which ends, in the author's transcription with mnahadde- bānāṃsvrtwamekam can be translated "An unmarried young learned daughter should be married to a learned bridegroom. Never think of giving in marriage a daughter of very young age," is almost as puzzling as how "The women should read me (Veda)" renders the text printed here as yachchāmnāyo bidagdhyāt, which means (read vidadhyāt) "and as the holy text may determine," Gobh. GS. 1. 6. 12. In short, Professor Das is not at his best in the Veda or even in the Sūtras; but he has given an excellent general account, which errors in translation here and there do not materially affect. Those cited (from pages 223 and 226) pertain to the Vedicle period, where much regarding woman's state is guesswork. What Professor Das is intent on showing is that in very early times women were acquainted with and used the (later forbidden) Vedic texts and though his translation is erratic his judgment is sound, for he has enough other texts (translated correctly) to prove his point. The chapter on female education is full of interesting matter, which should appeal to others than Sanskritists.

E. Washburn Hopkins.

Yale University.

The Aryanization of India. By Nripendra Kumar Dutt. Calcutta, Published by the Author.

"The purpose of this book is to present within a short compass a chronological and geographical framework for the political history of India for the Vedic and Epic periods, together with an intelligible account of the Aryan conquests so far as it can be made out of the confused mass of literature published on the subject." Few who have attempted this task have been as successful as the author. He regrets the absence of material from the Dravidian side, and also the paucity of archaeological evidence. He recognizes three strands of culture in India; Pre-Dravidian, Dravidian, and Aryan. The Dravidians reduced the earlier inhabitants to accept their culture; the Aryans conquered the Dravidians and the cultures of the two races were blended. In the last paragraph in the book he says that he believes that Hinduism owes much to Dravidian influences, and that it is difficult to say whether in its
modern form it is more Dravidian than Aryan. Some of the prevailing cults betray strong Dravidian characteristics. But the Vedic institutions are Aryan in the main foundation, gradually absorbing Dravidian ideas and practices. It is likely that the original Aryan element has been largely buried under a non-Aryan superstructure, to produce modern Hinduism.

"Aryanization," then, can hardly mean exactly what the word seems to imply; his book rather deals with the advance of Aryan, or at least Aryan speaking tribes into India. It is obvious that if the pre-Aryan culture had sufficient vitality to consign the Vedic religion and its gods to virtual oblivion, to make the worship of non-Vedic deities universal, to change the ideas and philosophy of the peoples most radically, and further, (what he does not state), to retain the essential Dravidian form of the vernaculars, while accepting an overwhelming Aryan vocabulary, the "Aryanization" must have been very superficial and incomplete; the process of amalgamation could be equally well described as the "Indianization of the Aryans."

The author has arranged his materials well. He has worked out of the scattered mass a reasonably consistent scheme of advance of Aryan tribes. He has not been led into the orthodox Indian conception that the Vedic Aryans have always been living in India, and that during the millions of years they have been there they civilized the rest of the world. Nor has he accepted the view that the Purāṇas are older and more reliable as sources of history than the Vedas. Both these views are well discussed in appendices.

In common with most Indians, the author pushes back the dates usually assigned to early Sanskrit literary monuments. The Aryans began to enter India 2300-2200 B. C.; the Rig Veda was composed between 2000 and 1400 B. C.; the Brāhmaṇa period followed immediately; the Upanishads date from 1000-800 B. C.; the Sūtras from 8000 on; Panini was 500 B. C. These dates are arrived at by Max Müller's system of dead reckoning—allowing so many years for development and linguistic change between any two successive stages of literature. But in this book longer intervals are allowed than Max Müller's minima. Since no definite criteria are at hand, this method has to be tolerated. But the method does not take account of original dialectic differences, nor of the fact that the different types of literature were generally produced in different parts of India. This very much decreases the value of this method.
The fact that the language of the Rig Veda and that of the older Avesta seem to belong to the same period is referred to. But scholars are generally inclined to place the Avesta later than Professor Dutt places the Veda; he therefore does not attach much importance to this synchronization.

Professor Dutt seeks to corroborate these dates by an appeal to the history of Western Asia. The Kassites were an Aryan people who conquered Babylon in the twentieth century B.C.; they use the Aryan words Śūriyaś (Sūrya) and Maruttaś (Marut). Further, the Mitanni, who were an important power of the fourteenth century, were Aryans and worshipped Aryan gods. About this time Aryans were in the saddle throughout all Western Asia, and their hands invaded Palestine. This was the period when they were in power in Western India. So the author; but in reality the history of this region does not corroborate his views. Śūriyaś may indeed be connected with sūrya, but the ultimate derivation of the word is not clear. Kassite at times prefixed the element šu to divine names; this may be the case here; the proper name of the god would then be Ria. It can not be said positively that the Kassites had a god Ria, but their neighbors the Elamites did, and this name was also used farther to the west for the sun god. It is not certain, therefore, that Kassite Śūriyaś is identical with Sūrya. It can hardly be doubted that Maruttaś and Marut are the same word. But Maruttaś would seem to be the same as some of the Akkadian gods and may conceivably be identical with Marduk. Moreover, the Kassite language was not Indo-European. Neither was the Mitanni language Indo-European. A few proper names survive, which do have an Iranian look to them, but here it is possible that we are dealing with Asianic roots, rather than with Indo-European. Again, the names of the gods, Indra, and others, are not certainly European, and may have been borrowed in Asia by the advancing Aryans.

The book is a most useful summary of the material we have on the subject. It is sanely written and contains nothing extravagant.


Recent years have witnessed increased critical interest in South Indian culture on the part of South Indian scholars. The pam-
phlet named must be included among the works of these authors. It constitutes a sort of advance chapter on a work which the author is preparing on the legendary Tamil Academies. He points out that the most interesting account of these Academies (according to some it is also the earliest account) is to be found in a commentary on a “Grammar” now known as Irraiyanar’s Ahap-Porul. He gives his verbatim translation of this passage, and then proceeds to criticize it. The immediate problem is the date of this source. In the main his conclusions agree with those of such recent authors as P. T. Srinivas Iyengar and others. He places the Ahap-Porul itself in about the fourth or fifth century A. D., and the commentary in about the beginning of the eighth century. The section dealing with the Academies may be a later interpolation. Since the Academies are said to have had a combined length of 9,990 years, it can readily be seen that the historical value of the legend about them is not very great. We shall await with interest the author’s completed work.

GEORGE WILLIAM BROWN.

Kennedy School of Missions, Hartford.

---


Mr. Wolfenden’s study compares classical Tibetan with the languages of the Kachin, Bodo, Nagâ, Kuki-Chin, and Burma groups, with special reference to the prefixes, infixes, and suffixes. Other dialects of Tibetan than the classical written language, for example, that of Khams, are not considered. Chinese, Tangut, Mon-Khmer, and other related languages are occasionally mentioned, but no study of them is made. Wolfenden continues the work in this field of Conrady, Laufer, and other scholars, with whom he sometimes differs. He offers a new interpretation of the prefix in Tibetan. By means of the “younger” languages of Assam and Burma, he endeavors to reconstruct the morphology of ancient Tibetan before it was reduced to writing in the seventh century of our era. In such an attempt there will always be room for differences of
opinion, and the reviewer is not qualified to make a critical judgment. But it is clear that the author has produced a very valuable and very interesting study.


This valuable survey includes articles on the progress of Chinese Studies in American universities, on Chinese art in public collections in the United States and Canada, on collections of Chinese books in America, reports of committees and conferences on the Far East, and lists of organizations and scholars interested or engaged in Chinese Studies. The bulletin is supplementary to China and Japan in Our University Curricula, published in 1929 by the American Council of the Institute of Pacific Relations. The effectiveness of the campaign to promote Chinese studies and the generally increased interest in China are shown by a net gain of 51 courses dealing with China since the publication of the earlier report.

The conditions shown by the bulletin are encouraging, but far from satisfactory. Most of the courses listed in the curricula of American universities are introductory and superficial. There appear to be not more than 25 graduate students primarily concerned with China in the entire country. Nor are there many academic positions open to men who have majored in Chinese. Among the faculties and those who might join faculties there are two main classes: first, thoroughly trained scholars who do not know the Chinese language and who have not the background which only a long residence in China can give; second, those who, like the returned missionaries, have the background and the knowledge of the language, but who are not trained in critical scholarship. Lastly, there is a lack of reliable books on China in English. It is a serious question how valuable superficial courses on China, based on textbooks which abound in errors and taught by men who cannot speak or read a sentence of Chinese, will be in the development of American scholarship in this field.
In spite of these drawbacks, there are encouraging signs. American universities are awakening to the fact that there are vast and important fields which they have neglected. Students are showing increased interest. Libraries and collections of art are steadily growing. And there is a small but increasing number of men who are trained scholars capable of approaching a subject in a scientific manner, and have a knowledge of the language and the people which enables them to make real contributions to sinology. At present there is not a single native American who would be considered a first class authority in sinology by European scholars. There is no one who would rank with Pelliot, Laufer, Maspero, Cordier, Franke, Karlgren, or Duyvendak—to mention only a few names. But there is every indication that ten years from now there will be such men, and that there will soon be what will deserve the name of an American school of sinology.

J. K. SHRIOOK.

University of Pennsylvania.


This catalogue of 2,300 coins of the Far East was fortunately written by one who not only knew the series of coins he was describing but also, by having collected them, knew the actual coins themselves. It is refreshing to peruse a book on Chinese coins that is not full of misinformation handed down from most of the older Chinese numismatic writings, which were prone to ascribe the dates of the older coins to a period of great antiquity. Today it is considered doubtful if any of the Chinese coins can be dated before the eighth century B.C. In other words, the beginnings of Far Eastern and Greek coinages took place at about the same time. The author has endeavored to put as much muscle and sinew around a bare descriptive skeleton as possible, by putting a slight historical background about the various coins where needed and has interposed the Chinese characters with their transliteration and translation as well as explanation. Mr. Schjöth is to be congratulated
for the pains he has taken in making his descriptions clear, and not assuming that the reader was a Sinologue and knew as much of the subject as he did.

The collection as a whole is a well rounded representative collection, though weak in the earlier odd-shaped coins, as many forms and types are lacking. The pieces described and illustrated are nevertheless sufficient to render the volume an adequate text-book, and fulfill all requirements for most collectors of Chinese coins. The sections devoted to Chinese Charms are especially valuable.

The coins of Japan, Korea, and Annan are included as they are part of the collection, but they are hardly extensive enough to be of the same value to the student as is the Chinese section. A new departure in Chinese numismatics has been introduced in the volume, i.e., the weights of all the coins have been given. As the author mentions, the illustrations are not on the same level with the text, although they are as good as most books dealing with this subject.

_HOWLAND WOOD._

NOTES OF THE SOCIETY

The following members of the Society were appointed by the President as its official representatives at the Eighteenth International Congress of Orientalists held at Leiden on September 7 to 12, 1931: Professors Albright, Breasted, F. Edgerton, Gottheil, E. W. Hopkins, A. V. W. Jackson, M. L. Margolis, Olmstead, Reich, Speiser, and Zeitlin.

As delegates to the Second International Congress of Linguists held at Geneva on August 25 to 29, 1931, were appointed Professors F. Edgerton, M. L. Margolis, and Sellers.

NOTES OF OTHER SOCIETIES

The Linguistic Society of India has begun the publication of a journal Indian Linguistics, of which the first number has already appeared. Subscriptions (Rs. 12 per annum) should be sent to The Honorary Secretary, Linguistic Society of India, Lahore, India.

The New Orient Society of Chicago was inaugurated April 19, 1930, and is affiliated with, but distinct from, The New Orient Society of America. The main purpose of the organization is to establish practical means for cultural correspondence between the East and the West. The Open Court Publishing Company has agreed to publish for the Society twelve special numbers of its monthly magazine, with the cooperation of a special publication committee, dealing with the cultural development of the modern Orient. The officers of the Society are: Honorary President, Professor James H. Breasted; Honorary Vice-President, Dr. Berthold Laufer; Vice-Presidents, Mary Hegeler Carus, Professors F. C. Eiselen, Leslie E. Fuller, Albert H. Lybyer, A. T. Olmstead, Ovid R. Sellers, John Shapley, Martin Sprengling, Mr. Potter Palmer; Chairman Executive Committee, Mr. Henry Field; Secretary-Treasurer, Catherine Cook. Those who are desirous of becoming members of the New Orient Society of Chicago are invited to apply for particulars of purposes and privileges of membership to the Secretary, 337 E. Chicago Ave., Chicago, Ill.
The sessions of the One Hundred and Forty-third Meeting of the Society were held in Princeton, N. J., at the University, on Tuesday and Wednesday, April 7th and 8th, 1931, in conjunction with the Conference on Far Eastern Studies. All the sessions were held in McCosh Hall. The following members were present at one or more sessions:

Albright
Archer
Bailey
Barret
Barton
Bates, Mrs.
Bender
Briggs, G. W.
Brown, G. W.
Brown, W. N.
Bull
Cadbury
Chandler
Chapman
Clark
Collitz
Creighton
DeLong
DeWitt, Mrs.
Donohugh, Mrs.
Dougherty
Dumont
Duncan
Edgerton, F.
Enslin
Fenn
Gale
Gardner
Gehman
Gordon, C. H.
Gottheil
Graves
Hamilton
Hardy
Hitti
Hodous
Hopkins, E. W.
Hummel
Hussey, Miss
Jackson, A. V. W.
Jackson, Mrs.
Kent
Kraeling, C. H.
Latourette
Laufer
Luce
Marcus
Margolis, M. L.
Montgomery
Morgenstern
Mott
Obermann
Ogden, C. J.
Olmstead
Parry, Miss
Pratt
Prentice
Regner
Reich
Ridgley
Rowell, Miss
Rudolph, Miss
Sanders, F. K.
Schanzlin
Schapiro
Schmidt, N.
Seiple
Shryock
Sturtevant
Taylor, W. R.
Torrey
Uhl
von der Osten
Wright, W. L.
Zwemer

Total 75

There were also present some of those attending the Conference on Far Eastern Studies, including Messrs. Ryusaku Tsunoda and
Olin D. Wanamaker who read papers at the joint session of the Society with the Conference.

Present as guests of the Society were Professor J. J. L. Duyvendak of the University of Leiden, and Mrs. Duyvendak.

THE FIRST SESSION

At 11.10 A. M. on Tuesday, the first session of the meeting was called to order by President Berthold Laufer. Reading of the minutes of the meeting in Toronto in 1930 was dispensed with as they were already in print (Journal 50. 308-341). There were no corrections and the minutes were approved.

Professor Hitti of Princeton, Chairman of the Committee on Arrangements, presented his Committee’s report in the form of a printed program. The succeeding sessions were announced to be on Tuesday afternoon at 2.30 P. M., on Wednesday morning at 9.30 A. M., and on Wednesday afternoon at 2.30 P. M. It was announced that the members were invited to an informal reception on Tuesday evening at the Princeton Theological Seminary. It was also announced that the members were invited to luncheon in the University dining hall on Wednesday. It was further announced that the annual subscription dinner would be held in Procter Hall of the Graduate College on Wednesday evening.

President Laufer read a letter from Professor Breasted of the University of Chicago, inviting the Society to meet in Chicago in 1932. He then retired from the session temporarily in order to take part in the Conference on Far Eastern Studies and Vice-President Olmstead took the chair.

REPORT OF THE CORRESPONDING SECRETARY

The Corresponding Secretary, Dr. Charles J. Ogden, presented the following report:

The report upon the membership of the Society shows practically no change from last year: forty persons were elected to membership and one was reinstated, but fifteen were lost by death and twenty-eight resigned or failed to qualify. The total number on our roll at the present time is 775, of whom 748 are corporate members.

The Society has been officially represented at the following academic occasions: at the one hundred and fiftieth anniversary of Transylvania College, June 1 to 4, 1930, by Professor C. L. Pyatt; at the seventy-fifth anniversary of Garrett Biblical Institute, June 8 to 11, 1930, by Professor
A. T. Olmstead; and at the inauguration of President Robert Gordon Sproul of the University of California, on October 22, 1930, by Professor E. M. Gale. Of special interest was the celebration of the fiftieth anniversary of the founding of the Society of Biblical Literature and Exegesis, which was held in connection with its annual meeting on December 29 and 30, 1930, and at which this Society was represented by Professors E. G. Kraeling, J. M. Powis Smith and C. C. Torrey. We have also been invited to send delegates to the Eighteenth International Congress of Orientalists to be held at Leiden in September next and to the Second International Congress of Linguists at Geneva in August, and it is expected that the selection of our representatives will soon be completed.

Your Corresponding Secretary attended as usual the Conference of Secretaries held on January 29, 1931, in connection with the annual meeting of the American Council of Learned Societies, as also the sessions of the Council itself on the two following days. The subject most prominently brought before the Secretaries’ Conference was the publication of books and monographs by learned societies, and the discussion was based on the survey made by Mr. John Marshall of the Medieval Academy of America, with especial reference to the question of distributing such publications more effectively. Other matters considered were the collection and preservation of materials for research, such as newspapers and other data of a fugitive character, and the reproduction of manuscripts for purposes of study.

There remains now the commemorative mention of those members who have died during the period since our last meeting, five of them being honorary members and ten corporate.

Dr. Theodor Nöldeke, of Karlsruhe, professor at the University of Kiel from 1864 to 1872 and at the University of Strassburg from 1872 until his retirement in 1906, was universally recognized as the dean of Semitic scholars. His fame is perhaps most closely associated with his Arabic studies, but he was a master likewise in the domains of Syriac, Hebrew, and general Semitic philology, as well as in Middle and New Persian. A long series of published works, extending from his Geschichte des Qordas (1860) to his Untersuchungen zum Achigar-Roman (1913), are monuments to his scholarship. He was elected an honorary member in 1878 and died on December 25, 1930, at the age of 94.

Dr. Eduard Sachau, professor emeritus of Oriental languages at the University of Berlin, where he had lectured from 1876 until 1920, after seven years’ service at Vienna, was likewise primarily an Arabist and an Aramaic scholar, but was widely interested in the history and culture of the Near East, both ancient and modern. Indologists are also permanently indebted to him for his edition and translation of Alberuni’s India. He was elected an honorary member in 1887 and died on September 17, 1930, at the age of 85.

Dr. Eduard Meyer, professor emeritus of ancient history at the University of Berlin, with which he had been associated since 1902 after having
taught at other German universities, was best known through his monumental *Geschichte des Altertums*, begun in 1884 but under continual revision by him up to the time of his death. He also devoted a number of special works to Oriental subjects, notably to Egyptology and the history of Judaism and early Christianity. He was elected an honorary member in 1908 and died on August 31, 1930, at the age of 75.

**Dr. Arthur Anthony MacDonnell**, emeritus professor of Sanskrit in the University of Oxford, having retired in 1926 after serving the University since 1880, bore a name familiar to every English-speaking Indologist by reason of his *Sanskrit-English Dictionary* and his *History of Sanskrit Literature*, and was distinguished for his more specialized works on Vedic grammar, mythology, and realia. He was elected an honorary member in 1918 and died on December 28, 1930, at the age of 76.

**Dr. Heinrich Zimmermann**, professor of Oriental languages at the University of Leipzig since 1900, was trained for the work of the ministry but was led by his scholarly interests to engage in the study of Assyriology, to which he made many important contributions. He was also a Hebraist and for many years co-editor of the *Leipziger Semitistische Studien* and more recently editor of the *Zeitschrift für Assyriologie*. He was elected an honorary member in 1923 and died on February 17, 1931, at the age of 68.

**Rev. Dr. Alexander R. Gordon**, a minister of the Scottish Free Church, came to Canada in 1907 and was for twenty-three years professor of Old Testament literature in the Presbyterian Theological Seminary at Montreal and from 1914 onwards professor of Hebrew at McGill University. In the summer of 1930 he was called to the chair of Hebrew and Oriental languages at the University of St. Andrews. He was the author of many works on the Old Testament. Elected a corporate member in 1912, he died on March 5, 1931, at the age of 58.

**Mr. Arthur J. Westermayr**, a lawyer of New York City, who was interested in art and travel as well, had written several books on Egyptian art and related subjects. He was elected a member in 1912 and died on December 27, 1930, at the age of 65.

**Mr. John Reilly, Jr.,** of New York City, who was educated at Princeton University for engineering, became deeply interested in the numismatics of the Far East and assembled an unrivaled collection of Chinese coins and tokens as well as specimens from the neighboring countries. He was long an officer of the American Numismatic Society, and was also a frequent attendant at our own meetings, where his presence will be greatly missed by his associates. He was elected a member in 1918 and died on January 30, 1931, at the age of 54.

**Rev. Ralph D. Cornuelle**, of the American Presbyterian Mission, Fatehgarh, India, a graduate of the University of Cincinnati and of the Princeton Theological Seminary, had lived in India since 1918, save for a year's stay at Columbia University. He was superintendent of a high
school and a director of Ewing Christian College at Allahabad. He was elected a member in 1922 and died on February 19, 1931, at the age of 48.

Dr. William Cowen, of New York City, a specialist in diseases of the eye and ear, was for many years ophthalmologist of the Lebanon Hospital and was a Fellow of the American College of Surgeons. He was elected a member in 1922 and died on January 26, 1931, at the age of 71.

Sir Richard Carnac Temple, Bart., C. I. E., born in India, had a long and distinguished military and administrative career in India and Burma, and as a scholar likewise wrote extensively upon the folklore and anthropology of those countries. Since 1884 he had been the chief editor of the *Indian Antiquary*. He was elected a member in 1928 and died in Switzerland on March 3, 1931, at the age of 80.

Mr. Karl Kirchberger, of London, was actively in contact with the Orient as an East India merchant, having been associated for about twenty-five years with the firm of Katz Bros., Ltd., of London and Singapore. He was elected a member in 1928 and died in Paris on December 2, 1930, at the age of 67.

Mr. David N. Mosessochn, of New York City, editor of *The Jewish Tribune*, and chairman of the Associated Dress Industries of America, was notable for his ability as a lawyer, publisher, and executive, and belonged to many business and commercial organizations. He was elected a member in 1929 and died on December 16, 1930, at the age of 47.

Also the following, concerning whom the Secretary has not been able to learn any particulars: Mr. Florin Jones Lenox of New York, elected in 1918, and Rev. Dr. Thomas Steenhouse, vicar of Mickley, Stocksfield-on-Tyne, England, elected in 1921.

Upon motion the report of the Corresponding Secretary was accepted.

Tribute was paid to deceased members: to Professors Macdonell and Nöldeke by Professor Jackson; to Professor Sachau by Professor Zwemer; to Professors Sachau and Meyer by President Morgenstern; to Professor Zimmern by Professors Hussey and Albright; to Professor Meyer by Professor Olmstead.

On motion it was voted unanimously to send to Dr. Abbott and to Professors Lanman and MacDonald the good wishes of the Society and regrets that they were unable to be present at the meeting.

On motion it was voted unanimously to send to Professor Geiger of Munich, an honorary member of the Society, the greetings and good wishes of the Society on the occasion of his seventy-fifth birthday.
of the Society at Princeton

Vice-President Olmstead announced the appointment by President Laufer of Professors Clark, Barret and Edgerton as a Committee on Resolutions.

REPORT OF THE TREASURER

The Treasurer, Professor John C. Archer, made the following report:

RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES FOR THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1930.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Receipts</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cash Balance, Jan. 1, 1930</td>
<td>$9,822.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dues from 580 members</td>
<td>3,548.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales: JOURNAL (gross) to Jan. 31, 1930</td>
<td>1,186.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panchatantra (6 sets, net)</td>
<td>35.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tagalog Grammar (8 copies, net)</td>
<td>26.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nies Fund income</td>
<td>$522.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>By G. A. Barton</td>
<td>250.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales, net</td>
<td>21.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>794.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reprints from JOURNAL</td>
<td>39.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authors' corrections</td>
<td>3.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interest:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yale Univ.</td>
<td>441.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mortgage</td>
<td>345.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virginia Ry.</td>
<td>50.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minn. Gen. Elec.</td>
<td>50.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>886.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C., R. I. &amp; P. Ry:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dividend</td>
<td>120.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sale, 20 rights</td>
<td>24.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>144.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Total income . . . . $6,664.82)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expenditures</td>
<td>$16,487.09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Expenditures</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>J. H. Furst Co., printing</td>
<td>$2,149.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reprints</td>
<td>100.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corrections</td>
<td>50.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$2,299.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yale Univ. Press:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Returns, cancellations</td>
<td>54.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commissions</td>
<td>283.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation</td>
<td>167.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mailing 3,800 copies</td>
<td>152.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>657.37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Book Reviews ........................................ 68.00
Barton volume, publication .................. 3,008.06
Type storage .................................. 33.38

Expenses: Indo-Iran. Com. ................. 11.20
Jackson, cablegram .......................... 4.65
Editors ...................................... 27.50
Librarian .................................... 15.00
Treasurer .................................... 20.39
Corresponding Secretary ................... 226.67
Clerical, Yale Univ. .......................... 125.55
Dues, A. C. L. S. .............................. 25.00
Subvention, Orient. Bib. .................. 50.00
Honoraria: editors .......................... 600.00
treasurer .................................. 100.00
Refund (excess dues) ....................... 1.00
(Total expenditures ........................ $7,273.53)

BALANCE, Dec. 31, 1930 ..................... 9,213.56

$16,487.09

The SPECIAL FUNDS held by the Society are:
Charles W. Bradley .......................... $3,000.00
I. M. Casanowicz ............................ 150.00
Alexander I. Cotheal ....................... 1,500.00
Life Membership ........................... 3,775.00
Nies Fund income balance, interest, etc. 2,021.23
Panchatantra-Tagalog, with interest ...... 789.37
Publication, with interest ................ 90.15
William Dwight Whitney ................... 1,000.00
Reserve, approximately ................... 2,000.00

$14,225.75

Jewett, with interest ....................... 1,675.63

The ASSETS of the Society on Jan. 1, 1931 were:
Bonds: Virginia Ry. ........................ $1,000.00
Minnesota General Electric ............... 1,000.00
C. R. I. & P. Ry., 20 shares .............. 2,000.00
Mortgage .................................. 6,000.00
Cash on deposit Yale Univ. .............. 9,213.56

$19,213.56

The NET CASH BALANCE in the General Fund is ... $3,312.18

REPORT OF THE AUDITING COMMITTEE

The report of the Auditing Committee was then read by the Recording Secretary as follows:
We hereby certify that we have examined the accounts of the Treasurer of the Society and have found them correct and that the foregoing statements are in conformity therewith.

K. S. Latourette,
R. P. Dougherty,

Auditors.

Upon motion the reports of the Treasurer and the Auditing Committee were accepted.

Professor Archer reported for the Committee on Publications, stating that the catalogue of the Society’s library had been printed and could be obtained from the Librarian.

REPORT OF THE LIBRARIAN

In the absence of the Librarian, Professor Andrew Keogh, the Corresponding Secretary read his report as follows:

The number of volumes added to the Library during the year 1930-31 was 113. In addition to these books and pamphlets, there were received 283 numbers of periodicals continuing sets already in the Library or representing sets new to the Library. Following the transfer of books to the Sterling Memorial Library, inventory was taken and the shelves were read. The cataloguing of books, pamphlets, and periodicals is up to date.

Following is a list of accessions for the year:

Bataviaasch genootschap van kunsten en wetenschappen. Feestbundel. Deel II. 1929.
Caucutta. Imperial library. Catalogue. Pt. II. Subject-index to the author catalogue. 1st supplement. 1929.

Dhirananda, Swami. Glimpses of light. A collection of excerpts from sermons on Oriental and Occidental philosophies. [c 1929]

Dumézil, G. Le problème des centaures. 1929. (Annales du Musée Guimet, t. 41)

Easton, B. S. Christ in the Gospels. 1930. (The Hale lectures, 1929-30)


——— The Problem of Polynesian origins. 1930. (Bernice P. Bishop museum. Occasional papers, v. 10, no. 8)

Hertel, J. Beiträge zur Erklärung des Awestas und des Vedas. 1929. (Abhandlungen der Philologisch-historischen Klasse der Sächsischen Akademie der Wissenschaften Bd. XL., Nr. II)

Herzfeld, E. Kushano-Sasanian coins. 1930. (Memoirs of the Archaeological survey of India, no. 38)

Johnston, G. Ancient mysteries. [c 1930]

Judd, H. P. Hawaiian proverbs and riddles. 1930. (Bernice P. Bishop museum. Bulletin 77)


Leidinger, G. Münchener Dichter des vierzehnten Jahrhunderts. 1930.


Macler, F. Trois conférences sur l’Arménie. 1929. (Annales du Musée Guimet, t. 49)


Renou, L. Grammaire sanscrite. 1930. 2v.


Shapiro, H. L. The physical characters of the Society Islanders. 1930. (Bernice P. Bishop museum. Memoirs, vol. 11, no. 4)
Stein, Sir A. An archaeological tour in Upper Swat and adjacent hill tracts. 1930. (Memoirs of the Archaeological survey of India, no. 42)
Szipidbaum, H. O typach Zydow jasnowłosych w Polsce. 1929. (Archiwum nauk antropologicznych. Tom. III. Nr. 4)
Tavadia, J. C., ed. śāyast-nē-śāyast, a Pahlavi text on religious customs. 1930. (Alt- und Neu-Indische Studien, 3)
Tuttle, E. H. Dravidian developments. 1930. (Language monographs, no. 5)
Vance, W. René Fülöp-Miller’s search for reality. [1929?]
Whitcombe, J. D. Notes on Tongan ethnology. 1930. (Bernice P. Bishop museum. Occasional papers, vol. 10, no. 9.)

The printing of the catalogue of the library is finished, and a copy is submitted as part of this report. In the preface to the volume I have expressed the thanks of the Society to those who helped to make publication possible.

On motion the report of the Librarian was accepted.

REPORT OF THE EDITORS OF THE JOURNAL

The Senior Editor, Professor Max L. Margolis, presented the following report:

The editors beg to report that since the last meeting of the Society there have been issued Nos. 1-4 of Volume 50 and No. 1 of Volume 51. The editors record with pleasure the kindness of eminent members of the Society whose advice was sought and the uniform courtesy of the contributors rendering the editorial task less arduous than it might otherwise have been. It is also a source of gratification that the JOURNAL is indeed comprehensively Oriental, embracing all of the Orient, the Far as well as the Near East.

Max L. Margolis,
W. Norman Brown,
Editors.

On motion the report of the Editors was accepted.

REPORT OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

The Corresponding Secretary presented the report of the Executive Committee as printed in the JOURNAL (51. 86).

Upon motion the actions of the Committee were ratified.
JOINT SESSION WITH THE CONFERENCE ON FAR EASTERN STUDIES

At 12.20 p. m., the members joined with those participating in the Conference on Far Eastern Studies, President Laufer taking the chair.

An address of welcome was made by President John Grier Hibben of Princeton University.

The reading of papers was then begun.

Mr. Ryusaku Tsunoda, of the Japanese Culture Center in America: The Collection of the Japanese Culture Center.

Mr. Olin D. Wanamaker, of New York City: A New Cultural and Economic Foundation in China. Remarks by Professor Luce.

The session adjourned at 12.50 p. m.

THE SECOND SESSION

The second session was called to order at 2.50 o'clock on Tuesday afternoon.

President Laufer delivered an address on "Columbus and Cathay, and the meaning of America to the Orientalist" (printed in JOURNAL 51. 87-103).

ELECTION OF MEMBERS

The following persons recommended by the Directors were duly elected corporate members of the Society (the list includes one who was elected at a later session):

Dr. Florence Ayscough
Mr. Woodbridge Bingham
Mr. Raymond A. Bowman
Mr. Meyer S. Cohen
Dean Edgar J. Fisher
Mr. Felix Freifelder
Mrs. John B. Gilfillan
Mr. Albert D. Glanville
Rev. Dr. Fred F. Goodsell
Mr. Zelig S. Harris
Dr. Paul W. Harrison
Rev. Dr. George P. Hedley
Mr. N. M. Heeramanec
Prof. Clark Hopkins
Prof. Morris U. Lively
Rev. Allan A. MacRae
Mr. Thomas E. Marston
Mr. George C. Miles
Prof. Valentin K. Müller
Mr. Charles F. Nims
Dr. H. H. von der Osten
Dr. Eleanor Parry
Mr. Horace I. Poleman
Rev. Gale Ritz
Mr. Harold Rosen
Miss Teresina Rowell
Dr. Frank Schechter
Miss Madeleine I. Séverac
Mr. Joseph M. Upton
Prof. Hans N. von Koerber
Miss M. Rogers Warren
Pres. George E. White
Prof. W. L. Wright, Jr.

[Total 33]
The following persons recommended by the Directors were duly elected honorary members of the Society:

Professor Carl Brockelmann, late of the University of Breslau.
Professor F. Llewellyn Griffith, of Oxford University.
Professor Heinrich Lübke, of the University of Berlin.
Professor Henri Maspéro, of the Collège de France.
Professor Jacob Wackernagel, of the University of Basel.

Election of Officers

Dr. Morgenstern presented the report of the Committee on the Nomination of Officers for 1931 as follows:

President: Professor Nathaniel Schmidt, of Ithaca.
Vice-Presidents: Professor Harold H. Bender, of Princeton; Professor Romain Butin, of Washington; Professor Albert T. Olmstead, of Chicago.
Corresponding Secretary: Dr. Charles J. Ogden, of New York City.
Recording Secretary: Dr. Ludlow Bull, of New York City.
Treasurer: Professor John C. Archib, of New Haven.
Librarian: Professor Andrew Keogh, of New Haven.
Editors of the Journal: Professor Max L. Margolis, of Philadelphia; and Professor W. Norman Brown, of Philadelphia.

Director to serve for one year, succeeding Professor Schmidt: Professor Michael I. Rostovtzeff, of New Haven.
Directors to serve for three years: Professor Raymond P. Dougherty, of New Haven; Dr. Berthold Lauffer, of Chicago; and Professor Theophile J. Meek, of Toronto.

The officers thus nominated were duly elected.
The reading of papers was then begun.

Professor George S. Duncan, of the American University: The Antiquity of Egyptian Civilization. Remarks by Professor Barton and Dr. Uhl.

Recent Egyptian excavations have revealed, at 200,000 B.C., a stone age culture with tools and weapons having sharp edges. This very ancient culture was apparently the forerunner and source of that remarkable civilization which blossomed in the Nile valley between 5000 and 2000 B.C., and which produced a calendar of 12 months, the invention of writing, a great united nation, a remarkably lofty religious literature, unsurpassed building and engineering achievements, and an amazing excellence in sculpture and gold work. This culture probably early entered Mesopotamia and gave a great impulse to the civilization between the Tigris and Euphrates. Egypt should now be regarded as the cradle of civilization.
Professor Nathaniel J. Reich, of the Dropsie College: Hitherto unknown Egyptian Documents from the Serapeum of Memphis in the New York Historical Society.

Professor Ralph Marcus, of the Jewish Institute of Religion: Brief Notes on Hellenistic Jewish Literature. Remarks by Professor Duncan.

(1) Two alleged Semitisms in the Wisdom of Solomon: (a) διαγγέλαυα, I. 5; (b) παρατίθεμενοι ὄλον, X. 1. (2) Hans Lewy’s projected edition of the Armenian translation of Philo. (3) The Josephus Lexicon.

Professor W. L. Wright, Jr., of Princeton University: Baqqūl-oghlu Sārī Meḥmed Pashā and his ‘Kitāb ül-Ǧuldeste.’ Remarks by Professor Hitti.

A brief biography of the author, outlining the career of an Ottoman official who started as a simple clerk and rose to the rank of Defterdar or head of the Treasury Department, a position which he held on seven different occasions during the early part of the XVIII century. Ambition to become Grand Vizir led to his exile and eventual execution. His “Book of the Bouquet” or “Counsels for Vizirs and Rulers”, which was intended as an ethical and political guide for high government officers, is then discussed, with particular reference to his criticism of Ottoman administration and suggestions for its reform.

Professor Julian J. Obermann, of the Jewish Institute of Religion: Notes on the al-Ḥidr Legend. Remarks by Professor Montgomery.

The problem of the literary origin of Sūra XVIII, 60-82, cannot be said to have found hitherto a satisfactory solution. Various parallels to this or that aspect of the legend, Babylonian and Greek as well as Jewish and Christian, have indeed been suggested. But they prove upon examination too meagre a source for the strikingly elaborate Qur’ānic revelation. The only parallel close and detailed enough to claim the value of direct literary affiliation is to be found in the recently discovered Arabic MS of Ibn Shāhīn’s Farağ Book (hitherto known only by the medium of a late Hebrew paraphrase). Analysis of the stylistic and ideological relationship between Ibn Shāhīn’s recension of the legend and that of Muḥammed is the object of the present paper.

Dr. H. H. von der Osten, of the University of Chicago: The Test Excavation 1930 of Giaur Kalessi. Remarks by Professors Duncan and Sturtevant.

The session adjourned at 5.30 P. M.

THE THIRD SESSION

The third session began with separate Semitic and Indological sections, which were called to order at 9.30 o’clock Wednesday morning, and the reading of papers was immediately begun.
THE INDOL O GICAL SECTION

Professor Hopkins was elected chairman of the Indological section.

Rev. Dr. LEMON L. UHL, of Boston, Mass.: Colorado-Telingana Mss. of Portions of the Mahābhārata.


Professor FRANKLIN EDGERTON, of Yale University: The Sanskrit Pronominal 'Stems' in -ā (published in the 'Festschrift für Wilhelm Geiger'). Remarks by Dr. Ogden, Professors Sturtevant and Kent, and Mr. Raymond.

These stems (type tād), used in composition and derivation, have never been satisfactorily explained. It is held by the author that they are analogical extensions from the morphology of nouns and adjectives. In nearly all noun declensions, the stem used in composition and derivation is identical in form with the nominative-accusative singular of the neuter inflection (vāri, madhu, nāma, bhavat, manas, etc.). Hence the neuter nom.-acc. of generic pronouns (tād) was used as the stem in the same way. This usage was then extended to the personal pronouns (mad) by analogy with the generic pronouns (tād).

Professor HERMANN COLLITZ, of the Johns Hopkins University: The Avestan Prefix aš. (Printed in JOURNAL 51. 160-163.)

Professor E. H. STURTEVANT, of Yale University: Changes of Quantity caused by Indo-Hittite h.

In Indo-Hittite long vowels and diphthongs with long prior element were shortened before h. In Pre-Indo-European h was lost in all positions, and an immediately preceding vowel was lengthened if h had been followed by another consonant. These phonetic laws furnish an explanation of certain vowel alternations in Greek and Sanskrit which have hitherto been ascribed with some difficulty to ablaut.


An attempt to examine the degrees of relationship that exist between
the Munda languages of India and the Mon-Khmer languages of Indo-China with their congenera. Part One of the paper deals with the history of the Sanskrit word Karpāṣa, cotton, tracing the use of cotton back to Southern Asia. The second part of the paper deals with the peculiar endings om, am and um, characteristic of both, the Munda as well as the Mon-Khmer, and other related languages.

Professor W. Norman Brown, of the University of Pennsylvania: The Sources and Nature of pārṣa in the Puruṣasūkta (Rigveda 10. 90). Remarks by Dr. Uhl and Professor Collitz. (Printed in Journal 51. 108-118.)

Professor E. Washburn Hopkins, of Yale University: Notes on Epic Fauna. Remarks by Professor G. W. Brown and Dr. Uhl.

Observation on the epic treatment of animal life. Was the lion or the tiger the more powerful, what birds were kept in cages, what about snakes' legs, how many animals were edible, and other unimportant but more or less interesting points.

Professor P. E. Dumont, of the Johns Hopkins University: The Legend of Sītā in the Kūrmapurāṇa.

The Semitic Section

Vice-President Olmstead took the chair in the Semitic section.

Dr. Cybeus H. Gordon, of the University of Pennsylvania: The Aramaic Incantation Bowls in the University of Pennsylvania Museum. Remarks by Professors Montgomery and Albright and Dr. Bull.

The U. of P. Museum has a collection of terra-cotta bowls from Nippur, each of which bears an inscription in Aramaic, Syriac or Mandaeic. They were made for the purpose of exorcising demons.

Dr. William J. Chapman, of New Boston, Mass.: (a) The Relationship of Hezekiah to Ahaz; (b) A Further Remark upon the Early Kings of Uruk.

(a) Factors involved: a) dates common to Biblical and cuneiform sources, B.C. 722 (II Kg. 17: 6; 18: 10) and 701 (II Kg. 18: 13); b) difference of their respective ages (II Kg. 16: 2; 18: 2)—eleven years; Ahaz accused of child-sacrifice c. 16: 3,—inferences therefrom; c) Messianic prophecy—e. g. Isaiahic; d) chronological 'experiments' based on the equations B. C. 722 = 9 Hoshea (= 4 Hezekiah) and 701 = 14 Hezekiah.

(b) A remark upon the paper presented at the Toronto meeting (JAOS. 50. 340).

Professor W. R. Taylor, of the University of Toronto: A New Syriac Source dealing with an Instance in the Crusades. Remarks by Professors Barton, Albright, Gottheil, and Olmstead, and President Morgenstern.
The material is drawn from the Codicil of a Syriac Lectionary in the Assyrian Convent of St. Mark in Jerusalem.

At this point the chairman made the suggestion that the Society might well initiate a project of reproducing Syriac and other manuscripts in the Near East by the use of motion picture film.

On motion it was voted to refer the suggestion to the directors of the Society for their consideration.

Professor W. F. Albright, of the Johns Hopkins University: The Empire of Sargon of Accad according to Babylonian Geographers.

In JAOS, 1925, the writer published a study of a geographical text purporting to refer to the conquest of Sargon of Accad. Other studies have since been published, the most important of which is by Emil Forrer, based partly on a new collation of the text. Forrer, followed by others, refers the text to Sargon I of Assyria (twentieth century B.C.), a view which seems impossible. Forrer's other views, where they diverge from ours, appear nearly always contrary to the facts, as will be pointed out in some detail.

Professor James A. Montgomery, of the University of Pennsylvania: Contamination of the Hebrew Text of Kings from Chronicles. Remarks by Professors Gottheil and Cadbury and President Morgenstern.

At this point Professor N. Schmidt took the chair.

Dr. George A. Kohut, of the Jewish Institute of Religion: A Hebrew Commencement Oration delivered at Yale University by President Ezra Stiles on September 12, 1781. Read by Professor Torrey.

Ezra Stiles, one of the outstanding Hebraists in his day in America, had already delivered an Oration in Hebrew in July, 1778, on the occasion of his inaugural as President of Yale College. There is no written record of it among his private papers, but there are two transcripts of the Commencement Oration delivered by him on September 12, 1781. While this sounds strange to the Jewish ear, it is, for all its quaintness and occasional unintelligibility, a real contribution to the history of the study of the sacred tongue in America and its use as a medium of literary expression. A collection of the Hebrew writings of Stiles, edited by George Alexander Kohut, is expected to appear in the Yale Oriental Series.

Professor A. T. Olmstead, of the University of Chicago: The Historical Joshua. Remarks by President Morgenstern, Professors Gottheil, Albright, Montgomery, and N. Schmidt, and Dr. Chapman.

"Amarna letter Kn. 256 mentions Aiab, Benenima, and Iashuia, names long since compared with Job, Benjamin, and Joshua. Benenima and Iashuia are east of Jordan, not far from Adam, Joshua's crossing place in earlier tradition. Jericho, Ai, and Bethel were destroyed
about Amarna times. Iashuia may therefore be the historical Joshua and Benenima the "ancestor" of the Benjamin tribe. The form Iashuia would then prove that Joshua's original name was not Yehoshua or Hoshea and had nothing to do with Yahweh, but was Yeshua as in certain Biblical passages, a Phoenician seal, and Kefer Ishua near Joshua's traditional grave.

Professor GEORGE A. BARTON, of the University of Pennsylvania: Some Observations as to the Origin of the Babylonian Syllabary. Remarks by Professor Albright.

The paper is an attempt to show that certain elements of the Babylonian syllabary are derived from the non-Semitic, pre-Sumerian race who wrote the pictographic tablets found at Jemdet Nasr.

At 12.30 P. M. the members met in general session, with Vice-President Olmstead presiding owing to the illness of President Laufer.

It was announced that the Directors had decided to hold the next meeting at the University of Chicago in Easter Week 1932.

AMENDMENT TO THE CONSTITUTION

It was announced that the Directors recommended that Article V, Section 1, and Article VII of the Constitution of the Society should be amended to provide for three editors of the JOURNAL instead of two, by substituting "three" for "two" in the third line of Article V, Section 1 and the first line of Article VII before "Editors." Upon putting it to a vote the proposed amendment was passed unanimously.

ELECTION OF EDITOR

To fill the post thus created the name of Dr. John Knight Shryock of Philadelphia was proposed by the Committee on Nominations and he was duly elected.

The newly-printed catalogue of the Society's library was exhibited to the members present.

Professor Torrey reported for the Committee on the Library of Ancient Semitic Inscriptions.

Professor W. N. Brown reported for the Committee on a School of Indic and Iranian Studies. Upon motion it was voted to discharge this Committee with thanks.

Professor Montgomery reported for the Committee on the Amer-
ican Schools of Oriental Research, and Professor Barton added a report on the School at Baghdad.

Upon motion Professor Albert T. Olmstead was elected the Society’s representative on the Board of the American Schools of Oriental Research.

The session adjourned at 12:55 p.m.

THE FOURTH SESSION

The fourth session was called to order at 2:40 p.m. on Wednesday afternoon, with Vice-President Olmstead in the chair.

REPORT OF THE DELEGATES TO THE AMERICAN COUNCIL OF LEARNED SOCIETIES

Professor Edgerton read the following report for the delegates to the American Council of Learned Societies:

At its annual meeting in New York, January 30-31, 1931, the Council continued its Committee on the American School in India, changing its name to the Committee on Indic and Iranian Studies. Other standing Committees of the Council, either new or old, which deal with subjects of interest to our Society, are those on Chinese Studies, on Japanese Studies, on Mediterranean Antiquities, on Byzantine Studies, and on a Survey of Indonesian Customary Law in the Philippine Islands. Further appropriations for projects already under way were made for the Survey of Materials and Facilities for Chinese Studies in this country, and for the Excavation of Samaria. New appropriations, for projects either not yet begun or not previously supported by the Council, were made for the publication of the Ethiopic Text of Ecclesiastes, for the excavation of Jerash, for a Thesaurus of Hebrew Oriental Melodies, and for the publication of the second volume of the Vedic Variants (the first volume of which was published with the Council’s aid in December 1930).

Your delegates, both of whom attended these meetings, were impressed by the marked interest shown by the Council as a whole, and by its executive officers in particular, in oriental studies. It is their opinion that the work of the Council is extremely beneficial to the progress of orientalism in this country.

Attention may be particularly called to the Fellowships and Grants in Aid of Research controlled by the Council. In 1930 fourteen fellowships amounting in total to about $38,000 were granted, and thirty-four Grants in Aid of Research, amounting in total to $54,450, and varying in amount from $200 to $2,000. It is believed that few of these sums went to orientalists, but that this is due only to their failure to file applications. It is suggested that our members keep these opportunities in mind.
The Corresponding Secretary reported on the new Fellowships under the auspices of the American Council of Learned Societies. Professor Torrey reported on the Semi-Centennial meeting of the Society of Biblical Literature and Exegesis.

The Corresponding Secretary reported for the Committee on Enlargement of Membership and Resources.

The Corresponding Secretary presented summarily a report by Chancellor Magnes on the Hebrew University at Jerusalem.

**Appointment of Standing Committees**

It was announced that the President had appointed the following to constitute the Committee on Arrangements for the next Annual Meeting: Professors Breasted, Olmstead, and Sellers, Dr. Laufer, Mr. Henry Field, Mr. Kelley, and the Corresponding Secretary *ex officio*.

As a Committee on the Nomination of Officers for the year 1932 he appointed Professors Albright, Clark, and Reich.

As Auditors he appointed Professors Dougherty and Latourette. Upon motion the following minute was unanimously adopted by a rising vote:

**Resolution of Thanks.**

The American Oriental Society, as it looks back with pleasant recollections upon the few days spent in Princeton on the occasion of its 143rd meeting, desires to express its hearty appreciation of the hospitality so generously offered by Princeton University and by Princeton Theological Seminary, and of the courtesies extended to its members by the Nassau Club and the Present Day Club. It also expresses its hearty thanks to Professor Hitti and the other members of the local committee on arrangements for the care they have taken to make us so happy and so comfortable. And, looking forward, we express to Mr. Ralph W. Downes, Organist and Music Director of the University Chapel, our appreciation of the musical programme with which he is going to favor us.

The reading of papers was then begun.


This paper points out that certain names like Chuzas, Mnason,
(Bar)nabas, (Bar)sabbas, Sapphira, and Silas that were formerly unique or suspected of Greek origin are increasingly confirmed of Semitic character.


This paper will endeavor to show the full import in the evolution of post-Exilic Judaism of the belief that Yahwe had definitely taken up his residence in the Temple at Jerusalem, and that in consequence thereof, sanctuary, land and people had become qadosh, holy, with the resultant necessity of preserving this three-fold holiness at all costs and in every way possible, so that Yahwe might not have occasion to once more withdraw from his sanctuary and thus leave Israel without a protecting deity.

At this point, a motion having been duly made, it was unanimously voted to send to President Laufer, who had been obliged to return home because of illness, the regrets of the Society for his indisposition and hearty wishes for a speedy recovery.

Professor Duyvendak of the University of Leiden then presented an invitation to the members of the Society to attend the International Congress of Orientalists at Leiden in September.

Professor A. V. Williams Jackson, of Columbia University: The Manichaean System of Ethics.

The purpose of this paper is to present in a brief form from the various Manichaean sources, direct and indirect, the main points of the code of morality and system of ethics which Mani enjoined upon his followers and which he summarized in his 'Ten Commandments.'

At this point the members present, by a rising vote and by applause, testified to their affection for Professor Hopkins and recorded their congratulation of him upon his completing fifty years of membership in the Society.

Professor E. Washburn Hopkins, of Yale University: The Divinity of Kings. (Printed in Journal 51. 309-16.)

Professor Charles C. Torrey, of Yale University: The Origin of the Term 'Islam.' Remarks by Professors Zwemer and Hitti.

Professor Walter E. Clark, of Harvard University: The Staël-Holstein Collection of Lamaistic Pantheons.

Three years ago Baron A. von Staël-Holstein brought to Cambridge and presented to Harvard University copies of four Lamaistic pantheons. The first is a copy of the pantheon of the Chang Chia Hutuktu
Lalitavajra (300 figures) which has been described by Pander and published in the fifth volume of the *Bibliotheca Buddhica*. The second is a complete series of photographs of the so-called "Five Hundred Gods of Narthang." The third is a set of photographs from a unique manuscript ascribed to an unnamed Chang Chia Hutuktu, and containing 360 figures which are labelled in Manchu, Chinese, Tibetan, and Mongolian. The fourth is a set of photographs of 756 statuettes preserved in a Lama Temple in the Forbidden City in Peiping. The names are inscribed in Chinese. At present I am engaged in the publication of the last two pantheons, in preparing indexes in Chinese and Tibetan, and in making a Sanskrit index which is to contain all the names that I have been able to reconstruct from the Chinese and Tibetan. The names of the figures in the first two pantheons will be included in the Tibetan index.

Professor George W. Briggs, of Drew University: The Indian Rhinoceros as a Sacred Animal. Remarks by Professors Hopkins and Graham, Dr. Uhl, and Dr. Chandler. (Printed in *Journal* 51. 276-282.)

Professor George W. Brown, of the Hartford Seminary Foundation: Kassite and Dravidian. Remarks by Professor Olmstead and Dr. Chapman.

While we know definitely the meanings of only a few Kassite words, a large proportion of those known show striking similarities to corresponding words in Tamil and other Dravidian languages.

Miss Adelaide Rudolph, of the Columbia University Library: Robert R. Livingston as the First American Egyptologist on Record. Read by Dr. Ogden.

A passage from one of the Robert R. Livingston letters, to be published in the June number of the *Columbia University Quarterly*, shows that Chancellor Livingston (then minister plenipotentiary to France) was the first American Egyptologist on record, if not indeed the first American 'Orientalist' in the wider sense of the term.

Professor Carl H. Kraenzing, of Yale University: The Syriac Apocalypse of Paul and the *Iranisches Erlösungsmysterium*. Remarks by Professor Jackson.

In Volume VIII (1864) of the *JAOS*, Dr. Perkins published a translation of a Syriac manuscript of the Apocalypse of Paul presented to the library of the AOS some years earlier by Rev. D. T. Stoddard of Urumiah. Other MSS in Greek and Latin have subsequently appeared in Europe. Due possibly to the fact that no critical edition of the text has ever been made, this document has escaped the attention of those scholars whose interest has been focused latterly upon the religious development of the later Hellenistic Orient. Yet the Apocalypse contains significant data bearing particularly upon the *Iranisches Erlösungsmysterium* of Reitzenstein, that is, upon the Iranian conception of the redemption of the soul and its fate after
the death of the body as reflected in the Manichean and Mandeans
religions and other forms of late Oriental religious belief. Attention
is herewith directed to three items which the Apocalypse immediately
illuminates, 1) the nature of the powers which come to meet the soul
at death, 2) the soul’s passage of the planetary sphere, and 3) the
relation of the soul to its guardian spirit.

The following papers were read by title:

Dr. George A. Kohut, of the Jewish Institute of Religion: Travels of
a hitherto unknown Jewish Merchant in China in the Tenth Century.

The Kitāb 'Ajā'ib al-Hind, which was written in 1013 by a Persian
marine captain named Buzurg ibn Shahriyar and registers various
events between 900 and 953 of our era, contains among other unusual
episodes the story of Ishaq the Jew, an itinerant merchant of whom
we have no other record. He appears to have had several business
dealings with brokers at Oman and at one time had to flee to India
with 200 dinars, all that he owned in the world. After an absence of
thirty years, we find him back in Oman in a vessel which he claimed
was his property together with all the cargo. In order to escape a
search, he paid the governor of Oman over a million dirhems outright.
Accused of having acquired his riches dishonestly, he was arrested,
but was released and permitted to depart for China. At the Port of
Serira, he refused to pay a bribe demanded by the local functionary,
whereupon that worthy sent assassins to kill him, confiscating all his
property. Ishaq’s own account of some of the things he had observed
in China reads like a passage from the Arabian Nights. A brief sum-
mary in English of his adventures appears in the H. P. Chajes
Memorial Volume, now being published under the auspices of the
Alexander Kohut Memorial Foundation.

Mr. Murray B. Emeneau, of Yale University: Jambhaladatta’s Version
of the Vetoālaṇācaviṃśatī.

A preliminary inquiry into the date and relationship of this version
with other versions of the Vetoālaṇācaviṃśatī, based on a study of the
contents of the stories, their order and proper names. Also an
examination of the language of the text with reference to gram-
marians’ forms, barbarisms, Hindi words, and new Sanskrit words.

Professor Franklin Edgerton, of Yale University: The Ghost-word
*pādviśa (Published in the Journal 51. 170).

Professor Moses Buttenwieser, of the Hebrew Union College: The
Oldest Psalm: Psalm 68B.

The Psalm (= VV. 8-9, 16-18, 12-15, 19a-b, 25-28) is a fragment,
showing four gaps: the first gap is after verse 13; the second, after
verse 14a; the third, after verse 14c; the fourth, after verse 25.
The conclusion is also missing. The Psalm differs radically in content
as well as in language and style from Psalm 68A (= VV. 1-7, 19c, 20-24, 29-36) which is complete (in these verses) and dates from the closing years of the exile. The theme of Psalm 68B is the victory of Deborah: like Judges 5, it was written by an eyewitness. “There is Benjamin, the least of them, that treads down the enemy” (V. 28a) is a piece of information of extreme value: it explains how Samuel came to choose Saul for king when some generations later he founded the kingdom. Verses 10-11 are an original part of Psalm 65B (= VV. 10-14). This is another ancient product—an Incantation for Rain. There is nothing as primitive as this anywhere else in the Psalter.


There is, in the Museum of the University of Pennsylvania, a sculptured stela of the Northern Chi’i Dynasty bearing a date corresponding to 575 A.D. The scenes on the stela illustrate passages from Buddhist sūtras, especially the sūtra known as “The Lotus of the Good Law” in which Sākyamuni and Prabhūtaratna appear side by side in a stūpa. This motive may be traced back to the earliest sculptures at Yün Kang. Another motive which appears is that of the visit of Mañjuśrī to Vimalakīrti, from the Vimalakirti Sūtra. This familiar subject, which may be seen on so many stelae of the Wei period, seems to lose, about the end of the 6th century, its popularity as a theme for sculpture and then is revived again in the T’ang dynasty in painting, being frequently seen in 8th to late 10th century frescoes at Tun Huang. The inscription is partly in exposition of Buddhist doctrine and partly an explanation of the reasons for erecting the monument.

Professor IRA M. PRICE, of the University of Chicago: Light out of Ur: Devotion of Elamite Kings to Sumerian Deities. (Printed in JOURNAL 51. 164-169.)

DR. DAVID I. MACHT, of the Johns Hopkins University Medical School: Experiments concerning Ṣešîṭâ, or the Hebrew Method of Slaughtering.

The author undertook a series of experiments on a large variety (ten different classes) of animals in order to ascertain the relative toxicity of the blood and various tissue extracts after different methods of slaughtering the animals. Through special physiological and pharmacological methods developed by him it was found that blood obtained by free bleeding of the animals after arteriotomy was much less toxic than blood obtained from the same species of animals after asphyxiation, after decerebration, and after other severe injuries to the brain. A comparative study of the muscle extracts after arteriotomy, asphyxiation, decerebration, and electrocution gave even more striking results in favor of the first named process. The evidence thus obtained would show that the Hebrew method of slaughtering animals
by severing the blood vessels of the throat, which has been lauded as a painless and humanitarian one, also produces meat of greater wholesomeness.

Professor William C. Graham, of the University of Chicago: Notes on the Interpretation of Micah 1: 10-16.

Dr. George C. O. Haas, of New York City: The Brahmabindu Upanishad, translated from the Sanskrit, with elucidative comments.

Professor Clark Hopkins, of Yale University: The Palmyrene Gods at Doura-Europos. (Printed in Journal 51. 119-137.)

The session adjourned at 6.25 P. M.
The sessions of the fifteenth annual meeting of the Middle West Branch were held in Oberlin, Ohio, at Oberlin College, on Friday and Saturday, May 1 and 2, 1931.

The following members were present at one or more of the sessions:

Blank  
Bowman  
Braden  
Buckler  
Buttenwieser  
Creighton  
Danton  
Debevoise  
Fuller  
Fullerton  
Hail  
Keyfitz  
McGovern  
MacLean  
Morgenstern  
Olmstead  
Price  
Pyatt  
Sellers  
Shier, Miss  
Smith, J. M. P.  
Sprengling  
Waterman  
Wilkins  
Williams, Mrs. C. R.  
Worrell

In attendance also were the following candidates for membership:

Blair, Miss  
Cameron, G.  
Foster, F. H.  
Smeaton, Miss W.  
Williams, G.

Mr. R. H. McDowell of the University of Michigan was present as a guest. The attendance at the meeting was augmented by the presence of the wives of some of the members and a number of Oberlin students.

THE FIRST SESSION

At 10.30 A.M. on Friday, May 1, in the West Room of the Men's Building of Oberlin College, President Moses Buttenwieser called the meeting to order. The reading of the minutes of the meeting of the Branch in Toronto in 1930 was omitted since they were already in print (JOURNAL 50. 334-335).
As treasurer of the Branch, Professor Sellers reported as follows:

Deficit reported in 1930.................  $ 2.50

Expenditures:
Telegram to Prof. Buttenwieser........ .45
Stamped envelopes....................  6.96
Stamps ................................ .34
Mimeographing Preliminary Circular 1.00
Printing Final Circular..............  15.00

                      __________
                           23.75

Received from Treasurer of the Society...... 2.50

                      __________
                           $26.25

Deficit......................................... $23.75

It was voted that the chair appoint a nominating committee whereupon President Buttenwieser appointed Professors Fullerton, Olmstead, and Sprengling. The President also appointed Professors Price and Fuller and Mrs. Caroline Ransom Williams as a committee on resolutions.

The Branch approved the action of the executive committee in inviting the Society to hold a joint meeting in Chicago in 1932.

The Secretary read a communication from the Corresponding Secretary of the Society, Dr. Charles J. Ogden, giving information of the Society's acceptance of the invitation and expressing good wishes for the meeting of the Branch this year.

There followed the reading of papers.

Professor KEMPER FULLERTON, of Oberlin Graduate School of Theology: An Analysis of Job 9 and 10.

A study of the thought development of these chapters. Though the epilog presents Job as contrite, he had said nothing for which he should repent.

Professor CHARLES S. BRADEN, of Northwestern University: Twentieth Century Tendencies in Hinduism. Remarks by Professors McGovern, Creighton, Fullerton, and Sprengling.

Hinduism, like all other world religions, is undergoing marked changes in the 20th century. At least six tendencies may be observed:

1. A general tendency toward irreligion, something new in India.
2. A growing opposition to priestly influence and the very existence of that group which has for centuries been most revered of all India's people, the holy men.
3. A strong reactionary tendency, not unlike fundamentalism.
4. A rationalizing tendency which seeks to modernize the Hindu faith.

5. A marked syncretic tendency.

6. Most important: a tendency toward social change that is little short of revolutionary and which in turn is to have a profound effect upon religion. The most notable changes here are in the position of women (early marriage, divorce, purdah, widowhood); the breakdown of caste; and finally the reform of certain religious practices which have failed to justify themselves to the growing moral sense of India's leaders.

Mr. GEORGE G. CAMERON, of the University of Chicago: Media in the Old Testament. Remarks by Professor Olmstead.

Isaiah 13 and Jeremiah 50-51, linguistically inseparable, constitute a group of prophecies (modelled on Jer. 4 ff.) predicting the immediate overthrow of Babylon by the empire of the Medes. That 561-550 is a plausible date for their composition is indicated by the recurrence of the name "Media" itself and of a title, "King of the Medes," which Cyrus the Persian never employed; by the suggestion of civil war in Babylonia; and, besides other features, by a theme, vengeance, devoid of the Deutero-Isaiah hope of restoration at the hands of Babylon's conqueror, Cyrus.

At 12.30 the members had lunch in the Oberlin Inn as guests of Oberlin College. President Ernest Hatch Wilkins of Oberlin, in welcoming the members of the Society in a brief after-luncheon talk, referred to three points at which his own interests in the field of early Italian literature have touched the Oriental field.

The sonnet was invented at the court of the Emperor Frederick II: the sestet, which in its original form presumably rhymed CDE, CDE, was, very probably, suggested by a form of the Arabic zağal, instanced in the work of Abūl Ḥasan. Great interest has been aroused among Dante scholars in recent years by the claim of Asín Palacios, in his Escatologia musulmana en la Divina Comedia, that Dante derived his ideas of the other world from a particular Moslem text; it seems much more probable that the ideas in question had penetrated from the East into the popular lore of Europe, and that Dante thus drew directly from his natural patrimony ideas some of which were doubtless of Oriental origin. Dante in his Seventh Heaven sees the ascending and descending of spirits upon a scala, which he identifies with the one seen by Jacob. What did Jacob see, and what did Dante think that Jacob saw—a ladder or a stairway? The Italian, Latin and Greek words concerned are all indecisive, and the Hebrew word is a ἀναξ λεγόμενον.
THE SECOND SESSION

At 2.00 p. m. the Branch met again in the West Room of the Men's Building and the reading of papers was resumed.

Professor IRA M. PRICE, of the University of Chicago: Notes on the Right of the First-born in Early Sumer and the Old Testament. Remarks by President Morgenstern and Professor Keyfritz.

From an uneasured antiquity the first-born has been regarded with a kind of sanctity. In the Old Testament Yahweh says: "He is mine." His superior position gave him special consideration even in early Sumer. In all Babylonia he was accorded a chief place in the partition of estates among the heirs. This priority was recognized in Nippur by giving him two parts of his father's estate. Such a privileged part was recognized in Kirkuk and the Assyrian code. The Hebrews, while recognizing the first-born, gave him no such consideration until the Deuteronomic period. On the whole the Old Testament method of dividing estates was that of the sweet will of the parents.

Professor LESLIE E. FULLER, of Garrett Biblical Institute: The Number 40. Remarks by Professor Worrell and President Morgenstern.

Study of the number 40 as it appears in Biblical literature, late Jewish literature, and the Kor'an. The number is rarely used to express a definite limit, but more frequently used in the sense of "some" or "many." Especially associated with great leaders. Most of the references appear in the later literature. This peculiar use of the number is characteristically Semitic. The origin of the number is still a matter of conjecture. There are some indications that it denoted a generation, the full maturity of a man, semi-sacred qualities, and the idea of completeness.

Professor A. T. OLMSHEAD, of the University of Chicago: Josiah's Reform. Remarks by Professor McGovern.

Professor SHELDON H. BLANK, of Hebrew Union College: The Ben Naftali Bible Manuscripts. Remarks by Professors Fuller and Sellers.

Kahle has succeeded in isolating Bible MSS. which, because of formal characteristics possessed by them in common form a single group and may with reasonable certainty be assigned to the tradition of the Massoretic authority Ben Naftali. May these MSS. be grouped together because of similarities in the consonant text as well? Soundings in the apparatus of the Ginsburg Bible only reveal the complicated nature of the problem. Consonantal variants in a MS. from the Hebrew Union College Library are, however, found predominantly in the MSS. punctuated after the style of Ben Naftali. Investigations of this sort may eventually yield more positive results.

After a brief recess Professor Fullerton reported for the com-
mittee on nominations. The report was accepted and the following officers for 1931-1932 were unanimously elected:

President, Professor W. H. Worrell.
Vice-President, Mr. Charles Fabens Kelley.
Secretary-Treasurer, Professor O. R. Sellers.
Members of the Executive Committee, Professor Moses Buttenwieser and Mr. Henry Field.

The reading of papers was resumed.

Professor Martin Sprengling, of the University of Chicago: Taha Husain of Cairo, a Factor in the Rise of Asia.

An appreciation of the scholarship and vision of Taha Husain in bringing about the advance of the Moslem world and its adaptation to modern conditions.

Professor Francis W. Buckler, of the Oberlin Graduate School of Theology: The Chronology of Cosmas, Patriarch of Alexandria.

Cosmas wrote to Pope Paul I (757-765) a letter which was forwarded to Pippin and may have contained the suggestion of the Frankish mission to Baghdad in that year. The paper has been published in the reader's *Harun al-Rashid and Charles the Great* (Appendix II).

Professor O. R. Sellers, of the Presbyterian Theological Seminary, Chicago: Palestine Excavations in the Summer of 1930 (illustrated).

An exhibition of motion pictures and slides showing some of the work done in 1930 at Jerash and at Tell Beit Mirsim.

At 6.00 P. M. the members with some guests met for dinner at the Oberlin Inn.

**THE THIRD SESSION**

At 8.00 P. M. the third session was called to order and Professor Moses Buttenwieser, of Hebrew Union College, delivered the Presidential Address: The Psalms as a Source of Post-Exilic History.

This was followed by another paper.

Professor J. M. Powis Smith, of the University of Chicago: Some Aspects of the Pre-Exilic Hebrew Idea of God.

The local committee on arrangements—Professors Buckler, Fullerton, and Danton—then served coffee to the members and also to the Oberlin Japanese and Chinese clubs.
THE FOURTH SESSION

The fourth session was called to order at 10.00 A. M. Saturday, May 2.

Professor Price reported for the committee on resolutions and the following resolutions were adopted:

We would express our hearty appreciation of the abundant provision made by Oberlin College, through its efficient committee, especially Professor Buckler, for our entertainment and our personal convenience and comfort. This venerable institution, with its wealth of history, has fully maintained its reputation for generosity toward all departments of human progress. We are grateful for the use of its buildings and for the luncheon given to the Branch by the College.

We would also record our pleasure in the cordial reception given to the members of the Society by our fellow member, President Wilkins of Oberlin College.

The reading of papers was resumed.

Professor W. H. Worrall, of the University of Michigan: Egyptian Sounds; Main Currents of their History (illustrated). Remarks by President Morgenstern.


Professor W. M. McGovern, of Northwestern University: Ural-Altaic Peoples in Culture History. Remarks by Professors Olmstead and Worrall.

Professor Leroy Waterman, of the University of Michigan: The Season's Work at Seleucia-on-the-Tigris (illustrated). Remarks by Professors Buttenwieser, McGovern, and Olmstead.

Dr. Neilson C. Devereux, of the University of Michigan: The Parthian Pottery found at Seleucia.

Mr. R. H. McDowell, of the University of Michigan: Numismatic and Other Chronological Evidence from Seleucia.

Coins and dated bullae indicate that the earliest (fourth) level extended from the reign of Seleucus I to about 147 B. C.; and the third to 41-43 A. D.; the second to 112-125; the first to 202. There are evidences of intentional destruction about 147 B. C., when Seleucid coinage ceases; about 41-43 A. D., when autonomous coinage is replaced by Parthian, the use of the column by vaulting, and Parthian culture prevails exclusively; about 112-125, emphasized by major fire debris; and about 166, accompanied by coin and jewelry hoards. Hoards occur also in 178 and 199. Decay, not violence, marks the end.
President Julian Morgenstern, of Hebrew Union College: The Historical Background of I Kings 19; Isaiah 6; Jeremiah 7.

Mr. J. Arthur MacLean, of the Toledo Museum of Art: The Toledo Museum's Cambodian Stone Terminal.

The Cambodian stone terminal in the Toledo Museum is an imposing sculptural ornament, of a type rare in America. It is from the Ankor ruins. The mythical Garuda, half-bird and half-human, is seated astride a multiple-headed serpent, the sacred Naga, whose long extended body formed the rail of a stairway or bridge, with a corresponding rail and terminal opposite. Against the massive feathered wings the full-breasted naked torso of the Garunda stands out in high relief. In high relief also are the five reared heads of the Naga. The design is highly decorative, with natural form suggested rather than realistically depicted, but with no sacrifice of form at any point.

The following paper was read by title:

Professor Robert J. Kellogg, of the University of Kansas: The Problem of Indo-European Origins.

To the Mesolithic Period belongs the first appearance of the races whose units later emerged in history as Indo-European-speaking peoples. Besides the Mediterranean race, which can hardly by any possibility have been an original bearer of IE speech and culture, two other racial groups were concerned. In the North, the Nordic and similar blond types (Kelts, Teutons, Balto-Slavs, Tocharians, etc.) came from the East by way of the steppes and spread over the European Plain and Scandinavia. In the South, the Alpines, and other resembling dark-haired races, spread along the passes and plateaus of the World Mountain Range from Persia over Armenia, Asia Minor, and the Balkan lands as far as the Alps and the Valley of the Rhine. IE ethnic expansion into the IE Area, therefore, dates back to the Mesolithic Period, or say around 10,000 or 12,000 B.C.

At 12.20 the Branch adjourned.
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CONSTITUTION

ARTICLE I. This Society shall be called the American Oriental Society.

ARTICLE II. The objects contemplated by this society shall be:—

1. The cultivation of learning in the Asiatic, African, and Polynesian languages, as well as the encouragement of researches of any sort by which the knowledge of the East may be promoted.

2. The cultivation of a taste for Oriental studies in this country.

3. The publication of memoirs, translations, vocabularies, and other communications, presented to the Society, which may be valuable with reference to the before-mentioned objects.

4. The collection of a library and cabinet.

ARTICLE III. The membership of the Society shall consist of corporate members, honorary members, and honorary associates.

ARTICLE IV. Section 1. Honorary members and honorary associates shall be proposed for membership by the Directors, at some stated meeting of the Society, and no person shall be elected a member of either class without receiving the votes of as many as three-fourths of all the members present at the meeting.

Section 2. Candidates for corporate membership may be proposed and elected in the same manner as honorary members and honorary associates. They may also be proposed at any time by any member in regular standing. Such proposals shall be in writing and shall be addressed to the Corresponding Secretary, who shall thereupon submit them to the Executive Committee for its action. A unanimous vote of the Executive Committee shall be necessary in order to elect.

ARTICLE V. Section 1. The government of the Society shall consist of a President, three Vice-Presidents, a Corresponding Secretary, a Recording Secretary, a Treasurer, a Librarian, three Editors of the Journal, the President and the Secretary of any duly authorized branch of the Society, and nine Directors. The officers of the Society shall be elected at the annual meeting, by ballot, for a term of one year. The Directors shall consist of three groups of three members each, one group to be elected each year at the annual meeting for a term of three years. No Director shall be eligible for immediate re-election as Director, tho he may be chosen as an officer of the Society.

Section 2. An Executive Committee, consisting of the President, Corresponding Secretary, and Treasurer, and two other Directors each elected
for a term of two years, shall be constituted by the Board of Directors. The Executive Committee shall have power to take action provisionally in the name of the Society on matters of importance which may arise between meetings of the Society or of the Board of Directors, and on which, in the Committee's opinion, action cannot be postponed without injury to the interests of the Society. Notice of all actions taken by the Executive Committee shall be printed as soon as possible in the Journal, and shall be reported to the Directors and the Society at the succeeding annual meeting. Unless such actions, after being thus duly advertised and reported, are disapproved by a majority vote of the members present at any session of the succeeding annual meeting, they shall be construed to have been ratified and shall stand as actions of the Society.

ARTICLE VI. The President and Vice-Presidents shall perform the customary duties of such officers, and shall be ex officio members of the Board of Directors.

ARTICLE VII. The Secretaries, the Treasurer, the Librarian, and the three Editors of the Journal shall be ex officio members of the Board of Directors, and shall perform their respective duties under the superintendence of said Board.

ARTICLE VIII. It shall be the duty of the Board of Directors to regulate the financial concerns of the Society, to superintend its publications, to carry into effect the resolutions and orders of the Society, and to exercise a general supervision over its affairs. Five Directors at any regular meeting shall be a quorum for doing business.

ARTICLE IX. An annual meeting of the Society shall be held during Easter week, the days and place of the meeting to be determined by the Directors. One or more other meetings, at the discretion of the Directors, may also be held each year at such place and time as the Directors shall determine.

ARTICLE X. To provide for scientific meetings of groups of members living at too great a distance to attend the annual sessions of the Society, branches may be organized with the approval of the Directors. The details of organization are to be left to those forming a branch thus authorized, subject to formal ratification by the Directors.

ARTICLE XI. This Constitution may be amended, on a recommendation of the Directors, by a vote of three-fourths of the members present at an annual meeting.

BY-LAWS

I. The Corresponding Secretary shall conduct the correspondence of the Society; and he shall notify the meetings in such manner as the President or the Board of Directors shall direct.

II. The Recording Secretary shall keep a record of the proceedings of the Society in a book provided for the purpose.

III. a. The Treasurer shall have charge of the funds of the Society; and
his investments, deposits, and payments shall be made under the superintendence of the Board of Directors. At each annual meeting he shall report the state of the finances, with a brief summary of the receipts and payments of the previous year.

III. b. After December 31, 1896, the fiscal year of the Society shall correspond with the calendar year.

III. c. At each annual business meeting in Easter week, the President shall appoint an auditing committee of two men—preferably men residing in or near the town where the Treasurer lives—to examine the Treasurer's accounts and vouchers, and to inspect the evidences of the Society's property, and to see that the funds called for by his balances are in his hands. The Committee shall perform this duty as soon as possible after the New Year's day succeeding their appointment, and shall report their findings to the Society at the next annual business meeting thereafter. If these findings are satisfactory, the Treasurer shall receive his acquaintance by a certificate to that effect, which shall be recorded in the Treasurer's book, and published in the Proceedings.

IV. The Librarian shall keep a catalogue of all books belonging to the Society, with the names of the donors, if they are presented, and shall at each annual meeting make a report of the accessions to the library during the previous year, and shall be farther guided in the discharge of his duties by such rules as the Directors shall prescribe.

V. All papers read before the Society, and all manuscripts deposited by authors for publication, or for other purposes, shall be at the disposal of the Board of Directors, unless notice to the contrary is given to the Editors at the time of presentation.

VI. Each corporate member shall pay into the treasury of the Society an annual assessment of five dollars; but shall be exempted from obligation to make this payment (a) in case he or she shall have made at any one time a donation of one hundred dollars during the first decade of membership, or (b) of seventy-five dollars during the second decade, or (c) of fifty dollars during the third decade, or (d) of twenty-five dollars during the fourth decade, or (e) when he or she shall have completed forty years of membership, or (f) on application, if he or she, having been a member for twenty years and having attained the age of seventy, shall have retired from the active exercise of the teaching profession or of the ministry.

VII. Every member shall be entitled to one copy of all current numbers of the Journal issued during his membership, provided that he has paid his annual assessment for the previous year. Back volumes of the Journal shall be furnished to members in regular standing at twenty per cent reduction from the list price. All other publications of the Society may be furnished to members at such reductions in price as the Directors may determine.

VIII. Candidates for corporate membership who have been elected shall qualify as members by payment of the first annual assessment within one
month from the time when notice of such election is mailed to them, or, in the case of persons not residing in the United States, within a reasonable time. A failure so to qualify, unless explained to the satisfaction of the Executive Committee, shall entitle the Committee to annul the election. If any corporate member shall for two years fail to pay his assessments, his name may, after formal notification, be dropped from the list of members of the Society at the discretion of the Executive Committee.

SUPPLEMENTARY BY-LAWS

I. FOR THE LIBRARY

1. The Library shall be accessible for consultation to all members of the Society, at such times as the Library of Yale College, with which it is deposited, shall be open for a similar purpose; further, to such persons as shall receive the permission of the Librarian, or of the Librarian or Assistant Librarian of Yale College.

2. Any member shall be allowed to draw books from the Library upon the following conditions: he shall give his receipt for them to the Librarian, pledging himself to make good any detriment the Library may suffer from their loss or injury, the amount of said detriment to be determined by the Librarian, with the assistance of the President, or of a Vice-President; and he shall return them within a time not exceeding three months from that of their reception, unless by special agreement with the Librarian this term shall be extended.

3. Persons not members may also, on special grounds, and at the discretion of the Librarian, be allowed to take and use the Society's books, upon depositing with the Librarian a sufficient security that they shall be duly returned in good condition, or their loss or damage fully compensated.

II. ON THE ORGANIZATION OF BRANCHES

1. Upon the formation of a branch, as provided in the Constitution, the officers chosen shall have the right to propose for corporate membership in the Society such persons as may seem eligible to them, and, pending ratification according to Article IV of the Constitution, these candidates shall receive the JOURNAL and all notices issued by the Society.

2. The annual fee of the members of a branch shall be collected by the Treasurer of the Society, in the usual manner, and in order to defray the current expenses of a branch the Directors shall authorize the Treasurer of the Society to forward from time to time to the duly authorized officer of the branch such sums as may seem proper to the Treasurer. The accounts of the Treasurer of the branch shall be audited annually and a statement of the audit shall be sent to the Treasurer of the Society to be included in his annual report.
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